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# SYSTEMATIC INDEX

**Order Rodentia**

Suborder *SIMPLICIDENTATA*

Division SCIUROMORPHA

Family Sciuridae
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Family Muridae

Subfamily Gerbillinae
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**Family Bathyergidae**
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**Division HYSTRICOMORPHA**

**Family Pedetidae**
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**Family Octodontidae**
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**Family Hystricidae**
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**Suborder Duplicidentata**

**Family Leporidae**
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**Order Chiroptera**

**Suborder Megachiroptera**

**Family Pteropidae**
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### Suborder MICROCHIROPTERA

#### Family Rhinolophidae
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#### Family Nycteridae
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#### Family Vespertilionidae
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#### Family Emballonuridae
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#### Order Insectivora

#### Family Macroscelididae
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<td>Macroscelides melanotis. The Black-eared Elephant Shrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Macroscelides rupestris. The Rock Elephant Shrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>201</td>
<td>Macroscelides intuli. The Pale Elephant Shrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>202</td>
<td>Macroscelides brachyrhynchus. The Short-snouted Elephant Shrew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>203</td>
<td>Petrodomus sultan. The Four-toed Elephant Shrew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Family Erinaceidae

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Species</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>204</td>
<td>Erinaceus frontalis. The South African Hedgehog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
205. *Crocidura* (Pachyura) varilla. The Small Shrew 159
206. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) flavescens. The Large Shrew 160
207. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) martensi. Martens' Shrew 162
208. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) pilosa. The Hairy Shrew 163
209. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) silacea. The Grey Shrew 163
210. *Crocidura* (Pachyura) gracilis 164
211. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) maritensis. Martens' Shrew 164
212. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) cyanea 165
213. *Crocidura* (Crocidura) argentata 165
214. *Myosorex* varius. Smuts' Shrew 167

Family **Chrysocloridae**
215. *Chrysochloris* aurea. The Cape Golden Mole 170
216. *Chrysochloris* trevelyani. The Giant Golden Mole 173
217. *Chrysochloris* villosa. The Rough-haired Golden Mole 174
218. *Chrysochloris* hottentota. The Red Golden Mole 175

Order **Cetacea**

Suborder **MYSTACOCETI**

Family **Balaenidae**
220. *Balaena* australis. The Southern Right Whale 180
221. *Megaptera* longimanus. The Hump-back Whale 182
222. *Balaenoptera* sp. The Fin Whale 183

Suborder **ODONTOCETI**

Family **Physeteridae**
223. *Physeter* macrocephalus. The Sperm Whale 186

224. *Kogia* breviceps. The Small Sperm Whale 190
225. *Ziphius* cavirostris. Cuvier's Whale 192
226. *Mesoplodon* layardi. Layard's Beaked Whale 193

Family **Delphinidae**
228. *Orcinus* orca. The Killer or Grampus 198
229. *Globicephalus* macrorhynchus. The Cape Black Fish 200
230. *Grampus* griseus. Risso's Porpoise 201
231. *Neophocaena* phocaenoides. The Little Indian Porpoise 202
233. *Lagenorhynchus* superciliosus. Schlegel's Porpoise 204
234. *Cephalorhynchus* heavisidii. The Tonine 205
235. *Prodelphinus* attenuatus. The Narrow-nosed Dolphin 207
236. *Prodelphinus* euphrosyne. The Euphrosyne Dolphin 207
237. *Prodelphinus* longirostris. The Long-beaked Dolphin 208
238. *Delphinus* delphis. The Common Dolphin 210
239. *Delphinus* capensis. The Cape Dolphin 211
240. *Tursiops* truncatus. The Bottle-nosed Dolphin 212
241. *Sotalia* lentirosa. The Speckled Dolphin 214

Order **Edentata**

Family **Manidae**
243. *Manis* temmincki. The Scaly Ant-eater 216

Family **Orycteropodidae**
244. *Orycteropus* afer. The Aardvark 220
THE FAUNA OF SOUTH AFRICA.

MAMMALIA.

Order RODENTIA.

This order, containing the gnawing animals such as the squirrels, rats, and hares, is very well defined, being readily characterised by the large chisel-like incisors of both the upper and lower jaws and by the absence of canines. Other distinguishing features are as follows:—

Feet plantigrade or semi-plantigrade, generally provided with five-clawed toes; incisors growing continually during life from persistent pulps; those of the lower jaw only two in number; premolars reduced, usually only one above and below, arranged in an unbroken series with the molars which may be rooted or rootless; skull with the orbit communicating freely with the temporal fossa and with the condyle of the mandible elongated antero-posteriorly so as to allow of a backward and forward, and also a small lateral movement of the lower jaw; clavicles present as a rule; cerebral hemispheres smooth and not overlapping the cerebellum; intestines usually with a large caecum; testes inguinal or abdominal; uterus two-horned, placenta discoidal and deciduate.

The rodents are mostly small animals of herbivorous habits adapted to terrestrial, arboreal, subterranean and occasionally to natatorial life; the order contains a much greater number of species than any other, upwards of 1,900 species out of a total of 7,224 being recognised by Trouessart in his list of recent and fossil Mammals.

Rodents are cosmopolitan, being found all over the world, though perhaps more abundantly represented in South America at the present day than elsewhere.
The genera are here arranged according to a list drawn up by Mr. Thomas (Proc. Zool. Soc., 1896, p. 1012).

Key of the South African Suborders and Families.

A. With only two incisors in the upper jaw [Simplicidentata].
   a. Angular portion of the mandible arising from the lower edge of the bony socket of the incisor.
      a¹. Zygomatic arch composed chiefly of the malar bone [Sciuromorpha]; tail long and very bushy; distinct postorbital processes.  
      b¹. Zygomatic arch composed chiefly of, and supported by, a backwardly directed process of the maxilla; no postorbital processes [Myomorpha].
      a². Tail long and bushy; premolars ½ .......  
      b². Tail generally naked and scaly; its hairs when present very short; no premolars
   b. Angular portion of the mandible arising from the outer side of the socket of the incisor [see fig. 100, p. 70].
      a¹. Fur soft; adapted to underground life, eyes rudimentary, premolars ½ ..............  
      b¹. Fur soft; fore limbs short, hind limbs much elongated with four digits, adapted to jumping; molars of the upper jaw with external, of the lower jaw with internal folds ........................................
      c¹. Fur harsh; hind limbs not elongated; molars with both external and internal enamel folds ................................
      d¹. Part of the fur modified to form a covering of very strong spines............................  

B. With four incisors in the upper jaw, two very small and placed behind the others [Duplicidentata] ..........................

Suborder SIMPLICIDENTATA.

With only two incisors in the upper jaw, the enamel covering of which is confined to the front surface; incisive foramina of moderate size distinct from one another; fibula not articulating with the calcaneum.
SCIURIDAE

XERUS

Division SCIUROMORPHA.

In the zygomatic arch the jugal bone is not supported below by a backward continuation of the maxillary process; the angle of the mandible springs from below the bony casing of the large lower incisor; the incisive foramina are small and confined to the pre-maxillary bone; the clavicles are perfect, and the tail is (in all African forms) cylindrical and hairy.

This group includes the squirrels, flying squirrels, chipmunks, marmots and beavers, and is not a predominant one in the South African fauna, being only represented by two genera and four species all included in the large family Sciuridae.

Family SCIURIDAE.

Skull with small but distinct postorbital processes; antorbital foramina small and rounded; palate broad; premolars \( \frac{17}{2} \) the anterior of which is always small and often deciduous or absent; molars rooted, tubercular when young, the crown when worn showing deep, and often wavy, lines of enamel.

Key of the South African Genera.

A. Fur harsh, sometimes spiny; external ear absent or very small........................................... Xerus, p. 3
B. Fur soft; external ears well developed and conspicuous ........................................... Funisciurus, p. 6.

Genus XERUS.

Type.

Xer us, Hemprich & Ehrenberg, Symb. Phys. pl. ix (1832)...X rutilus.

Fur harsh, often spiny; external ears short or absent; no cheek pouches; forelimbs with four toes, all clawed, of which the two middle ones are considerably larger than the others, and a rudimentary pollex with a flat nail; hind foot with five toes all clawed; all the claws long and nearly straight; skull large and broad, with very small postorbital processes.

Dentition.—i. \( \frac{2}{1} \), c. \( \frac{3}{3} \), pm. \( \frac{3}{4} \) or \( \frac{3}{4} \), m. \( \frac{3}{3} = 20 \) or 22. Molars semi-hypsodont (i.e., with high crowns) and lophodont (i.e., with regular transverse ridges and valleys), not tubercular.
This genus is confined to Africa; there are two or three other species found in the north-eastern and western parts of the continent.

![Skull of Xerus capensis](image)

**Fig. 81.**—Skull of *Xerus capensis*.

![Right upper molars of Xerus capensis](image)

**Fig. 82.**—Right upper molars of *Xerus capensis*, enlarged.

96. **Xerus capensis.** The *Ground Squirrel*.


**Literature.**—Pennant (1781) No. 290 of History of Quadrupeds, described as the "Earless Dormouse"; le Vaillant (1796), iii, p. 277, described as the Aguimp of the Namaquas from north of the Orange River; Burchell (1822), ii, p. 241, described as *Sciurus capensis*, the Meerkat, with account of habits as observed.
Description.—General colour above and on the sides pale rufous brown, sparingly speckled with black, the hairs being short, coarse, and close-lying; a narrow white stripe runs from the shoulders to the haunches; below dull white; skin black; head broad; whiskers black; eyes large and prominent with a dull whitish line above and below; ear conch completely absent, the ear opening being a narrow diagonal slit, half-an-inch in length; limbs somewhat paler than

Fig. 33.—The Ground Squirrel (Xerus capensis).

the body, with four claws on the fore and five on the hind feet, the thumb being shorter and bearing a rudimentary flat nail; the claws are large, nearly straight, and black in colour; tail a little shorter than the head and body, near the root coloured like the body, beyond very bushy and distichous, mixed black and white, the individual hairs being chiefly white with two distinct black bands.

Skull with the bony palate extending a quarter of an inch beyond
the level of the posterior molars, nasals broad and zygomatic arches stout.

Incisors white, premolars $\frac{1}{2}$ only.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 11.0; tail 9.0, with terminal hairs 10.0; hind foot 2.33; from ear-opening to nose 2.0; skull length about 2.0, breadth about 1.40; upper cheek teeth .49.

**Distribution.**—The central and drier parts of the Colony, extending northwards through the Kalahari and Bechuanaland to Matabeleland and Damaraland; not found far to the eastwards. The South African Museum possesses examples from Namaqualand, Colesberg, and Griqualand West in the Colony.

**Habits.**—This animal was first mentioned by Pennant, whose example is described as having come from the karoo north of the Sneeuwberg in Graaff Reinet; on Pennant's account Kerr based his description.

This is a purely terrestrial form, never climbing trees, but living on the open dry karoo plains of the interior, where it associates in large communities, forming burrows, at the bottom of which are the nests in which it brings up its young. It is often seen sitting up on its haunches sunning itself, but on the first appearance of danger scuttles off with great chattering into its burrow.

Its food consists entirely of the bulbous roots with which South Africa abounds, these it is able to dig up with its long and powerful claws.

When captured it soon becomes tame and forms a gentle and amusing pet.

By the colonists this animal is frequently, owing to the similarity of its habits, general size and appearance, confused with the meerkats, but it can, of course, be at once distinguished by the possession of the two chisel-edged incisor teeth, and by the absence of canines.

**Genus FUNISCIURUS.**

*Funisciurus*, (sub-genus), Trouessart, *Le Naturaliste*,

i, p. 293 (1880) ............................................F. lemniscatus.


Fur soft, never spiny; external ears well developed; no cheek pouches; toes as in *Xerus*, but the claws short and curved; skull
much as in *Xerus*, with very small postorbital processes; dentition as in *Xerus*.

Dr. Forsyth Major, in his paper on squirrels, quoted above, placed the three South African tree squirrels, together with certain other African and Asiatic species, in the genus *Xerus*, in consequence of their resemblance to the members of that genus in certain characters of the molars and skull.

If, however, it is necessary to separate these squirrels from the old genus *Sciurus*, it seems better, as proposed by Mr. Thomas, to form a new genus for them, as *Xerus* is a very compact group separated from *Sciurus* by definite though perhaps somewhat superficial characters.

*Key of the South African Species.*

A. Not striped.
   a. Head the same colour as the body, below dull white .......................... *F. cepapi*, p. 7.
B. A pale stripe along the side of the body from the shoulder to the haunch ................................. *F. congicus*, p. 9.


**Literature.**—Livingstone (1857), p. 603, on its habits.

**Vernacular Name.**—Idsindi of Mashonas (Marshall).

**Description.**—General colour speckled yellowish grey and black; fur short, soft, and close, most of the hairs on the back and sides black at the base and also ringed subterminally with the same colour, below from the chin much paler, nearly white, the hairs not ringed; whiskers black; iris black; ears oval and moderate, measuring about 7 in. in length, covered with sparse hairs; limbs paler than the back with quite short curved claws; tail about as long as the head and body, bushy and very dark, composed of long

* A fourth species *Funisciurus freeri* (Gray) somewhat intermediate in coloration between *F. palliatus* and *F. cepapi* has been recently rediscovered in Zululand by the Woodward brothers; the original specimen was erroneously stated to have come from Zanzibar.
pale yellow hairs, each with a double ring of black; skull with the palate extending only as far as the level of the posterior molars; upper incisors orange-coloured, ungrooved; premolars \( \frac{3}{3} \), the anterior upper ones small; molars somewhat resembling those of *Xerus capensis*.

**Dimensions.**—From the skin of a female; head and body 8·50; tail 6·50 without, 7·75 with terminal hairs; hind foot 1·75; from ear to nose 1·53; another recorded in the flesh by Mr. Marshall measured head and body 6·80; tail 6·80; hind foot 1·70; ear 1·75; skull length about 1·70, breadth 1·0; upper cheek teeth 1·28.

**Distribution.**—This species was first discovered by Sir Andrew Smith on the banks of the Limpopo River, in what is now the Rustenburg district of the Transvaal; it has also been recorded from Damaraland and the Zambesi River; north of this it has been obtained from Nyasaland, but the squirrels from East Africa usually identified with this species have recently been shown by de Winton to be distinct.

The type of the species is now in the British Museum; the South African Museum has recently received an example from Mr. Marshall obtained in the Umfuli district of Mashonaland.

**Habits.**—Very little is known about the habits of this squirrel. Sir A. Smith says that it is occasionally discovered on the ground but more usually on trees; when it happened to be surprised in the former situation it invariably endeavoured to reach the latter, and attempted to conceal itself either in the forks of the branches or in holes; it is extremely active in its movements and makes a perpendicular ascent with great rapidity; it is both nocturnal and diurnal in habits. Dr. Livingstone found in a hole in a Mopani tree a quantity of seed covered with a number of fresh leaves collected by this squirrel as a store for the hot weather; its food consists of berries, fruits and seeds.

Mr. Marshall also states that this species is only found where the Mopani tree grows, and that it is regarded as a great delicacy by the Mashonas.


*Sciurus palliatus,* Peters, *Bericht Akad. Berlin,* p. 278 (1852); *id. Reise Mossamb. Säugeth.* p. 134, pl. xxxi, fig. 1, pl. xxxii, fig. 3 (1852); *Jentink, Notes Leyd. Mus.* iv, p. 16 (1882).


Vernacular Names.—Pocoluti of Zulus (Fosbrooke apud Gray); Inchindau ebomvu of Swazis and Tshindi at Inhambane (Francis).

Description.—General colour above and on the outsides of the limbs speckled yellow and black, the hairs black at the base and subterminally with intermediate reddish-yellow bands and paler yellow tips; head speckled rufous and black; below including the cheeks, chin, inside and lower halves of the limbs bright rufous, the hairs being the same colour throughout; tail dark rufous with long hairs, which are very pale at the base with two black rings following, the terminal half alone being dark rufous; whiskers black; eyes dark brown; ears in the only specimen examined nearly bare of hairs, though said in the original description to be thickly covered.

Incisors smooth and dark orange; premolars \( \frac{3}{2} \); the anterior upper one small and deciduous.

Dimensions.—From a skin, probably a male; head and body 8·25; tail without terminal hairs 4·50, with 6·50; hind foot 1·80; from ear to nose 1·75; a female in the flesh, recorded by Mr. Francis, measures head and body 8·0; tail without hairs 6·90; ear 6·2; skull length (about) 1·90; breadth 1·20; upper cheek teeth 1·40.

Distribution. — East and South-east Africa from Gallaland through German East Africa, Nyasaland and Mozambique to Zululand and, perhaps Natal; the South African Museum possesses skins from the Umgoye Forest in Zululand, and from Inhambane in Portuguese East Africa.

The type described by Peters from Mozambique is now in the Berlin Museum.

Habits.—On the ticket of the Inhambane specimen Mr. Francis writes:—“Common in the district, can be seen of a morning hopping from branch to branch among the trees; has a peculiar way of jerking the tail upwards and forwards.

106. Funisciurus congicus. The Western Striped Squirrel.


Description.—General colour above yellowish brown, brighter on the shoulders, below very pale yellow; hairs of the back black
at the base, and many of them with black tips; along the sides from the shoulder to the hind limbs runs a narrow pale yellow stripe, below which is a similar dark one; an incomplete white ring round the eye; ears moderate, whiskers black; limbs pale, toes covered with long hairs nearly concealing the claws; tail a little shorter than the head and body, bushy, composed of long hairs which are bright yellow with a subterminal pale yellow band.

Anterior upper premolars present; incisors orange-coloured and not grooved.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 7.75; tail without terminal hairs 5.75, with 6.25; hind foot 1.5; from ear opening to nose 1.4; skull length 1.42, breadth 0.90; upper cheek teeth 0.30.

**Distribution.**—West and South-west Africa from the Congo, whence came the type, through Angola to Ovamoland; there is an example obtained by Mr. Eriksson from Ombongo in Ovamoland in the South African Museum.

**Division MYOMORPHA.**

Skull with a slender zygomatic arch formed chiefly by the backwardly directed process of the maxilla on which rests the slender jugal bone; no postorbital processes; the angle of the mandible arises from the inferior surface of the bony case of the lower incisor, except in the *Bathyergidae*; tibia and fibula united.

**Family GLIRIDAE.**

Small arboreal animals with long and hairy tails; eyes and ears large; forelimbs small and slender.

Skull with frontals much contracted, antorbital opening moderate and triangular; mandible with a long and slender coronoid process.

Dentition i. $\frac{1}{3}$, c. $\frac{3}{3}$, pm. $\frac{1}{3}$, m. $\frac{3}{3} = 20$; incisors not grooved, premolars slightly smaller than the molars, which are all rooted and provided with transverse enamel folds, somewhat difficult to detect.

This family includes the dormice and their allies, and is confined to the Palaeartic and Ethiopian regions. All the South African species, five in number, are now usually referred to the genus *Graphiurus*. 
GLIRIDAE

Genus GRAPHIURUS.

Type.


Tail very bushy and somewhat distichous.

Dentition.—i. ½, c. ½, p.m. ½, m. ⅝ = 20; incisors not grooved; molars rooted, exceedingly small, especially the premolar, which is about half the width of the other teeth; the crowns of the molars are hollowed out, the rims being formed of a ridge of enamel; scarcely any traces of infoldings can be distinguished.

![Skull and left upper molars](image)

**Fig. 84.**—Skull (life size) and left upper molars (enlarged) of Graphiurus ocularis.

This genus is confined to the Ethiopian region; the smaller species were formerly placed in the genus Eliomys, of which the garden dormouse of Europe (*E. melanurus*) is the type, but they are now considered to be more appropriately assigned to the present genus originally formed for the reception of the large grey dormouse of South Africa.

In addition to the species described below, some half-dozen have been recorded from other parts of Africa.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Large, about 6 in., head with black and white markings ........................................... G. ocularis, p. 12.

B. Intermediate, about 4 in.; no conspicuous markings on the head.
   b. Tail-tip white; skull broad and flat ... G. platyops, p. 14.

C. Small, about 3½ in.; tail-tip white ............ G. nanus et kelleni, pp. 15, 16.


Description.—General colour ashy grey, fur soft and thick, dark slaty at the base, dull white mixed with black at the apex; patch on the snout and chin white with a reddish tinge; cheeks, a patch in front of the shoulder, and a spot on the head at the base of the inner angle of the ear conch, white, a black patch runs from the root of the whiskers through the eye and is continued along the front of the ear; ears large, rounded, nearly naked but thinly covered round the margin with fine black hairs; under surface from the chest downwards and the sides between the limbs dull white, the slaty bases of the fur showing clearly; extremities very slender, tail rather short, bushy throughout and distichous, white mixed with black above, black below, the individual hairs above being black for their basal and white for their terminal halves.

Female with four pairs of mammae.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 6·30; tail 3·85; with terminal hairs 4·90; from ear-opening to tip of nose 1·14; hind foot 80; skull length 1·34; breadth 78; upper cheek teeth 14.

Distribution.—This large dormouse seems to be confined to South Africa, where it is widely distributed in suitable localities; the South African Museum possesses examples from Clanwilliam, Ceres, Worcester and Beaufort West in the west, and from Colesberg, Albany, and Uniondale in the east of the Colony; it is further recorded from Damaraland and the Marico district of the Transvaal.

The type described by Smith, from Plettenberg Bay (Knysna district of the Colony) is now in the British Museum.

Habits.—Little has been recorded on this subject. *Sir A. Smith* describes this dormouse as living in trees; *Layard* states that it is
GLIRIDAE

108. **Graphiurus murinus. The Cape Dormouse.**


*Myoxus couplei, F. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. livr. xxxvii (1822) [Senegal].*

*Myoxus lalandianus, Schinz, Thierreich iv, p. 398 (1825).*

*Myoxus erythrobronchus, A. Smith, Zool. Journ. iv, p. 488 (1829).*

*Myoxus cinerascens, Rüppell, Mus. Senck. iii, p. 186 (1842) [Natal].*


*Eliomys murinus, Reuens, Myoxidae, p. 40, pl. i, figs. 4, 6, 7, pl. ii, fig. 9, pl. iii, figs. 5, 6, 7 (1890).*

*Eliomys microtis, Noack, Zool. Jahrb. ii, p. 248 (1887).*

**Description.**—General colour above mouse-grey, the hair very soft and thick, dark slaty at the base with ashy-brown tips; below, including the cheeks, chin, and insides of the limbs, dull white, these hairs too being slaty at the base; in some adult specimens the chin, cheeks, and breast have a distinct rusty red tinge; feet very slender, covered with sparse pale hairs and furnished below with the usual pads, five to the fore and six to the hind limbs; from the root of the whiskers to the eyes, and round these extends a dark ring, not always well marked; the ears fairly large, rounded, and nearly naked; tail almost as long as the head and body, bushy, covered with long hairs which become much longer towards the apex, but the hairs are fairly evenly distributed, so that the tail can hardly be called distichous, its colour is the same as that of the back, the hairs being of one colour throughout; four pairs of mammae, one pair axillary, one pectoral, two inguinal.

Varieties having a general rufous tinge sometimes occur.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 4·1; tail without terminal hairs 2·77, with 3·55; hind foot ·65; from ear opening to nose ·95; skull length 1·10, breadth ·63; upper cheek teeth ·15.

**Distribution.**—Western and Central Africa from Senegal and Kilima-njaro southwards to Cape Colony; in South Africa this dormouse is found in the more wooded districts, especially in the
east. The South African Museum possesses examples from the Beaufort West, Griqualand West, George and Port Elizabeth divisions, also from Pondoland, Natal, and Zululand. The type obtained by Delalande in Cape Colony and described by Desmarest is now in the Paris Museum.

Fig. 85.—The Cape Dormouse (Graphiurus murinus).

**Habits.**—From what is known of the habits of this animal it appears to resemble the English dormouse; it is usually found in holes in the trunks of trees, or sometimes in the roofs of native huts, where it builds a rounded nest of leaves and grass, in which it usually brings up four young ones. M. Cuvier relates that an individual which he possessed in captivity in Paris hibernated exactly in the same way as the English dormouse, though whether it has the same habit in a wild condition does not seem to be ascertained.

109. *Graphiurus platyops*. **Darling's Dormouse.**


**Description.**—In external appearance closely resembling *G. murinus*, but a little larger, and with the tail distinctly white tipped.
Skull very different from that of *G. murinus*, being broad and flat, with long nasals, narrow interorbital region, and broad and depressed brain case; the molars are rather smaller than those of the other species.

This form appears to be doubtfully distinct from *G. murinus.*

**Dimensions.**—Of the type; head and body 4·20; tail 2·75; hind foot 1·90; skull length 1·05, breadth 0·68; upper cheek teeth 0·12.

**Distribution.**—The type and only specimen known, was obtained at Enkeldorn, in Mashonaland, by Mr. J. ffolliott Darling, and is now in the British Museum.

---

**110. Graphiurus nanus. The Dwarf Dormouse.**


**Vernacular Name.**—Sindiwara of Mashonas (Darling).

**Description.**—Smaller than *G. murinus,* general colour rather more ashy, the wood-brown tinge being much less evident, below dull white; a black patch on the face extending from the whisker roots to round the eyes; tail club-shaped, very slender at the base and bushy at the apex, of the same colour as the body above, below somewhat paler; tip of the tail distinctly white.

Skull like that of *G. murinus,* but smaller.

**Dimensions.**—Of a specimen measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall, now in the South African Museum; head and body 3·30 (of dried skin 3·52); tail without hairs 2·55, with 3·12; hind foot 0·60, from ear-opening to tip of nose 0·85; skull length 0·90, breadth 0·51; upper cheek teeth 0·12.

**Distribution.**—This species was described by Mr. de Winton from a single specimen obtained at Mazoe, in Mashonaland, by Mr. J. ffolliott Darling, now in the British Museum. The South African Museum has recently received a male and two young ones from Salisbury, presented by Mr. G. A. K. Marshall.

**Habits.**—Mr. Marshall, in a letter addressed to me when sending the dormice, writes as follows:—"These animals have a curious habit of utilising the nests of the larger of our two sociable spiders (*Stegodyphus sp. inc.*) for their own dwellings. Whether this is their invariable habit I cannot say, but I have taken them in this way on three occasions, and in three or four instances I have found old spiders' nests which have been evidently used by dormice. The
structure made by the spiders varies from a single chamber about the size of a small hen's egg to a mass of very tough felted silk as large as a man's head, and intersected throughout by passages and chambers. In this the dormice hollow out a chamber of a suitable size, which they line with feathery grass heads, the downy seeds of various flowers, and even a few stray feathers. Judging by the case in which I found the nest with young ones in it, I believe they do not only use the old nest, but even drive the spiders out, for it was the spiders that first attracted my attention in this instance. I noticed about 200 of them on a small bush, evidently in a great state of agitation, and busily engaged in forming a fresh nest, which surprised me, as these creatures are usually crepuscular in their habits, and not given to exposing themselves unduly. The old nest I found in a bush some two yards off, connected of course by silk threads with the new one, and in it there were four young dormice. Judging by the attitude of the spiders they could only have been turned out that day or perhaps the day before, in which case the mother dormouse must have carried her young there, as they were too big to have been born so short a time.'

111. Graphiurus kelleni. The Damaraland Dormouse.

Eliomys kelleni, Reeuves, Myoxidae, p. 85, pl. i, fig. 1, pl. iii, fig. 3 (1890).

Description.—Closely resembling G. nanus in size and coloration, but the hairs on the body above have pale rings with dark brown tips. It is doubtfully distinct.

Dimensions.—(Of the type); head and body 2:50; tail with hairs 3:38, without 2:62; hind foot 62; skull length 70, breadth 48; upper cheek teeth 12.

Distribution.—This species was described from a single specimen (preserved in alcohol) in the Leyden Museum, obtained in Damaraland by M. Kellen, and is not represented in the South African Museum.

Family MURIDAE.

Animals mostly of terrestrial habits and usually of moderate size; nearly all have scaly and naked, or but scantily clothed tails and a rudimentary pollex (1st digit of hind foot); skull with con-
tracted frontals and without postorbital processes; the anterior portion of the zygomatic arch is usually flattened into a perpendicular plate so that the antorbital foramen forms a somewhat T shaped opening when viewed from in front, being wide and rounded above and narrow below. Dentition in all South African species, i. t, c. t, pm. t, m. t = 16; no premolars, molars rooted or rootless, tuberculate or with angular enamel folds.

This is a cosmopolitan family with a very large number of genera and species, including more than a third of all existing Rodents.

In the following key the characters given apply only to South African genera, and the arrangement is entirely artificial, being only intended to guide the reader in finding out the genus of an unknown form, it being necessary in all cases to confirm this by a careful reference to the full description. Further, it may be added that an examination of the skull is almost always necessary to determine an unknown rat.

**Key of the South African Species.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. Upper incisors with a longitudinal groove.</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Tail longer than the head and body.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a'. Hind limbs elongated, molars transversely laminated, at least in the adults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b'. Hind limbs not elongated, molars with tubercles more or less arranged in pairs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Tail shorter than the head and body, but exceeding half its length.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a'. Incisors slender, inconspicuously grooved, sole with one large pad, molars transversely laminated</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b'. Incisors well grooved, soles with five pads, molars with a triple row of tubercles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Tail less than half the length of the head and body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a'. Molars in laminae, the posterior upper and the anterior lower the longest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b'. Molars with tubercles arranged in an incomplete triple row.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a^2. Tarsus naked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b^2. Tarsus hairy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. Upper incisors smooth not grooved</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. Upper molars with a triple row of tubercles.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a'. Tail more than half the length of the head and body</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a^2. Fur smooth and usually soft not spiny.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
b. Antorbital plate rounded or straight in front not hooked.
a. Coloration plain, 1st and 5th digits not shortened ........................................... Mus, p. 37.
b. Coloration with lines or spots; 1st, and 5th digits much shortened ........... Arvicanthis, p. 61.
c. Antorbital plate but little developed, foramen oval, large animals with cheek pouches ................................. Cricetomys, p. 58.
a. Fur on the back spiny ................................................................. Acomys, p. 58.
b. Tail less than half the length of the head and body; small animals with cheek pouches ................................................................. Saccostomus, p. 54.
b. Upper molars with a double line of tubercles; tail less than half the length of the body; tarsus hairy ................................. Mystromys, p. 66.

Subfamily GERBILLINAE.

Genus GERBILLUS.


Rat-like animals with somewhat pointed muzzles and moderate-sized ears, sparsely covered with hairs; tail long, hairy, and usually slightly tufted; hind feet elongated, usually with four rounded tarsal pads; skull with large and swollen bullae; upper incisors grooved (in all South African species); molars at first tubercular,
but after wear consisting of a series of transverse or elliptical laminae; the anterior tooth in each jaw consisting of three, the middle of two, the posterior of one only.

This genus which is a very large one, and spread over the greater part of the Old World, has been studied in considerable detail by Lataste; the South African species, however, are still in a good deal of confusion, which cannot well be rectified until a re-examination of the old types and a comparison of them with freshly collected material has taken place.

A recent paper by Mr. de Winton has thrown some light on the subject; he recognises four species as existing in South Africa; of these, three are closely allied and difficult to distinguish; the fourth, *G. paeba*, is considerably smaller and of a rather different colour.


**Description.**—General colour above a reddish orange, a little darker along the back owing to the admixture of a few long black hairs; fur long and soft with dark slaty bases, below and inside of the limbs pure white throughout; ears moderately long and oval; carpus hairy with a large swelling, on which is a small round naked tubercle at the base of the rudimentary pollex; tarsus covered below with short white hairs; at the base of the toes which are also hairy, is a single large pad partially divided into three portions; tail slender, cylindrical and tapering clothed with short stiff hairs, becoming a good deal longer towards the tip, pale brown above and white below.

Upper incisors yellow, paler than in *G. afer*, with a longitudinal groove slightly to the outer side of the tooth; molars with the middle lamina of the anterior tooth of both jaws, and the anterior lamina of the middle tooth of the upper jaw completely
separated in the middle line into two tubercles in the specimens examined.

**Dimensions.**—From an example in spirit; head and body 3·1 (type according to Smith 4·0); tail 4·50; hind foot 1·0; ear 5; skull length 1·1; breadth 5; upper cheek teeth 2.

**Distribution.**—The types of this species were obtained by Sir A. Smith north of Litakun, in what is now Bechuanaland; they are preserved in the British Museum. Noack and Thomas have identified gerbilles from Damaraland and the Kalahari, and de Winton others from Namaqualand with this species. The present description is drawn up from an animal procured at Dabenoris in Namaqualand, now preserved in the South African Museum, which appears to be referable to this species.

113. *Gerbillus afer.* **The Cape Gerbille.**


*Meriones schlegelii,* Smuts, *Enum. Mamm. Cap.* p. 41, pl. i, pl. iii, figs. 1-5 (1832) [Port Elizabeth].

**Vernacular Name.**—Duin Rat or Nacht Muis of the Colonists (Smith).

**Description.**—General colour fawn brown, darker owing to the intermixtiture of black hairs on the back, lighter on the sides; fur soft and thick, pale slaty at the base, the tips lightish brown; below from the chin backwards pure white, the fur being the same colour throughout; head rather pointed, ears oval and large, sparsely covered with fine brown hairs; front limbs short, brown outside, white inside and on the hands, with four pale yellow or white claws and five prominent carpal pads; hind limbs long, the tarsus and toes especially so, the former naked, the latter covered with white hairs, the three middle toes much the longest and the first the shortest, all with long, pale claws; there are four tarsal pads, the one at the base of the first digit being smaller than the others; tail about as long as the head and body, fairly thickly covered with stiff hairs, brown above, pale below.

Upper incisors orange, with a prominent, well-marked groove
running along slightly nearer the outer than the inner edge of the tooth; lower incisors paler and ungrooved.

**Dimensions.**—Of a specimen in alcohol; head and body 5.0; tail 5.50; from ear-opening to tip of snout 1.45; hind foot 1.50, with middle claw 1.63. An example from Mashonaland measured in the flesh by Mr. Darling is given by de Winton as follows: Head and body 5.90; tail 6.30; hind foot 1.25; skull length 1.45; breadth about 0.86; length of upper molars 0.27.

**Distribution.**—The Cape gerbille is not uncommon in the neighbourhood of Cape Town and has been recorded by Smuts from Port Elizabeth; it is probably found all over the Colony, and, if Mr. de Winton's identification is correct, it extends northwards to Mashonaland.

There are specimens of this Gerbille in the South African Museum from the Cape, Knysna and Clanwilliam divisions of the Colony and from Pietersburg in the Transvaal.

**Habits.**—According to Sir A. Smith this animal is nocturnal; it is commonly found in open plots of ground clothed with short grass and situated near brushwood, where a number of animals congregate and form their burrows, extending them in different directions so as not to interfere with one another. The courses of the burrows are at first oblique, but after reaching into the soil about a foot, they run horizontally for three or four yards and often communicate with one another. When young are about to be brought forth, a nest of soft grass is formed at the further extremity of the subterranean passage in which they are placed.
This animal is migratory, usually performing its journeys at night. According to Mr. Layard its food consists of bulbs and seeds, and it is said to be very destructive to young plantations; it stores up grain in holes in the upper part of the ridges so as to escape the drainage into the furrows of the fields.


**Description.**—General colour above light rufous-brown, freely pencilled with darker brown, paler on the sides, below dull white; head short and somewhat bulky posteriorly; nose-tip black-brown; ears oval, thinly covered with hairs; tarsi ashy grey; toes shorter than in *G. afer*; tail reddish-brown above, with blackish hairs intermixed, a little shorter than the head and body.

Incisors above Dutch-orange, below white, much larger than in *G. afer*, and the distance between them and the molars less (Smith).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 6:0; tail 5:0 (Smith); from an old skin in the South African Museum, head and body 5:75; tail 5:25; hind foot 1:25.

**Distribution.**—Sir A. Smith's specimens were obtained near the sources of the Orange and Caledon Rivers in what is now Basutoland; the type of *M. maccalinus*, was collected by Wahlberg in the Maccali (i.e., Magaliesberg) Mountains in the Rustenburg district of the Transvaal. This gerbille has also been recorded from the Transvaal by Mr. de Winton. An old skin in bad condition, from near Kimberley, now in the South African Museum, seems referable to this species.


Description.—General colour above pale fawn, finely grizzled with dull black along the back, pure along the sides; below pure white, the two colours abruptly separated; in other external characters resembling *G. afer*.

Skull with a narrow facial portion across the nasals and maxillae between the infraorbital foramina.

First upper molar persistently cuspidate, the second lobe being divided into a pair of cusps outer and inner, in fairly adult specimens (de Winton).

Dimensions.—Head and body 5·30; tail 6·30; hind foot 1·33 (de Winton).

Distribution.—This form was obtained by Mr. F. C. Selous, at Essex Vale, near Bulawayo, and was at first identified by Mr. de Winton with *G. leucogaster* of Peters, and subsequently considered to be a distinct species; the type is in the British Museum. Gerbilles from Mzoe and Salisbury presented to the South African Museum by Messrs. Darling and Marshall agree very well with the description above given.

Genus PACHYUROMYS.

Type.

**Pachyuromys**, Lataste, *Le Naturaliste*, ii, p. 313 (1880) ... *P. duprasi*.

This genus contains animals allied to the Gerbilles, distinguished by their short tails and their peculiarly shaped skulls in which the tympanic bulla is enormously swollen and enlarged, so that it projects back behind the level of the occipital condyles, and can be seen at the two posterior angles of the skull when viewed from above. The antorbital plate is not nearly so well developed as in *Gerbillus*.

![Fig. 88.—Skull of *Pachyuromys auricularis*, to show the enlarged tympanic bulla.](image)

The incisors are almost white and very faintly grooved down the middle; the molars are small and transversely laminated like those of *Gerbillus*, from which they do not differ in any essential respect.
In addition to the South African species, one other only, *P. duprasi*, from North Africa is included in this genus.


**Description.**—Form short and thick; head triangular and very large as compared with the body; general colour above tawny brown, mottled and pencilled with dull black, the sides somewhat lighter; fur slaty at the base, ochraceous yellow in the middle, and dark brown at the tips; sides of the muzzle, eyebrows, sides of the head, beneath from the chin backwards, fore legs and tarsus pure white; toes short, claws small and pale yellow in colour; sole of the hind foot with the proximal half bare, the distal half towards the toes hairy; between the outer and inner toes is a large swelling longitudinally divided and transversely striated forming a single pad; behind the ear at the base a conspicuous white spot; ears small, oval and flesh-coloured, a few white hairs on the inner surface; tail short and thick, covered with short, stiff hairs, above pale brown, beneath reddish white.

Female with four pairs of mammae (2-2 = 8).

**Dimensions.**—From a female in alcohol; head and body 3·75; tail 3·0; hind foot 92; ear 1·4; from ear to nose-tip 1·17; skull, extreme length 1·4; from condyle to incisors 1·15; breadth 1·80; upper cheek teeth 1·19.

**Distribution.**—The original specimen described by Smith, came from the Kamiesberg in Namaqualand; the species is also recorded from Otjimbique, in Damaraland, and from the neighbourhood of Kimberley. The South African Museum has recently received examples from near Douglas just north of the Orange River in Griqualand West.

**Habits.**—This gerbille is described by Smith as being nocturnal and migratory, forming burrows in sandy grassy places and feeding on insects.
Sub-family OTOMYINAE.

Genus OTOMYS.

Type.

Otomys, F. Cuvier, Dents des Mamm. p. 168 (1825)... O. irroratus.

Euryotis, Brants, Het Geslacht der Muizen p. 93
(1827) ................................................ O. irroratus.

Rat-like animals with short tails, clad with bristles and scales; hind feet short and ears usually large; skull with a moderate bulla and an arched nasal profile, upper incisors grooved, molars composed of a series of laminae of enamel united by cement, posterior molar of upper and anterior molar of lower jaw the largest, the former consisting of from four to nine lamellae.

The genus is purely African; in addition to the South African forms described below, only one other species, O. jacksoni, from British East Africa, is known.

Key of the South African Species.

A. Both upper and lower incisors longitudinally grooved, ears large.............................. O. irroratus, p. 26.

B. Upper incisors grooved, lower incisors very faintly marked or smooth.
   a. Greyish brown, ears large ......................... O. unisulcatus, p. 28.
   b. Yellowish brown, ears small ....................... O. brantsi, p. 29.
117. Otomys irratus. The Vley Otomys.


Otomys bisuleatus, F. Cuvier, Hist. Nat. Mamm. livr. 61 (1829).


Vernacular Names.—Vley Muis of the Colonists (Smith); Nappy of the Mashonas (Darling).

Description.—General colour above and on the sides dark speckled brown, the bases of the fur slaty, the tips mingled pale brown and black in varying proportions so that there are darker and lighter individuals, below paler the bases of the fur still slaty, and the tips whitish; ears large, rounded, about \( \frac{3}{4} \) inch in length and breadth, anteriorly fairly well covered with hair; fore limbs short and slender with five carpal pads, and a rudimentary first digit; hind foot short with six tarsal pads, of which the proximal one is somewhat elongated as in the true rats; tail less than half the length of the head and body, covered with short stiff bristles hardly showing any tendency to form a tuft at the tip, black above, dirty white below. Nasal bones of the skull very much expanded in front.

Incisors much curved, very stout, about \( \cdot2 \) in. across the tips, chrome-yellow, each with a deep, well-marked groove running its length about one-third of the breadth of the whole tooth from the outside edge; lower incisors also stout and chrome-yellow, strongly grooved nearer the outer edge than those of the upper jaw; the molars consist of a series of parallel laminae of enamel the number of which to each tooth can be best expressed in the following formula beginning with the anterior tooth \( ^{3-3-6\text{ to }9}_{4\text{ to }6-2-2} \).

Dimensions.—Of a skin; head and body 8·0; tail 3·25; hind foot 1·1; from ear-opening to tip of nose 1·55. Of a male measured in the flesh by Mr. Ayres, of Potchefstroom, head and body 6·75; tail 3·5; hind foot 1·12; skull, length 1·60; breadth \( \cdot85 \); upper cheek teeth \( \cdot40 \).
Variation.—This otomys varies a good deal in colour throughout its range, and Mr. Thomas has shown that the specimens from East Africa (Mianzini) and Nyasaland differ from those of the Cape Colony in possessing an extra lamella to the posterior upper and anterior lower molar, making the number 7 and 5, instead of 6 and 4, as in the typical variety; in two skulls from Entafufu, in Pondoland, preserved in the South African Museum, the lamella-formulae are \( \frac{3-2-7}{4-2-3} \) and \( \frac{3-2-9}{6-2-3} \). The skins belonging to these two skulls do not seem to differ in any very marked respect from the typical variety, and they were both collected in the same locality about the same time, so that until other evidence is forthcoming we may conclude that variation in the number of lamellae is not of specific importance.

Distribution.—The vley otomys is found over a considerable portion of Africa from Somaliland southwards through British East Africa, German East Africa, Nyasaland and Angola to South Africa.

The first collector of this animal was M. Delalande, whose specimens were described by M. Cuvier under the name of the “Otomie Namaquois,” in the belief that they came from Namaqualand. The South African Museum possesses examples from the neighbourhood of Cape Town, from the Clanwilliam, Knysna, Bedford, Albany and Pondoland divisions of the Colony, and from Potchefstroom and Zoutspansberg, in the Transvaal, also from Salisbury and Nyasaland; the species is common in Natal.

Habits.—The vley otomys, as its name implies, is usually found in marshy places in the neighbourhood of water; it forms short and tortuous burrows among the bushes in which the female makes a nest and brings forth her young; it is a vegetable-feeder living on the roots of rushes and other like materials.
118. Otomys unisulcatus. The Bush Otomys.


Euryotis rufifrons, Wagner, Schreber Säugeth. Suppl. iii, p. 507 (1843).

Description.—General colour dark grey-brown, paler on the sides and becoming a dirty white below, rather lighter in colour than O. irroratus; the fur is soft, dark slate at the base, and pale yellow and black at the tips; ears very large and rounded, measuring about 9 in., thinly covered with hair; limbs and toe-pads much as in O. irroratus; tail less than half the length of the head and body, covered with short bristles, dark above, light below.

Female with two pairs of inguinal mammae only.

Skull with the superior and anterior edges of the perpendicular plate of the antorbital foramina forming almost a right angle; the nasal bones only slightly expanded in front.

Upper incisors narrower than in the last species (about 1·5 in. broad at their tips), paler, and with the groove much nearer the outer edge; lower incisors ungrooved; formula of the molar laminae $\frac{3}{2}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{2}{4}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{4}{2}$ $\cdot$ $\frac{2}{4}$.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 8·25; tail 3·50; hind foot 1·08; from ear-opening to tip of snout 1·55; skull length 1·40, breadth 0·70; upper cheek teeth 0·34.

Distribution.—To M. Delalande's collections and M. Cuvier's description we are also indebted for our first knowledge of this species, and, except for Sir A. Smith, the animal seems to have attracted little attention since; the South African Museum possesses examples from Garies in Namaqualand, Clanwilliam and Malmesbury, and from Touws River in the Worcester division, and Sir A. Smith records specimens from George.

Habits.—Sir A. Smith tells us that this otomys is found in sandy districts where there is a certain amount of shrubby vegetation; its existence or non-existence in a locality is readily ascertained; if it exists large hemispherical or irregular masses, composed of an aggregation of small dry twigs will be seen surrounding the shrubs and often advancing high among their
branches; these masses are formed by the animal and traversed in all directions by its burrows, which also extend underneath into the ground; it is usually in the subterranean burrows that the females make their nests of soft dry grass and bring forth their young.


Description.—General colour yellowish brown, lighter on the sides and below; as in the other species the fur is slaty at the base with yellowish brown intermingled with less abundant black tips; ears markedly smaller than in the other two species, about half an inch in length and breadth, fairly thickly clothed with hairs; limbs somewhat stouter and broader than those of O. unisulcatus; tail thickly clothed with somewhat stout yellow bristles with a dark dorsal band more marked towards the tip, which is almost black; two pairs of mammae inguinal in position: tarsal pads six, all circular.

Nasal bones not expanded, normal; upper incisors moderate, the groove well to the outer side of the tooth, the outer edge pale, almost white; lower incisors sometimes faintly grooved, generally smooth; formula of molar laminae $\frac{3}{2}, \frac{4}{3}, \frac{2}{1}$.

Dimensions.—From an example in spirit; head and body 5·60 (of a skin 7·0); tail 3·40; hind foot 1·15; from ear-opening to tip of nose 1·60; skull length 1·50, breadth .75; upper cheek teeth .30.

Distribution.—Namaqualand; Sir Andrew Smith's specimen came from the neighbourhood of the Orange River; there are a considerable number of examples in the South African Museum obtained by Mr. Péringuey at Klipfontein, near O'okiep in Namaqualand.

Subfamily DENDROMYINAE.

Genus DENDROMYS.


Small, slender, mouse-like animals with long, scaly, and sparsely-haired tails, rather large ears, and with slender limbs
with the three middle digits of each elongated. Skull with the infraorbital opening triangular, hardly at all narrowed below.

Upper incisors grooved, molars small, the anterior upper one as long as the second and third taken together; the tubercles fairly distinctly arranged in pairs, especially in the anterior upper molar where there are six tubercles arranged in pairs, with a small extra seventh on the inside of the middle one.

This is a purely Ethiopian genus with four species, in addition to those below described, from Western and Eastern Africa.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Chestnut, with three clawed toes to the fore and four to the hind feet.
   a. Larger, about 3½ in.; sometimes with, sometimes without the black dorsal stripe ........... *D. mesomelas*, p. 30.
   b. Smaller, about 2½ in.; always without the black dorsal stripe .................................. *D. pumilio*, p. 31.

B. Grey, with only three claws to both fore and hind feet; small, about 2½ in. ..................... *D. melanotis*, p. 31.

120. **Dendromys mesomelas.** The Chestnut Tree-Mouse.


**Description.**—General colour chestnut-brown above, paler on the sides, white with a rufous tinge below; fur soft and thick, dark slaty for the basal three-quarters, tips chestnut-brown; head and snout acutely pointed; ears large, thinly covered with hairs, which are thicker along the margin, so as to there give it a darker appearance; fore limbs short and slender, formed for grasping, the three middle fingers elongated and clawed, the other two rudimentary; a large swollen pad occupies the base of the fingers; hind limbs elongated and slender, toes long, all clawed except the first, which has a flat nail; tail as long as or longer than the head and body, slender, with rings formed of a series of scales, which are somewhat concealed by the numerous bristles, dark above, lighter below. A
black dorsal stripe from behind the head to the root of the tail is generally present.

**Dimensions.**—Of a male measured in the flesh by Mr. Ayres; head and body 3·0; tail 3·25; hind foot 7·5; from ear-opening to tip of nose 90; ear 47.

**Distribution.**—East and South Africa, from Gallaland through Nyasaland to Cape Colony; the type is said to have come from the Sunday river in Uitenhage; the South African Museum possesses examples from the immediate neighbourhood of Cape Town, and from Potchefstroom in the Transvaal, and there are examples from Natal in the Maritzburg Museum.

**Habits.**—This, like the other species of the genus, appears to be an entirely arboreal animal, living in the branches of trees, shrubs or vines, and there making a nest in which it brings up its young; it is very active in passing along from one branch to another. Sometimes it adopts for itself the nest of a bird; there are three specimens in the South African Museum, taken from the deserted nest of a weaver bird (*Hyphantornis velatus*).

121. **Dendromys pumilio.** *The Small Tree-Mouse.*


**Description.**—Smaller than *D. mesomelas,* and without the black dorsal stripe; reddish brown above, cheeks, lower side and feet white; tail longer than the head and body (Matschie); is very doubtfully distinct from *D. mesomelas.*

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 2·38; tail 3·12 to 3·75.

**Distribution.**—East and South Africa; this tree mouse is recorded from various parts of German East Africa, and was originally described from Cape Colony. Unrepresented in the South African Museum.

122. **Dendromys melanotis.** *The Grey Tree-Mouse.*


**Description.**—General colour above ashy grey with a slight tinge of rufous, below dull white; a well-marked black line from
between the shoulders to the root of the tail; fur soft and thick, slaty at the base as in the other species; ears broad and patulous larger than in *D. mesomelas*, the tips dark, covered with sparse silvery white hairs, a white spot on the side of the head at the base of the outer margin of the conch; fore limbs slender, only the three middle toes clawed, the fifth a clawless tubercle; hind feet long and slender, especially the toes, of which only the three middle ones bear claws, the fifth bears a flat nail, the first is repre-

![Fig. 91.—The Grey Tree-mouse (*Dendromys melanotis*).](image)

sented only by a tubercle; the soles of the tarsus with five rounded pads set among a series of minute, closely-set hemispherical swellings; tail longer than the head and body, covered with rings from which spring short bristles, dark above, light below; eight mammae, one pair axillary, one pair pectoral, and two pairs inguinal.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen measured in the flesh; head and body 2.70; tail 2.85; hind foot 0.70; from ear-opening to tip of nose 0.75; skull length 0.80, breadth 0.40; upper cheek teeth 0.15.

**Distribution.**—Sir A. Smith's type came from Durban; the South African Museum possesses examples from the suburbs of
Cape Town and from Port Elizabeth; no other locality seems to have been recorded, unless certain examples mentioned by M. Bocage from Angola are referable to this species.

**Habits.**—Like the other species of the genus this one seems to be found only on trees and shrubs, and while sometimes making a nest for itself, at other times occupies that of a small bird in which to rear its young. In addition to vegetable matter it will devour spiders and insects; a case is recorded by Mr. Fisk in which a small animal of this species killed and devoured two young ringhals snakes (*Sepedon haemachaetes*) 9 and 10 inches in length respectively.

**Genus STEATOMYS.**


Small, short-tailed, mouse-like animals, always very plump owing to the storage of fat all over the body, with no cheek pouches, moderate ears, and short limbs.

Skull with the infraorbital opening not narrowed below.

Upper incisors grooved; molars tuberculated, the tubercles arranged in two rows, except in the case of the anterior upper molar, the median row of which consists of three, so that this tooth has seven tubercles instead of eight, as in *Mus*.

This genus is also purely Ethiopian. Three other species have been recently described from West and East Africa.

123. **Steatomys pratensis. The Fat Mouse.**


Steatomys edulis, Peters, *Reise Mossamb. Säguth.* p. 163. pl. xxxiv, fig. 2, pl. xxxv, fig. 11 (1852).

Steatomys krebsii, Peters, *ibid.* p. 165, pl. xxxvi, fig. 3 (1852) [Kaffraria].

**Vernacular Name.**—Shana of Mashonas (Darling teste de Winton).

**Description.**—Form stout and plump; general colour dark rufous above, lighter on the sides, white below; fur very short and
soft; snout short and pointed; ears moderate, fairly well clothed with hairs; limbs white, fore feet with four claws and a flat nail to the first finger; hind foot with five claws, shorter than those of the forelimb; tail short, hardly half the length of the body, brown above, white below (Peters).

**Dimensions.**—Of the type; head and body 3·25; tail 1·75; hind foot 0·60; skull length 0·79, breadth 0·47; upper cheek teeth 0·13. From a specimen from Mashonaland, measured in the flesh by Mr. Darling; head and body 3·77; tail 1·77; hind foot 0·66.

**Distribution.**—South-east Africa: Mozambique (whence came the type), Mashonaland, Nyasaland, and "the interior of Kaffraria" (probably meaning the Transvaal), whence came the type of *S. krebsi*. This species is not represented in the South African Museum.

**Habits.**—These mice live in the open country making short burrows with only a single entrance; owing to their fatness they are somewhat sluggish and not at all active; they are much relished by the natives of Mozambique as food.

**Genus MALACOTHRIX.**


*Malacothrix, Wagner, Schreb. Säugeth. Suppl. iii, p. 496 (1843) ......................................................... M. typicus.*

Small, short-tailed, mouse-like animals with stout bodies, slender limbs, and well-developed ears; the tarsus and carpus are hairy to the toe pads; the skull is slender, the antorbital foramen is hardly at all narrowed below, and the perpendicular plate is not well developed.

The upper incisors are very strongly grooved towards their outer edge, the lower ones ungrooved and rather paler; the molars resemble those of *Steatomys*, the anterior upper one with 7 cusps, 2 in the anterior and posterior row, and 3 in the median row; the middle molar has 5, the front row 3, of which the innermost is small and not well developed, the back row 2; the posterior molar has 2 small cusps only, side by side; in the lower molars the cusps are arranged in pairs.

This genus seems to come close to *Steatomys*, being distinguishable only by its very hairy tarsus.
Only the two species of this genus described below are included in it, as *Otomys albicaudatus* of Smith must apparently be assigned to the Cricetine genus *Mijstromys*.

Fig. 92.—Left upper molars of *Malacothrix typicus*, to show the arrangement of the cusps.

**Key of the two Species.**

A. Hind feet with four well-defined toes and claws; ears very large exceeding 3 in. in length .......... *M. typicus*, p. 35.

B. Hind feet with five well-defined toes and claws; ears moderate not exceeding 3 in. in length...... *M. pentonyx*, p. 36.

**124. Malacothrix typicus.** The Mouse Gerbille.

Otomys typicus, *A. Smith*, *S. Afr. Quart. Journ.* ii, p. 148 (1834);

**Description.**—General colour pale brown above, the fur long, soft, and with dark slaty bases, below white also with slaty bases; head somewhat pointed; ears very large for the size of the animal, measuring about 7 in. by 55, dark coloured, sparsely covered with fine black and white hairs intermixed; limbs slender, covered with dull white hairs; on the fore foot four toes clawed, the third and fourth only slightly exceeding the second and fifth in length; hind foot with four toes only, the first or inner one being absent, all clawed, the fifth slightly shorter than the others; whole under-surface of the carpus and tarsus right up to the toe pads covered with short, white, coarse hairs; tail short, dark, and scaly, covered with short, white, bristly hairs, and so appearing of a dirty white.
Skull slender and much narrowed between the orbits, incisors orange, and the upper ones deeply grooved.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body 3·5; tail 1·40; hind foot 0·70; from ear-opening to tip of snout 1·0; skull length 0·90; breadth 0·55; length of cheek teeth 0·19.

**Distribution.**—Apparently confined to Cape Colony; the species was described by Sir A. Smith many years ago from specimens obtained near Graaff Reinet; the description is drawn up from specimens in the South African Museum from Beaufort West and Griqualand West.

125. *Malacothrix pentonyx.* **The Small-eared Mouse Gerbille.**


**Description.**—General colour above brown with a rufous tinge, below, including the upper lips and limbs pure white, the line of demarcation being very marked; fur soft and thick, above with, below without, slaty bases; head acutely pointed, ears moderate, markedly smaller than those of *M. typicus*, oval, about 0·45 by 0·30, covered internally with sparse whitish, externally with brown hairs.

Limbs slender, proportioned much as in *M. typicus*, the fore limbs with four clawed toes; hind limbs with five toes, all with well-developed claws, of which the inner (*i.e.*, the first) is the shortest, and the fifth slightly shorter than the other three; tarsus hairy as in the other species.

Tail short, a little darker above than below, covered with short, stiff bristles.

Skull with the interorbital region somewhat wider than in *M. typicus*; teeth as in the other species.

**Dimensions.**—From the type, a dismounted skin; head and body 2·75; tail 2·10; hind foot 0·65; ear to nose tip 1·1; skull length 0·91; breadth 0·5; upper cheek teeth 0·19.

**Distribution.**—The western part of the Colony; the types were obtained on the Cape Flats near Cape Town, by Messrs. E. L. Layard and M. Bishop.
Sub-family MURINAE.

Genus MUS.

Type. Mus, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 12th ed. i, p. 79 (1766) ...........M. rattus.

Animals with bodies covered with soft, sometimes spiny, fur, with pointed muzzles and prominent eyes but no cheek pouches; the ears are nearly naked; the tail is more than half the length of the body, covered with scales arranged in rings, with usually a sparse covering of short bristles; pollex rudimentary with a flat nail, all the other digits with claws; palms with five, soles usually with six rounded or oval pads.

Fig. 93.—Skull of Mus coucha (1½ nat. size).

Skull with the antorbital foramen usually forming a narrow slit below, and the perpendicular plate which forms its outer wall well developed; palate compressed and the incisive foramina long.

Dentition the same as in all Muridae, i.e., i. ¼, c. ½, pm. ½, m. ⅜ = 16. Incisors not grooved, usually rather narrow; molars when unworn with a triple longitudinal row of tubercles; lower jaw with a double row; when worn the teeth are crossed by curved transverse bands of enamel, marking the position of the tubercles [see fig. 94].

This genus is the largest of the whole Mammalian class, containing, according to Trouessart's list, 176 species, and doubtless many still remain to be described.

They range all over the Old World, with the exception of Madagascar, but are not found in the New World except where introduced by human agency.
The study of the South African species has been much neglected since the time of Sir A. Smith, and it is very difficult to identify some of his species owing to the fact that his descriptions are often short and vague, and also that the types of those still in the British Museum are all in a very bad state of preservation.

In the following key of South African species only those of which the identification is fairly certain, are entered.

A. Large, body over 6 in. in length.
   a. Tail shorter than the head and body.
      a'. Very large, body from 7 to 12 in.; fur harsh; tail nearly naked.................  M. decumanus, p. 39.
      b'. Smaller body between 6 and 7 in. in length; tail with the distal portion with long black hairs ...................................................  M. nigricauda, p. 41.
   b. Tail longer than the head and body.
      c'. Brown above only a little paler below, not white........................................  M. rattus, p. 41.

B. Medium, body 4 to 6 in. in length.
   a. Tail longer than the head and body.
      a''. Fawn coloured rats; tail rings 27 to 30 to the inch.
         a'''. Larger, fur with slaty bases below ..........................................................  M. chysophilus, p. 42.
         b'''. Smaller, fur with no slaty bases below; mammae 1-2 = 6.........................  M. auricomis, p. 43.
      b''. Brown or reddish brown rats.
         a'''. Fur below without slaty bases, tail bushy at tip.....................................  M. damarensis, p. 44.
         b'''. Fur below with slaty bases, tail rings 45 to 50 to the inch.
            a'''. Mammae 1-2 = 6...........................................................................  M. dolichurus, p. 44.
            b'''. Mammae 2-3 = 10 ............................................................................  M. verreauxi, p. 45.
c². Dark brown; tail-tip with a strongly marked black brush .................. *M. leiochla*, p. 46.

b. Tail shorter than the head and body.

α². Mammæ 1-2 = 6, fur below pure white ............................. *M. paedulus*, p. 47.

β². Mammæ 2-3 = 10, fur below with dark slaty bases, nose-tip white .............. *M. colonus*, p. 47.

c². Mammæ 4-4 = 16, fur below with slaty bases, no white nose-tip .............. *M. coucha*, p. 48.

C. Small, body less than 4 inches.

d. Tail about equal to the head and body, paler below than above, but never white .......... *M. musculus*, p. 50.

e. Tail considerably shorter than the head and body, underside pure white, colours distinctly marked ........................................ *M. minutoides*, p. 51.

126. *Mus decumanus*. The Norway or Brown Rat.


![Fig. 95.—Heads of, A, Mus rattus; B, Mus decumanus.](image)

**Description.**—General colour above greyish brown, sometimes
with a reddish-brown tinge; fur woolly, intermixed with longer, coarser, straight hairs, the woolly portion slaty, with pale brown tips, the coarse hairs black; below dirty white with slaty bases to the fur; ears small, when pressed forward not reaching the eyes; limbs and feet stout and strong; the tarsal pads well developed, six in number, the proximal one being an elongated oval; tail always shorter than the head and body, covered with short sparse bristles, not concealing the scaly rings, which are coarse, numbering about 25 to the inch, the bristles become a little longer towards the tail-tip, and form a slight tuft in some cases; mammae 5 to 6 pairs.

Skull large, with well-developed supraorbital ridges; the antorbital foramen is narrowed below, and the anterior edge of the plate is perpendicular.

This rat can always be distinguished by its size, the shortness of its ears and tail, and by its coarse fur.

**Dimensions.**—From a large mounted male; head and body 11·25; tail 7·75; hind foot 1·60; from ear-opening to nose-tip 2·20; skull length 1·50; breadth .70; length of upper molars .30.

**Distribution.**—This rat is now cosmopolitan, being found all over the world, especially in the neighbourhood of towns and seaports; its original home appears to have been in Western China, whence it spread to Europe early in the last century—it is said to have reached England about 1730. It is common in Cape Town and neighbourhood, and is probably to be found in all the large towns, and along the lines of communication.

**Habits.**—This rat is far the most powerful of its family, and has in most parts of the world entirely driven out and supplanted the once prevalent black rat, which is now becoming rare.

It is omnivorous, it will eat any kind of human food; it will prey on other creatures; the henroost, the dovecot, the rabbit-warren all suffer from its depredations. It is also a cannibal and will eat its cousin the black rat, or any members of its own species caught in a trap or otherwise disabled.

The brown rat is very prolific, every female produces several litters annually, each consisting of from ten to fourteen blind and naked young ones; these again will breed when only half grown and not more than six months old, but in this case the families will be smaller not more than three or four; the period of gestation is twenty days.


**Description.**—General colour above yellow mixed with black, somewhat more yellow on the sides, fur coarse and long, below pure white without slaty bases to the hairs; ears large, thinly covered with short greyish hairs; extremities white, the hairs concealing the claws; hind feet comparatively short, the six pads large and rounded, occupying a considerable portion of the sole; tail shorter than the head and body, nearly naked at the base, but thickly covered distally above and below with long shining black hairs forming a slight pencil at the tip; molars broad and rounded with numerous well-marked small cusps.

**Dimensions.**—From the type; head and body 6·2; tail 5·8; hind foot 1·01; upper molars ·21.

**Distribution.**—The type was obtained by C. J. Andersson on the Hountop River in Damaraland; other examples have been collected in Angola, where it appears to be fairly common. There are no specimens in the South African Museum.


**Description.**—General colour above and below brown, fur coarse and harsh, ears larger than in *M. decumanus*, when pressed forward reaching as far as the eye; feet and hands a little paler than the back but not white; the pads on the soles well developed, the proximal one elongated and oval; tail much longer than the head and body, of the same brown colour throughout, covered with short bristles not becoming much longer towards the tip; tail rings somewhat finer than those of *M. decumanus*, about 30 to the inch; extreme tail-tip in most of the South African specimens examined, white; mammae 10 to 12 in number, 2 or 3 pairs pectoral, 3 pairs inguinal.
Skull generally resembling that of *M. decumanus*, but rather shorter in the nasal region.

**Dimensions.**—Measured in the flesh; head and body 7.40; tail 8.63; hind foot 1.32; skull length 1.40, breadth .75; upper molars .30.

**Distribution.**—Like the brown rat, the black rat is cosmopolitan having been carried all over the world in ships; it has, however, been driven out of many places by its brown cousin, and is now comparatively rare in England.

In Africa the black rat was formerly common in Cape Town, but now it seems to have disappeared; it is, however, the common house rat of Rhodesia, and I have examined a specimen from Pretoria preserved in the Museum there.

This rat is not indigenous in Europe, though long established there. It has been known to exist on the Continent since the thirteenth century; brown and rufous varieties differing somewhat in colour from the ordinary European form are found in North Africa, India, and Burma, and are indigenous there; it is probably from this form that the present European race originated.

**Habits.**—Though inferior in strength and ferocity, the black rat resembles its brown congener in its habits; it is omnivorous, very prolific and semi-parasitic, living in houses and by human aid; the Indian variety, however, alluded to above is a climbing rat ascending trees and making its nest among the branches.

129. *Mus chrysophilus*. **Darling’s Rat.**


**Vernacular Name.**—Mache of the Mashonas.

**Description.**—General colour bright reddish fawn, sprinkled with black hairs becoming lighter on the sides; below white, clearly defined from the fawn of the sides, all the fur above and below with slaty bases; ears oval, about three-quarters of an inch in length, with a thin covering of greyish hairs; feet covered with white hairs, soles somewhat dark in colour, with the usual six pads, the proximal one rounded; tail a little longer than the head and body, the rings running about 30 to an inch, towards its base lighter below than above, distally quite brown, bristles increasing in number towards the tail-tip, but hardly forming a brush.

Skull with the outer edge of the antorbital plate sloping forwards.
Dimensions.—Of the type measured in the flesh; head and body 5.75; tail 6.50; hind foot 1.12. Of a specimen in alcohol; head and body 5.10; tail 6.0; hind foot 1.2; skull length 1.50, breadth .75; molar teeth of upper jaw .25.

Distribution.—The type of this species, obtained by Mr. J. ff. Darling at Mazoe, in Mashonaland, is in the British Museum; the South African Museum possesses an example from the same locality and collector; it has also been found near Bulawayo, in the Transvaal, and in Nyasaland.

130. Mus auricomis. The Golden Rat.


Description.—General colour above fawn-yellow, sprinkled with black hairs, lighter on the sides; below including the hands and feet pure white almost to the bases of the hairs, which are sometimes a pale grey; ears moderate, naked, save for a few yellow hairs; tail nearly naked, bi-coloured for the basal portion, brown for the terminal portion with a few short adpressed bristles, increasing in number and length towards the tip, rings of the tail about 27 to the inch. Female with three pairs of mammae (1.2 = 6).

Allied to M. chrysophilus, but smaller, with almost pure white belly fur and a more golden and less rufous tinge to the sides and upper parts.

Skull with the front edge of the antorbital plate somewhat concave, approaching that of Dasymys.

Dimensions.—Of the type measured in the flesh; head and body 4.44; tail 5.78; hind foot .94; skull length 1.22, breadth .59; upper molars .20.

Distribution.—The type of this species was also obtained at Mazoe in Mashonaland, by Mr. Darling, and is now in the British Museum. Mr. de Winton records it at the same time from the neighbourhood of Bulawayo, where it was obtained by Mr. Selous. The South African Museum has examples from the Paarl, Middelburg and Griqualand West divisions of the Colony, and from Salisbury in Mashonaland.

Habits.—This rat seems to be found only among boulders and rocks; all Mr. Marshall's specimens are labelled "trapped on kopje."


**Description.**—General colour reddish fawn or isabelline, sprinkled with fine darker hairs, richest along the dorsal line, becoming greyer on the sides and below pure white, including the hands and feet; ears large, covered in and outside with short reddish hairs; tail about the same length as the head and body, covered distally with somewhat long liver-coloured hairs so as to be almost bushy, rings fine, about 50 to the inch; the feet are thick, the pads are large and crowded; the claws small and curved, are almost concealed by the hairs.

**Dimensions.**—From the type; head and body 5·30; tail 5·30; hind foot ·95; skull length about 1·25, breadth ·62; upper molars ·24.

**Distribution.**—The type, obtained some years ago by Mr. C. J. Andersson in Damaraland, was formerly identified with _M. silaceus_, but has recently been shown by de Winton to be distinct.

132. *Mus dolichurus*. The Long-tailed Rat.

_Mus arborarius_, *Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugeth.* p. 152, pl. xxxv, fig. 7, pl. xxxvi, fig. 2 (1852).

**Description.**—General colour above rich fawn brown, becoming much more reddish on the hinder part of the back and rump; below pure white with no slaty bases to the fur; nose-tip not white; ears large, rounded and nearly naked; hands and feet covered with somewhat rusty-white hairs; tail considerably longer than the head and body, with somewhat coarse rings, about 32 to the inch, only very slightly paler below than above, ending in a brush of comparatively long brown hairs; mammae six in number, one pair pectoral, two pairs inguinal.
Dimensions.—Measured in the flesh; head and body 4·70; tail 6·60; hind foot 80; ear 85; skull length 1·12, breadth 64, upper cheek-teeth 20. The description and dimensions are taken from an adult female specimen from the Pirie Bush near King William’s Town, preserved in the British Museum.

Distribution.—The type described by Smuts was from the neighbourhood of Cape Town, and Smith records the animal from Uitenhage. There is no specimen in the South African Museum, but the British Museum has examples from the Pirie Bush in the Eastern Province of the Colony and from Natal. Outside South Africa it appears to be widely distributed from the Niger and the Cameroons in the west and the Fayoum of Egypt in the east, southwards through Central and East Africa to the Colony.

Habits.—This rat appears to be arboreal, as a rule making a nest or occupying that of a bird such as a barbet; according to Peters, it carries its young attached to it by its mammae, like Mus paedulcus.

133. Mus verreauxi. Verreaux’s Rat.


Description.—General colour fawn brown, thickly sprinkled with black along the back and paler on the sides; below white with well developed dark slaty bases to the fur throughout; tip of the nose white; a well-marked black ring round the eye, extending forwards to the bases of the whiskers; ears somewhat oval and nearly naked, feet covered with pure white hairs; pads small and normal, all rounded; tail considerably longer than the head and body, distinctly bi-coloured, the rings fairly distinct, about 35 to the inch, towards the extremity the bristles become much longer and white, so that the tail-tip bears a white brush; mammae 3·2 = 10.

This description is taken from an adult male preserved in the South African Museum, which appears to agree very well with Smith’s description.

Dimensions.—Measured in the flesh; head and body 4·5; tail 6·25; hind foot 1·06; skull length 1·17; breadth 65; upper cheek teeth 22.

Distribution.—The type was obtained near Cape Town; there are in the South African Museum in addition to the specimen from Somerset West described above, others from Table Mountain and
French Hoek, all localities in the south-western corner of the Colony.

134. *Mus lehochla.* Smith’s Rat.


*Description.*—General colour above dark brown, darkest in the middle of the back, becoming more rufous on the sides, hairs a little coarse with dark slaty bases; below white, with a rufous tinge, slaty bases somewhat paler and not very strongly developed; ears oval, slaty in colour, covered with a coating of fine hairs; fore and hind feet white above; skin of the under side of the tarsus ashy, the pads, six in number, of which the proximal one is oval; all the pads well developed and dark ashy, almost black; tail considerably longer than the head and body, very coarsely ringed, somewhat paler below than above, but by no means bicoloured; towards the tip the tail hairs become a good deal longer and thicker, and to a certain extent form a brush.

Skull chiefly remarkable for its very small and flattened bullae measuring .19 along their greatest length as compared with .30 in *M. paeduleus*; the antorbital plate slopes diagonally forwards and then vertically downwards, and is considerably wider than that of *M. paeduleus,* the species to which, on the whole, the present form seems most closely allied.

This description is drawn up from a rat caught at Tafelberg in the Middelburg division of the Colony, now in the South African Museum.

It has been compared with Andrew Smith’s type of *M. lehochla,* by Mr. de Winton, and there can be no doubt that the two are identical; the type has obviously lost a portion of its tail.

*Dimensions.*—From a male specimen in alcohol; head and body 4·10; tail 6·20; hind foot 1·0; ear .6; ear opening to nose tip 1·15; skull length 1·13; breadth .6; upper molars .20.

*Distribution.*—Smith’s type was obtained at Litakun in Bechuanaland; no other locality or specimen except the above-mentioned one is known to me.
135. **Mus paedulcus.** Wahlberg’s Rat.


**Description.**—General colour above, greyish brown, darker in the middle of the back, greyer on the sides, below pure white with only very slight traces of slaty bases to the fur; along the back the hairs are fairly soft and thick and have a considerable admixture of black tips; ears rather large, oval with a thin covering of grey hairs; extremities greyish white, claws almost concealed by the long hairs; the proximal tarsal pad much elongated; tail slightly shorter than the head and body, dark brown above and below, rings very fine, about 50 to the inch, bristles very thick almost concealing the rings and having a slight pencil, tail-tip in the two specimens examined white; mammae 3 pairs, i.e., 1.2 = 6.

Skull with the incisive foramina barely reaching the anterior level of the molars; the front edge of the perpendicular plate of the antorbital foramen with a backwardly directed slope, so that its top angle is somewhat acute.

This account is drawn up from a specimen in the South African Museum agreeing very well with the original description of Sundevall.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 5.5; tail 5.0; hind foot 9.0; from ear opening to nose-tip 11.10; skull too imperfect for measurement.

**Distribution.**—The type collected by Wahlberg, now in the Stockholm Museum, is described as coming from the interior of Kaffirland; the example in the South African Museum is from Pondoland in the extreme east of the Colony and another rat from the Lydenburg district of the Transvaal also seems referable to this species.

**Habits.**—According to Wahlberg the mother carries her young when running or climbing attached to her mammae.

136. **Mus colonus.** Brants’ Rat.

Description.—General colour very dark brown, almost black along the middle line of the back owing to the admixture of long black hairs, rather paler and more rufous on the sides, below dirty white with dark slaty bases to the fur; ears oval, covered with a few sparse brown hairs, feet rather slender, dirty white, tail usually a little shorter than head and body, brown above, paler below owing to the colour of the short, stiff bristles with which it is thinly clothed, rings coarse and conspicuous, about 40 to the inch; mammae, according to Thomas, 10 in number—3 pairs pectoral and 2 pairs inguinal.

Dimensions.—Measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 3·90; tail 3·45; hind foot ·82; ear ·68; from ear to nose-tip 1·05; skull length 1·05; breadth ·60; upper cheek teeth ·20.

Distribution.—The type is said by Brants to have come from the neighbourhood of Algoa Bay; Victorin obtained his specimens at Rondebosch near Cape Town, and the South African Museum has a good series of this species from the Middelburg, Griqualand West, and Pondoland divisions of the Colony, from Rustenburg in the Transvaal, and from Salisbury in Mashonaland.

137. **Mus coucha.** The White-nosed Rat.


Mus microdon, Peters, *Reise Mossamb. Säugeth.* p. 149, pl. xxxv, figs. 5, 6, pl. xxxvi, fig. 1 (1852).


Description.—General colour dark brown on the back, growing paler on the sides and dirty white below, all the fur above and
below with strong slaty bases; the fur of the back long, soft with pale brown and black tips intermixed, the latter much more abundant along the middle of the back; tip of the nose white; ears moderate and oval; feet pure white, tarsal pads all rounded, claws almost concealed by the long white hairs which project beyond them; tail about the same length or shorter than the head and body, the rings numbering about 44 to the inch, covered with short bristles, dark above, white below, hardly longer towards the tip; mammae usually 16 in number—4 pairs pectoral, 4 pairs inguinal, in the specimen examined, but often exceeding this number up to 24.

Skull with a large antorbital foramen not much narrowed below with a small, not well-developed plate.

**Synonymy.**—This rat is found over the greater part of Africa, and it is in consequence of this and of the fact that it varies to a great extent throughout its range both in size and colour that it has received the names recorded above in the synonymy; it seems probable, however, that as M. Pousargues and Mr. Thomas have stated, there is only one varying species.

**Dimensions.**—Measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 4·30 (of a dried skin 5·0); tail 3·75; hind foot 3·80; from ear to tip of nose 1·10; skull length 1·1; breadth 0·60; upper molars 0·20; ear 0·70.

**Distribution.**—The type of the species was obtained by Sir A. Smith in Bechuanaland, and it is also known from Damaraland, while the South African Museum contains a considerable series from the Cape, Namaqualand, Griqualand West, Bedford and Middelburg divisions of the Colony, from the Waterberg district of the Transvaal, and from Salisbury in Mashonaland. Outside South Africa it has been recorded from French Congoland and Abyssinia through Central and East Africa and Nyasaland to Mozambique.

**Habits.**—This rat appears to be sometimes found in human habitations where it often becomes troublesome; it has also been found nesting in acacia and other trees, as well as in holes in the earth; Mr. Marshall's examples were trapped near vlews and ant-heaps and in the house.


Description.—General colour above brown with a yellowish tinge, darkest along the back, lighter on the sides; below greyish, the fur slaty with somewhat paler tips, never white; ears large and nearly naked, when pressed forwards reaching the eye; hands and feet grey, never white, slender with the usual number of pads which are all circular; tail usually about the same length as the head and body, dark coloured, thinly covered with the usual bristles not increasing in length towards the tip, towards the base somewhat lighter below than above, but towards the tip dark all round, rings of the tail slender, about 50 to the inch; mammae 10 in number—3 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal.

Dimensions.—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 3·20 (skin 3·70); tail 3·45; hind foot 6·2; from ear to nose-tip 9·0; skull length 80, breadth 45; upper molars 15.

Distribution.—Cosmopolitan, being found in the habitations of civilised man throughout the world; it probably originated in the East; it is common in Cape Town houses, also in Port Nolloth and Pretoria, and probably in all other towns of South Africa of any size.

Habits.—The house mouse is omnivorous, though chiefly subsisting on grain and vegetables; it will live in amity in the same house as the brown rat, though the latter will endeavour if possible to get rid of the black rat; it is exceedingly active, more so than any of the field mice, and can climb a nearly vertical surface with great ease. Like the brown rat, it is very prolific, and produces 3 or 5 litters in the year, each consisting of four to eight blind young ones, which in turn commence breeding in less than twelve months.
139. *Mus minutoides*. The Field Mouse.


**Description.**—Small and slender, general colour above fawn, rather darker on the middle of the back through the admixture of black hairs; fur coarse with pale slaty bases; below pure white without slaty bases; the line of demarcation of colour being strictly defined; ears moderate, rounded and almost naked, a little darker along their margins; hands and feet scantily covered with white hairs, the claws rather large and not concealed by the hairs, pads normal in number and rounded, the skin between on both palms and soles being covered with numerous little rounded swellings; tail rather shorter than the head and body, pale, and covered with a fairly thick coating of white bristles not forming a bushy tip; mammae 8 to 10—2 to 3 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal.

Skull short and rather broad, anterior upper molar large, longer than the two posterior ones taken together, the anterior portion elongated and rather pointed, often bearing an extra heel in front not found in other South African species. It is chiefly on this that the genus *Leggada* was founded, but the character is not sufficiently distinct or constant to afford grounds for generic distinction.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 2·40 (in skin 2·90); tail 1·90; hind foot 0·50; from ear-opening to nose-tip 0·70; skull length 0·77, breadth 0·40; upper molars 0·15.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained near Cape Town by Sir A. Smith; the South African Museum possesses examples from various parts of the Cape division, from Clanwilliam, the Paarl, Natal, and Delagoa Bay, and it has been recorded from Knysna and Damaraland; it is, therefore, probably widespread throughout South Africa; outside these limits it extends through Mozambique and Nyasaland as far north as Wadelai and Uganda.

**Habits.**—This little mouse is said to be sometimes obtained in houses though more frequently occurring in fields where it makes short burrows.
The following three species are not represented in the collections of the South African Museum, and cannot at present be satisfactorily identified:—

140. **Mus namaquensis.**


**Description.**—General colour above fawn, pencilled with black especially posteriorly, sides lighter; below bluish white; slaty bases above and to the sides, but not to the belly hairs; ears very long and broad with short white hairs inside, extremities covered with white hairs concealing the claws; tail a little shorter than the head and body, with a short, scanty covering of bristles, black above, white below (Smith).

This species seems allied to *M. paedulcis* and *M. auricomis.*

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 5·50; tail 4·75.

**Distribution.**—Namaqualand.

141. **Mus caffer.**


**Description.**—General colour blue-grey or brown-grey, lighter on the sides, below greyish-white; all the fur very long and soft; ears long and oval, the inner surface with a sprinkling of minute white hairs, the outer with blackish hairs; feet greyish-white; tail thinly covered with very short fine greyish hairs (Smith).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·50; tail 3·0.

**Distribution.**—Kaffirland.

142. **Mus muscardinus.**


**Description.**—Rusty yellow above, white below; ears naked; feet white; tail shorter than the head and body, clothed with dark bristles above, and white ones below.

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 5·10; tail 3·20; hind foot 7·5.

**Distribution.**—Kaffraria, collected by Krebs.
Genus CRICETOMYS.

Cricetomys, Waterhouse, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1840,  
Type. C. gambianus.

Large rat-like animals, with cheek pouches in which to store up food, but otherwise externally resembling Mus.

Skull with the nasal portion elongated; the antorbital plate but little developed, so that the antorbital foramen is somewhat oval and not so narrowed below as in Mus; incisive foramina short and their distance from the front edge of the molars about equal to their length; auditory bullae somewhat small.

Dentition as in Mus; incisors stout, bright yellow above and below in the male, the lower ones pale in the female in the specimen examined.

Molars rooted, the anterior upper tooth with three median, three outer and two inner tubercles, and indications of a ninth at the posterior edge of the tooth; middle upper molar with the usual six tubercles, and a small seventh antero-externally; posterior upper molar also with an extra cusp in a similar position.

Only one species, spread over the greater part of Africa, is generally recognised.

143. Cricetomys gambianus. The Giant Rat.


Vernacular Name.—Magwinga or Inyakwingi at Inhambane (Francis).

Description.—Of large size; general colour a pale brown becoming a dirty white below, fur somewhat harsh and coarse, with very pale slaty bases and yellow and black tips forming a slight grizzling; a dark ring round the eye; ears moderate, oval and almost naked; hands and feet brown above, the palms and soles with the usual pads arranged as in Mus, but very much larger; tail a little longer than the head and body, covered for the proximal two-thirds with short closely adpressed brown bristles which hardly conceal the scales; on the distal third of the tail the bristles are white above and below.

Female resembling the male, with, in the specimen examined, 10 mammae, 3 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal [according to Peters
there are 8 pairs of mammae; iris blue black; skull described above.

**Dimensions.**—Of a male measured in the flesh by Mr. Francis; head and body 15·0; tail 17·75; hind foot 2·85; ear 1·75; ear opening to nose-tip 3·0; skull, length condyle to incisors 2·85; breadth 1·40; upper cheek teeth '40.

**Distribution.**—This large rat was originally described from the Gambia in West Africa, it has since been found in other parts of Tropical Africa as far as Angola on the west, and Inhambane in the east; its occurrence at this latter place brings it within our limits, and the South African Museum is indebted to Mr. H. F. Francis for a pair thence obtained, from which the measurements have been taken.

**Habits.**—The giant rat appears to resemble the other rats in their habits; it often takes up its abode in houses and drains, though in a natural state it lives in long burrows excavated just under the surface in the bush; it is fond of fruit, especially, according to Francis, of the "wild orange," which it drags entire to its burrows. It is stated to be excellent eating.

---

**Genus SACCOSTOMUS.**

*Saccostomus*, Peters, *Bericht Akad. Berlin*, 1846,

p. 258 (1847) ..................................................  S. campestris.

**Description.**—Robust, mouse-like animals with internal cheek pouches, short tails and limbs; skull with the infraorbital opening not much narrowed below, but more or less triangular; incisors small, not grooved; molars like those of *Mus*, but with the tubercles soon lost, so that in most specimens the teeth consist of transverse ridges of enamel with depressions between.

This genus is allied to *Mus*, but differs in its shorter tail and in being provided with cheek pouches, in this respect resembling *Cricetus*, which contains the hamsters of the northern part of the Old World.

The genus is practically confined to South Africa, as the only other species described, besides those mentioned below, is *S. elegans* from the Nyika plateau in North Nyasaland.
Key of the South African Species.

A. About 5 in. in length, above with a tinge of brown, below pure white
   S. campestris, p. 55.
B. About 5-25 in. in length; above iron grey, below slate grey with grey drab tips to fur
   S. mashonae, p. 56.
C. About 5 inches in length; colour light sandy
   S. anderssoni, p. 57.
D. Smaller, about 3-25 in. in length; grey below
   S. fuscus, p. 57.

144. Saccostomus campestris. The Pouched Rat.

Saccostomus lapidarius, Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugeth., p. 167, pl. xxxiv, fig. 3, pl. xxxv, fig. 12 (1852); Bocage, Jorn. Sci. Lisb. (2), ii, p. 9 (1890) [habits]; Lorenz, Ann. k. Hofmus. Wien, ix, notiz. p. 65 (1894) [Zambesi].

Fig. 96.—The Pouched Rat (Saccostomus campestris).

Description.—Form somewhat stout, the head especially being thick and broad; general colour above and on the sides dark drab brown, the basal portion of the fur slaty, the tips chiefly pale brown but with many black ones intermingled, darkest along the middle of the back; below pure white with no slaty bases to the fur, the line of demarcation between the colours very distinct; whiskers fine and mostly white; ears of moderate size, rounded, with a few
brown hairs only, about '60 inches in length; limbs rather short; hands and feet white, with pads and claws as in Mus, the proximal tarsal pad rounded; tail less than half the length of the head and body not scaly, with traces of the rings towards the base, covered with comparatively long rather outstanding hairs, dark above, light below; 10 mammae—3 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal; in the specimen examined there was no paler spot behind the ears as described by Peters.

The cheek pouches which open on either side of the mouth just beside the tongue, are very large, and extend along the side of the head as far back as the shoulders, a distance of about 1½ in.; when filled with seeds as is often the case, they form two large swellings on either side of the head.

Dimensions.—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 5'0; tail 1'70; hind foot 65; from ear-opening to nose-tip 1'30; skull length 1'30; breadth '70; upper cheek teeth '20.

Distribution.—This species was originally described from the lower Zambesi valley by Peters; it is also recorded from Nyasaland, while there are specimens in the South African Museum which seem to be referable to this species from the Port Elizabeth, Albany, Griqualand West, and the Bedford districts of the Colony, and from Zululand; it is, therefore, fairly widely distributed over the south-eastern parts of Africa.

Habits.—The pouched rat seems to resemble, in some respects, the well-known hamster of Europe in its habits. It is usually found about cultivated fields, where it forms a burrow with separate entrance and exit, and storehouses communicating with it, in which are collected grains of various descriptions; it is sometimes eaten by the natives.

145. Saccostomus mashonae. The Mashonaland Pouched Rat.


Vernacular Name.—Sugu of Mashonas (Darling).

Description.—General colour' above iron-grey, sides somewhat paler, below slaty-grey with grey drab tips to the fur; tail thinly covered with hair with longer white hairs standing out somewhat like those on the tail of a shrew.

Skull with the middle upper molar with a small though well-
developed extra outer anterior cusp, barely perceptible in the other species.

This and the colour distinguish this species from _S. campestris_.

**Dimensions.**—Of the type; head and body 5·27; tail 1·37; hind foot 0·87; skull length 1·39, breadth 0·63; upper molars 0·19.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained by Mr. J. ff. Darling at Mazoe in Mashonaland; there is no example of it in the South African Museum.

146. *Saccostomus anderssoni.* **Andersson's Pouched Rat.**


**Description.**—Resembling _S. campestris_ in form and dimensions but differing in colour, being of a light, somewhat sandy tint, instead of drab brown.

**Distribution.**—Damaraland and Angola.

147. *Saccostomus fuscus.* **The Small Pouched Rat.**

*Saccostomus* fuscus, *Peters, Reise Mossamb. Sängelt.* p. 168, pl. xxxvi, fig. 4 [animal], pl. xxxv, fig. 13 [skull] (1852); *W. Sclater, Ann. S. A. Mus.* i, p. 216 (1899).

**Description.**—This species resembles the previous one, but is smaller, and has a more pointed nose and more thickly haired ears; below it is grey, and its claws are black.

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·25; tail 1·10; hind foot 0·70; skull length 1·0.

**Distribution.**—This species was also discovered by Peters further south than the former one, in the neighbourhood of Inhambane in Southern Mozambique. There is no specimen in the South African Museum.
Genus **ACOMYS**.


Small mouse-like animals with the hinder part of the back covered with flattened, grooved, stiff spines; 6 mammae—1 pair axillary, 2 pairs inguinal.

Skull with very small incisive foramina and with the coronoid process of the mandible but little developed; in other respects resembling *Mus*.

About thirteen species of spiny mice have been described; most of them are found in Africa and in the drier south-western parts of Asia; one species is known from Celebes.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Tail shorter than the head and body; greyish brown above........................................... *A. subspinosus*, p. 58.

B. Tail longer than the head and body; rufous brown above........................................... *A. sclousi*, p. 59.

148. **Acomys subspinosus. The Spiny Mouse.**


**Description.**—Back covered with flat, bristle-like spiny hairs; body above greyish brown getting paler on the sides, below pure white; a yellowish ring round the eyes; ears moderate; tail shorter than the head and body.

**Dimensions.**—Of the type; head and body 3.33; tail 2.93; from ear-opening to tip of nose 8.8; hind foot 7.0.

**Distribution.**—The type is described as having come from the "Cape of Good Hope"; no more exact locality is recorded; a spiny mouse obtained on the top of Table Mountain, recently acquired by the South African Museum, seems referable to this species, though the tail is longer than the head and body.
149. **Acomys selousi.** Selous' Spiny Mouse.


**Description.**—Smoky rufous-brown or coffee-coloured above, more smoky on the face and darker on the back; clear chestnut-brown on the cheeks, sides, and on a patch behind the ear; below pure white, the two colours sharply distinguished; tail longer than the head and body, brown above, paler below.

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·25; tail 3·63; hind foot 70; skull length 1·0, breadth 50; upper molars 20.

**Distribution.**—The type was obtained by Mr. Selous on his farm near Bulawayo; it has since been recorded from Nyasaland; there are no specimens in the collections of the South African Museum.

Genus **DASYMYS.**


Rat-like animals with moderate somewhat hairy ears and rather coarse fur; tail moderately scaly, and very sparsely haired; skull somewhat intermediate between that of *Gerbillus* and *Mus*; very narrow in the interorbital region, with the front edge of the antorbital plate distinctly concave, the top angle being somewhat pointed and projecting; coronoid process long; incisors broad, plain and ungrooved; molars composed of transverse laminae showing distinct traces of a triple row of cusps, and intermediate between *Mus* and *Gerbillus.*

![Fig. 97.—Skull (nat. size) and left upper molars (enlarged) of *Dasymys incomtus.*](image-url)
In addition to the species described below, two others are recognised from Angola and Central Africa respectively.

150. **Dasymys incomtus.** Peter's Water Rat.


**Description.**—Form stout with very thick fur, which is very dark brown above, paler on the sides and greyish below, with dark slaty bases throughout; snout moderate; ears short, broad and round, fairly well clothed with hairs; the feet are dark, but in structure like those of *Mus*; tail shorter than the head and body, of one colour throughout, ringed and scaled, covered with short bristles like those of *Mus decumanus*, the rings running about twenty-five to the inch; the upper incisors are smooth, broad and dark yellow, the lower ones much paler.

**Geographical Race.**—A dark variety is described by de Winton from Mashonaland resembling the type in size and general characters, but differing in colour, being a uniform sooty black with only slight yellow grizzling; the upper incisors are deep orange-red, the lower brownish honey coloured.

**Dimensions.**—Of the type; head and body 6·25; tail 5·83; hind foot 1·37. Of the dark variety taken from the flesh; head and body 6·25; tail 5·75; hind foot 1·25; skull length 1·45; breadth 0·79; upper molars 0·28.

**Distribution.**—The type of the species was obtained by the Swedish collector, Wahlberg, near Durban, that of the dark variety at Mazoe, in Mashonaland, by Mr. ff. Darling; it is also recorded from Nyasaland. Mr. Marshall has recently presented an example to the South African Museum from Salisbury.

**Habits.**—This animal is probably a water rat; Mr. Marshall's specimen was trapped on the bank of a stream.
Genus ARVICANTHIS.


Rat-like animals with hairy ears, covered with a woolly under-fur, through which project the longer, coarser hairs; the first and fifth fingers and toes are very short, much more so than in the true rats. The plan of coloration is never plain, but consists of lines or spots.

Skull and dentition as in *Mus*; mammae 8, 2 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal.

This genus is hardly separated from *Mus* by any definite characters, and its recognition is more a matter of convenience than anything else; some half-dozen species are described from various parts of Africa, while one extends into the south-western part of Asia.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. With four black stripes along the back, fifth finger normal, fairly well developed .................. *A. pumilio*, p. 61.

B. With only one black median dorsal stripe; fifth finger quite rudimentary with a flat nail ........... *A. dorsalis*, p. 64.

151. **Arvicanthis pumilio. The Striped Mouse.**

(a) *A. pumilio typicus.*


(b) *A. pumilio dilectus.*

(c) *A. pumilio bechuanæ.*

**Vernacular Name.**—Scliancey of Mashonas (Darling).

**Description.**—General colour greyish brown with a slight tinge of reddish-yellow, under-fur soft, fine and dark slaty in colour, through which project considerably coarser hairs, white, black, and yellowish brown; along the back from the shoulders to the root of the tail run four black longitudinal stripes, separated by three narrower inter-spaces, of which the two outer are a little paler.
than the inner, of the same colour as the back; the black stripes vary considerably in distinctness, the two median ones usually originating in a single dark median stripe on the head from between the eyes and meeting at the root of the tail; below white, but the hair not very thick, so that the slaty black of the skin is visible, giving the belly a dirty white colour (in some cases the slaty bases to the fur are strongly marked, in other cases they are quite absent); head rat-like, a pale ring round the eye; the ears rounded, anteriorly and posteriorly with a fairly thick covering of rufous hairs with a black edging along the inner margin of the conch; extremities the same colour as the back, but paler. Skin of the soles and palms dark, almost black, toes as in *Mus*, but the first and fifth proportionately shorter, pads as in *Mus*, but the second proximal one very small; claws black; tail rounded and ringed, about thirty-nine to the inch, covered with bristles increasing in length towards the tip; the bristles are chiefly black along the dorsal line, and pale yellow below, but the skin of the tail is black throughout; mammae eight, two pairs pectoral, two pairs abdominal.

**Geographical Races.**—The striped rat varies very considerably both in size and in colour.

In Bechuanaland there occurs a large, almost sandy race, with the dorsal stripes very faint and with pale-coloured ears, described by Thomas.

In Mashonaland, on the other hand, a darker race than the normal is found with very dark, well-defined dorsal stripes and a dusky belly washed with orange.

The collection of the South African Museum consists chiefly of spirit-preserved examples of this mouse which are not of much service for the discrimination of slight colour variations, but some skins from Pondoland in the extreme east of the Colony appear to approach Mr. de Winton's "*dilectus*," and are certainly distinctively darker and more richly coloured than what may be called the typical race from the neighbourhood of Cape Town.

**Dimensions.**—As has been remarked by former writers, there is much variation in the dimensions of this species. In the case of spirit preserved specimens in the South African Museum, the length of the head and body varies from 3·60 to 4·90, and the tails from 3·70 to 5·90. The following are the dimensions of an individual from the neighbourhood of Cape Town measured in the flesh; head and body 4·20; tail 4·10; hind foot 1·0; from ear to tip of nose 1·90.
The dimensions of the sub-species *A. p. bechuanae* measured in the flesh are; head and body 5·0; tail 4·62; hind foot 1·0. Of the sub-species *A. p. dilectus*; head and body 4·25; tail 3·25; hind foot ∙75; the dimensions of a typical skull are; length 1·10, breadth ∙60; upper cheek teeth ∙20.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained by Sparrman on the banks of the Slangen River, close to Cape St. Francis, in what is now the Humansdorp division of the Colony. The species is very common everywhere all over South Africa, and extends northwards to Great Namaqualand on the west, and through Nyasaland as far as Mianzini near Lake Naivasha in British East Africa, whence Thomas has described a third sub-species, *A. p. dimidiatus* rather smaller and more brightly coloured than the typical one. As already stated, the two other sub-species, *A. p. bechuanae* and *A. p. dilectus*, come from Bechuanaland and Mazoe in Mashonaland respectively.

In the collections of the South African Museum there are specimens from the Cape, Clanwilliam, Namaqualand, Stellenbosch, Paarl, Caledon, Bedford, Albany and Pondoland divisions of the Colony from the Transvaal, Mashonaland and Delagoa Bay.

**Habits.**—This rat is found always in bushy places among underwood, where it forms a nest among the dried leaves and branches for the bringing up of its young. Its voice is a rather harsh metallic chirp.


**Vernacular Name.**—Chewangaranga of Mashonas (Darling).

**Description.**—General colour above reddish brown, the fur coarse like that of the other species; a single median black stripe running from the neck to the root of the tail; below white with slaty bases to the fur; the skin white, not slaty as in the other species; ears rather broad, covered with coarse hairs, mingled reddish and black, the former prevailing; extremities of the same colour as the sides but white inside; the first and fifth digit of the fore limb very small and rudimentary, the latter provided with a
small flat nail, so that the hand bears only three clawed digits; sole of the hind foot with three well-developed pads only, those at the base of the first and fifth toes and the one next to these proximally being very small or absent.

Tail longer than the head and body, but in other respects resembling that of *A. pumilio*, the dorsal stripe being continued along its whole length. Mammæ 8, 2 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal. Incisors broad and stout but smooth, not furrowed.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen preserved in spirit; head and body 4.70; tail 5.60; from ear-opening to tip of nose 1.40; hind foot 1.10. Of a specimen measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 4.70; tail 4.90; hind foot 1.12; ear 0.62; skull length 1.20; breadth 0.67; upper molars 0.25.

**Distribution.**—Sir A. Smith, the describer of this species, states that it is common to the north of the Orange River, but rare to the south; it has also been obtained within our limits by Mr. Darling at Mazoe, and by Mr. Marshall at Umfuli, in Mashonaland, and beyond in Angola, Mozambique, and Nyasaland.

---

**Genus GOLUNDA.**

*Type.*


Rat-like animals with short rounded heads and somewhat coarse bristly fur; the fifth finger of the fore limb is very short and rudimentary; the tail is long, scaly, and rat-like; skull with compressed palate; upper incisors grooved, molars low and broad with tubercles arranged as in *Mus*, when worn exhibiting a peculiar series of semicircular flattened lobes arranged in a triple row in the upper, in a double row in the lower jaw.

The grooving of the incisors and the shortness of the fifth finger at once separate this genus from *Mus*, which it otherwise closely resembles.

Four species are recognised. One of these is found in India, two in West Africa, and the remaining one, described below, in South Africa.
153. **Golunda fallax. The Swamp Rat.**

Pelomys fallax, *Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugeth*. p. 157, pl. xxxiii, fig. 3, pl. xxxv, fig. 9 (1852); *Bocage, Jorn. Sci. Lish*. (2), ii, p. 17 (1890) [habits in Angola].


**Description.**—General colour above speckled dark brown and yellowish, slightly paler on the sides and grey below, fur harsh and bristly, a somewhat indistinct dark dorsal stripe along the back; tip of the nose rufous-brown, ears moderate, round, fairly covered with rufous hairs; fifth finger very short, with a nail-like claw; tarsus with only five pads, the proximal one being absent, and the three next to it being very small; tail shorter than the body, dark above, paler below, covered with sparse bristles, the rings about 25 to an inch; mammae 8, 2 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal.

Skull with the nasal region exceedingly short and broad; incisors with a strong longitudinal furrow rather towards the outer side of the tooth, molars much as in Mus but rather broader.

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 6.75; tail 5.25; hind foot 1.37; skull length 1.12. (Peters.)

**Distribution.**—This species was described by Peters from the Zambesi Valley in Mozambique. It has since been recorded from Nyasaland and Angola; within our limits it was obtained by Mr. Darling at Mazoe, in Mashonaland. It is represented in the collections of the South African Museum by two skins from Nyasaland.

**Habits.**—This rat is always found in marshy places or near rivers where it forms deep burrows; it is not regarded as destructive and is eaten by the natives of Angola, according to Anchieta.

---

**Subfamily CRICETINAE.**

**Genus MYSTROMYS.**


Rat-like animals with soft, rather woolly fur, and large broad ears, with short tails and a somewhat hairy tarsus; skull with the antorbital foramen forming a long oval, hardly at all narrowed
below, and the perpendicular plate but little developed, not extending forwards beyond the upper root of the zygoma; incisors ungrooved, molars rooted, those of the upper jaw with the tubercles arranged in a double instead of a treble row as in the Murinae, those of the lower jaw as in the Murinae in a double row.

This genus appears to be confined to Central and South Africa, one species having been described by Noack from the former region.

To the same subfamily belong the hamsters of the Palaearctic region and a number of curious rat-like genera from Madagascar and from the New World, in neither of which two latter places are any true Murinae indigenous.

Key of the South African Species.

A. Larger about 7.0 inches, below bluish white M. albipes, p. 68.
B. Smaller about 4.0 inches, below only slightly paler than above ......................... M. albicaudatus, p. 67.

154. Mystromys albicaudatus.—The White-tailed Rat.


Description.—General colour dark brown above, somewhat paler below, the fur being long, soft, and somewhat woolly, dark slate for
the greater part of its length with brown tips; space round the nose and chin pure white; ears very large, broad, and patulous about \( \cdot7 \) by \( \cdot6 \) in., the inner half of the conch nearly white, the outer half black, covered anteriorly and posteriorly with a few silvery and black hairs. Limbs slender, hands and feet covered with white hairs, lengthened so as to almost conceal the claws; pads normal in number, but the two proximal ones of the sole very small and rounded, the naked portion of the sole very narrow, much encroached on by the long white hairs on either side, so that the whole tarsus has a very hairy appearance; tail short, less than half the length of the head and body, almost white, obscurely ringed, but these are almost hidden by the dense covering of short hairs above, with a few black hairs intermixed, below pure white.

Incisors smooth and very pale yellow.

The description is drawn up from a specimen in the South African Museum which has been compared with the type in the British Museum. It may be noticed that in Smith's original description the incisors are described as smooth, in subsequently published "Illustrations" as grooved.

Dimensions.—From the example in alcohol in the South African Museum; head and body \(3\cdot85\); tail \(1\cdot68\); hind foot \(9\cdot95\); from ear-opening to nose-tip \(1\cdot20\); skull length \(1\cdot22\), breadth \(\cdot65\); upper cheek teeth \(\cdot25\).

Distribution.—Sir A. Smith met with this species in the neighbourhood of Grahamstown and to the north of the Orange River; the single example in the Museum is also from the neighbourhood of Grahamstown. There is an example in the British Museum from the Transvaal.

Habits.—This species, according to Smith, is found on grassy flats where it forms its burrows; it is nocturnal, but is active and bold, especially during rainy weather.

155. Mystromys albipes. The White-Footed Rat.


Description.—General colour above light brown, below white, the hair thick, soft and rather woolly, dark slate for the greater
part of its length, the tips mingled brown and white, the former predominating along the middle of the back, the latter on the sides; tip of the snout somewhat pale, not white, ears very large, about 9 by 75, darker towards the margin, covered with thin greyish hairs; limbs short and slender, hands and feet white above, the claws almost concealed by the long white hairs, pads as in the other species; tarsus with a very narrow naked line almost concealed by the long white hairs; tail short, obscurely ringed, covered with a thick coating of hairs, white above and below.

**Dimensions.**—From an old mounted specimen; head and body 7.0; tail (broken) about 2.0; hind foot 1.0; from ear-opening to nose-tip 1.40; skull length about 1.45, breadth .72; upper cheek teeth .25.

**Distribution.**—The single specimen from which the description is taken, and which appears to be identical with that described by Wagner, was obtained some years ago on the Cape Flats, near Cape Town, and is now in the South African Museum.

**Family BATHYERGIDAE.**

Rodents adapted to underground life; of somewhat cylindrical form, with short limbs and tail, and with very small or rudimentary eyes and no ear conch. Skull with a very narrow palate, not wider than the molar teeth; antorbital foramen usually rather small and rounded; no perpendicular plate; mandible like that of the hystricine rodents with the angular portion springing from the outside of the bony covering of the lower incisors; incisors very large, grinding teeth rooted. The family is a purely Ethiopian one, containing in addition to the South African genera two others, *Myoscalops* closely resembling *Georychus* in external appearance, and the very curious sand-rats of the genus *Heterocephalus*, with their naked bodies and peculiar physiognomy, hitherto found only in Somaliland.

**Key of the South African Genera.**

A. Upper incisors grooved; claws, especially of the forefeet, long and strong.......................... *Bathyergus*, p. 71.

B. Upper incisors smooth; claws of both feet rather small and ill-developed ......................... *Georychus*, p. 73.
Fig. 100.—Lower jaw of Bathycrgus maritimus, from below, to show how the angle of the mandible springs from outside the bony casing of the lower incisor.

Fig. 101.—Side view of the skull of Bathycrgus maritimus (1/2 nat. size).
Genus **BATHYERGUS**.


Burrowing rodents with small eyes, no ear conch, and the toes of the fore feet with specially long claws, of which that of the second digit is considerably the longest; hind foot with the third toe the longest.

Skull massive with an almost straight upper profile and a small sub-circular antorbital foramen.

Dentition.—i. 1, c. 0, p.m. 1, m. 3 = 20; upper incisors large, broad, and grooved, lower incisors also large but smooth; molars simple with re-entering folds in youth only.

Only the single species below described is known.

156. **Bathyergus maritimus. The Sand-mole.**


**Literature.**—Masson (1776), p. 304, early mention of the species; Buffon, *Suppl. vi* (1782), p. 255, earliest description; Sparrman (1785) ii, p. 212, note on its occurrence, and identification with the African rat of Pennant; Thunberg (1795) i, pp. 262, 285, described as the “witte mol” from near Cape Town with account of habits; Moseley (1892), p. 125, habits near Simonstown.

**Vernacular Names.**—Zand Mol or Duin Mol of the Colonists; Kauwhowba (*i.e.*, Hippopotamus mole) of the Hottentots (Allamand in Buffon).

**Description.**—General colour slaty grey with a distinct brown tinge on the back, fur soft, thick and rather woolly, slaty for the greater part of its length, the tips on the back being pale brown; head somewhat acutely pointed, a considerable flesh-coloured patch surrounding the nostrils and reaching the edge of the upper lip;
the incisors so long that they are always visible, the lips not being large enough to cover them; eyes about as large as the head of a large pin, the eyeballs being about .10 in. in diameter. External ears absent, a small round hole surrounded by a fleshy-coloured bare margin marking the external opening of the meatus; limbs very short, the fore feet with five toes all with large strong claws much better developed than those of the hind feet, the second the longest, then the third, fourth, fifth, and first in order; hind foot with a broad naked sole, along the sides of which run fringes of

white stiff bristle-like hairs; the five toes of the hind foot are all clawed, the middle one being the longest, the claws somewhat flattened and nail-like; tail very short, covered on the sides and below with stiff white bristles.

Incisors white, those of the upper jaw strongly grooved down the middle of the tooth; those of the lower very long, sometimes over three inches, of which half protrudes beyond the socket; these teeth are separated by a slight interval; the molars somewhat oval in section, decreasing in size from in front backwards, surrounded by a ring of enamel with infoldings gradually disappearing with age.
White and piebald varieties of this animal are not uncommon.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 16·50; tail 1·25; hind foot 1·87; from ear-opening to nose-tip 1·50; skull length 2·70; breadth 1·90; upper molars 50.

**Distribution.**—This animal appears to be found only along the coast and never inland; it is abundant near Cape Town, and seems to extend northwards to Namaqualand, and eastwards as far as Knysna certainly, perhaps as far as Bathurst. All the specimens in the South African Museum are from the neighbourhood of Cape Town.

**Habits.**—The sand-mole was known to Masson and la Caille and other early travellers, but the first satisfactory description of it was transmitted to Allamand in Holland by Colonel Gordon (who commanded the Dutch forces before the first taking of the Colony by the English in 1795), and was reprinted by Buffon. The animal is found only in sandy places on dunes and flats where it forms long burrows, throwing up the excavated sand in large heaps over a foot high, the freshness of which will give an indication of the near neighbourhood of the animal. In some parts of the Cape Flats the ground is completely riddled by these burrows, so that riding becomes very dangerous. Moseley states that the most successful manner of securing the mole is to remove the sand quickly from a freshly made heap and then retire a little and in a short time the mole comes up to fill up the hole and can then be easily shot.

The food of the sand mole consists of bulbs and roots; when captured it gives vent to a series of grunts and is very savage, biting with great ferocity with its powerful incisors and always ready for opposition; on the surface of the ground its powers of locomotion are somewhat limited; it can make use of its eyes to a certain extent. By those who have tasted it, its flesh is considered to be very palatable.

**Genus GEORYCHUS.**


Mole-like Rodents closely resembling *Bathyergus* externally, but with quite small claws to both feet, the second and third toes of both fore and hind feet are about equal, and the longest.
Skull with a somewhat rounded upper profile; teeth as in Bathyerigus, but with the upper incisors quite smooth.

This is a purely African genus; in addition to those described below, there are some three or four species known from Angola, Central and East Africa.

Key of the South African Species.*

A. With a white spot on the occiput.
   a. Larger about 8·0 in. in length.
      a'. With white spots on the snout, eyes and ears; skull with the premaxillae not extending back behind the nasals; upper molars increasing in size from in front backwards ........................................... G. capensis, p. 74.
      b'. With white patches below the ears meeting on the throat ........................................... G. damarensis, p. 76.
   b. Smaller, about 5·0 in. in length; premaxillae forming a suture behind the nasals.............. G. darlingi, p. 77.

B. With no white occipital spot; small, about 5·0 in.
   c. Premaxillae extending back behind the nasals but not forming a suture; upper molars decreasing in size from in front backwards ...... G. hottentotus, p. 77.
   d. Premaxillae not extending backwards beyond the nasals............................................. G. nimrodi, p. 78.


Mus capensis, Pallas, Glires, pp. 76, 172, pl. vii (1779).
Georychus capensis, A. Smith, Deser. Cat. S. Afr. Mus. p. 29 (1826);

* Georychus lugardi, de Winton, Ann. Mag. N. H. (7) i. p. 253 (1899), has been accidentally overlooked; it is a small species with a small white spot on the crown, but with the premaxillae not extending back behind the nasals. The type specimen was obtained in the Kalahari between Palapye and Lake Ngami.
Bathyergidae


Literature.—Masson (1776), p. 305, allusion to the species as the blesmol; Buffon (1776), Suppl. iii, p. 193, and (1782), Suppl. vi, p. 251, earliest description of this animal; Sparman (1785), ii, p. 211, note on habits and occurrence; Thunberg (1795), i, p. 262, described as Marmota capensis; Moseley (1892), p. 125, occurrence and habits near Simonstown.

Vernacular Name.—Blesmol of Dutch Colonists.

Description.—General colour above a rusty brown becoming paler on the sides, and slaty grey below; the fur soft and thick, and with slaty bases throughout, except on the spots; head becoming darker, almost black; round the nostrils and mouth, round the eyes, round the ear-openings, and on the top of the head, a set of pure white patches; head much truncated in front; eyes very small, the eyeball about .15 in diameter; external ears absent; limbs short, fore feet with five small claws, hind feet also with five claws, short and broad, the sole being covered with wrinkles and creases, but with no definite pads; tail very short, thick, and rounded, covered with white stiff bristles; mammae 8 in number, 2 pairs pectoral, 2 pairs inguinal.

Young of about five inches are a pure slaty grey above, not rusty brown. Skull with the nasals and premaxillae, extending back about the same distance; antorbital foramen small and round with a thick outer wall. Incisors white, quite smooth; upper molars

Fig. 104.—The Blesmol (Georychus capensis).
increasing in size from before backwards, the premolars being the smallest.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body 8·5; tail 8·0; hind foot 1·20; from ear-opening to nose-tip 1·5; skull length 2·10, breadth 1·60; upper molars 3·3.

**Distribution.**—The western half of the Colony extending to Namaqualand and Kimberley in the north, and to Knysna in the east. A blesmol obtained at Nottingham Road, in the upper part of Natal, now in the Maritzburg Museum, seems to be identical with this species, if so, its range in an easterly direction will be much increased.

**Habits.**—The blesmol is found both in the uncultivated, sandy districts and also in cultivated grounds and gardens, where it burrows much the same fashion as the sand-mole, throwing up heaps of earth at intervals which mark the line of the excavation; the burrows do not descend very deep below the surface, they branch from time to time, the branches thus formed being blind; the main burrow eventually ends in a somewhat rounded chamber with smooth walls. Here the animal forms its store of food consisting of tubers and bulbs. On the Lion's Rump Hill, just overlooking Cape Town, the most abundant bulb is that of *Sparaxis grandiflora* (of the natural order *Iridaceae*); here in such a chamber the floor will be found covered with a coating of the dried outside shucks of the bulbs, and on the top of these a quantity of the bulbs themselves, all with the little bud at the top carefully bitten off so that it cannot sprout; in lower lying land these animals often collect the tubers of the “pig-lily” (*Richardia*), and when in the neighbourhood of a garden, potato-tubers of which they seem inordinately fond, and which they also prevent from sprouting by removing the “eyes” or buds.

The animal when caught is fierce and bites severely with its large incisors.

158. **Georychus damarensis.** The Damaraland Blesmol.


**Description.**—Size about the same as that of the common blesmol. General colour uniform reddish brown above and below
with a large, irregularly square white mark on the occiput and others on each side of the neck below the ears, meeting underneath the throat, which is therefore a dirty white; feet reddish brown; tail short, covered with stiff reddish brown bristles (Ogilby).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 8.25; tail 0.25.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species, now in the British Museum, was obtained many years ago by Captain Alexander in Damaraland; it also occurs in Angola. It is not represented in the collections of the South African Museum.

159. **Georychus darlingi.** **Darling's Blesmol.**


**Vernacular Name.**—Nota of the Mashonas (Darling).

**Description.**—Size small; fur close, soft and velvety, general colour uniform drab, the bases of the fur slaty-grey, below slightly paler; a large prominent triangularly shaped spot on the crown of the head; feet and tail as in *G. hottentotus*.

Skull broad and heavy, nasals short and evenly expanded, pre-maxillae surpassing them posteriorly and forming a suture behind them; antorbital foramen higher than broad, with a thick outer wall.

**Dimensions.**—From a male measured in the flesh; head and body 5.0; tail 4.7; hind foot 8.6; skull length 1.12; breadth 0.88; upper molars 0.22.

**Distribution.**—The type (now in the British Museum) was obtained by Mr. G. A. K. Marshall, near Salisbury, and other specimens collected by Mr. Darling were received from Mazoe, also in Mashonaland, at the same time. This species is not represented in the South African Museum, but I have examined blesmols apparently identical from the Albany division of the Colony and from Natal.

160. **Georychus hottentotus.** **The Mole Rat.**


Georychus holoscericeus, Wagner, Schreber Säugenth. Suppl. iii, p. 373 (1845).

**Description.**—Much smaller than *G. capensis*; general colour dark slaty with a tinge of dark brown above owing to the brown tipping of the slaty fur, below the tipping is dirty white, giving a paler general aspect to the fur; no sign of white anywhere on the head, which is the same colour as the body; not entirely blind as described by Brants, but with very small eyeballs about \( \cdot08 \) in. in diameter and a distinct slit measuring about the same length; limbs and tail as in the other species, but with the sole of the foot narrower and more slender.

Skull with the premaxillae extending further back than the nasals but not forming a suture in the middle line behind; the lachrymal bone forms on either side a slight overhanging projection, rendering the skull at this point much wider than it is just behind; antorbital opening elongated and upright. The upper molaris are more rounded than in *G. capensis*, and decrease in size from in front backwards, the premolar being the largest.

**Dimensions.**—Of a male in the flesh; head and body \( 5.62 \); tail \( 5.0 \); hind foot \( 9.2 \); skull length \( 1.35 \), breadth \( 0.97 \); upper molars \( 2.5 \).

**Distribution.**—This is the common mole rat of the eastern province of the Colony and Natal, though extending as far as Stellenbosch in the west, whence the South African Museum possesses examples; other localities are Uitenhage (Smith), Knysna (Victorin), Kalahari (Noack), Johannesberg, Grahamstown, Howick, and Durban in Natal (South African Museum). The type is said to have been obtained at the Paarl.

161. **Georychus nimrodi.** Selous' Mole Rat.


**Description.**—About the same size as *G. hottentotus*; general colour dark drab with no white spot on the head; skull with the
premaxillae not extending posteriorly beyond the nasals, so that the suture between these and the frontals is a simple bowed line; antorbital foramina small, with the outer wall thickened.

**Dimensions.**—Of the type, a male in the flesh; head and body 5.75; hind foot 96; skull length 1.22, breadth 1.06.

**Distribution.**—The type together with several other examples, were all obtained by Mr. Selous, at Essex Vale, a farm near Bulawayo, and are now in the British Museum.

**Division HYSTRICOMORPHA.**

Skull with a stout zygomatic arch, the jugal bone not supported below by the backward prolongation of the maxillary process, antorbital foramen large and open; in the mandible the angular portion arises from the outside of the bony casing of the lower incisor [see fig. 100, p. 70]; clavicles perfect or imperfect, fibula distinct; one premolar in each jaw.

**Family PEDETIDAE.**

**Genus PEDETES.**


Form kangaroo-like; fore limbs short, with strong-clawed toes, hind limbs well developed, with four toes armed with hoof-like nails; the metatarsus is especially elongated and the metatarsal bones are separate from one another.

Skull short and broad with very wide and expanded nasals, ant orbital opening very large and oval; malar bone ascending from the zygomatic arch in a horizontal plate to meet the lachrymal bone; cervical vertebrae free.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{1}{1}$, c. $\frac{3}{3}$, pm. $\frac{1}{1}$, m. $\frac{3}{3} = 20$; molars rootless, with a single deep enamel fold externally in the upper jaw, internally in the lower jaw.

This genus, the only one of the family, and containing the single species below described, is a rather anomalous one, and has no near
allies, so that its position among the other Rodent families has varied considerably. Mr. Alston, in his classical paper on the arrangement of Rodents (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1876, p. 61), placed it in a special subfamily of Dipodidae, or Jerboa rats, among the Myomorpha; several authors have recognised the fact that the resemblances between the Jerboas and Pedetes are artificial and adaptive rather than natural, and Dr. Winge, of Copenhagen, in a general revision of the Rodents,¹ has placed the Pedetidae between the Sciuridae and the Anomaluridae; Mr. O. Thomas, however, in his recently published list has transferred the family to the Hystrico-

Fig. 105.—Skull of Pedetes caffer. (From Flower and Lydekker.)

Fig. 106.—Left upper molars of Pedetes caffer, to show the external enamel folds.

¹ Jordfundne og nulevende Gnavere fra Lagoa Santa, E. Museo Lundii, vol. i., art. 3 (1888).

morpha, and placed it at the commencement of the series. On the whole, most of the characters of the skull and teeth bear out the contention of Mr. Thomas.

162. Pedetes caffer. The Spring-haas.

Mus caffer, Pallas, Glires, p. 87 (1778).

Literature.—Buffon (1782) Suppl. vi, p. 261, describes this animal as the "grande gerboise du Cap" and figures it from Foster's notes and sketches; Sparrman (1785) ii, p. 210, notes the existence of the animal and refers to the description in the Transaction of the Swedish Academy; Thunberg (1795) ii, p. 182, noticed as Jerboa capensis near Tulbagh; le Vaillant (1796) ii, p. 334, note on habits with description; Burchell (1822) i, p. 487, ii, p. 3, carefully described with notes on habits in Griqualand West.

Vernacular Names.—Springhaas of the Colonists; Inziponde of Amaxosa (Cloete).

Description.—General colour tawny brown, becoming paler on the sides and almost pure white below, including a vertical stripe in front of the thighs; fur long, straight, dark brown, with a slaty tinge basally, sandy brown terminally; rhinarium not connected with the upper lip by a naked line; snout very obtuse, eye large, ears long and pointed, measuring 2½ to 3 in., thickly clothed with hairs basally, nearly naked terminally, bearing at the base of the inner margin a little fleshy projecting lobe resembling a bat's tragus; fore limbs short, with five toes, all provided with long, curved, and pointed claws, palm of the hand with a large, rounded, naked pad at the root of the thumb, and another smaller oval one with a fringe of hairs around it at the root of the fifth digit; hind limbs much elongated, the tarsus being as long as the foot from the knee to the ankle; only four toes, the third the largest, the fifth the smallest, and the first absent, all armed with solid hoof-like nails; sole of the foot hairy to the claws; tail about as
long as the head and body, covered with long hairs, sandy brown above, pale below, the terminal third black; mammae four in number, pectoral in position.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body 23·50; tail without terminal hairs 20·50; with 21·50; hind foot 6·50; from ear-opening to tip of nose 4·0; skull length from condyle to pre-maxillae 2·95, between perpendiculare 3·8, breadth 2·35; upper molars '78.

**Fig. 107.—The Spring-haas (Pedetes caffer).**

**Distribution.**—Found throughout the drier and higher parts of South Africa extending northwards to Angola and Unyamwezi in German East Africa, but not apparently occurring in Nyasaland, or Mozambique; the South African Museum possesses examples from the Port Elizabeth, Albany, Graaff Reinet, and Middelburg divisions of the Colony; it is also found throughout the Orange
Free State, the upper part of Natal, Griqualand West, Bechuana-land, the Transvaal, Rhodesia, and German South-West Africa.

Habits.—The springhaas is found both in the plains and in mountainous country, where it forms complex and deep burrows in which several families live together.

It is seldom seen, as it is crepuscular or nocturnal in its habits; it progresses, when pressed, by great bounds in similar fashion to a kangaroo and can move more quickly up a slope than down; it is never very rapid in its movements and can be easily overtaken.

Its food consists of roots and green stuff, and it is exceedingly destructive to crops both green and ripe; according to le Vaillant its flesh is very good eating, and it is considerably sought after for this purpose. A favourite method of capture, though one would think a not very feasible one in the dry country inhabited by it, is to pour water down the burrows which causes the animals instantly to emerge.

The young are said to be born in summer and to be 3 or 4 in number.

Family OCTODONTIDAE.

Rodents with fore and hind limbs generally provided with five toes; with a large palatine foramen and with a distinct inferior angle to the malar bone; the molars are provided with both external and internal enamel folds and the clavicles are imperfect.

Thomas, in his recent list of rodents, recognises 22 genera belonging to this family; of these 17 are confined to the New World and chiefly to the southern portion of it; the remaining 5 are all purely African, and two of these, described below, are South African.

Key of the South African Genera.

A. Tail but little shorter than the body, well covered with fairly long hairs; incisors smooth, small and compressed ........................................... Petromys, p. 84.

B. Tail barely half the length of the body, covered with very short sparse stiff bristles; incisors very broad and strong, those of the upper jaw with three deep groves .................................... Thryonomys, p. 86.
Genus **PETROMYS**.


Compact, rounded animals with moderate rounded ears; tail only a little shorter than the body, covered with stiff hairs, which become longer towards the tip; five toes to both fore and hind limbs, the pollex, though clawed, being short and rudimentary.

Skull very broad posteriorly, with very large, round antorbital openings, at the base of which is a groove for the passage of the nerve.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{1}{2}$, c. $\frac{2}{3}$, p.m. $\frac{1}{2}$, m. $\frac{2}{3}$ = 20; upper incisors smooth, small, and compressed; molars rooted, somewhat quadrate with a single internal fold in the upper jaw, and external one in the lower, and with indications [especially in young skulls] of smaller opposite folds external in the upper, internal in the lower jaw.

Only one species of this genus, that below described, is known.

163. **Petromys typicus.** The Rock Rat or Noki.


**Vernacular Name.**—Noki in Namaqualand (Howard).

**Description.**—General shape rat-like; colour dull brownish grey, pencilled tawny and black, hinder part of the back and posterior extremities dull chestnut, all the hairs bluish grey at the base; below dull white tinged with tawny; apex of the muzzle and orbit bright chestnut, whiskers long, rigid, and black, snout projecting and truncated; ears rather small, wider than high, blackish, only moderately clothed with hair; fore limbs with four clawed toes, the first being represented by a mere tubercle, palms with five rather swollen pads; claws black; hind limbs somewhat thickened, hairy above, naked below, with six pads, the three at the base of the toes large and oval, the two next small and rounded, the
proximal one much elongated but not well developed, all the toes clawed, the first short and not reaching the base of the second.

Tail a little shorter than the head and body, cylindrical, covered with scales, which, however, are concealed by the long black hairs, these are about .25 long towards the base, but gradually increase to about .75 at the tip; the extreme base of the tail is the same colour as the body, the rest of it is black.

Incisors yellowish.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 5.75; tail 5.30; hind foot 1.25; from ear-opening to tip of nose 1.50; length of a skin according to Smith 7.25; skull length 1.63, breadth .98; upper molars .38.

![Fig. 108. — The Rock Rat (Petromys typicus).](image)

**Distribution.**—The rock rat has been found only in Namaqualand; Sir A. Smith obtained his specimens in the mountains towards the mouth of the Orange River. The South African Museum is indebted to Dr. Howard for examples of this species, obtained at Klipfontein about fifty miles inland from Port Nolloth.

**Habits.**—This animal inhabits the dry rocky mountain ranges of Namaqualand, making its home in crannies of the rocks or under stones; it runs about over the boulders during the day, feeding in the early morning and evening chiefly on the flowers of some of the Compositae found so abundantly in those parts; it exhibits little fear of man.
Genus **THRYONOMYS**.

**Type.**

Aulacodus, Temminck, Monogr. Mamm. i, p. 245 (1827) [nee Eschricht] .................. T. swinderenianus.


Fig. 109.—Left half of palate and right half of lower jaw of *Thryonomys swinderenianus*.

Stout, rat-like animals, with blunt muzzles, harsh fur, and short tails sparsely covered with stiff bristles; the fore feet with a rudimentary pollex and a small fifth toe, the hind foot with only four digits, the outer (fifth) being very short.

Skull with the facial portion inflated, the cranial portion small; the occipital and lamboideal crests are very well developed; the
antorbital opening is large and has a special basal groove for the reception of the nerve.

Dentition.—i. ½, c. 3, pm. ½, m. 3 = 20; incisors very broad the upper ones with three strong longitudinal grooves; the lower ones smooth; molars rooted, with, in the upper jaw two external and one internal enamel folds; in the lower jaw one external and two internal folds.

The use of the old and more familiar name for this genus, *Aulacodus*, has recently been shown by Thomas to be inadmissible, as it was previously used by Eschricht for a genus of *Coleoptera*.

Four species from other parts of Africa are recognised in addition to the one below described.

164. **Thryonomys swinderianus.** The Cane Rat.


**Vernacular Names.**—Ground Rat, Ground Pig, or Cane Rat of the English; Reit Muis of the Dutch Colonists; Iwondwe of Swazis and Zulus (Kirby); Ikvihra of Basuto (Kirby).

**Description.**—General colour speckled yellow and brown, below paler, body covered everywhere with coarse bristles, no under-fur; the bristles are pale brown for the greater part of their length, with subterminal black and terminal yellow portions; they are flattened and grooved on the upper surface; chin and upper lip dirty white; ears short, broad and rounded, almost concealed among the bristles, covered with a few dark hairs; limbs rather short, with four clawed toes to each, those of the fore limb being the shorter, pollex very small with a flat nail, hallux absent; tail less than half the length of the head and body, somewhat rat-like, covered with short stiff hairs, dark above, light below, the scaly skin being hardly hidden; mammae six in number, pectoral in position.
Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 19·0, tail 7·0, hind foot 2·80; from ear-opening to nose-tip 3·55; skull length 3·75, breadth 2·62; upper molars 7·5; weight of a male from 9 to 10 lbs.

Distribution.—The cane rat was originally described by Temminck from a young specimen of which the history was unknown; subsequently it was obtained from Sierra Leone and Natal, and it is now known also from French Congo, Angola, German East Africa, Nyasaland, and Mozambique. Within our limits it is found only in the eastern Transvaal, Zululand, Natal and the eastern portion of the Colony as far as Grahamstown. The South African Museum possesses examples from the Peddie and Transkei divisions of the Colony, from near Durban in Natal, and from the Rustenburg district of the Transvaal.

Habits.—This animal is not, as originally stated, a burrower, but according to Peters and Drummond lives in very thick jungle grass and reed beds, where it forms a kind of nest on the surface of the ground; it is nocturnal, emerging only at night from its lair to ravage the plantations; it devours large quantities of roots and tender shoots of various plants, and is specially destructive of sugar-cane plantations whence it derives its vernacular name; it is hunted on moonlight nights with dogs, and is regarded as very good eating.

So strong are its incisor teeth that ivory which has been stored for some time has occasionally been found gnawed by these rats; the three characteristic grooves of the upper incisors being reproduced on the tusks thus mutilated.
Family HYSTRICIDAE.

This family contains the porcupines, which are animals of stout habit with subequal limbs, covered with hair which is more or less completely modified into spines; other characters are noticed below.

The Porcupines are spread all over the New World, but in the Old World are confined to the southern portions of Europe and Asia and to Africa.

Genus HYSTRIX.

Type.


Porcupines with short tails, smooth soles, and furrowed upper lips; the skull is ovate and greatly inflated with air spaces, the nasal cavity being specially large; the clavicles are imperfect.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{1}{1}$, c. $\frac{3}{3}$, pm. $\frac{1}{1}$, m. $\frac{3}{3}$=20; molars semi-rooted, those of the upper jaw with one internal and three or four external enamel folds, this arrangement being reversed in the lower jaw; the folds soon become with wear simple circles of enamel surrounding the margin of the tooth.

Only one member of this genus occurs within our limits, the other species are spread over Southern Europe, Asia, and Northern Africa.

165. Hystrix africae-australis. The SOUTH AFRICAN PORCUPINE.


Hystrix africae-australis, Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugeth. p. 170, pl. xxxii, figs. 6, 7 [skull] (1852); W. Sclater, Ann. S. A. Mus. i, p. 235 (1899).


Literature.—Kolben (1732), ii, p. 119, described at considerable length with various fables often told of this animal; Sparrman (1785), i, p. 160, description of habits and hunting under the name of the Yster-vark; Moodie (1835), p. 259, on its habits and hunting in the Colony; Livingstone

**Vernacular Names.**—Ijzer-vark (Iron-hog) of the Dutch; Qanda of Amaxosa (Cloete); Injelwane, Inungu of Zulus (Kirby); Ingugumbane of Zulus (Drummond); Nunku of Basuto (Kirby).

**Description.**—General colour dark brown, almost black, the fore part of the body and limbs covered with long coarse bristles,

![The South African Porcupine](image)

which are not stiff and sharp; along the nape of the neck and the middle of the front part of the back the bristles are very long, up to 16 inches, and can be erected at the will of the animal so as to form a crest; towards the hinder part of the back and the haunches the bristles become stronger, stouter, and sharp-pointed, forming the true quills, these are banded brown and white, the brown bands being the broader and the tips white; all the quills are longitudinally striated.
Head much rounded, the rhinarium somewhat hairy and connected with the upper lip by a bare line, eyes small and black, ears short, broad, and rounded, thick with a few fine hairs; sometimes a white transverse mark on the chest; feet covered with bristles nearly concealing the toes and claws, which are four in number on the fore feet (the pollex being rudimentary) and five on the hind; tail short, entirely surrounded and concealed by the spines, the point with a tuft of hollow membranous cylinders, which in the young are pointed and spiny, but broken off in the older animals.

The differences between this species and that of Southern Europe and Northern Africa (H. cristata) are chiefly cranial, and were first noticed by Peters.

![Figure 112](image-url) — Skull from above of Hystrix ariaca-australis (2 nat. size).

In the South African species the nasal bones reach backwards as far as the anterior border of the orbit, while in H. cristata they extend much further, as far as the posterior root of the zygoma. In consequence of this the frontal bones in H. ariaca-australis are much longer, being more than half the length of the nasals and twice as long as their distance from the occipital crest; in H. cristata, on the other hand, they are less than half the length of the nasals and just about as long as their distance from the occipital crest.

**Dimensions.** — From a mounted specimen; head and body 26·0;
tail about 5·0; hind foot 4·50; from ear-opening to nose-tip 6·50; skull length 6·0, breadth 3·40; upper molars 1·5

Distribution.—This porcupine is found all over South Africa, extending northwards as far as French Congo on the west and German East Africa on the east; within our limits it appears to be very widely spread, being recorded from nearly all the districts of the Colony, from German South-west Africa, Rhodesia, the Transvaal, Orange Free State, and Natal. It is not uncommon on the slopes of Table Mountain.

Habits.—The porcupine is a purely nocturnal animal, spending the day in caves and under rocks and coming out at night in search of food, which consists entirely of roots and other vegetable matter. Porcupines are a great annoyance to farmers and gardeners, as they are very fond of pumpkins, melons, potatoes, maize and other garden stuff. They are hunted on moonlight nights with dogs and spears and often give a good run, though the dogs frequently suffer severely from the quills.

They are reported to be excellent eating.

Suborder DUPLICIDENTATA.

Two pair of incisors in the upper jaw; the second pair very much smaller, placed behind the anterior pair and provided with enamel coating all round; incisive foramina very large and usually confluent so that the bony palate is very incomplete; the fibula is firmly ossified to the tibia and articulates with the calcaneum.

Family LEPORIDAE.

Genus LEPUS.


This, the only South African genus of the family is characterised as follows:—

Rodents with long ears and hind legs and short, bushy, recurved tails; limbs with five toes to the fore and four to the hind feet, soles very thickly haired.
Skull with the bony palate reduced to a mere bridge between the molars, with no true alisphenoid canal, and with a very peculiarly shaped postorbital process; this where it springs from the frontals is quite narrow, but afterwards expands to form a flattened bar margining the upper rim of the orbit.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{1}{4}$ (at birth $\frac{1}{2}$), c. $\frac{3}{4}$, p.m. $\frac{2}{3}$, m. $\frac{3}{2} = 28$; the outer upper incisors are soon lost, the next pair are very small and placed directly behind the large middle pair which are longitudinally grooved; grinding teeth rootless with transverse enamel folds dividing them into lobes.

The genus contains the hares and rabbits, of which there are a large number of species distributed all over the world, with the exception of the Australian region and Madagascar.

---

**Key of the South African Species:**

A. With tail white below and black above.

a. Smaller, ears about $4\frac{1}{2}$ in., no red nape patch
   
   L. capensis, p. 94.

b. Larger, ears more than 5 in., a red nape patch
   
   L. saxatilis, p. 95.

B. Tail brown above and below, ears moderate, a red nape patch
   
   L. crassicaudatus, p. 96.

* The European Rabbit (*Lepus cuniculus*) was introduced by the early voyagers on to Robben Island in Table Bay, where it is now quite acclimatized and very abundant; it has, however, never obtained a footing on the mainland.
166. Lepus capensis. The Cape Hare.


Literature.—Sparrman (1785), i, p. 256, mentions two species, probably this and L. saxatilis, from the Houtniques (i.e., Knysna); Nicolls and Eglington (1892), p. 78, description and note on habits and occurrence; Kirby (1896), p. 551, native names and occurrence in the Eastern Transvaal.

Vernacular Names.—Vlackte-haas (i.e., plains hare) of the Dutch; Umvundhla of the Amamosa (Stanford); Mukla of the Basutos (Kirby).

Description.—General colour speckled black and yellowish brown, the hair somewhat coarser than that of the other species, woolly and pale slate-colour at the base, the tips yellowish brown with a subterminal band of black; sides paler somewhat rufous, below white tinged with rufous; chin pale yellowish, chest pale brownish, outside of the limbs with a rufous tinge, round the eye a pale almost white ring; ears moderate, about 4½ in. in length from the point of coalescence of the margins to the tip, almost naked anteriorly, posteriorly with the inner half thickly clothed with short almost black hairs, the tips and upper margins quite black; nape and occiput grey not rufous; feet clothed with comparatively short hairs so that the claws are hardly hidden; tail rather long, jet-black above, pure white below.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 23·0; tail 4·0; hind foot 4·50; from ear to tip of nose 4·5; skull length 3·42, breadth 1·55; upper molars 54.

Distribution.—The Cape hare is found almost everywhere throughout the Colony, and extends northwards through Angola to French Congo on the West Coast, and through Natal, Mozambique, and German East Africa to Kilima-njaro on the East Coast; it has been noticed by Kirby in the eastern Transvaal, but hitherto its occurrence in Rhodesia and Nyasaland has not been authenticated. It is common in the immediate neighbourhood of Cape Town, whence come the examples in the South African Museum.
Habits.—This hare frequents uncultivated lands and flats covered with scattered bush; it may often be seen at early dawn and in the evening feeding on the grassy spots along the roads; when pursued it will take refuge in the ground if it is able to do so though it does not form a burrow of its own. It has the reputation of being a very unclean feeder, eating both human and other excrement along the roads and also in the cattle kraals, in consequence of this it is not much sought after for food though as a matter of fact it is gastronomically speaking just as good as the European species.

167. Lepus saxatilis. The Rock Hare.


Literature.—Sparman (1785) i, p. 256, notice of a hare probably this species from Houtniquas (i.e., Knysna); Nicolls and Eglington (1892), p. 79, short description of this species; Kirby (1896), p. 551, occurrence in eastern Transvaal with vernacular names.

Vernacular Names.—Rhebok or Kol Haas of Dutch Colonists; Intenetya of Amaxosa (Stanford); Nogweja, Intenetcha of Swazis and Zulus; Ikloli of Basutos (Kirby).

Description.—Considerably larger than the other two species; general colour speckled black and yellowish brown, but with no trace of the rufous; below, including the chin, white with a pale yellowish tinge, chest like the back, no black mark on the cheek, a white spot often present on the forehead; ears very long, from the confluenve of the margins about 5½ in., from the extreme base about 6½ in., nearly naked anteriorly; the inner half of the posterior surface thickly covered with short hair and along the margin of the tip a fringe of black; a rufous patch on the nape and occiput as in L. crassicaudatus; limbs much longer than those of the other species; claws concealed by the long hairs; tail long like that of L. capensis, white with a black streak above.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 260;
LEPORIDAE

LEPUS

tail about 4·0; hind foot 5·75; from ear to tip of nose 6·0; skull length 4·18, breadth 1·82; upper molars .66.

Distribution.—This hare appears to be confined to the higher hills throughout South Africa as far north as Ovampoland and Rhodesia; it does not seem to be recorded from the countries beyond our limits, though it is noted by Peters from the neighbourhood of Tette on the Zambesi. The South African Museum contains examples from the Ceres, Caledon and Middelburg divisions of the Colony.

Fig. 114.—The Red Hare (Lepus crassicaudatus).

168. Lepus crassicaudatus. The Red Hare.

LEPORIDAE

Lobus melanurus, Rüppell, Mus. Senckenbergianum iii, p. 137 (1842).

Literature.—Le Vaillant (1796) ii, p. 166, description of this species as the "Roodegat Haas" in Namaqualand; Nicolls and Eglington (1892), p. 79, short description and account of distribution.

Vernacular Names.—Roode-haas, Klip-haas and sometimes Rooi-sterk of the Colonists.

Description.—General colour speckled black and yellowish brown much as in L. capensis, but perhaps a little lighter, becoming rufous-white below; fur softer than in L. capensis; chin white, separated on either side from the grey of the cheeks by a black line running back from the angle of the mouth to below the ear; a whitish ring round the eye; ears moderate rounded at the extremities, about 4½ in. in length, nearly naked anteriorly, posteriorly a band along the inner margin covered with very short speckly black and yellow hairs; a pure rufous patch on the occiput and nape of the neck, the rufous extending up the base of the ears; legs and feet short and rufous brown; tail thick and bushy, reddish brown above and below, with no white or black as in the other species.

Dimensions.—Head and body 20·0; tail 3·50; hind foot 5·0; from ear-opening to tip of nose 4·5.

Distribution.—This hare is also found only in the hills at considerable elevations; it appears to be fairly well distributed all over the Colony, Natal, the Orange Free State and the southern Transvaal; it has recently been obtained on the Nyika plateau at an elevation of 7,000 ft. in Nyasaland. There are examples in the South African Museum from the Beaufort West and Middelburg divisions of the Colony.

Habits.—The habits of this hare seem to be somewhat rabbit-like; they live in colonies in rocky places at great elevations, and are said to form a pen or lair under overhanging cliffs.
Order CHIROPTERA.

This order contains the bats, mammals with the fore limbs modified for flight; the bones of the arms and of the fingers are enormously elongated and support a flying membrane, the patagium; the ulna is rudimentary, the radius is long and curved, the wrist consists of the six carpal bones supporting a short thumb (pollex) which is always unconnected with the wing membrane and always bears a claw; the other four fingers are greatly elongated, and it is between these and the sides of the body and the hind legs that the wing membrane is extended; the knee is directed outwards and somewhat backwards, owing to the rotation of the hind limb outwards towards the wing membrane; from the inner side of the ankle joint arises a peculiar, elongated cartilaginous process (the calcar) directed inwards along the posterior margin of the accessory membrane of flight extending between the legs and usually embracing the tail (the interfemoral membrane) a small lobe of this membrane on the outer side of the calcar often present is termed the post-calcaneal lobe; another small portion of the wing membrane lying in front between the humerus and the radius is called the antebrachial membrane.

The ears, which are often very large, frequently have within the conch a peculiar upstanding process (the tragus) [see fig. 123, p. 125] whilst the portion of the outer margin opposite the tragus is called the antitragus.

Other important characteristics are as follows:—testes abdominal or inguinal, penis pendant; mammary glands thoracic and generally post-axillary; uterus simple or with more or less long cornua; placenta discoidal and deciduate; the smooth cerebral hemispheres not extending backwards over the cerebellum.

The dental series includes incisors, canines, premolars and molars and never exceeds i. $\frac{3}{4}$, c. $\frac{1}{4}$, pm. $\frac{3}{4}$, m. $\frac{3}{4}$=38.

Bats are provided with a very well-developed tactile sense, in
fact it is something more than a tactile sense, as it enables them to appreciate the presence of obstacles without actual contact; this sense appears to reside in the wing membranes, and perhaps in the large ears and the nose leaf, a curious complicated organ highly developed in some families. The existence of this sense was proved many years ago by the perhaps rather cruel experiments of Spallanzani, who after depriving bats of their sight, let them fly

![Diagram of a Bat](image)

**Fig. 115.**—Skeleton and flying membranes of a Bat:—c, clavicle; h, humerus; r, radius; ulna (rudimentary); d’, pollex; d², d³, d⁴, d⁵, digits; wwm, the wing-membrane; m, m, metacarpal bones; ph¹, ph², ph³, first, second, and third phalanges; am, antebrachial membrane; f, femur; t, tibia; f.b, fibula (rudimentary); c, calcar, supporting tm, the interfemoral membrane; pcl, postcalcaneal lobe. [From Flower and Lydekker.]

in a room across which a large number of silken threads had been tied; the bats very successfully managed to avoid all contact with the threads, although only just sufficient space was allowed for them to pass through with outstretched wings.

Bats vary nearly as much in their power of flight as birds; those with longer and narrower wings being much swifter than the short-winged forms. The species of stronger flight appear as a rule earlier in the evening, in some cases even before sunset, and
may often be seen hawking insects in company with swallows and swifts.

From the weakness and reversed position of the hind limbs, bats are unable to walk like other mammals, and when placed on the ground are entirely helpless, crawling along in a laborious manner, chiefly by the aid of their clawed thumbs; when at rest they usually suspend themselves by their hind toes to trees or crevices of rocks or to rafters and beams in out-houses, and remain with their heads hanging downwards.

As a rule only one young one is produced at birth, and it remains clinging to its mother until nearly of her own size.

In temperate countries bats hibernate in the winter, a number often being found huddled together; whether this takes place in South Africa or not does not seem to be recorded; in fact observations on the habits of bats in South Africa are very much needed; no one seems to have paid much attention to them.

The present account of the South African bats is founded on the Catalogue of the Chiroptera in the British Museum, written by Dr. Dobson, and published in 1876, since which time no general account of the order has appeared.

By Dr. Dobson and others the order has been divided into two divisions termed suborders, though the characters distinguishing the two groups are hardly of such importance as in the case of the suborders of other mammalian orders; the first of these containing only one family, the fruit-eating bats (Pteropodidae) is termed the Megachiroptera; the other containing five families of insect-eating bats is called the Microchiroptera.

Of these six families representatives of five are found in South Africa. The sixth Phyllostomatidae, among which are the true vampires or blood-sucking bats, is confined to the New World, and chiefly to the southern part of it.

Key of the South African Families.

A. Crowns of the molar teeth smooth; both thumb and second digit terminating in a claw Pteropodidae, p. 101.

B. Crowns of the molar teeth tubercular; only the thumb with a claw.

a. Nostrils surrounded by a well-developed nose-leaf; ears large, no tragus Rhinolophidae, p. 110.
b. Nostrils at the anterior end of a longitudinal groove on the face; no nose-leaf; ears large, united and provided with tragi — Nycteridae, p. 119.
c. Nostrils at the end of the muzzle, opening simply, no nose-leaf; ears separate, with tragi; tail contained in and produced to the end of the interfemoral membrane — Vespertilionidae, p. 121.
d. Nostrils simple, no nose-leaf; ears large, often united, tragi short and broad; first phalanx of the middle finger folded in repose on the upper surface of the metacarpal bone; tail more or less free from the interfemoral membrane — Emballonuridae, p. 137.

Suborder MEGACHIROPTERA.

Family PTEROPODIDAE.

This family contains the largest representatives of the order; its members are entirely frugivorous; the crowns of the molars are smooth with a longitudinal furrow; the bony palate is continued some distance behind the last molar; the second finger usually (always in South African species) terminates in a claw; the outer and inner margins of the ear conch meet below to form a complete ring.

The members of this family are confined to the warmer regions of the Old World and consequently are not very numerous in South Africa. The largest genus Pteropus, containing upwards of forty species, many of which are of very large size, does not reach Africa proper, though curiously enough in Madagascar, and even in the Comoro Islands lying between Madagascar and the mainland, and only distant some 200 miles from the latter, several species occur.

Key of the South African Genera.

A. Tail very short, free from and in front of the interfemoral membrane; a tuft of white hairs at the base of the ears; molars \( \frac{1}{4} \) — Epomophorus, p. 102.

B. Tail short, contained in the interfemoral membrane; no tuft of white hairs; molars \( \frac{3}{4} \) — Rousettus, p. 105.
Genus **EPOMOPHORUS.**  

**Type.**  

**Epomophorus,** Bennett, *Trans. Zool. Soc.* ii,  

p. 38 (1836)  

E. macrocephalus.  

Head long; muzzle conical, or thickened and obtuse in front; lips very expansible, largely developed and pendulous in the males, ears simple, separate, and with a tuft of white hairs near the base of their anterior margins; second finger with a well-developed claw; tail very short and wholly free from and inferior to the inter-femoral membrane or altogether absent.  

**Dentition.**—i. $\frac{2}{3}$, c. $\frac{1}{3}$, pm. $\frac{2}{3}$, m. $\frac{1}{3}$ = 28.  

Incisors very small and weak, first upper premolar separated by a considerable space from the canine. Skull with a somewhat flattened crown; postorbital processes very short; palate concave and vaulted.  

These bats can be easily distinguished by their large size, their long heads, their very expansible lips, and by the white tuft of hairs which adorns the margins of the ears of both sexes.  

The genus, of which some half dozen species are described, is entirely confined to Africa, and is most developed in the West Coast region; two species, however, mentioned below, are found in the eastern part of South Africa.  

**Key of the South African Species.**  

A. Larger; fore arm 3'5 in.; fifth palatal ridge simple and divided  

E. gambianus, p. 102.  

B. Smaller; fore arm 3'0 in.; fifth palatal ridge rhomboidal and hollowed out in the centre  

E. crypturus, p. 105.  

169. **Epomophorus gambianus.** **The Epauletted Fruit Bat.**  


Epomophorus gambianus, Dobson, *Cat. Chirop. B. M.* p. 10, pl. ii,  


**Description.**—Head large and muzzle long; lips, especially in the male pendulous, thickened and glandular, obviously adapted to a sucking habit; ears not very large, about as long as the distance
from the ear to the nose, nearly naked and oval; nostrils simple, opening somewhat laterally and separated by a wide shallow groove reaching the upper lip.

On the shoulders (see Fig. 116) are two large eversible glandular sacs marked by a patch of long white hairs, these are absent or rudimentary in the females.

Fig. 116.—Head of the Epauletted Fruit Bat (Epomophorus gambiae).

Fig. 117.—Palate of Epomophorus gambiae, to show the ridges.

Fur of the back mouse-coloured and soft, extending along the fore and hind limbs and scantily developed on the neighbouring parts of the wing membrane; below somewhat paler; the white tufts of hairs at the base of the inner margin of the ear conch and on the shoulder glands being very conspicuous.
Tail very small about .15 in., concealed in the thick fur between the genital organs and the interfemoral membrane and quite free from the latter.

The first and second fingers bear claws and the wing membrane is attached to the basal joint of the second toe.

Roof of the mouth with six palate ridges; the first placed just behind the canines with a slight triangular projection in the centre of the posterior margin; second, third and fourth simple and undivided transversely, the fourth being opposite the first molar; the fifth and sixth being divided by a narrow transverse incision into two half ridges.

Dimensions.—Of a male and female preserved in alcohol; head and body ♂ 6·5, ♀ 5·5; snout from nostril to base of ear conch ♂ 2·75, ♀ 2·0; fore arm ♂ 3·5, ♀ 3·25; hind foot with claw ♂ 1·0, ♀ 1·0; expanse of wings ♂ 21·0.

Distribution.—This fruit bat appears to be found throughout the greater part of tropical Africa from Gambia on the West Coast to Kilima-njaro on the east and southwards thence to the Colony; in South Africa it is confined to the eastern half, being recorded from Mashonaland, Matabeleland (Howard), Natal and the eastern provinces of the Colony.

The South African Museum possesses examples from Durban and from the neighbourhood of Grahamstown.

Habits.—The species was first described by Mr. Ogilby from specimens brought home from Gambia in West Africa by Mr. Rendall; little seems to have been noticed about the habits of this bat but it is said by Dr. Kirk (now Sir John Kirk) to feed chiefly on figs. Dr. Dobson has shown that the whole structure of the lips, wind-pipe and gullet of this animal is admirably arranged to form a suction engine which is probably applied to the upper end of the fig so that the soft internal parts can be sucked out through the upper aperture. Mr. Howard states that these bats are fond of fruit and spend the night stripping peach trees, the fruit of which they take with them to the darker shade afforded by orange trees in order to devour.

Dr. Schönland, from whom the Grahamstown specimens in the South African Museum were received, states that they are not uncommon in that neighbourhood especially in winter time.


This species differs from *E. gambianus*, with which it was identified by Dobson, in size, the fore arm measuring 3·0 in. as against 3·5 in., and also in the arrangement of the palate ridges, in which it resembles a West African species, *E. macrocephalus*.

The second and third ridges in this species are arched forwards and separated by a considerable space from the fourth ridge, the fifth ridge, however, is the most peculiar and characteristic, it is rhomboidal and hollowed out in the centre and divided into two triangular halves by a narrow groove; the sixth ridge resembles that of *E. gambianus*.

**Dimensions.**—From Peters’ description of a male; head and body 6·25; forearm 3·0; expanse of wings 19·75.

**Distribution.**—This bat was originally described by Peters from Tette on the Zambesi; it has subsequently been obtained from Mozambique, and there are examples in the British Museum from Zomba, in British Central Africa, and from Natal. This species is not represented in the collections of the South African Museum.

**Habits.**—According to Kirk these bats appear about sunset, they are abundant at the time when the great fig-trees are covered with fruit, this they carry off to the neighbouring Bombax trees and devour at leisure.

Genus *ROUSSETUS*.


p. 25 (1852) ......................... R. *collaris*

Muzzle long and conical, upper lip grooved; index finger clawed, shorter than the metacarpal of the middle finger; tail short but distinct, and attached at its base to the interfemoral membrane.
Dentition.—i. \( \frac{3}{2} \), c. \( \frac{1}{1} \), pm. \( \frac{2}{3} \), m. \( \frac{3}{3} \) = 36. First upper premolar very small, close to the canine, separated by an interval from the second.

Skull very much vaulted above, post-orbital processes longer than in *Epomophorus*. Palate somewhat flat.

Nine species of this genus are described by Mr. Dobson in his catalogue, and several others have since been discovered; two only have been recorded from South Africa.

The range of this genus extends over Africa and Madagascar, and through Southern Asia from Palestine and India to the Malayan and Papuan islands as far as New Ireland.

*Key of the South African Species.*

A. Smaller, fore arm about 3'12, fur greyish......... *R. collaris*, p. 106.
B. Larger, fore arm about 4'5, fur yellowish, especially about the neck........................................... *R. stramineus*, p. 109.

171. Rousettus collaris. The Common Fruit Bat.

Pteropus collaris, Illiger, Abhandl. Akad. Berl. 1815, p. 84
Pteropus hottentotus, Temminck, Monogr. Mamm._ii, p. 87 (1835-41);
Cynonycteris collaris, Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugeth. p. 25 (1852);

**Description.**—Head moderate, lips not swollen or expanded, ears short, about as long as the distance from the nostril to the eye, oval, with a slight projection at the base of the outer margin; nostrils separated by a wide groove with sloping margins; wing membrane from the sides of the back, hairy only in the neighbourhood of their attachment and along the fore limbs, and there only slightly clothed.

Body covered with brown hair, darker above, lighter almost grey below, hair on the neck above the chest longer and coarser forming a kind of collar, and in the adult male a deep yellow colour; no traces of white hairs at the base of the ear or on the
Fig. 118.—The Common Fruit Bat (*Rousettus collaris*), with young one clinging to its mother.  (*Proc. Zool. Soc.*).
shoulder; the interfemoral membrane is hairy above to a point in the centre behind, below naked; tail about 5 in., attached at its base to the interfemoral membrane.

Incisors small, with a space in the upper ones between them and the canines; first upper premolar very small, second large and canine-like, third like the molars.

Dimensions.—From a specimen preserved in alcohol; head and body 5·5; snout from the nostril to the base of the ear conch 1·32; fore arm 3·12; hind foot with claw 9; expanse about 25·0; skull length 1·62; zygomatic breadth 1·0; upper cheek teeth 55.

Distribution.—The common fruit bat seems to be widely spread over Africa; in addition to South Africa it is recorded from Gaboon and Cyprus, and the Zoological Society of London has received an example caught in the Red Sea.

It is common in Cape Town and the neighbourhood at certain seasons of the year, and also in the Eastern Province and Natal; the specimens in the South African Museum are all from the immediate neighbourhood of Cape Town.

Habits.—These bats are not uncommon in South Africa, and appear as soon as their favourite food, which consists of fruit, and specially of loquats, is ripe; Mr. Layard asserts that in default of fruit they devour insects, and that they snap them off the flowers and leaves without alighting, and Dr. Dobson was informed that near Moulmein in Burma, a closely allied species was found to feed on shell-fish left exposed by the tide.

It is, however, as a devourer of fruit that it is best known, and its method of doing so is described by Mr. Layard as follows: When eating it throws itself on to a neighbouring branch or suspends itself with quivering wings, and seizing the fruit in its mouth, either bites a portion of it away at once or pulls it away from its hold; in this way it destroys far more fruit than it devours.

From two or three imported specimens there has been bred in the Zoological Society's Gardens in London a very large number of young ones; the young one is described as being born covered with short smooth hairs of a uniform pale cinereous, darker at the tips. They hang by their hind claws to the lower part of the body of the mother with their mouth usually attached to one of the two mammae, which are placed on the pectoral muscle beneath the wing.
172. Rousettus stramineus. The Yellow Fruit Bat.

Pteropus stramineus, Geoffroy, Ann. du Museum xv, p. 95 (1810).  
Cynonycteris straminea, Dobson, Cat. Chiropt. B.M. p. 77 (1878).

Description.—Face in front of the eyes nearly naked; back of the head covered with short and adpressed yellowish brown hair; fur on the back yellowish, brighter coloured along the margins, and occupying only a narrow space, about 1·5 in. wide across the loins; humerus and legs covered with long hair; below, the hair of the neck and throat is long and bright yellow, that of the rest of the under surface yellow; the fur extending on to the wing membrane from the knee to a point half way down the fore arm. Wing membrane arising from close to the spine. Skull and teeth similar to those of R. collaris, but proportionately larger.

The species can be distinguished from R. collaris by its greater size and its peculiar bright yellow colour.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 8·0; from the base of the ear to the nostril 1·92; fore arm 4·5; hind foot with claws 1·0.

Distribution.—This fruit bat is found throughout the Ethiopian region, from Gambia, Abyssinia and Aden southwards. In South Africa it appears to be rare; there are two examples in the South African Museum. One of these was captured at sea off Hondeklip Bay in Namaqualand, the other, recently obtained, is from Mashonaland.

Habits.—It is probable that this bat resembles the other more common species in its habits; nothing special has been recorded about it.

Suborder MICROCHIROPTERA.

This suborder comprises the greater number of known bats, all of comparatively small size and of insectivorous, or occasionally, of frugivorous or sanguivorous habits; the crowns of the molars are acutely cusped, the bony palate is narrowed abruptly and not continued back behind the last molar; the index or second finger is never terminated by a claw, and the inner and outer margins of the ear conch arise separately from the head; the tail when present
is either contained in the interfemoral membrane, or if free appears on the upper or dorsal surface, never on the ventral.

This suborder is distributed all over the world, except in the extreme arctic regions.

Family RHINOLOPHIDAE.

Small insect-eating bats with a well developed nose-leaf, situated in a depression on the muzzle; ears large, generally separate; tragus completely absent.

The upper incisors are quite rudimentary; the first upper molar is minute, and the milk teeth are absorbed before birth.

Key of the South African Genera.

A. First toe with two, others with three joints each; posterior nose-leaf triangular and erect; a large antitragus ........................................... Rhinolophus, p. 110.

B. All the toes with two joints only; posterior nose-leaf concave, with rounded upper margin; no antitragus .................................................. Hipposiderus, p. 116.

Genus RHINOLOPHUS.

Type.


First toe with two, others with three joints as in most mammals. Nose-leaf very complicated, consisting of three distinct portions—anterior, central and posterior; the anterior portion horse-shoe shaped, containing within its margin the nasal orifices and the erect central process; posterior process triangular with cells on its anterior surface; central process or sella arising between and behind the nasal orifices, flattened anteriorly and sending a backwardly directed, laterally compressed, connecting process, which is either free or connected with the posterior nose-leaf [see Figs. 119, 120 on pp. 112, 114]. Base of the outer margin of the ear expanded forming an antitragus; no tragus. Wings large.

Dentition.—i. ½, c. 1, pm. 3, m. 6 = 32.

First upper premolar minute and either in the tooth-row or
in the outer angle between the large canine and second upper premolar; second lower premolar minute, sometimes not to be detected, lying outside the tooth-row.

Of these bats, which can be very easily recognized by the peculiar shape of the nose-leaf, at least twenty-four species are known from various parts of the Eastern hemisphere, including Australia.

The five South African species can be distinguished as follows:—

A. First upper premolar in the tooth row between the canine and the second upper premolar; fore arm 1'7...............................  
Rhinolophus landeri. p. 111.

B. Second upper premolar close to the canine forcing the first upper premolar out externally to the tooth row.

a. Ears quite attenuated at the tips, fore arm 2'12 ...............................  
Rhinolophus ferrum-equinum, p. 112.

b. Ears subacutely pointed, not attenuated.

a'. Ears as long as the head; horse-shoe shaped nose-leaf not concealing the sides of the muzzle; fore arm 1'8...
Rhinolophus capensis, p. 114.

b'. Ears shorter than the head; horse-shoe shaped nose-leaf, broad, concealing the sides of the muzzle; fore arm 2'2...............................  
Rhinolophus aethiops, p. 115.

c'. Ears shorter than the head; nose-leaf thickly coated with hair, hardly concealing the sides of the muzzle; fore arm 2'3...............................  
Rhinolophus hildebrandii, p. 115.

173. Rhinolophus landeri. Lande’s Horseshoe Bat.


Rhinolophus lobatus, Peters, Reise Mossamb. Säugenth. p. 41, pl. ix, xiii, fig. 16, 17 (1852); Dobson, Report Brit. Assoc. p. 178 (1880).

Description.—Ears shorter than the head and not attenuated at the extremities; the inner margin of the ear conch convex to the tip; antitragus short, evenly convex, separated posteriorly by a shallow notch; horizontal nose-leaf broad, almost concealing the muzzle; vertical process of the sella narrowed in the centre exceeded in height by the posterior connecting process which forms
a more or less acute angular elevation; posterior nose-leaf short and acutely pointed.

Colour from ferruginous brown to sulphur above and below.

First upper pre-molar in the tooth-row closely pressed between the canine and second premolar.

**Dimensions.**—See *R. ferrum-equinum* below.

**Distribution.**—Africa generally; the type in the British Museum is from Fernando Po, it is also recorded from Gaboon, Mombasa and Nyasaland. In South Africa it is found in Damara-land and Mashonaland; examples from Mazoe in the latter district are preserved in the South African Museum.

174. **Rhinolophus ferum-equinum.** **The European Horseshoe Bat.**

Vespertilio ferrum-equinum, Schreber, *Säugeth.* i, p. 174 pl. lxii (1775);
Rhinolophus ferrum-equinum, Leach, *Zool. Miscell.* iii, p. 2 (1817);


**Description.**—Ears slightly shorter than the head, very acutely pointed and attenuated at the tip; the outer margin of the ear conch deeply concave in its upper third, inner margin slightly concave in its upper fourth; antitragus not much developed, separated posteriorly by a shallow notch. Nose-leaf small, the horseshoe-shaped portion not concealing the sides of the muzzle, vertical process narrow, sides slightly concave, exceeded in height by the posterior connecting process; terminal portion of the nose-leaf triangular, with emarginate sides.

Wing membrane from the ankles; extreme tip of the tail free; fur above reddish brown, below yellowish grey.
Second upper premolar close to the canine; first premolar minute and quite external to the tooth-row.

**Dimensions.**—Measurements of males of *R. ferrum-equinum*, *R. capensis*, and *R. landeri* from specimens preserved in alcohol:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th><em>R. ferrum-equinum</em></th>
<th><em>R. capensis</em></th>
<th><em>R. landeri</em></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Head and body</td>
<td>3·12</td>
<td>2·62</td>
<td>2·25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tail</td>
<td>1·18</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>1·0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From extremity of muzzle to base of inner margin of the ear</td>
<td>.63</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of ear</td>
<td>.76</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fore arm</td>
<td>2·12</td>
<td>1·87</td>
<td>1·80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Distribution.**—This species is very widely diffused; it is found all over Europe as far north as the southern part of England and the Hartz Mountains, in Asia in the Himalayas and Japan, and apparently all over Africa. The South African Museum possesses examples from Cape Town and its neighbourhood where it appears to be not uncommon, and from Ookiep in Namaqualand; it is also found in the Eastern Provinces and Natal; specimens from King Williams Town and Durban being recorded in the British Museum Catalogue. It likewise occurs in the Transvaal, whence I have examined examples preserved in the Pretoria Museum.

**Habits.**—Very little has been recorded about the habits of these horseshoe bats in South Africa; probably they do not differ much from their congeners in Europe. The most remarkable feature about them is doubtless the very complicated nose-leaf, which seems to form a special organ of touch. They are said to come out at a later hour in the evening than the other bats without nose-leaves, and possibly these sensitive organs together with their large and delicate ears, may enable them to hunt for their insect prey at a later hour. In the north of France, and probably in other temperate countries, these bats hibernate in caves in large colonies, and it has been observed that the colonies consist exclusively of either males or females.

Their food consists of insects, especially of beetles the hard wing-cases of which their very sharp pointed teeth enable them easily to crush.
175. *Rhinolophus capensis.* The Cape Horseshoe Bat.


**Description.**—Resembles *R. ferrum-equinum* closely, but the ears are longer than the head, and are broad and sub-acutely pointed and not attenuated near the tips; inner margin convex throughout, outer margin very slightly concave in its upper third, nose-leaf and other parts as in *R. ferrum-equinum*, the horseshoe shaped portion of the nose-leaf not concealing the margins of the muzzle.

The fur usually as in *R. ferrum-equinum*, but a specimen in the South African Museum from the Clanwilliam division of the colony is of a light reddish colour above and below. *R. auritus*, described as rather smaller and differing slightly in colour is probably referable to this species.

**Dimensions.**—See above, under *R. ferrum-equinum*.

**Distribution.**—This species is found apparently throughout the greater part of South Africa, extending as far north as Nyasaland and Zanzibar. Within the limits of our fauna the South African Museum possesses examples from Cape Town, the Clanwilliam and Albany divisions, and the British Museum has specimens from the de Kaap Gold Fields in the Transvaal, and from Mashonaland.

**Habits.**—Not uncommon in the neighbourhood of Cape Town, frequenting stables and outhouses, from the roofs of which it hangs suspended during the hours of daylight.

---

Fig. 120.—Head of the Cape Horseshoe Bat (*Rhinolophus capensis*).
176. Rhinolophus aethiops. The Damaraland Horseshoe Bat.


Description.—Resembling R. ferrum-equinum closely in size and in the general form of the ears; the ear conch, however, is less attenuated above and quite obtusely pointed, and the nasal cutaneous appendages are much larger; horseshoe shaped portion of the nose-leaf broad, when viewed from above and concealing the muzzle; central erect part of the sella as in R. ferrum-equinum, but the posterior connecting band is more broadly rounded off, and scarcely rises above the level of the extremity of the sella; sides of terminal lancet-shaped leaf straight, not emarginate; wings from the ankles or tarsi; last caudal vertebra projecting; colour, distribution of fur and dentition as in R. ferrum-equinum.

Dimensions.—Head and body 2·4; tail 1·2; ear 1·9; fore arm 2·2 (Dobson).

Distribution.—This little bat, of which there are no examples in the South African Museum, was originally obtained at Otjimbinque in Ovampoland. It has also been recorded from southern Angola.

177. Rhinolophus hildebrandti. Hildebrandt’s Horseshoe Bat.


Description.—Ears a little shorter than the head, rounded at the tip and hardly attenuated, the inner margin being convex throughout, the outer slightly concave in the upper half, antitragus rounded, separated posteriorly by a shallow notch; nose-leaf well developed, but hardly covering the sides of the muzzle, sella narrowest in the middle where it is concave, rounded above, the posterior connecting process not surpassing it in height, and evenly rounded posteriorly, not conical or pointed as in R. ferrum-equinum; terminal portion slightly emarginate laterally, rounded at the tip, the whole of the organ thickly clothed with hair; wings from the ankles; tail tip slightly projecting, calcanea well developed.

Fur soft and abundant, grey brown above, below grey, becoming almost white posteriorly.
Anterior upper premolar in a triangular space external to the tooth-row, the median premolar and the canine being just in contact; median lower premolar not discernible in the single specimen available for examination.

**Dimensions.**—Measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 2·70; tail 1·70; ear 1·20; length of fore arm 2·30.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained at Taita in East Africa; it has also been recorded from Nyasaland. The South African Museum has recently received the skin of a bat from Mr. G. A. K. Marshall captured in a small cave, ten miles east of Salisbury, which agrees in every respect with those from Nyasaland in the British Museum and from it the description has been drawn up.

Genus **HIPPOSIDERUS.**

**Type.**


All the toes equal, with two joints each, unlike most mammals; nose-leaf complicated, consisting of three portions; an anterior horseshoe shaped part, a posterior portion erect, concave, with rounded hind margins often divided by vertical ridges into shallow cells and an intermediate portion corresponding to the sella of *Rhinolophus* which is usually broadly cordiform from the base upwards and has no trace of the hinder connecting process.

Most of the species are provided with a frontal sac behind the posterior nose-leaf which the animal can evert at pleasure.

**Dentition.**—i. $\frac{1}{2}$, c. $\frac{1}{2}$, pm. $\frac{2}{2}$, m. $\frac{3}{2} = 30$. First upper premolar minute, in the outer angle between the canine and the second upper premolar.

Twenty-two species of this genus are described in Dr. Dobson’s catalogue, of which only two are found in South Africa; the others are distributed over the other parts of Africa and the tropical and sub-tropical regions of Southern Asia and Australia.

***Key of the South African Species.***

**A.** Larger, fore arm 3·5; frontal glandular sac with a longitudinal opening .................................. *H. commersoni,* p. 117.

**B.** Smaller, fore arm 1·85; frontal glandular sac small with transverse opening .......................... *H. caffer,* p. 118.
178. *Hipposiderus commersoni.* **Commerson’s Leaf-nosed Bat.**


*Phyllorhina vittata*, Peters, *Reise Mossamb. Säugeth.* p. 92, pl. vi, xiii, fig. 7-13 (1852).


**Description.**—Ears long, narrow and attenuated at their extremities; head long and wide in front, the anterior nose-leaf not concealing its sides; posterior leaf as wide as the anterior with nearly straight hind margin, the leaf itself concave and divided down the middle by a vertical ridge with ill-defined parallel ridges on either side; four accessory leaflets underlying the sides of the anterior horseshoe. Behind the posterior leaflet is the longitudinally placed opening of the large glandular frontal sac through which projects a bundle of long hairs.

Wing membrane attached to the ankles; last joint of the middle finger folded back in repose on the penultimate joint; tail long, ultimate and the greater part of the penultimate vertebrae projecting beyond the interfemoral membrane.

Fur light brown on the head and back, greyish on the sides, white beneath, except a patch of brown on the shoulder; in some specimens reddish throughout.

First upper premolar minute and external to the tooth-row; canines very long and strong.

---

**Fig. 121.—Head of Commerson’s Leaf-nosed Bat (*Hipposiderus commersoni*).**
Dimensions.—Head and body 4·40; tail 1·37; from nostril to base of inner margin of ear 1·06; length of ear 1·0; fore arm 3·5.

Distribution.—This bat, the largest of the genus, appears to be found over the greater part of tropical Africa and Madagascar; an example in the South African Museum obtained in Ovampoland brings it within the limits of this work.


Description.—Ears shorter than the head with the basal half of the inner margin very convex, point of the ear slightly obtuse; on the outer margin, the antitragus is marked by a distinct projection; horseshoe-shaped nose-leaf narrow with two secondary leaflets on either side; posterior leaflet with convex and free hind margin not divided by vertical ridges; the small transversely directed opening of the frontal glandular sac can be observed behind the posterior nose-leaf.

Wings from the ankles; tip of the tail projecting beyond the interfemoral membrane; last joint of the middle finger folded back in repose on the penultimate joint.

Fur grey above, paler below, inner side of ear clothed with fine hair.

Dimensions.—Head and body 2·35; tail 0·9; from the nostril to the base of the inner margin of the ear 1·54; length of the ear 0·50; fore arm 1·85.

Distribution.—Generally distributed over tropical Africa south of the Sahara, from Abyssinia and the Cameroons southwards. Within our limits it appears to be confined to the extreme northern and eastern districts; it is recorded from Damaraland, Mashonaland, the de Kaap Gold Fields in the Transvaal, Delagoa Bay and Natal. It is well represented in the South African Museum by specimens from Natal, Delagoa Bay and Mazoe in Mashonaland.
Family NYCTERIDIDAE.

Insectivorous bats with the nostrils sometimes margined by a nose-leaf, sometimes with the nostrils at the end of a deep longitudinal depression; ears large and united, tragi well developed, mammae pectoral; tibiae long, fibulae rudimentary.

Premaxillary bones cartilaginous or small, upper incisors absent or very small in the centre of the space between the canines.

Genus NYCTERIS.


Bats with nostrils at the anterior end of a longitudinal facial groove; ears usually long, united by a low band, tragi small but well developed; tail long, produced to the hinder edge of the inter-femoral membrane, with terminal T-shaped vertebrae; index finger consisting of the metacarpal bone alone; mammae pectoral not axillary.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{3}{3}$, c. $\frac{1}{4}$, pm. $\frac{1}{3}$, m, $\frac{3}{2} = 32$.

Upper incisors small, chisel-shaped bifid or trifid equal in vertical extent, close together, second lower premolar small, often minute or internal.

Some seven or eight species of this genus are described from the Ethiopian region and from the Malay Peninsula and Java.

Key of the South African Species.

A. Ears short; tragus with concave inner margin, incisors trifid ................................................................. N. hispida, p. 119.

B. Ears long; tragus with convex margins, incisors bifid ................................................................. N. capensis p. 120.


Vespertilio hispidus, Schreber, Säugeth. i, p. 169, pl. lvi (1775).
Nycteris daubentonii, Geoffroy, Desc. de l'Egypte, p. 113 (1812).
Nycteris hispida, Peters, M. B. Akad. Berlin, 1870, p. 901, pl. fig. 1 and 2 (1871); Dobson, Cat. Chiropt. B. M. p. 162, pl. xi, fig. 1 [incisors] (1878).
**Description.**—Ears only slightly longer than the head; tragus small, curved inwards and forwards, narrowed above inner margin, concave; fur of the back extending upon the humerus and the fleshy part of the forearm and the wing membranes between the elbow and knee; fur dark brown or black, the extremities of the hairs paler.

Upper incisors short, broad, and trifid; the second lower premolar minute, in the tooth-row, varying in size.

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 1·8; tail 1·85; ear .85; forearm 1·6.

**Distribution.**—This species is found over the greater part of the tropical Africa; from South Africa the British Museum possesses a specimen obtained at the Cape of Good Hope, and Dr. Peters has recorded a species (*N. villosa*) which seems to be identical or very closely allied, from Inhambane in Portuguese South-east Africa. Not represented in the South African Museum.

---

181. **Nycteris capensis.** CAPE SLIT-FACED BAT.


**Description.**—Ears much longer than the head with almost rounded tips; tragus with the outer margin convex in its upper half, and its inner margin convex throughout, not very long, hardly projecting above the fur at the base of the ear. Nosritls at the anterior end of a deep longitudinal slit, extending back nearly as far as the band connecting the ears, the sides of the slit margined by small cutaneous appendages.

Wings from the ankles; tail long, the terminal caudal vertebrae forming a T-shaped piece margining the interfemoral membrane which is large and well developed.

Fur greyish brown above, sometimes with a reddish tinge at the base of the ears, below much lighter and sometimes nearly white.

Upper incisors bifid; the second lower premolar very minute, difficult to detect even with a lens, in the tooth-row.
Dimensions.—From a specimen preserved in alcohol; head and body 2:60; tail 2:0; from tip of nostril to base of inner margin of the ear 0:62; ear 1:25; forearm 1:77.

Distribution.—South Africa, extending northwards to Damara-land and Zanzibar; a common bat in South Africa. The South African Museum possesses examples from the Namaqualand, Worcester, Fort Beaufort, Griqualand West, and Clanwilliam divisions of the Colony, from Rustenberg in the Transvaal and from Mazoe in Mashonaland; it has also been recorded from Damara-land and Natal.

Fig. 122.—Head of the Cape Slit-faced Bat (*Nycteris capensis*).

The differences separating this species from *N. thebaica* of North-east Africa are very slight, and probably on comparison of a larger number of specimens will be found non-existent; should this turn out to be the case the distributional area of the species will be extended to Egypt.

Habits.—Nothing much has been recorded about the habits of this species; like other insectivorous bats they come out at dusk, spending the day in numbers together, frequently in lofts clinging to the beams.

Family VESPERTILIONIDAE.

Insectivorous bats with nostrils at the extremity of the muzzle opening by a simple circular or crescentic apertures, with moderate ears, usually separate and well developed tragi; legs short; tail long contained in and produced to the hinder margin of the inter-femoral membrane with only the tip occasionally projecting.
Incisors \( \frac{1.2}{3} \) on either side, upper ones small separated by a wide space in the middle line, usually close to the canines; upper premolars from one to three in number when the latter the anterior tooth is usually small and often outside or inside the regular tooth-row.

This family is found nearly all over the world and contains by far the greatest number of species and individuals in the order.

**Key of the South African Genera.**

A. Crown of the head flattened to the level of the face line, upper incisors close to the canines.
   a. Outer margin of the ear conch ending near the angle of the mouth; ears short and triangular; tragus curved inwards or straight; premolars two or less.
   a1. Two pairs of upper incisors, inner ones bifid.
   a2. No lobular projection at the angle of the mouth; tibiae short ..............................................
   b2. A lobular projection near the mouth; tibiae long .............................................................
   b1. One pair of upper incisors, unicuspidate, close to the canines; wing membrane thick and leathery ...........................................................

b. Outer margin of the ear conch ending opposite the inner margin of the tragus; ears generally long and narrow, the tragus long and narrow straight or outwardly curved; three upper premolars...
   a1. Nasal opening crescentic; first and second upper premolars smaller than the third ........
   b1. Nasal opening circular; first and second upper premolars nearly equal to the third ..........

B. Crown elevated above the face line; incisors separated by a space from the canines; terminal joint of the middle finger bent in repose on the under surface of the metacarpal bone ...............

**Genus VESPERTILIO.**

|------|----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|--------------|

* V. discolor Natt. et auct. plur.
Vespertilionidae


Muzzle very thick and broad with glandular prominences between the eyes; crown of the head nearly flat; nostrils opening on either side by simple crescentic apertures; ears separate, shorter than the head, triangular, the outer margin extending beyond the base of the tragus to near the angle of the mouth.

Dentition.—(In African species) i. $\frac{2}{3}$, c. $\frac{1}{3}$, pm. $\frac{1-2}{2}$, m. $\frac{3}{4} = 32$ or 34.

Upper incisors in pairs separated by an interval, outer incisors close to the others, often very minute, first upper premolar minute or absent.

Owing to certain investigations by Mr. G. S. Miller, Jr. (Ann. Mag. N. H. (6), xx, p. 380, 1897), this genus hitherto known as Vesperugo must now be called Vespertilio—a considerable inconvenience liable to cause a good deal of confusion but necessary if the rules of nomenclature are to be adhered to.

This genus probably contains the greatest number of individuals and of species among all the Chiroptera. Fifty are recognised in Mr. Dobson's catalogue and some twenty additional ones have since been described; they are distributed over the whole of the world but are more abundant in the temperate and subtropical regions of the Eastern hemisphere.

Only four species have been hitherto definitely recorded from South Africa, but probably a good many more remain to be discovered and recognised.

Key of the South African Species.

A. With one upper premolar. (Subgenus Eptesicus).
   a. Inner upper incisors with a small external cusp.
      a1. Smaller; fore arm 1'25 ........................................ V. minutus, p. 124.
      b1. Larger; fore arm 1'44 ........................................ V. capensis, p. 125.
   b. Inner upper incisors unicuspitate; fore arm 2'0
      V. megalurus, p. 126.

B. With two upper premolars, first minute and internal to the tooth-row (Subgenus Pipistrellus)
c. Outer upper incisors nearly as large as the inner ones; base of thumbs and soles of feet swollen, forming adhesive discs; fore arm 1·2 ......... V. nanus, p. 126.

182. Vespertilio (Eptesicus*) minutus. The Small Serotine Bat.


Vesperugo minutus, Dobson, Cat. Chirop. B. M. p. 197 (1878).

Description.—Ears moderately long but shorter than the head, inner margin nearly straight, tips rounded, upper portion of the outer margin concave, lower portion convex terminating close to the angle of the mouth with a lobe; tragus with straight inner and convex outer margin, somewhat attenuated towards the tip. Wing membrane to the base of the toes; post-calcaneal lobe narrow or absent; extreme tip of the tail projecting beyond the interfemoral margin. Fur brown with lighter tips, paler below. Only one upper premolar.

This bat resembles V. capensis very closely except that it is a good deal smaller.

Dimensions.—From an adult male in alcohol; head and body 2·10; tail 1·25; snout from inner margin of ear to nostrils 1.44; ear 1.45; fore arm 1·25, of a male measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall, head and body 1·9, tail 1·25, ear 1.43.

Distribution.—This species is found all over Africa, south of Somaliland and the Sahara, also in Madagascar.

From South Africa the South African Museum possesses examples from the Cape, Namaqualand, Albany and Port Elizabeth divisions of the Colony, and from Salisbury in Mashonaland. It is also recorded from Knysna and Lake Ngami.

* This name is substituted for Vesperus which is not tenable owing to pre-occupation [cf. Thomas, Proc. Zool. Soc., 1896, p. 791].
183. **Vespertilio (Eptesicus) capensis.** The Cape Serotine Bat.


**Description.**—Ears shorter than the head, somewhat triangular with rounded tips, inner margin of the conch nearly straight, outer with the upper half slightly concave, the lower portion with a distinct lobule which terminates close to the mouth; tragus with straight inner, and convex outer margin; its greatest width being at about the level of the commencement of the inner margin of the conch.

![Vespertilio capensis](image)

**Fig. 123.**—Head of the Cape Serotine Bat (*Vespertilio capensis*).

Wings from the base of the thumb; post-calcaneal lobe very small; extremity of the tail projecting. Fur above light brown, below paler, all the bases of the fur slaty; no hair on the wing membranes except very close to the body.

Inner upper incisor well developed with traces of a small second cusp at the extremity, outer very small, in close contact with the base of the inner: only one upper premolar.

**Dimensions.**—From an adult male in alcohol; head and body 2·28; tail 1·30; snout from base of inner margin of ear to front of head 3·38; ear 4·8; fore arm 1·44.

**Distribution.**—South Africa generally, extending as far north as Kilima-njaro in East Africa. The South African Museum has received specimens from Cape Town and the neighbourhood, and from the divisions of Knysna, Clanwilliam and Griqualand West, also from Potchefstroom and Waterberg in the Transvaal; it also
extends into the eastern districts, as the British Museum has examples from King Williamstown and Durban.

**Habits.**—This species, apparently one of the commonest in South Africa, is said by Sir A. Smith to be an inhabitant of wooded districts, where it commences to seek its food at dusk, and continues on the wing through the night, resting during the day in caves or hollow trees. Several specimens, however, which have reached the Museum are described as having been caught in sheds or lofts, and it seems probable that these are their most usual resting places.

A curious albino variety obtained by Mr. Fisk was exhibited before the Zoological Society in 1890; it was shot at Somerset West, near Cape Town.

184. *Vespertilio (Eptesicus) megalurus*. The Eastern Province Serotine Bat.


**Description.**—Ears shorter than the head; tragus twice as long as broad, tip obtusely pointed; muzzle nearly naked; tail long, with last caudal vertebra free, no trace of a post-calcaneal lobe; wings from the base of the toes, fur long and woolly.

Inner upper incisor long, acutely pointed and unicuspidate, outer incisor very small; a single upper premolar close to the canine (Dobson).

**Dimensions.**—From the type specimen; head and body 2·6; tail 2·0; ear 1·6; fore arm 2·0 (Dobson).

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained in Kaffraria, *i.e.*, in the eastern part of Cape Colony, and is now preserved in the Leyden Museum. Examples have been since obtained in the Drakensberg of Natal and in Nyasaland; it is as yet unrepresented in the South African Museum.


*Vespertilio nanus*, Peters, *Reise Mossamb. Säugeth.* p. 63, pl. xvi, fig. 2 (1832).
*Vesperugo nanus*, Dobson, *Proc. Zool. Soc.* 1875, p. 472; *id.* *ibid.*, 1876, p. 532, pl. iv, fig. 1, 1a, 4a, [on the adhesive discs]; *id.* *Cat. Chiropt. B. M.* p. 237, pl. xii, fig. 9 [head] (1878).
Description.—Ears narrow, shorter than the head, inner margin gently convex, upper half of the outer margin concave, lower portion emarginate opposite the base of the tragus with a projecting square lobule above; tragus with convex outer and concave inner margins, the terminal projection being somewhat rounded and curved inwards. Base of the thumb swollen, with the surface traversed by wrinkles; sole of the foot similarly swollen and wrinkled but somewhat flatter; post-calcaneal lobe small, distinct and rounded; tail with the extreme point alone projecting.

Fur above and below dark brown or black with shining tips not encroaching on the wing membranes, which are attached to the base of the toes.

Upper incisors nearly equal in length, the inner bicuspidate, the outer unicuspate, second upper premolar separated from the canine by a slight interval through which can be seen the small first premolar wholly inside the tooth row.

Dimensions.—From an adult male in alcohol; head and body 1·87; tail 1·38; snout from base of ear conch to tip of nose 0·38; ear 0·37; fore arm 1·20; measurements in the flesh by Mr. Marshall, head and body 1·75; tail 1·25; ear 0·30.

Distribution.—Africa generally, south of the Sahara together with Madagascar. The type was obtained at Inhambane by Dr. Peters, and in South Africa this bat seems to be found only in the eastern or low lying districts; the South African Museum has specimens from Natal and the British Museum from East London. It does not seem to occur in the western half of the Colony.

Habits.—The most remarkable peculiarity of this bat is the possession of the swellings above described at the base of the thumb and on the soles of the feet, due doubtless to the great development of the integument and of the areolar or connective tissue below. The object of these swellings is doubtless adhesive, to enable the animals to walk on smooth hard surfaces where their claws would afford them but slight assistance; this same structure is found in two other species of the genus, V. pachyclus from India, and V. tylopus from North Borneo, while in another genus from South America (Thyroptera) belonging to the same family there are regular round sucking discs attached to the thumb and sole of the foot.

The following species may shortly be mentioned:—

Vespertilio (Pipistrellus) noctula (Schreber), the Noctule bat of England, is found over the greater part of the Palaearctic,
Oriental and Ethiopian regions and probably reaches South Africa, although no record of its occurrence seems to exist. It may be recognised by having two upper premolars, by the absence of adhesive cushions to the thumbs and soles, and by the fact that the inner margin of the tragus is very concave; the length of the fore arm is from 2.0 to 2.8.

_Vespertilio (Eptesicus) damarensis_ Noack, _Zool. Jahrb._ iv, p. 213, pl. v, fig 59 [incisor teeth] (1889), recently described seems to be closely allied to _V. capensis_, but has no very definite characters by which it can be discriminated; as its name implies, it was obtained in Damaraland.

**Genus CHALINOLOBUS.**

**Chalinolobus**, *Peters, M. B. Akad. Berlin*, 1866,


Closely resembling _Vespertilio_ in general characters but the lower lip with a fleshy lobule on either side near the angle of the mouth, the molars unicuspidate and the tibiae long and slender.

Two subgenera are distinguished, one _Chalinolobus_ proper with two upper premolars found only in the Australian region, the other, _Olauconycteris_, with one upper premolar confined to the Ethiopian region with one species extending into South Africa.

186. **Chalinolobus variegatus. The Butterfly Bat.**


**Description.**—Muzzle short and obtuse, ears short and sloped somewhat backwards, inner margins commencing in a short lobule then convex throughout, the tip being much rounded, the outer margin ending in a horizontal lappet of thickened skin forming a fleshy lobule running along the lower lip; tragus semilunate, its inner margin slightly concave, outer convex. First phalanx of the longest digit short, second phalanx long, flexed in repose along the first; wings to the base of the toes; tibiae long; tail entirely contained within the interfemoral membrane; no post-calcaneal lobe.

Fur covering the membranes as far as a line drawn from the middle of the humerus to the distal end of the tibia.
Fur above with the basal third slate-coloured, the middle third pearly white, the tips brownish white, below pearly white throughout; wings and interfemoral membrane very remarkable, being pearly white, traversed by dark brown reticulations and parallel lines.

Upper incisors long, slender and directed inwards, the outer ones filling up the space between the inner ones and the canines but with very short cusps; lower incisors placed at right angles to the direction of the jaw.

**Dimensions.**—From a male in alcohol; head and body 1·9; tail 1·8; ear 0·6; fore arm 1·55; tibia 0·7 (Dobson).

**Distribution.**—The first examples of this species were obtained by Mr. C. J. Andersson, at Otjoro, in Damaraland; two of these specimens including the type are now in the Berlin Museum and two in the South African Museum; it has recently been recorded by Mr. de Winton from Uganda, having been obtained there by Mr. Jackson.

**Genus SCOTOPHILUS.**

**Type.**


Muzzle short, conical, rounded off and naked; ears shorter than the head, the outer margin terminating behind the angle of the mouth in a distinct convex lobe; tail, except for the terminal vertebra, contained in the interfemoral membrane; fur almost confined to the body; wing membranes thick and leathery.

**Dentition.**—i. $\frac{1}{2}$, c. $\frac{1}{2}$, pm. $\frac{1}{2}$, m. $\frac{3}{2}$ = 30; upper incisors long and unicuspidate, their bases close to the canines, upper premolar large; first lower premolar small, crushed in between the canine and the second premolar.

Eight species of this genus are recognised in Dobson’s catalogue as found throughout the tropical and subtropical regions of the Eastern hemisphere, of these one only reaches Southern Africa.

187. *Scotophilus borbonicus*. **The Bourbon Bat.**


Nycticeius viridis, *Peters, ibid.* p. 67, pl. xvii., fig. 2 (1852).

**Description.**—Muzzle thick, obtusely conical, front part covered with glandular prominences; ears short and rounded, inner margin commencing with an angular backwardly projecting lobe behind the tragus, outer margin ending below in a horizontally projecting rounded lobe not very far from the angle of the mouth; tragus narrow, attenuated at the tip and much curved inwards; wing membrane attached to the side of the foot near the base of the toes; post-calcanean lobe very narrow; extremity of tail projecting; thumbs short, about .3 in. Fur long, hardly extending on to the wing membrane; colour olive-brown above, pale yellowish below.

Cingulum of the upper incisor much developed, forming a projecting broad shoulder.

**Dimensions.**—Of a male preserved in alcohol; head and body 3.12; tail 2.0; snout from base of inner margin of ears to nostrils .75; ear .60; fore arm 2.10.

**Distribution.**—This bat is found all over the Ethiopian Region from Senegambia and Nubia to Cape Colony, and also in the islands of Madagascar and Réunion or Bourbon. In South Africa it is recorded from Damaraland, Natal and King Williamstown, and there are examples in the South African Museum from Hex River in the Worcester division and from the neighbourhood of Grahamstown.

Genus **MYOTIS.**

**Myotis, Kaup, Europ. Thierw. i, p. 106 (1829) ....... M. myotis.**

Glandular prominences on the face not very large; crown of the head slightly elevated above the face line; ears oval broad with angular internal basal lobe, and external margin terminating quite close to the base of the tragus, which is long, acute, attenuated and usually bent outwards; nostrils opening sublaterally by simple crescentic apertures.

* Vespertilio murinus, Schreber et auctt. plur.
Dentition.—i. ⅔, c. ⅓, pm. ⅓, m. ⅔ = 38.

Upper incisors nearly equal, divergent small, close together and to the canines; the first and second upper premolars small, the second smaller than the first, both often internal to the tooth-row.

This genus is nearly as large as Vespertilio; forty-three species are recorded by Dr. Dobson, distributed all over the world; they can be recognised by the large number of their teeth, by their tragus and their long and slender extremities. Out of about half-a-dozen species found in Africa only one reaches its southern extremity.

The genus has hitherto been known as Vespertilio, but the researches of Mr. Gerrit Miller (Ann. Mag. N. H. (6) xx, p. 382, 1897) have shown that this name is properly applicable to the one hitherto known as Vesperugo, and that Myotis must be substituted.

188. **Myotis tricolor.** The Tricolored Bat.


**Description.**—Crown of the head slightly raised above the face; ears broad with tips shortly rounded off, the horizontal and ascending portions of the inner margin forming a right angle with one another; the outer margin ends abruptly near the base of the tragus, with a small convex lobe just before its termination; tragus long, very narrow above and acutely pointed, curved outwards so as to nearly reach the margin of the ear. Wings to the base of the toes, tail entirely within the interfemoral membrane; fur just covering the margin of the wing membrane, but on the interfemoral itself reaching as far as a line drawn from one tibia to the other; posterior edge of the interfemoral membrane with a well-marked fringe of hair; ear conch also covered externally with fine hairs.

Fur above smoky white with darker brown tips, below similar but lighter. Inner incisor larger than the outer, first upper premolar somewhat larger than the second, both somewhat internal to the tooth-row.

**Dimensions.**—Of a female in alcohol; head and body 2·0; tail
1.65; snout from base of inner margin of ear to tip of nostril .56; ear .43; fore arm 1.40; all the dimensions somewhat less than those of the type specimen as described in Dobson's Catalogue.

Distribution.—The type which is in the Leyden Museum is said to have come from the Cape of Good Hope; the South African Museum has specimens from Montagu in the Robertson division and from Natal, and the British Museum from King Williamstown. The species is probably widely distributed in South Africa but appears to be rather rare.

Genus KERIVOULA.

Type.


Crown of the head somewhat vaulted; aperture of the nostril completely circular, opening sublaterally close to the margin of the upper lip; ears funnel-shaped owing to the great convexity of the outer margins; tragus long, narrow, and very acutely pointed, straight or slightly curved outwards; tail wholly in the inter-femoral membrane.

Dentition.—i. ⅔, c. ⅓, pm. ⅔, m. ⅔ = 38.

Upper incisors parallel, the outer shorter sometimes minute, the second upper premolar slightly smaller than the third, never minute.

Some ten species of this genus, which is rather closely allied to Myotis, are now known from various portions of the Old World. Two of these are found in South Africa.

Key of the South African Species.

A. Outer upper incisors minute; fur with bronze yellow extremities, fore arm 1.45 .................. K. acrosa, p. 133.
B. Outer upper incisors nearly as long as the inner ones; fur with reddish brown extremities, fore arm 1.4 .................. K. lanosa, p. 133.
Kerivoula aerosa. The Bronze Bat.


Description.—Ears rounded above, shorter than the head, with a shallow emargination occupying the upper third of the outer margin of the ear conch; tragus long, tapering, and acutely pointed; fur of the back not extending on to the membranes, the margin of the interfemoral membrane between the extremities of the calcanea and the tail being sparingly furnished with short bristly hairs.

Fur above long, thick and curly, dark grey-brown at its base and for three-fourths of its length, passing through yellowish-brown and umber-brown to the tips, which are bronze-yellow; beneath sepia brown tipped with brownish-bronze.

Upper inner incisors long and pointed, outer incisors very small, hardly visible without a lens; first upper premolar long, acutely pointed (Dobson).

Dimensions.—Head and body 2·0; tail 1·7; ear '6; fore arm 1·45 (Dobson).

Distribution.—This bat appears to be known only from a single specimen, the type described by Mr. Tomes which came from the "Eastern Coast of South Africa." As the species is unrepresented in the collections of the South African Museum, the description has been copied from Dobson's Catalogue.

Kerivoula lanosa. The Woolly Bat.


Description.—Ears moderate, the outer margin with a small concavity below the tip, and a small but distinct notch about the middle, and at the base a small tooth-like upwardly directed pro-
jection, which conceals the base of the tragus; tragus tapering and very acutely pointed.

Fur on the upper surface thinly covering the wing membrane as far as a line drawn from the middle of the humerus to the knee, the fore arm and thumb, the second finger and the outer margin of the wing to the extremity of the last phalanx of the third finger, as well as the tail being covered with short shiny yellow hairs; half the interfemoral membrane clothed with long hairs; along the posterior edge of the calcaneum a comb-like fringe of closely-set short parallel hairs. Fur above dark brown at the base, then passing through yellowish-brown to reddish-brown tips; beneath very pale yellowish-brown to dirty white.

Outer incisor nearly as long as the inner, with a posterior basal cusp often worn down so that the tooth appears to be unicuspide; first and second upper premolars small (Dobson).

**Dimensions.**—Of adult male; head and body 1.7; tail 2.0; ear 0.5; fore arm 1.4 (Dobson).

**Distribution.**—Sir A. Smith obtained his specimens about 200 miles east of Cape Town along the south coast, *i.e.*, in the George or Knysna divisions, whence it was also obtained by Victorin; it is further recorded by Tomes from Damaraland, by Bocage from the interior of Angola, and by Kirk from Shupanga, just south of the Zambesi in Portuguese East Africa; there are no specimens in the South African Museum.

**Habits.**—Sir Andrew Smith says that this bat inhabits the forest lands near the sea shore, and appears as night sets in; Dr. Kirk obtained his specimens from the hanging nests of weaver birds (*Euplectes*) near the Zambesi.

---

**Genus MINIOPTERUS.**

**Type.**

*Miniopterus*, *Bonaparte, Fauna Italica, fasc. xxi* (1837) ... ........................................... M. schreibersi.

Crown of the head abruptly and considerably raised above the face line; tragus like that of *Vespertilio*; nostrils simple, openings lunate; first phalanx of the third and fourth finger very short, about one-third the length of the terminal phalanges which are flexed forward in repose on the under surface of the metacarpal bone; tail wholly in the interfemoral membrane.
Dentition.—i. 3/3, c. 1/1, pm. 3/3, m. 3/3 = 36.
Upper incisors short in pairs, on either side separated from the canines by a space.

Four species of this genus are recognised in Mr. Dobson's Catalogue from the tropical and semi-tropical regions of the Eastern Hemisphere. Two closely allied species extend to South Africa.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Interfemoral membrane nearly naked; size larger; fore arm 1'8 .................................................. *M. schreibersi*, p. 135.
B. Interfemoral membrane half clothed; size smaller; fore arm 1'5 .................................................. *M. scotinus*, p. 136.

191. *Miniopterus schreibersi*. **The Long-winged Bat.**


**Description.** — Muzzle rather short, covered with glandular prominences; crown of the head greatly elevated above the face line; a horizontal groove along the face between the eye and upper lip; ears short and broad, the outer margin terminating near the angle of the mouth with a lobe; tragus as in *Vespertilio* obtusely rounded above and slightly curved inwards; terminal phalanx of third and fourth fingers much longer than the first, and flexed forwards in repose along the under side of the metacarpal bones.

Wings to the ankles; no postcalcaneal lobe; tail wholly contained in the interfemoral membrane; wing membranes nearly naked, though there is a small development of hairs along the margin of the body; interfemoral membrane, except for a few long hairs at the root of the tail, naked.

Colour variable, in South African examples dark brown above,
the tips of the fur being a little greyish, below also brown but somewhat lighter.

Incisors separated from the canines by a space, inner incisor bicuspidate, outer unicuspate, both sloping inwards parallel to one another; first upper premolar with a single cusp somewhat inside the general tooth line, and not so large as the second; in the lower jaw the outer incisors have rounded summits with a small posterior cusp, the inner two pairs are nearly equal in size and tri-lobed.

**Dimensions.**—Of a male preserved in alcohol; head and body 2·37; tail 2·12; muzzle from base of inner margin of ear to tip of snout 40; ear 37; fore-arm 1·80. Of a male measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 2·12; tail 2·0; ear 30; expanse of wing 13·5.

**Distribution.**—This is a very widely spread species; it is found throughout the southern portions of Europe and Asia, from Spain to the Philippine Islands, and through the Malayan Archipelago to Australia, also throughout Africa and Madagascar. In South Africa it does not appear to be uncommon though not, so far as I know, recorded from the neighbourhood of Cape Town. The South African Museum has examples from Montagu in the Robertson division, from Caledon, Bedford, Middelburg and Griqualand West, from Rustenburg in the Transvaal, from Delagoa Bay and from Mashonaland; by Mr. Tomes it is recorded from Lake Ngami.

**Habits.**—Nothing has been recorded about the habits of this bat in South Africa, but in Europe, according to Blasius, it is one of the swiftest flyers of the order, almost resembling a swallow in its powerful flight and graceful movements on the wing; it appears early in the evening; during the day it hides in caves, crevices in rocks and old buildings.

192. **Miniopterus scotinus.** The Hairy Long-winged Bat.


**Description.**—Smaller than *M. schreiersi*; on the upper surface a distinct band of hair extends from the elbow to the ankle; half the interfemoral space is clothed with thinly spread fur, which also
extends in a band on each side internal to the legs to the base of the calcaneum.

Above bright reddish or dark brown, almost black, below paler (Dobson).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 1·75; tail 1·75; ear 0·40; fore arm 1·5 (Dobson).

**Distribution.**—South-east Africa and Madagascar; the type was obtained from Durban, and the British Museum possesses a specimen from Mashonaland; it is not represented in the collections of the South African Museum.

**Family EMBALLONURIDAE.**

Insectivorous bats with simple nostrils at the end of the muzzle; ears large, often united; tragus small, often broad; first phalanx of middle finger folded in repose on the dorsal or upper surface of the metacarpal bone; tail free, either perforating the membrane or projecting far beyond its posterior margin.

The family contains a considerable number of genera scattered over the tropical and subtropical regions of both hemispheres.

**Key of the South African Genera.**

A. Tail slender, perforating the interfemoral membrane and appearing on its upper surface.................. *Taphozous*, p. 137.

B. Tail thick, produced a good distance beyond the posterior margin of the interfemoral membrane... *Nyctinomus*, p. 139.

**Genus TAPHOZOUS.**

*Taphozous*, Geoffroy, *Descript. de l'Egypte* ii, p. 126 (1812).................................................................. *T. perforatus*.

Crown of head slightly raised above the face line, with a frontal excavation between the eyes, ears small and separate; tragus short and wide; nostrils simple, valvular, placed at the tip of the snout; first phalanx of the middle (third) finger folded in repose on the dorsal side of the metacarpal bone; tail perforating the interfemoral membrane and appearing on its upper surface, capable of being partially withdrawn.
Dentition.—i. $\frac{1}{4}$, c. $\frac{1}{4}$, pm. $\frac{3}{3}$, m. $\frac{3}{3}$ = 30.

Premaxillary bones cartilaginous, supporting a pair of very weak incisors which are often absent in the adult animals, canines separated from the second premolar by a wide space in which is placed the minute first premolar.

Ten species of this genus are recognised by Dobson, distributed over the Ethiopian, Oriental and Australian regions; only one reaches South Africa.

193. Taphozous mauritianus. The Tomb Bat.


Description.—Ears short, tips rounded; tragus short and broad with an angular projection at the base of the outer margin; gular sac distinct in the males, rudimentary in the females, the throat naked in the position of the sac; a small radio-metacarpal pouch formed by a fold of skin running from the distal end of the radius to the proximal end of the fourth metacarpal; wings to the ankles; feet small.

Tail perforating the interfemoral membrane about half way down and appearing free on its upper surface for about its last quarter of an inch.

The fur extends above and slightly less abundantly below, on to the wing and interfemoral membrane; fur above light buff brown for three quarters of its length, then dark brown with grey extremities, giving a general speckly appearance; below pure white; wing membranes to a line from the ankle to the elbow brown, rest white, except a small patch of brown inside the first phalanx of the third finger.

Dimensions.—Head and body 3·1; tail 1·0; ear 8; fore arm 2·4 (Dobson).

Distribution. — This bat is found all over Africa, including Madagascar, Mauritius and Bourbon; the only example in the South African Museum was obtained at Heidelberg in the Swellendam division of the Colony, so that it seems to be rare in South
Africa; it has been recorded from Angola by Barboza de Bocage, and from the Zambesi by Peters.

**Habits.**—These bats have obtained their generic and English names from their having been found inhabiting the ancient Egyptian tombs, where they were discovered in large numbers when the great French Expedition visited that country at the beginning of the century. It is probable that the present species has the same mode of life as its Egyptian cousin.

**Genus NYCTINOMUS.**

**Type.**

*Nyctinomus, Geoffroy, Descript. de l'Egypte ii, p.*

114 (1812).................................................... N. aegyptiacus.

Ears either united, or with the bases of their inner margins closely approximated; tragus short and stumpy, never linear; muzzle broad, obliquely truncated, terminated by the sharply cut margins of the nostrils; lip usually grooved with vertical wrinkles; tail produced far beyond the margin of the interfemoral membrane.

**Dentition.**—i. $\frac{1}{3}$ or $\frac{3}{2}$, c. $\frac{1}{3}$, pm. $\frac{3}{2}$ or $\frac{2}{1}$, m. $\frac{3}{3}$ = 28 to 32.

Premaxillary bones separate in front or conjoined by cartilage; upper incisors close to the canines at their bases, separate at their tips.

About thirty-two species are generally recognized from the tropical and warmer temperate zones of both hemispheres; of these four reach the southern part of Africa.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Premolars $\frac{3}{2}$; antitragus separated by a deep notch; lower incisors four..........................<br>  

a. Lips smooth; antitragus irregularly quadrate;<br> fore arm 2·5................................................. *N. africanus*, p. 140.<br>  

b. Lips vertically wrinkled; antitragus half oval<br>  

a'. Ears separate; fore arm 1·75...................... *N. aegyptiacus*, p. 140.<br>  

b'. Ears conjoined by a deep band; fore arm 1·5 *N. limbatus*, p. 141.

B. Premolars $\frac{3}{2}$; antitragus separated by a very shallow notch; lower incisors six, fore arm 1·55 ................................................. *N. acetabulosus*, p. 142.
194. **Nyctinomus africanus.** The Yellow Bat.


**Description.**—Ears large, their inner margins arising from quite distinct points of origin though close together; antitragus irregularly quadrilateral separated posteriorly by a moderately deep notch; tragus broad, evenly rounded off above, upper lip smooth, un wrinkled. Fur bright orange chestnut above and below.

Lower incisors four in number, not crowded; first upper pre-

![Fig. 124. - Head of the Yellow Bat (Nyctinomus africanus).](image)

molar very short and blunt, occupying by its base the whole space between the canine and the second premolar [Dobson].

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·4; tail 2·4; portion of tail free from membrane 1·5; ear 1·0; fore arm 2·5 [Dobson].

**Distribution.**—This species was originally discovered in the Transvaal; another specimen now in the British Museum is from Madagascar.

It is not represented in the collections of the South African Museum.

195. **Nyctinomus aegyptiacus.** The Brown Wrinkled-lipped Bat.


**Description.**—Ears separate, but close together by the bases of the inner margins; antitragus half oval separated by a deep notch posteriorly; tragus short, broad and rounded off; nostrils slightly
projecting beyond the upper lip, opening sublaterally, separated by a narrow space with a central ridge; no gular sac in male or female. Wings and interfemoral membrane naked except just close the body; wings from the lower part of the tibia. Colour dark brown or black above, somewhat lighter below.

Upper incisors small with converging points, lower incisors four in number bi-lobed and crowded; first upper premolar somewhat within the tooth line, minute and close to the second, separated from the canine by a space.

**Dimensions.**—Of a female in alcohol; head and body 2.87; tail 1.48; portion of tail projecting beyond the interfemoral membrane .88; muzzle from the base of the tragus to the tip of nostril .48; ear .57; fore arm 1.75.

**Distribution.**—This bat was originally obtained in Egypt, it seems probable however that it is found all over Africa, as the British Museum possesses a specimen from Basutoland, and there are examples in the South African Museum from the neighbourhood of Cape Town and from the Albany and Middelburg divisions of the Colony, and from Potchefstroom in the Transvaal.

196. **Nyctinomus limbatus.** **Peters' Wrinkle-lipped Bat.**

*Nyctinomus leucogaster* *Grandidier, Rev. Mag. Zool.* p. 387 (1869).

**Description.**—Ears much shorter than the head, united by their inner margins by a deep band across the face, inner and outer margins continuous and rounded; antitragus well developed; half oval and separated by a deep notch, tragus very small, almost rudimentary, superior margin straight parallel to the antitragus.

Extremity of the muzzle not projecting very much, upper lip with deep, vertical wrinkles. No gular sac in males or females. Wings from the distal third of the tibia. Fur dark brown on the back, shoulders, and throat, lower abdomen white, this colour increasing with age.

Lower incisors four in number, small and crowded, first upper premolar minute with a sharp cusp, in the tooth-row between the canine and the second premolar.
Dimensions.—From a female in alcohol; head and body 2·25; tail within interfemoral membrane 70; portion beyond 80; fore arm 1·5; from base of tragus to nose-tip 45; height of ear about 40.

Distribution.—This bat was first described by Peters from Mozambique and has also been obtained in Zanzibar, Angola, French Congo, and Madagascar; Tomes has recorded it from Lake Ngami and the South African Museum possesses an example obtained in the Lydenburg district of the Transvaal.


Description.—Ears quite separate, arising from the sides of the forehead at a short distance above and in front of the eyes, tips attenuated and projecting forwards and inwards, instead of backwards and outwards; antitragus only separated from the outer margin of the ear by a slight emargination; tragus irregularly triangular; sides of the upper lip with short ill-defined vertical wrinkles; a large glandular sac opening on the centre of the throat in the males, rudimentary in the females; wings from the distal third of the tibia. Fur dark reddish above, somewhat paler beneath.

Upper incisors separated from the canines and from each other; lower incisors six in number, small, bifid and crowded; one upper premolar separated by a narrow interval from the canine. (Dobson).

Dimensions.—Head and body 1·9; tail 1·7; free portion of tail 6; ear 6; fore arm 1·55.

Distribution.—South Eastern Africa; Madagascar, Mauritius, and Bourbon; the only recorded specimen from South Africa is that described by Sir A. Smith from the neighbourhood of Durban.
Order INSECTIVORA.

This order contains various families of small mammals, without much external resemblance and chiefly united to one another by their inferior organisation, and by the absence of specialisation shown in their structure.

The greater number of them agree in having a pointed snout projecting considerably beyond the lower jaw; they have usually five toes provided with claws, and are plantigrade or subplantigrade; their bodies are covered with soft fur or spines; their molars have projecting cusps, their canines are small and weak, the distinction between the incisors, canines and premolars being as a rule not nearly so well marked as in other orders of mammals.

Among the more important anatomical characters are the following:—Clavicles present (in all South African forms); cerebral hemispheres smooth and not projecting backwards so as to cover the cerebellum; testes abdominal or inguinal not received into a scrotum; uterus two-horned and placenta discoidal and deciduate.

The following account of the South African Insectivora is derived from various sources; the standard work on the subject, Dobson’s Monograph, never having been completed, could only be made use of for the families of the golden moles and hedgehogs.

Out of ten families usually recognised, the South African Fauna possesses representatives of four only, the six which are absent being as follows:—

*Galeopithecidae* (Flying Lemurs) which form a separate suborder from Eastern Asia; *Ctenetidae* (Tenrecs) from Madagascar only; *Solenodontidae* from the West Indies; *Potomogalidae* from West Africa and Madagascar; *Tupaiidae* (Tree-shrews) from the Oriental Region, and finally *Talpidae* (Moles) from the Northern Temperate Regions of the Old and New Worlds.
Key of the South African Families and Genera.

A. No tail; adapted to fossorial habits; eyes beneath the skin; middle digit enormously enlarged; skull with zygomatic arch and tympanic bulla (Chrysochloridae) .................................. Chrysochloris, p. 168.

B. Tail very short; body covered with an armature of spines; skull with slender zygomatic arches and an annular tympanic bone (Erinaceidae) ... Erinaceus, p. 156.

C. Tail usually as long as the body at least.
   a. Metatarsus and snout much elongated; habits terrestrial and saltatorial; skull with a large bulla (Macroscelididae)
      a¹. With five toes to the hind foot................. Macroscelides, p. 145.
      b¹. With four toes to the hind foot .............. Petrodromus, p. 154.
   b. Metatarsus and snout not so elongated; skull without zygoma and with an annular tympanic bone (Soricidae)
      a². Tail with short subequal hairs............... Myosorex, p. 166.
      b². Tail with an admixture of long and short hairs....................................................... Crocidura, p. 158.

Family MACROSCELIDIDAE.

Insectivorous animals of fossorial and saltatorial habits in which the skull has a large brain case, a swollen tympanic bulla and an imperfect jugal. The molars are broad with cusps arranged in W-fashion. Symphysis of the pubis long, metatarsus much longer than the tarsus.

The family is now confined to Africa; of the three recent genera two are described below; the third Rhynchoceyon contains larger animals with shorter hind legs, longer snouts and four toes to both limbs, and is found in East Africa; one species, Rhynchoceyon cirnei, Peters, may very likely be eventually found South of the Zambesi as it was described from Boror a province of Mozambique just north of that river.
Genus *MACROSCELIDES*.

Type.


(1829) .............................................. M. proboscideus.

Small insectivora with a long and tapering snout, at the tip of which are the nostrils; fore and hind limbs with five toes, the metatarsal bones much elongated so as to form a long sole on which the animal rests in somewhat kangaroo fashion; tail long and rat-like, sparsely covered with hairs.

![Skull of *Macroselides melanotis*, to show the dentition.](image)

Skull with large brain case, strong zygomatic arches, inflated tympanic bulla and orbit not surrounded by bone; pubic symphysis long.

Dentition.—i. 3, c. 1, pm. 4, m. \(\frac{2}{2} or 3\) = 40 or 42.

Above the incisors are single rooted, the small canine and the two anterior premolars double rooted; the posterior premolar is large and closely resembles the true molars behind it; it was in fact formerly considered to be a permanent tooth until recently...
shown by Thomas (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1890, p. 445) to be a premolar; an extra small molar below is present in some species.

This genus is widely distributed all over Africa, though perhaps most abundant in the southern parts; in addition to the species mentioned below six others have been described, one (M. rozeti) from Algeria, one (M. revolii) from Somaliland, one (M. rufescens) from East Africa, two (M. pulcher and M. fuscipes) from Central Africa, and one (M. brachyrurus) from Angola.

Key of the South African Species.

A. With ten teeth on either side in the lower jaw.

a. Skull with the auditory bulla enlarged forming the greater part of the postero-lateral portion of the skull.

a1. Ears long, oval and brownish; hind foot 1:15 .......................... M. proboscideus, p. 146.

b1. Ears short, broad, rounded and black; hind foot 1:35 .......................... M. melanotis, p. 148.

b. Skull with the auditory bulla normal, not enlarged.

b1. Larger; skull elongated, nearly twice as long as broad; hind foot 1:30 ...... M. rupestris, p. 149.

b2. Smaller; skull shorter; hind foot 1:18 .......................... M. intufi, p. 152.

B. With eleven teeth on either side in the lower jaw; small; hind foot 1:15 ......... M. brachyrhynchus, p. 153.

198. Macroscelides proboscideus. The Elephant Shrew.

Rhinomys jaculus, Lichtenstein, Darstell. Säugeth. pl xxxviii (1884).

Description.—General colour above sandy brown with a slight reddish tinge, the fur long, soft and slaty for the greater part of its length, the tips being sandy brown; below white, also with the basal portion of the fur slaty; snout slender and tapering about half an inch
in length, the nostrils placed at the tip with small openings separated by a vertical groove; ears long, oval and brownish-coloured, sparsely covered with short white hairs with a fringe of long hair along the inner margins; fore feet with five toes all clawed, the first being shorter and smaller than the others; hind feet comparatively short, five toes all clawed, the first falling short of the others by about 1/4 inch; tail about the same length as the head and body covered with short hairs or bristles which become longer and darker towards the distal extremity.

The skull of this species resembles that of *M. melanotis* in the great enlargement of the auditory bullae which form two postero-lateral swellings on the skull.

The teeth also, like those of *M. melanotis*, are continuous, with scarcely any intervals between them; lower jaw with two molars only.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body 4.80; tail 4.75; from ear opening to tip of snout 1.65; hind foot (without claws) 1.15; snout from incisors to tip 1.11; skull, length 1.20; breadth 1.75; upper cheek teeth 1.60.

**Distribution.**—This species was founded on a figure given in an old work by Petiver who there named it *Mus araneus capensis*, the Great Cape Shrew Mouse. It is probably distributed all over the dryer parts of the Colony. The South African Museum possesses an example said to have been caught on the Cape flats many years ago, and also specimens from the Worcester and Bedford divisions of the Colony more recently acquired. It was obtained in Oudtshoorn by Victorin.

**Habits.**—This animal is found inhabiting the dry open arid plains of the Colony, especially where there is a thin coating of brushwood; it lives in burrows underground, the passage to which is often nearly perpendicular; it is diurnal seeking its food during the day and rejoicing in the bright sunshine. When disturbed it retreats to its burrow with great rapidity, and it is thus caught with some difficulty; its food judging by the contents of its stomach consists of insects.

---

Petiver, Gazophylacium i, pl. xxiii, fig. 9, London, 1702.
199. **Macroscelides melanotis.** The **Black-eared Elephant Shrew.**


**Description.**—General colour like that of the other species, brown with a slight reddish tinge which is stronger especially at the sides of the body, white below, the bases of the hairs slaty throughout; proboscis slender, hardly tapering, half an inch in length; eyes rather small, no pale ring round them; ears short, broad, and rounded much more so than in any species of the genus;

![Skull of Macroscelides melanotis](image)

Fig. 126.—Skull of *Macroscelides melanotis*, from above.

their skin quite black covered with very sparse white hairs, but the whole ear appearing black as compared with the other species. Hind feet long and slender and dark in colour owing to the tint of the skin; both they and the front legs clothed with sparse white hairs; tail slender, longer than the head and body, hardly tapering, dark, almost black above and below, the hairs becoming longer towards the tip and almost forming a pencil.

Skull closely resembling that of *M. proboscideus* as figured by Smith, the postero-lateral portions enormously swollen by the
inflation of the tympanic together with the squamosal, parietal and alisphenoid bones, all of which seem to assist in the formation of the enlarged bullae tympani. Teeth as in *M. proboscideus* set close together. [See fig. 125, p. 145.]

**Dimensions.**—Of a specimen preserved in alcohol; head and body 3·80; tail 4·90; hind foot 1·35; from ear opening to tip of snout 1·85; snout from incisors ·53; skull, length 1·35; breadth ·82; upper cheek teeth ·65.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species, which is now in the British Museum, was obtained by Captain Alexander, during his journey to the country of the "great Nimaquas" in what is now German South-west Africa; it has also been obtained in Benguella by Monteiro. There are several specimens in the South African Museum from Port Nolloth, Steinkopf and Naroep in Namaqualand, one of which has been compared and found to agree with the type in the British Museum.

---

**200. Macroscelides rupestris.** *The Rock Elephant Shrew.*


**Description.**—General colour above light brown, with a tinge of reddish posteriorly, the hair on the middle of the back being almost half an inch in length, the basal portion dark slate, the tips straw-coloured, with longer black hairs intermixed, below white also with slaty bases; the line of demarcation between the colours above and below not clearly marked; snout tapering a little, over half an inch in length, eyes nearer the ears than the tip of the snout, surrounded by a ring of light-coloured hairs; ears large, somewhat oval, coated within and without with sparse short hairs and a fringe of long white ones along the inner margin; a conspicuous patch of reddish fur on the nape of the neck behind the bases of the ears; fore and hind feet well covered with pale yellowish hairs; tail longer than the head and body, covered with short pale brown bristles, getting longer and darker towards the apex and there forming a slight pencil.
The skull is quite different in shape from that of the other species hitherto described, being long and narrow and with the tympanic bullae quite normal, and not at all enlarged.

There are considerable gaps in the tooth-row between the successive teeth from the anterior incisor to the second premolar in the upper jaw, and also though not to so great an extent, in the lower. Only two molars in the lower jaw.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin; head and body 5·0; tail 5·5; from the ear opening to tip of the snout 1·85; hind foot 1·30; snout from the incisors 0·5; skull, length 1·58; breadth 0·85; length of upper
Fig. 128.—Skull of *Macroscelides rupestris*, from above.

Fig. 129.—Skull of *Macroscelides rupestris*, to show the dentition.
cheek teeth .82; an example measured in the flesh from near Johannesburg is in close agreement with the above.

**Distribution.**—This species was originally obtained by Sir A. Smith in the mountains towards the mouth of the Orange River; the South African Museum possesses specimens from the Middelburg division of the Colony, the neighbourhood of the Orange River, from Griqualand West, from near Johannesburg and from the Rustenburg district of the Transvaal, while M. Bocage has recorded it from Benguella.

**Habits.**—Sir A. Smith mentions that this species inhabits chiefly rocky places, but otherwise resembles *M. proboscideus* in its habits; when moving in a leisurely manner it walks regularly, but when startled progresses with long leaps.

203. *Macroselides intufi.* **The Pale Elephant Shrew.**


**Description.**—General colour above greyish yellow, much lighter than *M. proboscideus* or *M. rupestris*, the base of the fur slaty, the distal third greyish yellow variegated here and there with dark brown hairs; below pure white, the slaty bases in this case forming but a quarter of the length of the fur, the upper three quarters being white; the line of demarcation between the colour of the back and the belly is strongly marked; snout tapering and comparatively short, about .35 in. A distinct ring of white hairs round the eyes; ears moderate, somewhat pointed with a sparse covering of short yellow hairs, posteriorly, and of white anteriorly; a line of long white bristles along the edge of the base of the inner margin of the conch; fore and hind feet covered with short white hairs; tail about as long as the head and body, somewhat stout at the base and tapering, covered with short bristles, darker above lighter below, getting somewhat longer towards the tip but not forming a pencil.

Skull without the postero-lateral swellings of *M. proboscideus*, bullae normal; short and somewhat broadened.

In the upper jaw a gap between the posterior incisor and the
canine equal in breadth to that of the former tooth, and other narrower gaps between the incisors and between the canine and the first premolar.

The only specimen of this species in the South African Museum does not possess the extra tooth in the lower jaw described as being present in this species by Peters, nor is this species mentioned among those which possess eleven teeth in the lower jaw by Thomas (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1890, p. 445).

**Dimensions.**—From the type, a skin preserved in the British Museum; head and body 5·1; tail broken; ear to nose-tip 1·9; hind foot 1·25; ear 90; skull length 1·35; breadth 70.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was obtained from the neighbourhood of Kurrichane, i.e., in the present Marico district of the Transvaal. In the British Museum are examples from Damara-land (whence came the type of *M. alexandri*), and Angola, and the South African Museum possesses a single specimen brought from the Tebra country west of Lake Ngami by Mr. Eriksson.

**202. Macroscelides brachyrhynchus.** The Short-snouted Elephant Shrew.


**Description.**—General colour above rich reddish brown sprinkled with black; the fur slate-coloured for the greater part of its length, the distal portion reddish brown, the tips black; below white with slaty bases occupying about two-thirds of the fur; proboscis short, about 3·35 in. and tapering; eyes large, surrounded by a whitish ring; ears large, oval, and somewhat pointed, sparsely covered with pale, greyish hairs; the first toe of the hind foot falling short of the others by about 3·38 in.; tail rather shorter than the head and body in the skin, brown above, lighter below, covered with very short bristles which become but slightly longer at the apex, thus differing from that of *M. rupestris*. 
Skull resembling that of *M. rupestris*, somewhat elongated, and with no traces of the swollen tympanic bullae.

An extra molar is present in the lower jaw making eleven teeth on either side; this tooth is small and only about one quarter of the size of the penultimate molar; in the upper jaw the anterior teeth are about as widely spaced as in *M. intuʃi*, and in the lower jaw the teeth all touch one another.

**Dimensions.**—Measured in the flesh by Mr. Marshall; head and body 4.75; tail 4.83; from ear aperture to tip of snout 1.75; ear 0.90; hind foot 1.12; skull, length 1.40; breadth 0.70; upper cheek teeth 0.50.

**Distribution.**—This animal was originally obtained by Sir A. Smith, between Latakoo and the Tropic, *i.e.*, on the borders of Bechuanaland and the Transvaal; the South African Museum possesses specimens from Rustenburg and Pietersburg in the Transvaal and from Salisbury and Mazoe in Mashonaland. It is also recorded by Thomas from Nyasaland.

*Macroscelides fuscus*, Peters Reise Mossamb. Säugeth. p. 87, pl. xix, xxii, figs. 13-17 seems to be closely allied to *M. brachyrhynchus*, differing only in the darker colour of its lower side and in its slightly smaller size; it is from the northern bank of the Zambesi.

**Genus PETRODROMUS.**


Insectivora resembling closely those of the preceding genus in most respects, but of larger size and with only four toes instead of five to the hind feet. Dentition and skull as in *Macroscelides*.

Mr. Oldfield Thomas recognizes three species of this genus—*P tetradaeactylus* from the Zambesi Valley and Nyasaland, *P. rovuma* from the Rovuma River which divides Mozambique from German East Africa and *P. sultani* from Bagamoyo and British East Africa; the only example hitherto definitely found within South African limits is one obtained by Mr. H. F. Francis, at Inhambane, and presented by him to the South African Museum, which certainly agrees in every respect with *P. sultani* and not with *P. tetradaeactylus* as one would expect.
203. *Petrodromus sultani*. **The Four-toed Elephant Shrew.**


**Vernacular Name.**—Nyakole, near Inhambane (Francis).

**Description.**—General colour brown with a slight rufous tinge along the back, becoming paler on the sides and rusty white below; fur very soft and fine, with deep slaty black bases and pale brown tips with projecting black hairs above; below with pale slaty bases; proboscis tapering, the nostrils opening on either side of its naked extremity and separated by a groove; head with white patches along the upper lip, round the eye and at the base of the ear, and reddish ones behind the eye and below the ear; ears large, broad and rounded practically hairless. Forelimbs with five toes, the third and fourth approximately equal and longest, the first very short and not reaching to the base of the others; hind limbs elongated, especially the tarsus which is more than half the length of the tibia and bears four approximately equal toes, provided with strong black claws; below the toes at their bases are three well marked pads or papillae, rest of the tarsus with reticulate markings below; tail more than half the length of the head and body, thick at the base and tapering, scaly almost hairless and dark above, paler below, with a set of remarkable club-shaped black elastic bristles running along the greater part of its lower surface reaching a length of about a quarter of an inch.

Skull large and powerful, palate without vacuities, the large ones present in the other species being almost entirely filled up.

**Dimensions.**—Measured in the flesh by Mr. Francis; head and body 8·5; tail 6·30; ear 1·5; proboscis 0·80; hind foot 2·05; the skull measures in total length 2·7; in breadth 1·15; upper cheek teeth 0·70.

**Distribution.**—East and South-east Africa; the type was obtained by Sir John Kirk, at Mombasa in East Africa, it has also been found in Masailand and at Manderan in German East Africa. South of the Zambesi it occurs at Inhambane, whence a large male specimen was sent to the South African Museum by Mr. Francis, and it is stated by the same observer to extend to Southern Gazaland and the Transvaal-Portuguese frontier.

**Habits.**—This elephant shrew frequents thick bush and lives in holes in the ground or often in ant-heaps; it is stated by Francis to be very partial to the droppings of the Livingstone buck...
(Nesotragus livingstonianus) but Peters says that it feeds chiefly on insects; it springs and jumps well and has a shrill cricket-like voice.

Family ERINACEIDAE.

Genus ERINACEUS.  


Insectivorous animals with plantigrade feet, with simple claws not modified for digging or burrowing and with slender clavicles; the whole of the upper surface of the body covered with a thick coating of sharp-pointed, stiff spines; the tail is very short, generally less than an inch in length.

The skull is provided with zygomatic arches and the tympanic bone is ring-shaped and does not form an inflated bulla.

Dentition.—i. \( \frac{3}{3} \), c. \( \frac{1}{3} \), pm. \( \frac{3}{3} \), m. \( \frac{3}{3} = 36 \).

Dr. John Anderson, the most recent reviser of this genus recognizes six African species, and there are in addition about nine others distributed over the Palaearctic and Oriental Regions.

Only one form however, seems to extend to the southern part of Africa; this is the species described below.

204. Erinaceus frontalis. The South African Hedgehog.


Erinaceus diadematus, Dobson, Monogr. Insectivora, pt. i, p 10. (1882) [nec Warttemb.]

Description.—Body from a line between the ears to the tail covered above with a thick coating of sharp spines each about three-quarters of an inch in length, white with a subterminal band of dark brown or black, and a pale brown tip; each of the spines
has the appearance of being longitudinally ridged, but there are no tubercles on the ridges as is the case in many species of the genus.

The pointed snout is covered with dark brown or black hair between which and the spines is a white frontal band extending downwards on either side of the head below the ears; sides of the body dark brown, below dark brown and white intermixed; ears rounded, standing up above the fur covered with sparse fine white hairs; all the fur very coarse, fore and hind limbs with five toes, all clawed, the pollex and hallux being markedly shorter than the others.

Skull with large vacuities in the posterior part of the palate, formed of the pterygoid bone; posterior glenoid process of the squamosal solid and small.

In the upper jaw the third incisor, canine, and first premolar are double rooted, the small second premolar has three roots.

Dimensions.—From a mounted specimen; head and body 7·5; tail 0·5; from ear opening to tip of snout 1·5; hind foot 1·12; skull length 1·75; breadth 1·08; length of upper cheek teeth .94.

Distribution.—The South African hedgehog is very rare south of the Orange River, whence it is reported only from the Prieska, Albert and Queenstown divisions; north of the Orange River, however, it appears to be plentiful as far north as Benguella. It is said to be found throughout German South-west Africa, in Gordonia, Griqualand West, the Orange Free State, the Transvaal, Matabeleland and Mashonaland, and also Natal, but it is rare there. The South African Museum possesses examples from Griqualand West, the Transvaal and Natal.

Habits.—This species seems to resemble the European hedgehog in its habits so far as they have been observed; it has the power of rolling itself into a ball when molested and normally at any rate feeds on insects, though possibly it may at times devour fruits and other vegetable food.
Family SORICIDAE.

Genus CROCIDURA.

Type.

Crocidura, Wagler, Isis, p. 275 (1832) ................. C. russulus.
Pachyura, Selys-Longch. Micromamm. p. 32 (1839) ... C. etrusca.

Insectivora, generally of small size with long pointed snouts the sides of which are more or less swollen by the roots of numerous strong vibrissae or whisker bristles; the tip of the snout is bifid and the nostrils open laterally; the eyes are small and nearer the ear opening than the tip of the snout; the tail is well developed and usually tapering, and is always provided with a number of scattered long white hairs in addition to the thick covering of short bristles.

On either side of the body is a gland opening near the root of the fore limb, usually more developed in the male; from this is secreted a fluid which often gives these animals a strong musky smell; the urino-genital and alimentary orifices open into a shallow cloaca, and as the male organ is retractile and the testes are abdominal it is often difficult to ascertain the sex; the mammae are six in number and all inguinal in position.

The skull is narrow, elongated and without post-orbital processes or zygomatic arches, the tympanic bone is annular and does not form a swollen bulla.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{3}{3}$, c. $\frac{1}{3}$, pm. $\frac{1}{3}$ or $\frac{2}{3}$, m. $\frac{3}{3} = 28$ or 30.

The incisors are white, thus differing from those of the true European shrews (Sorex) in which they are reddish; the anterior incisors are strongly hooked and have a posterior cusp of varying dimensions, the second incisor is larger than the third which is about the same size as the canine.

The presence or absence of a small tooth between the canine and the large premolar constitutes the chief distinction between the two subgenera Pachyura and Crocidura "sensu stricto."

The genus is widely spread over Europe, Asia, and Africa, and a very large number of species have been described. Owing to the external resemblance of many of the species and to the fact that it is hard to ascertain when an individual is full grown, especially as they frequently breed before this date, the discrimination of the species is very difficult.
Key of the South African Species.

A. Four small conical teeth, the hindmost very small behind the large upper incisor [Subgenus Pachyura].

B. Three small conical teeth, behind the large upper incisor [Subgenus Crocidura].
   b. Of medium size, between 2.5 and 3.0 ....
      a¹. Tail in spirit-preserved specimens at least 3 the length of the head and body; dark brown ........................................... C. [C] martensi, p. 162.
      b¹. Tail in spirit-preserved specimens about 3 the length of the head and body ........
         a². Ears very hairy; colour dark red brown ........................................... C. [C] pilosa, p. 163.
         b². Ears not hairy; colour slaty grey ...
   c. Of large size, head and body more than 3.5 inches ........................................... C. [C] flavescens, p. 160.


Description.—Size very small, with soft, crisp and fairly long fur, the colour of which is slaty for the basal two-thirds of its length, the terminal third being white with brown tips; below much paler,

![Fig. 130.—Fore-part of the skull of Crocidura (Pachyura) varilla, enlarged to show the minute extra premolar.

the whole of the terminal third of the fur being white; ears projecting beyond the fur, covered, especially along the margins, with scanty short brown hairs; snout, hands and feet white; tail long and cylindrical, about the same thickness throughout, thickly
covered with white hairs, the longer ones being particularly numerous, white below, slightly tinged with brown above.

Skull with the third upper incisor shorter than the canine, between which and the large premolar is the anterior premolar always present in this subgenus; this tooth is of fair size, lies in the tooth-row, and is easily visible from without.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 1.70; tail 1.48; hind foot without claws 0.40; from ear to tip of snout 0.50; skull length 0.68; breadth 0.30; length of upper cheek teeth 0.30.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species, recently described by Mr. Thomas, is in the British Museum, and was obtained from the neighbourhood of East London; in the South African Museum there are examples of shrews from the Bedford and Middelburg divisions of the Colony, and from near Pietersburg in the Transvaal, which agree in every respect with the original description.

206. *Crocidura (Crocidura) flavescens*. The Large Shrew.


*Sorex religiosa*, *Is. Geoffr.*, *Mem. Mus.* xv, p. 128, pl. iv, fig. 1-3 (1827) [Egypt].


*Crocidura flavescens*, *Dobson, Monogr. Insectivora* pt. iii, pl. xxvii, fig. 6 (1890); *Trouessart, Cat. Mamm.* nov. ed. p. 199 (1897).

**Description.**—The largest of the South African shrews; general colour above light reddish brown, the fur being long and soft, the basal two-thirds slate-coloured, the terminal third brown; below much lighter, silvery grey, the basal two-thirds of the fur being slaty as before, the terminal third dirty white; snout pointed, the terminal naked portion being bifid with the nostrils opening laterally; ears rounded, the outer margin with two projecting flaps which form a sort of covering to the actual ear opening, the whole covered fairly thickly with short brown hairs
most developed along the margins of the conches; fore and hind feet covered with dirty white hairs and provided below with six well-developed tubercles or pads as in rodents; tail somewhat short, thick at the base and gradually tapering, brown above, lighter below, with a thick covering of short light brown bristles and a number of scattered longer white hairs.

Fig. 131.—The Large Shrew (*Crocidura flavescens*).

Fig. 132.—Skull of *Crocidura flavescens* (enlarged), to show the teeth.

Skull with the posterior cusp of the first upper incisor not much developed, hardly projecting downwards at all, the third incisor and canine of nearly equal vertical extent, and the latter in contact with the large premolar, the small anterior premolar being absent.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 3·8; tail 2·05; hind foot 0·64; from ear opening to tip of snout 0·95; skull, length 1·07 breadth 0·46; upper cheek teeth 0·50.
Distribution.—This shrew is found throughout the Colony and Natal, and according to Trouessart is identical with *C. religiosa*, a species common in Egypt and often found mummified in the tombs; the South African Museum possesses specimens from Cape Town and the neighbourhood, from Albert in the north-east and Pondoland in the east of the Colony, from Durban in Natal and Carolina in the Transvaal.

Habits.—This species is said by Sir A. Smith to inhabit rocky places and wooded ravines about the roots of shrubs and small trees; that it also occasionally inhabits houses is proved by the fact that a specimen now in the South African Museum was caught in the old Art Gallery in Cape Town.

207. *Crocidura (Crocidura) martensi.* Martens’ Shrew.


Description.—Rather larger than *C. pilosa*, with a very much longer tail; fur dark brown or reddish grey (apud Matschie) with shining tips, the lower surface similar with greyish tips; tail thinly covered with short brown hairs above, mixed with long white ones, beneath whitish; ear conch scantily haired; fore and hind feet covered above with short, pale yellow-brown hairs; lateral gland present, moderate in size.

The first upper incisor has much longer anterior and posterior cusps than that of *C. pilosa* (Dobson).

Dimensions.—Of the type, a male in alcohol; head and body 2·97; tail 2·52; hind foot 1·52 (Dobson); measurements in the flesh by Mr. Marshall, head and body 3·40; tail 2·12; hind foot 1·5; ear 1·2.

Distribution.—The type of this species in the Berlin Museum is from the “Cape of Good Hope” and was described as quoted above by Dobson. Shrews which appear to be identical or very closely allied to this species, from the Clanwilliam, Robertson, Middelburg, Bedford, Albany and Griqualand West divisions of the Colony, and from Salisbury (collected by Mr. G. A. K. Marshall), are preserved in the South African Museum.
208. *Crocidura (Crocidura) pilosa*. The Hairy Shrew.


**Description.**—Of moderate size, the body densely clothed with rather long fur, dark red brown above and slightly paler with shining tips below, the basal four-fifths of the hairs on both upper and lower surfaces bluish with a greyish tinge; the ears are more thickly clothed with short hairs than is usual with species of this genus, and the same remark applies to the tail, which is well covered with coarse short hairs, which lengthen and form a short pencil at the extremity, interspersed through the basal two-thirds are long fine hairs; the feet are well covered with short hairs, those on the tail are dark brown above and slightly paler beneath; those on the feet similar to those on the upper surface of the tail.

The teeth resemble somewhat those of *C. fulvescens*, the posterior cusp of the anterior upper molar being short and not projecting.

**Dimensions.**—From the type, a female in alcohol; head and body 2.37; tail 1.88; hind foot 0.56; skull length 0.75; breadth 0.35; upper cheek teeth 0.31.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species, which is in the Berlin Museum, came from the Transvaal, as did also an example collected by Mr. Distant, near Pretoria, now in the British Museum.

Shrews differing only in minor points from the description quoted above from Delagoa Bay, Durban, Damaraland, Griqualand West and Salisbury are preserved in the South African Museum.


**Description.**—Size and proportions of *C. pilosa*; fur close and velvety; colour dark slaty grey above, paler beneath; ears not specially hairy or tufted; claws of fore limb short and strongly curved; upper surface of hands and feet brownish grey; tail rather long, slender, not incrassated at the base, thinly covered with hair, brown above, slightly paler below, lateral gland absent, at any rate in the female.

Skull and dentition resembling those of *C. pilosa* (Thomas).
This species appears to be closely allied to *C. pilosa*, but differs in colour, being grey instead of brown, and also in its paler feet, less hairy ears and tail, and in its shorter and more strongly curved claws.

**Dimensions.**—Of the type, a female in alcohol; head and body 2·55; hind foot 4·8; skull length 7·5; breadth 3·7.

**Distribution.**—This species, the type of which is in the British Museum, was discovered by Dr. P. Rendall at Fig Tree Creek in the de Kaap Goldfields, Transvaal. There are in the South African Museum two small shrews from the Pretoria and Pietersburg districts of the Transvaal which appear to be referable to it.

The following species I have been unable to identify satisfactorily and they are here briefly mentioned.

### 210. Crocidura (Pachyura) gracilis.


**Description.**—Dark chestnut brown above; the flanks and the cheeks somewhat lighter; below the body is greyish, a little darker on the chest than on the belly; the tail and extremities light brown; the head is large and the snout is provided with some long white bristles; the ears are well developed; the tail is very thick at its base and for its proximal third from thence it gradually tapers to its extremity. (Blainville).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 1·70; tail 1·0. (Blainville).

**Distribution.**—The Cape, probably from the neighbourhood of Cape Town. This species is probably identical or closely allied to *C. [Pachyura] varilla*, see p. 159.

### 211. Crocidura (Crocidura) mariquensis.


**Description.**—The general colour above is brownish-red; lighter on the head and tail, below also lighter with a distinct tint of pearly
grey; eyes small and nearer the ears than the apex of the snout; ears moderately large, semicircular, their anterior surface sprinkled with fine, short hair; tail cylindrical, thick at its base, tapering towards the point, the latter with a delicate pencil of rigid hairs; claws brownish-red (Smith).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·34; tail 1·82 (Smith).

**Distribution.**—The type from which the description was taken was obtained by Sir A. Smith, in northern Buchuanaland "near the tropic of Capricorn." A shrew described by Dr. Jentink from the neighbourhood of Mossamedes has been identified with this species; there are in the South African Museum two skins from Salisbury, which may be identical with it.

### 212. Crocidura (Crocidura) cyanea.


**Description.**—General colour uniform bluish grey above and on the sides, slightly paler below; ears naked and apparent; whiskers long; muzzle slender, elongated and terminated by a black snout; tail slender, three quarters the length of the body.

Skull and dentition like that of *S. araneus* of Europe (Duvernoy).

**Dimensions.**—Head and body 3·35; tail 2·0 (Duvernoy).

**Distribution.**—The type and only known specimen was obtained by J. Verreaux on the banks of the Oliphant River in the Colony. This species appears to be closely allied to if not identical with *C. martensi*.

### 213. Crocidura (Crocidura) argentata.


**Description.**—General colour silvery white a little paler below, the tips of the hairs above pale brown, so that there is on the back a slight reddish tinge; snout dusky as far as the angle of the mouth; limbs dark ashy; the hairs with shining tips, tail quadrangular about as thick as the metatarsus, brown with long pale hairs; internal valves of the ears provided with stout thickly-spread hairs; snout bifid.
Dentition.—With the third and fourth teeth of the upper jaw (i.e. last incisor and first canine) small and equal; anterior cusp of the third tooth of the lower jaw (third incisor) a little higher than half its basal length (Sundevall).

Dimensions.—Head and body 3·0; tail 1·75; hind foot with claws ·5 (Sundevall).

Distribution.—The type and only known specimen was obtained at Roodeval in the Oudtshoorn division of the Colony on the 21st of January, 1850, by Victorin, and is now in the Stockholm Museum.

Genus MYOSOREX.


Shrews with white teeth and with tails clothed with short hairs of equal or subequal length, but with no longer white hairs, so characteristic of Crocidura; the third upper incisor is shorter than the second; the anterior upper premolar is very small, almost rudimentary.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{3}{6}$, c. $\frac{1}{6}$ or $\frac{1}{5}$, pm. $\frac{3}{6}$, m. $\frac{3}{6} = 30$ or 32.

Dobson further gives as a character of this genus that the cloaca is absent, the generative organs and alimentary canal opening on the surface by distinct orifices; this in the specimens examined by me is not the case, the single opening, a long slit, is surrounded by a
sphincter muscle, and within this the genital and alimentary apertures open, but they cannot be said to open separately on the surface.

In addition to the single South African representative, three other species, all from the Cameroons district of West Africa, have been described.

214. **Myosorex varius.** Smuts' Shrew.


**Description.**—Figure slender, snout pointed, fur short and dense, slate-coloured below, darker above, almost black, the tips of the longer hairs yellowish-brown, giving a general speckly appearance to the fur; below somewhat lighter; ears short and rounded, projecting slightly beyond the fur, covered above and below with brown hairs.

![Figure 134. Smuts' Shrew (Myosorex varius).](image)

Tail short, less than half the length of the head and body, densely clothed with short, stiff brown hairs and with no longer hairs as in the other shrews (*Crocidura*); a large lateral gland on either side of the body opening by a slit-like aperture situated just
behind the fore limb, present in the males, rudimentary in the females.

Teeth thirty-two in number; upper incisors with prominent basal processes, the third being smaller than the canine, the anterior premolar is very minute and can hardly be detected with the naked eye lying inside the tooth row between the canine and the second premolar; in the lower jaw a very minute tooth, quite invisible from without, succeeds the second incisor, and is considered to represent the canine or the anterior premolar, so that there are seven teeth on either side of the lower jaw instead of six as in all other species of Soricidae.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen in alcohol; head and body 3.15; tail 1.6; from ear opening to tip of snout 0.95; hind foot without claw 0.59; skull, length 0.83; breadth, 0.45; upper cheek teeth 0.40.

**Distribution.**—Cape Colony and Natal, extending as far northward as Namaqualand in the west; the South African Museum possesses examples from the neighbourhood of Cape Town, Calvinia, Durban and Zululand.

---

Family *CHYSOCHLORIDAE*.

This family contains only one genus, the characters of which, as given below, are those of the family.

**Genus CHYSOCHLORIS.**


Mole-like insectivora with the fore limbs modified for digging; skull conical, not constricted between the orbits, with well developed zygomatic arches and tympanic bullae; no symphysis pubis, the pubic bones being separated; the eyes are small and almost entirely concealed by the skin, the ears are without conches, and open by a simple aperture closely surrounded by the fur; the external tail is
completely absent and the mammary teats are thoracic and inguinal and situated in cup-shaped depressions.

Dentition.—i. $\frac{3}{3}$, c. $\frac{1}{1}$, pm. $\frac{3}{3}$, m. $\frac{3}{3}$ or $\frac{5}{3}$, = 36 or 40.

The upper molars with v-shaped cusps and with short or nearly obsolete internal basal processes.

These animals, though resembling the true moles in their habits and in their general modification for underground life, are structurally much more nearly allied to the tenrecs or Centetidae a family of shrew-like animals inhabiting Madagascar.

These differences are well shown by a comparison of the structure of the fore limb and its attachment in the two families (moles and golden moles); to admit of fossorial action and progression the fore limbs must project as little as possible beyond the body and yet preserve their leverage and muscular strength; in the true moles this is brought about by the lengthening forwards of the front end of the sternum (manubrium) and the shortening of the clavicles so that the limbs are brought forward opposite the narrowest part of the body; in the golden moles, however, the manubrium is not elongated nor are the clavicles shortened, and the limbs rest in a hollow space formed for their reception in the anterior part of the thorax by the inbending of the anterior ribs; again, in the true moles, the hand is flattened and trowel shaped and bears five more or less equally developed strong claws which form an organ suitable for digging in soft moist earth, whereas in the golden moles the palmar surface is much contracted and bears one (the third) greatly enlarged claw for digging, the others being all much smaller.

This genus and the family of which it is the sole representative, is confined to Central and South Africa; in addition to the five South African species below described, two other species are
recognised, one *C. leucorhina*, M. Edwards and Huet, from French Congo, the other *C. stuhlmanni*, Matschie, from Central Africa, in the neighbourhood of the Semliki River and Ruanda between Victoria Nyanza and Tanganyika.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. With 40 teeth.
   a. With a prominent swelling in the posterior wall of the temporal fossa; colour brown; head short and broad; size about 4.5 in. ... *C. aurea*. p. 170.
   b. With very slight or no swelling in the posterior wall of the temporal fossa; upper margin of the posterior root of the zygomatic arch as high as the crown of the skull.
      a'. Smaller, about 6 inches in length.............. *C. villosa*. p. 174.
      b'. Larger, about 9 inches in length .............. *C. trevelyani*. p. 173.

B. With 36 teeth; no trace of the swelling in the temporal fossa.
   a. Anterior cusp of second upper incisor shorter than the posterior; colour reddish with bright iridescence; size about 4.5; head long and narrow ............................... *C. hottentota*. p. 175.
   b. Anterior cusp of second upper molar longer than the posterior; colour pale brownish with golden and greenish iridescence, size about 3.75, head short and broad ............. *C. obtusirostris*. p. 176.

**215. Chrysochloris aurea. The Cape Golden Mole.**

Literature.—Seba, Thesaurus, i, 51, pl. 32 (1734), described as the Siberian mole; Sparrman (1785), p. 213, synonymy and dentition; Vosmaer (1787), early history and description with coloured plate; Thunberg (1795) p. 262, described as the "blinde moll"; Moseley (1892), p. 127, note on its occurrence near Simonstown.

Description.—Head short and broad forming almost an equilateral triangle at the apex; the snout consists of a broad, naked patch of skin ending in a wedge-shaped horizontally flattened edge, which is probably used as a digging organ, its proximal part being separated from the distal portion by a transverse furrow; on the lower side of this wedge-shaped projection open the nostrils side by side.

Fig. 136.—The Cape Golden Mole (Chrysochloris aurea).

Fig. 137.—A, Fore and, B, hind foot of Chrysochloris aurea.
Eye small, lying entirely underneath the skin and completely covered with thick fur so that its position can only be made out with great difficulty; external ear quite absent, represented only by the small circular opening of the auditory meatus also thickly surrounded by hair and difficult to find.

Limbs very short and enclosed in the general skin almost to the ankles; fore limbs with four clawed digits, the first slender and short, the second slender but as long as the third which is far the largest and bears the enormously enlarged strong claw; the fourth very small placed at the base of and at right angles to the third; hind foot nearly circular with five claw-bearing digits of almost equal length.

The tail is practically absent, being entirely underneath the skin and not projecting at all.

General colour above, dark velvety brown to dark reddish, the hair being for about three quarters of its length dark grey and woolly, the tips shining and metallic; when the animal is held in certain lights a greenish or coppery iridescence is seen, this iridescence is much more marked in specimens preserved in spirit; below rather lighter; an indistinct band of white on either side of the head in the neighbourhood of the eye.

Skull (fig. 135, p. 169) short and broad, with vesicular hemispherical swellings between the posterior roots of the zygoma and the sides of the skull; upper margin of the posterior zygomatic roots lower than the crown of the skull.

Teeth forty in number, i.e., with three molars on either side above and below, second upper incisor with the posterior cusp the longest; the lower molars without the postero-internal cusp present in the other species.

Dimensions.—Measurements of a specimen preserved in alcohol; head and body 4·35; from the ear to the tip of the snout 1·92; third claw of fore limb 1·47; hind foot to tip of middle claw 0·58; skull length 1·05; breadth 0·75; length of upper cheek teeth 0·45.

Distribution.—This species is common in the south-western part of the Colony especially in the neighbourhood of Cape Town; it extends northwards to Port Nolloth in Namaqualand, to Beaufort West and Kimberley whence the South African Museum possesses specimens, and apparently to Damaraland whence came Ogilby's type of C. damarensis now in the British Museum, and since shown to be identical with C. aurea.

Habits.—The golden mole is exceedingly common in gardens
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where it makes runs just underneath the surface in all directions in search of the worms and grubs on which it lives. Although generally supposed to be destructive it is really a great aid to the gardener as it destroys quantities of larvae especially those of a certain gamma moth (*Plusia sp.*); these larvae are nocturnal, spending the day deep in the earth near the roots of the plants on which they feed during the night; a certain amount of mischief however, is done by the mole in pursuit of its prey by disturbance of roots and of freshly-sown seeds.

The golden mole makes a round nest of grass and in this the young are born; it does not construct anything like the complicated castle and labyrinth of the European mole.

**History.**—The golden mole was first described by Seba; he believed, however, that it was a native of Siberia and so it received the name given it by Linnaeus; Vosmaer and Sparrman first proved that it was a native of South Africa; very few careful observations have been made on its habits.

216. *Chrysochloris trevelyani.* **The Giant Golden Mole.**


**Description.**—Very large, about 9 inches in length and so nearly double the size of any other species of the genus; the naked space about the snout somewhat narrow; fur of two kinds, a woolly underfur of a pale grey colour, beyond which projects the coarser longer fur of which the basal two-thirds is pale, the terminal third brown with a slight iridescence which, however, is much less than that of the other species of the genus; below rather paler; the colour varies, however, in different individuals.

Skull long and narrow, the distinguishing feature being the great development of the posterior roots of the zygomatica, which are broadened and lengthened posteriorly to the level of the crown of the skull, their postero-internal margins coalescing with the occipital crest to form a very marked transverse ridge across the skull, from the median point of which runs forwards a prominent sagittal suture; the bony swelling at the back of the temporal fossa is only very slightly developed.
Teeth, forty in number, as in C. aurea; the lower molars with well marked postero-internal processes.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body about 9·0; head, from the ear opening to the tip of the snout, about 2·25; third claw of manus 80; hind foot 1·05; skull (from Dobson) length 1·65; breadth 1·10.

**Distribution.**—The eastern part of the Colony; hitherto only recorded from the Pirie bush near King Williams Town.

**Habits.**—This species has only recently been discovered; the original specimen was obtained by Mr. Trevelyian in 1875, from a Kaffir accompanying a shooting party into the Pirie forest near King Williams Town, and the skin is apparently used by the Kaffirs of that district as a tobacco pouch; there are several skins in the South African Museum which have obviously been used for this purpose, including one obtained at Ladysmith in Natal. Whether the animal from which the last mentioned skin was taken was killed in that neighbourhood or had been brought from the Pirie forest is doubtful.


**Description.**—Smaller than *C. trevelyani*, which it seems to resemble in every other respect, the only difference, as described by Dobson, being that in the skull the long sagittal crest is separated from the transverse deep occipital crest uniting the posterior roots of the zygoma, whereas in *C. trevelyani* the two crests are united.

The only reason why Dobson did not unite the two species was that in the large skull of *C. trevelyani*, examined by him, the squamosal suture was still present, proving that the skull was not yet adult, whereas in the smaller *C. villosa* this suture was closed.

The collection and comparison of more specimens can alone prove whether the two species are really distinct or not.

**Dimensions.**—From a skin in the South African Museum; head and body 7·0; head, from the tip of the snout to the ear opening, about 1·75; third claw of fore foot 0·70; hind foot to end of longest claw 87; length of skull about 1·60; breadth of skull 90; length of upper cheek teeth 63. These measurements are all rather larger than those given in Dobson's monograph.
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Distribution.—The eastern part of the Colony and Natal. The type was procured by Sir A. Smith near Durban, and is now in the British Museum. Another example, described by Dr. Dobson, was from the neighbourhood of Maritzburg, while there are in the South African Museum three skins obtained at Entafufu in Pondoland, which seem to be referable to the species.


Chrysochloris holosericea, Lichtenstein, Darstell. Säugeth. pl. xli, fig 2 (1834); Layard, Cat. Mamm. S. Afr. Mus. p. 23 (1862).


Description.—About the same size as C. aurea differing externally only in the shape of the head which is much longer and narrower, and in the colour which is usually a coppery red above and below; the occiput is often black and the front part of the snout grizzled black and white, but the colouration varies considerably in different individuals; as in C. aurea the iridescence is very much greater in spirit-preserved specimens and the coppery sheen much more noticeable than the green.

The skull differs very considerably from that of C. aurea; it is much longer and narrower and the hemispherical swellings at the root of the zygoma are absent; the auditory bullae are more inflated and smoother, and not furrowed as in C. aurea. Teeth, thirty-six in number, i.e., with only two molars on either side above and below; the postero-internal cusp of the lower molars is well developed, and the second upper incisor is large, its posterior cusp being well developed.

Dimensions.—From a specimen preserved in alcohol; head and body 4.35; head from the ear opening to the tip of the snout 0.34; third claw of fore foot 0.38; hind foot to tip of middle claw 0.58; skull length 1.10; breadth 0.66; upper cheek teeth 0.41.

Distribution.—The red golden mole is chiefly found in the eastern parts of the Colony and Natal, though it apparently extends as far westwards as Stellenbosch; other localities whence there are specimens in the South African Museum are the Swellendam, Albany, Stutterheim, and Pondoland divisions of the Colony and Natal.
219. **Chrysochloris obtusirostris.** **Peters' Golden Mole.**


**Description.**—Smaller than *C. aurea* with a very much broader and more obtuse snout, the naked portion at the tip being quite twice as broad as long; the large third claw of the fore limb is much slenderer than that of *C. aurea*. Fur brown with greenish or coppery metallic iridescence; sides of the head and below very much paler almost white in parts; altogether, judging from the coloured illustration of Peters and from the single specimen preserved in spirit in the South African Museum a somewhat paler and less iridescent form.

Skull of about the same general shape as that of *C. aurea*, but with no trace of the swelling in the wall of the temporal fossa at the posterior root of the zygoma so characteristic of that species; root of the zygoma much below the level of the crown of the skull.

Teeth, thirty-six in number, the third or posterior molars being therefore absent; the second and third upper incisors with two cusps, of which the anterior is the longest and best developed; lower incisors with very small basal processes at their postero-internal margins.

**Dimensions.**—From a specimen preserved in spirit; head and body 3.70; head from ear opening to tip of snout 8.0; third claw 3.33; hind foot 4.9; length of skull 9.0, breadth 6.4; upper cheek teeth 4.0.

**Distribution.**—This species was originally discovered by Dr. Peters in the neighbourhood of Inhambane in Portuguese East Africa; the South African Museum possesses an example from Delagoa Bay; no other locality has been recorded.

**Habits.**—Dr. Peters states that in the stomach of his specimen were found the remains of beetles, which therefore constitute the food of the animal.
Order CETACEA.

This order includes the animals usually known as Whales, Porpoises, and Dolphins; they are entirely modified for aquatic life and thus differ very widely both in form and structure from all other mammals; their exact relationship to the other orders is a question of considerable doubt, and many widely differing ideas on the subject are current. Sir W. Flower believes that on the whole their affinities are towards some primitive group of the Ungulata.

The following are some of the more striking characters of the order: the body is fish-like and fusiform, there being no neck; at the posterior end of the body are two laterally directed, pointed, triangular fins of the same shape as the tail of a fish but placed horizontally instead of vertically; these are known as the flukes, and are supported by dense fibrous tissue.

The head is large and the mouth usually very wide; the forelimbs are reduced to the condition of flippers or paddles, being enclosed in a common integument, and show externally no sign of division into segments; there are also no traces of nails or claws. The hind limbs are completely absent externally.

The surface of the body is smooth and glistening, there being no covering of hairs as in the other orders of mammals, with the exception of a few small bristles, usually found in the neighbourhood of the mouth; beneath the epidermis is a very thick layer of fatty matter known as the blubber; this serves the same purpose as the hairy covering of other mammals in assisting to keep the body at a constant temperature.

The eye is comparatively small and has no nictitating or third eyelid, nor any lachrymal apparatus; the ear externally consists of a minute pit situated behind the eye, and there is no trace of the pinna or conch as in most other mammals; the nostrils open either separately or more usually by a single crescentic opening on the vertex of the head.
The skull consists of a rounded brain-case with a more or less elongate rostrum or beak; the cervical vertebrae are small, and generally some of them at least are fused together into a single mass; there are no vertebrae united to form a sacrum. The clavicles are absent and the pelvic bones are reduced to two small styliform ossicles placed longititudinally some distance below the vertebral column, to the outer surface of which are sometimes fixed small nodules of bone or cartilage, the rudiments of the skeleton of the hind limbs.

The teeth, when present, are simple and uniform in character throughout the jaws; they are never preceded by milk teeth, and the dentition may therefore be described as homodont and monophyodont.

The Cetacea are mostly marine but a certain number enter the larger rivers and a few are entirely fluviatile. They are nearly all predaceous, subsisting on animal food, though recently one of the dolphins from the estuaries of the Cameroons in West Africa has been reported to be herbivorous. Like other mammals the Cetacea are air-breathers, and although they have the power of making long dives, have eventually to ascend to the surface to replenish their stock of oxygen. The violent expiration of the heated and moist air from the lungs through the blow-hole or nostrils gives the appearance of a fountain of water suddenly shot up, and it is usually supposed to be due to the expulsion of water that has been taken into the mouth; this, however, is an entirely erroneous idea.

The chief authorities on whom I have relied in drawing up the present list of South African Cetacea are the late Sir W. Flower, and Mr. True of the United States National Museum, whose papers are quoted in the synonymy of the various species treated of.

The Cetacea of South Africa can be divided into two very distinct suborders containing in all three families, which may shortly be diagnosed as follows.

A. No teeth after birth; baleen or whalebone present in the jaws, breathing orifice (i.e., nostrils) double (Mystacoceti) ..................................  

Balaenidae, p. 179.

B. Teeth present throughout life; no baleen; breathing orifice single (Odontoceti) ....................

a. Functional teeth in the lower jaw only; often much reduced ........................................  

Physeteridae, p. 185.

b. Teeth (except in Grampus) present in both jaws, usually numerous ..................................  

Delphinidae, p. 196.
Suborder **MYSTACOCETI.**

Whalebone whales with teeth never developed after birth; palate provided with numerous plates of baleen or whalebone; external respiratory aperture double, situated on the vertex of the head; skull symmetrical; rami of the mandible arched outwards, the anterior ends connected by fibrous tissue only; sternum a single piece connected with one pair of ribs only.

Family **BALAENIDAE.**

The characters of the single family are those of the suborder.

**Key of the South African Genera.**

A. Dorsal fin absent; throat smooth....................... *Balaena*, p. 179.

B. Dorsal fin present; throat furrowed with grooves
   a. Pectoral fin very long and narrow, more than ¼ the length of the whole animal; dorsal fin small, on a hump towards the hinder part of the body; below furrowed to the vent........................................... *Megaptera*, p. 181.
   b. Pectoral fin short, narrow and pointed, dorsal fin strong and falcate; furrowed on throat only... *Balaeoptera*, p. 183.

**Genus **BALAENA.**

**Type.**


Whalebone whales with the skin of the throat smooth, not furrowed, no dorsal fin, a short, broad pentadactylyous flipper; head very large.

Skull with arched upper profile, the facial bones being very narrow; cervical vertebrae ossified to form a single mass.

Tympanic bone deep and angular, with comparatively small inflation.

Besides *B. australis* the only other well defined member of this genus is *B. mysticetus*, the arctic right whale, which is found only in the neighbourhood of the arctic ice fields.


Literature.—G. Cuvier, *Ossemens foss* (1823), v, pp. 369, 374, pl. xxv, fig. 1-4, juv. 5-8 adt. described as "Baleine du Cap" ; Bennett (1840), ii, p. 229, on the Cape Right Whale ; Ross, *Voyage of Discovery* (1847) i, p. 169, ii, p. 327, note on its occurrence in Antarctic Regions.

---

*Fig. 138.—*The Southern Right Whale (*Balaena australis*). *(Flower and Lydekker.)*

**Description.**—Black above and below; head as compared with that of the other species smaller in proportion to the body, being about a quarter of the total length: the upper lip is very highly arched. It is further distinguished by the greater number of its vertebrae (57-8 against 54) and ribs (15 against 12-13), and by the shortness of its baleen.

This whale can be always distinguished from the other whales likely to be met with in Cape Seas by the absence of the dorsal fin, and by its very large head.

**Dimensions.**—Mr. Warwick gave Mr. Gray (*Cat. Seals, Whales*, p. 93) the following dimensions of an adult whale caught in False Bay:—Total length 68 ft.; height 14 ft.; head 16 ft.; width of tail 15½ ft.

**Distribution.**—This species was founded by Cuvier on two skeletons sent to Paris from the Cape of Good Hope by Delalande;
it is still fairly abundant round the coasts of the Colony, and is taken most years in False and Table Bays. There are several skulls and skeletons in the South African Museum.

This whale is almost certainly identical with the Biscayan whale or Nordkaper (B. glacialis, Bonn., or B. biscayensis auct.), the sletbag of the Basque whalers, which was hunted from the tenth to the sixteenth centuries, before the discovery of the Arctic species on the coasts of Europe. It is probably also identical with the Japanese whale of the North Pacific and the black whale, formerly killed in large numbers along the Australian and New Zealand coasts, now much reduced by persecution.

Should these various whales be all ultimately found to be identical, the correct name according to True would be Balaena glacialis Bonn.

**Habits.**—This whale comes into Table and False Bays in June and July for the purpose of calving; they usually arrive in pairs, and the young are born soon after their arrival, unless, as is often the case, they are driven away or killed. Attached to an example recently obtained in False Bay were a number of barnacles deep set in the skin (Tubicella trachealis). This species is said to be fiercer and more agile than the Arctic Right Whale. Like all the members of the family its food consists entirely of microscopic mollusca and crustacea which occur in enormous numbers floating on the surface.

**Genus MEGAPTERA.**

*Megaptera*, Gray, Zoology of Erebus and Terror,

p. 16 (1846) ........................................... M. longimana.

Whalebone whales with moderate, somewhat depressed and flat heads, almost straight jaws, and a low dorsal fin placed on a slight hump about two-thirds of the length of the body from the head; the lower surface of the body from the chin to the vent is marked with thick longitudinal ridges separated by narrow deep furrows. The flippers are tetradactylous and exceedingly long and narrow, more than a quarter of the total length of the body; the cervical vertebrae are not fused to one another.


*Poescopia lalandii,* *Gray, Cat. Seals, Whales,* p. 126 (1866).

*Megaptera lalandii,* *Turner, Challenger Reports, Zool.* i, p. 30 (1880).

*Megaptera boops,* *Flower, List Cetacea B. M.* p. 4 (1885); *van Beneden, Mem. Couron. Acad. Beige,* xl (1887) [natural history].


**Literature.**—*G. Cuvier, Ossmens foss.* (1823) v, p. 370, pl. xxvi, fig. 1-4, described as “Rorqual du Cap”; *Bennett* (1840) ii, p. 231, account of the Cape Humpback.

![Fig. 139.—The Hump back (*Megaptera longimana*). (Flower and Lydekker.)](image_url)

**Description.**—Above and on the sides black, front part of lower surface white; hinder part mottled black and white.

Baleen plates about 300 in number on either side of the mouth bluish black, short, broad and somewhat triangular.

Pectoral fins very long and narrow, scalloped along the anterior and posterior edges, black above, white below.

Vertebrae 53 in number, cervical vertebrae free from one another.

Tymppanic bone much inflated with two longitudinal ridges on the lower surface.

**Dimensions.**—Smith gives the measurements of a specimen examined by him as follows:—Total length 34½ ft.; from the tip of the lower jaw to the angle of the mouth 7½ ft.; pectoral fins, length 9 ft.; width 2 ft.

Specimens obtained on the English Coasts have usually measured from 45 to 50 ft.; the female is always larger than the male.

**Distribution.**—A skeleton of this whale was also taken to Paris.
by Delalande and described by Baron Cuvier; it is not uncommon in the Cape seas, and the South African Museum possesses the skeleton of an example killed in Table Bay in 1897.

Humpbacks are found in the North Atlantic and have been occasionally taken on the British Coasts, they are also known from the North and South Pacific, from the Persian Gulf and in fact from almost all parts of the world.

Whether there are several species of humpback whales or only one widely distributed species cannot be definitely settled until further comparisons with more material are possible.

**Habits.**—Like the right whale the humpback seems to frequent the shallow waters of bays and inlets for breeding purposes, arriving in Table and False Bays in the middle of winter. As the whalebone is very short and not of great value and the blubber is not very thick it is seldom molested by the whale boats of the Colony.

Among the parasites of this species taken from the specimen the skeleton of which is now in the South African Museum, were the coronetted barnacles, *Coronella diadema*, and ship's barnacle, *Conchoderma aurita*, and an amphipodous crustacean, *Cyamus*, which usually clings round the bases of the barnacles.

**Genus Balaenoptera.**


*des Cétacés*, p. xxxvi (1804) ......................... B. physalus.

Whalebone whales with comparatively small and flat heads, pointed in front; body long and slender; skin of the throat plicated, a strong falcate dorsal fin; pectoral limb tetradactylyous small, narrow and pointed.

Cervical vertebrae free; tympanic bone inflated and rounded, with the involuted portion thickened and pyriform, below somewhat flattened with scarcely any traces of the ridge found in *Megaptera*

222. *Balaenoptera sp. inc.* **The Fin Whale.**


Fin whales are not uncommon off the coast of South Africa, but so far as I know, no specimen has ever been secured for a Museum, or been examined by a competent authority.
Four species of the genus are now clearly identified by naturalists in the northern seas, and the fin whales of other parts of the world all seem to conform more or less to the type of one of these four. In order to facilitate comparison of the Cape fin whales with these four, their characters as described by Mr. R. Collett (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1886, p. 264), may here be shortly given.

(1) *Balaenoptera musculus*, Linn. (*B. sibbaldi* auct.), the blue whale, the largest of all known animals living or extinct, attaining a length of 70 to 80 ft., but rarely exceeding 85; height to length 1-5\(\frac{1}{2}\). Dark blue grey, with small white spots on the breast; flippers \(\frac{1}{4}\), jaws \(\frac{3}{8}\), of total length.

(2) *Balaenoptera physalus*, Linn. (*B. musculus* auct.), the common rorqual; length 60 to 65 ft., rarely exceeding 70; very elongate; height to total length 1-6\(\frac{1}{2}\); greyish slate above and on the left lower jaw; below, right lower jaw, inside of flippers and lower side of tail-flukes white; flipper \(\frac{2}{5}\); jaws \(\frac{1}{5}\) of total length.

(3) *Balaenoptera borealis*, Less. Rudolphi's whale; length 40 to 48 ft. rarely attaining 52; height to total length 1-5\(\frac{1}{2}\); bluish black above, with oblong white spots, more or less white below; tail and flippers black above and below, flippers very small \(\frac{1}{11}\); jaws \(\frac{3}{8}\) of total length.

(4) *Balaenoptera acuto-rostrata*, Lacep. (*B. rostrata* auct.), the lesser fin-whale, length 25 to 30 ft., seldom exceeding 33; height of body to total length \(\frac{1}{5}\); greyish black above, white below, including the lower side of the tail; a broad band of white across the outer side of each flipper; inner side all white; flippers \(\frac{5}{8}\); jaws \(\frac{9}{11}\) of total length.

Suborder **ODONTOCETI.**

Whales with teeth always present; no baleen; external respiratory orifice single; manus with five digits always; rami of mandible straight, the anterior ends forming a true symphysis; sternum of several pieces and connected with several pairs of ribs.
Family **PHYSETERIDAE**.

No functional teeth in the upper jaw; those of the lower jaw varying in number, often reduced to a single pair.

Bones of the cranium raised at the sides and behind the nares, so as to form a prominent crest with a basin-shaped space in front; pterygoid bones thick, produced backwards, meeting in the middle line and not involuted to form the outer wall of the post-palatal air sinus.

The hinder ribs lose the tubercular but retain a capitular articulation with the bodies of the vertebrae; sternal ribs not ossified.

*Key of the South African Genera.*

**A.** Numerous teeth in the mandible set in a long groove imperfectly divided (Physeterinae).
- a. Of large size; teeth in the lower jaw 20 to 25 on each side ........................................... *Physeter*, p. 185.
- b. Smaller; teeth of the lower jaw 9 to 15 on each side ............................................ *Kogia*, p. 188.

**B.** Teeth in the mandible reduced to a single pair, which are often very large, especially in the males (Ziphinae).
- d. Teeth set some distance from the anterior end of the mandible, about opposite the posterior end of the symphysis .............................................. *Mesoplodon*, p. 193

**Genus PHYSETER.**


p. 107 (1766) .......................................... *P. macrocephalus.*

Massive animals with the head forming about a third of the length of the body; spiracle (*i.e.*, nasal orifice) single, on the upper anterior extremity of the head a little to the left of the middle line.

Skull concave above, with its posterior and lateral edges raised into a high crest; mandible long and narrow, the symphysis
occupying more than half the ramus; atlas free, other cervical vertebrae united into a single mass.

![Fig. 140.—Skull of Physeter macrocephalus. (Flower and Lydekker.)](image)

Upper teeth rudimentary, functionless and embedded in the gums; lower jaw with 20 to 25 stout conical and recurved teeth on either side.

Only the single species described below is known.

223. **Physeter macrocephalus.** The Sperm Whale or Cachalot.


**Literature.**—*Le Vaillant (1796) i*, p. 236, on a Sperm Whale stranded at the mouth of the Oliphant’s River; *Beale, The Natural History of the Sperm Whale* (1839), account of a whaling voyage and of the Natural History and Economy of the Sperm Whale; *Bennett, (1840) ii*, p. 153-228, account of hunting, catching and killing the Sperm Whales.

**Description.**—Colour blackish with greenish reflections, sometimes marked with white, especially about the abdomen and tail, below a little lighter, almost grey, the two colours shading in front into one another; head truncate and somewhat cubical in front; its huge size and remarkable form being due to the accumulation of an oily substance, spermaceti, in cells and cavities occupying the greater part of its bulk; spiracle situated at the anterior end of
the snout a little to the left side, sigmoid in shape, like the opening of the sounding board of a violin; pectoral fins short, broad and obliquely truncated.

**Dimensions.**—The adult male sperm whale attains an average length of 55 ft., and seldom, if ever, exceeds 60 ft.; the female is much smaller, being only from 30 to 35 ft. in length. In a large male the pectoral fins measure about 3 ft. by 2 ft., and the flukes 19 ft. across.

**Fig. 141.**—The Cachalot, or Sperm Whale (*Physeter macrocephalus*). (Flower and Lydekker.)

**Distribution.**—Cosmopolitan, except in the polar regions; most abundant in the tropical and subtropical seas; the sperm whale has occasionally been stranded on the coasts of Cape Colony; le Vaillant mentions an instance, and two years ago (1897) an individual was obtained near Port Elizabeth, the skeleton of which is preserved in the museum there.

**Habits.**—The sperm whale is always found in the deeper and more oceanic regions of the globe, and seldom, if ever, approaches land like the whalebone whales; the examples, for instance, that have reached the English coasts have nearly always drifted there when dead.

The food of the sperm whale chiefly consists of squids and cuttles of various kinds, and recently considerable additions to our knowledge of these creatures, which sometimes attain gigantic proportions, have been made by the Prince of Monaco, who has examined the contents of the stomach of numerous sperm whales for this special purpose.

Fishes, such as rock-cod, albicore and bonito are also eaten.

The young of this whale are born out at sea, away from land, unlike those of the whalebone whales, which are usually born in shallow water near the coast; only one calf, as a rule, is produced at a time.
Sperm whales were much hunted at the close of the last century and at the beginning of this, especially by American and English whalers; the blubber yields sperm oil, which is much more valuable than the ordinary whale oil, and the cavity of the head spermaceti, which is used for making candles. Another product of the sperm whale is ambergris; it is not, however, usually taken from the animal itself, but is found floating on the surface of the sea, and is a concretion formed in the intestine of the whale. It is used in perfumery, and is of considerable value commercially.

Genus **KOGIA**.


Animals with more external resemblance to a porpoise than to a sperm whale, with the mouth very small and inferior in position, and the spiracle on the left side of the middle line just anterior to the eyes but not at the front end of the snout.

Upper surface of the cranium concave with thick rounded lateral and posterior margins forming a basin-shaped cavity; rostral portion of the skull short and triangular.

Mandible with the symphysis forming only about a quarter of the whole ramus.

To nearly every individual of this genus, the skeleton of which has been preserved, there has been given a separate specific name on grounds which seem hardly sufficient.

The original species (*Physeter breviceps* of Blainville) was founded on a specimen from the Cape Seas and agrees fairly well with the Australian specimen in size and the larger number of teeth; the Indian example (*Euphysetes simus* of Owen) is smaller and has fewer teeth and agrees very well with the specimen recently obtained in Table Bay, the skeleton of which is now in the South African Museum, and on which the account given below is founded. Both these latter examples are females, and it would seem to be probable that the larger-sized individuals may be males, which, judging from the analogy of the allied sperm whale, would be much larger than the females; in this way the variation in size of different specimens may be accounted for.
Fig. 142.—Skull of *Kogia breviceps*.—A, from the side; B, from above (× nat. size).


**Description.**—General colour slaty above, becoming paler on the side and white below; pectoral fin dark slate, flukes dark slate above, white below; head rounded and blunt in front, the mouth very small, about 5 inches in length, opening on the lower surface of the body some 7 inches from the front of the snout; spiracle crescentic and slit-like, convex forwards, to the left of the dorsal median line just in front of the eye about 9 inches from the tip of the snout, dorsal fin low and not conspicuous, pectoral fin lobate.

Teeth, 9 on both sides of the lower jaw.

![Figure 148. The Small Sperm Whale (*Kogia breviceps*)](image)

**Dimensions.**—Of a young female measured in the flesh; total length 5 ft. 9; from the snout to the eye 11·5, to spiracle 9; pectoral fin along the anterior edge 11; flukes from tip to tip 18.

The Indian specimen, also a female, was 7 ft. 2 in length, the Australian examples were from 9 to 10 ft.

The skull in the South African Museum measures in total length 10 in.; breadth 8·50; the mandible measured in a straight line from tip to condyle 8·50.

Another specimen stranded at Knysna, of which the skeleton has recently been acquired by the South African Museum is much
larger, and was probably a male; the skull measures 15·0 by 13·0, and the lower jaw, which contains 14 teeth, is 14·5 from tip to condyle.

**Distribution.**—The type of the species described by Blainville was obtained at the "Cape of Good Hope," and is now in the Paris Museum.

Other specimens on which other species have been founded have been obtained at Madras in India, near Sydney in New South Wales and at Mazatlan on the Pacific Coast of Mexico; this whale is therefore widely distributed.

As already stated there are in the South African Museum a skeleton of a young female stranded on the rocks at Green Point, near Cape Town, in 1896, and one of a much larger individual obtained in the Knysna division of the Colony.

**Genus ZIPHIUS.**

*Ziphius, G. Cuvier, Ossemens foss. 2nd ed. v, p. 352 (1823) ................................................................. Z. cavirostris.*


Porpoise-like animals with elongate bodies, a falcate dorsal fin and small pentadactylous pectorals, situated rather low down and close together.

Skull of a peculiar shape, the premaxillae in front of and at the sides of the nares expanded and hollowed out with elevated lateral margins, the posterior ends rising to the vertex and curving forwards, the right bone more developed than the left; conjoint nasal bones forming a strongly pronounced symmetrical eminence on the top of the cranium overhanging the nares and separated on either side by a notch from the premaxillae; antorbital notch not distinct; rostrum triangular, tapering from the base to the apex; vertebrae 49, the three anterior cervicals being united.

No teeth in the upper jaw, a single conical tooth of moderate size on each side of the mandible towards its anterior extremity directed upwards and forwards.

Several species have been described, but there is nothing to show that the South African form, known only by the skeleton, differs in any way from the type species of the genus; Sir W. Flower recognizes another species from New Zealand Seas.


**Description.**—External characters not well known but a specimen stranded in New Zealand and described by von Haast (*P. Z. S.*, 1876, p. 466) under the name of *Z. novae-zealandiae* is said to have been of a bluish black colour above, and white below, and the upper portion of the body marked with oval spots 2 to 4 inches in diameter and to have been entirely without a dorsal fin; on the other hand the specimen described by Burmeister (*Ann. Mus. Buenos Ayres*, vol. i, p. 312, 1869) is stated to have possessed a well-developed dorsal fin.

This whale can be easily recognised by the shape of the skull with the peculiar overhanging nasal bones, and also by the small size and the position and conical shape of the mandibular teeth.

**Dimensions.**—The skull figured by *Owen* (l. s. c.) which came from the Cape of Good Hope measures about 38 in length by 31 in breadth, and the mandible from condyle to tip 32.

The length of von Haast’s specimen, an aged female alluded to above, was 26 feet.

**Distribution.**—The skull which forms the type of the species, described by Cuvier was picked up on the Mediterranean coast of France; the types of *Z. indicus* and *H. capensis* were obtained from the Cape seas and are now preserved in the Museum of Louvain in Belgium and in the British Museum respectively; Whales closely allied, if not identical with Cuvier’s have been recorded from the seas of Northern Europe, the Argentine Republic and New Zealand; so that the distribution of Cuvier’s whale is probably very wide.

Nothing seems to be known about the habits of these animals.
Genus **MESOPLODON**.


**Dolichodon**, Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, p. 353 (1866) M. layardi.

Small whale-like animals with beaks somewhat resembling that of *Ziphius* but distinguished by cranial and dental characters.

Skull with a long, narrow and solid rostrum, nasals narrow and sunk down between the upper ends of the maxillae, concave in front and not forming a roof to the nares as in *Ziphius*. Teeth in the upper jaw absent, or at any rate rudimentary and not attached to the bone; in the lower jaw a single pair of compressed and pointed teeth present, usually at some distance from the apex of the ramus with the points directed upwards and sometimes backwards.

Vertebrae 46 to 48, two or three of the anterior cervicals united, the others all free.

This genus is spread over the Northern and Southern Hemispheres though more abundant in the latter; about eight species are now recognised of which two have been recorded from the coasts of South Africa; the others are from European, Australian and New Zealand waters.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. With two long strap-shaped teeth in the mandible, which in the adults grow upwards right round the rostrum of the upper jaw and cross above it................................. *M. layardi*, p. 193.

B. With two comparatively small teeth in the mandible which forms a massive and swollen base for their reception ............................................................ *M. densirostris*, p. 195.

226. **Mesoplodon layardi**. Layard's Beaked Whale.

*Ziphius layardi*, Gray, Proc. Zool. Soc. 1865, p. 358, fig. a, b. [skull];


Description.—This whale is described as being black on the back and white below, the two colours being distinctly separated from one another, the external characters however are not well known.

In the skull the foramina in the premaxillary and maxillary bones, opening above, for the exit of two branches of the second division of the fifth nerve are on about the same level.

Fig. 144.—Rostrum of skull and lower jaw of *Mesoplodon layardi*, showing the two elongated strap-shaped teeth springing from the lower jaw and crossing above the rostrum. (Proc. Zool. Soc.)

The most remarkable characteristic of this whale, however, is its dentition; the teeth of the upper jaw are rudimentary or absent, those of the lower jaw are two in number, situated at some distance behind the front end; they consist of a strap-shaped mass of osteodentine about $2\frac{1}{2}$ in. in width, and $\frac{1}{4}$ in. in thickness passing upward and backwards, and curving round to cross one another above the rostrum of the upper jaw; situated at the top of the strap-shaped portion is a little conical mass which probably represents the true tooth.

It is very difficult to understand how an arrangement of this sort can have originated, as it must almost entirely prevent the animal from opening its mouth, so much so that it was at one time believed that the great development of the teeth was pathological; however, the acquisition of a considerable number of specimens has shown that this is not the case, and we must conclude that the animal has the power of opening its jaws only to a very limited extent.
Dimensions.—The length of a specimen stranded near Cape Point was stated to be 18 ft.; the skull of the type measured 3 ft. 7 from the condyles to the tip of the rostrum, the lower jaw 3 ft., and of this the symphysis occupied 11·75; the exposed portion of the tooth measures 9; a pair of teeth now in the South African Museum measure 14·5 in total length.

Distribution.—This whale is entirely confined to the Southern Oceans; it has been recorded from New Zealand and the Chatham Isles, the Falklands and the Cape. The type specimen was obtained by Mr. Layard in the Colony, and is now in the British Museum; Professor Moseley during the stay of the Challenger Expedition in Simon's Bay obtained parts of two skulls, one of an individual said to have been stranded near Cape Point in 1865, the other stated to have been brought from Walfisch Bay in German South-west Africa.

Habits.—The food of this whale seems to consist chiefly of Cephalopods (i.e., Cuttle-fish and Octopus).


Description.—The external characters of this whale are not well known; the skull is distinguished by the presence of a strong deep lateral groove running along the maxillae, and by the fact that the premaxillary foramen on the surface of the skull for the exit second division of the fifth nerve is a good deal posterior to the corresponding maxillary foramen.

The mandibular tooth which is situated some distance from the front end of the mandible has its apex directed vertically upwards and is placed on a massive base caused by the expansion of the alveolar margin of the lower jaw, the tooth is comparatively short and conical and entirely different from that of M. layardi.

Dimensions.—Total length of the skeleton without cartilage 14 ft. 8; skull length 2 ft. 5·5; breadth 14; lower jaw 27; tooth 6 in length by $3\frac{3}{8}$ in width by $1\frac{1}{4}$ in thickness.
Distribution.—The original specimen was obtained many years ago in the Seychelles, and is now in the Paris Museum; a skull from South Africa is in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, and one from Lord Howe Island in the Australian Museum at Sydney.

Family DELPHINIDAE.

Teeth usually numerous in both jaws; pterygoid bones small, each involuted to form with the palatine bones the outer wall of the post-palatal air sinus; symphysis of the mandible never much exceeding \( \frac{1}{3} \) of the ramus in length, usually much less.

The ribs retain their tubercular attachment to the transverse processes throughout the vertebral column, the capitular attachment being lost posteriorly; the transverse processes themselves are gradually transferred from the arches to the bodies of the vertebrae passing from the front backwards; sternal ribs firmly ossified.

This family contains the largest number of genera and species of the order, and is a difficult one to deal with, owing chiefly to the scantiness of the material preserved in Museums.

Key of the South African Genera.

A. Head rounded, with no very distinct beak;
   in the skull, the rostral portion is equal to
   or less than the cranial portion.
   a. Teeth absent in the upper jaw, present only
      in the anterior half of the lower; \( \frac{0}{2} \) ...  Grampus, p. 201.
   b. Teeth only in the front half the upper and
      lower jaws; 5-12 .................................  Globicephalus, p. 199.
   c. Teeth distributed all along both jaws.
      b'. Dorsal fin present, teeth rounded and
           normal.
           a''. Teeth very strong and stout, \( \frac{12}{12} \) ......  Orcinus, p. 197.
           b''. Teeth numerous and small.
           a'''. Pterygoids united, teeth \( 22-33 \) .......  Lagenorhynchus, p. 203.
           b'''. Pterygoids separate, teeth \( 25-30 \) ...  Cephalorhynchus, p. 205.
DELPHINIDAE

OSTRACUS

B. Head with a very distinct rostrum or beak marked off from the head by a V-shaped groove; the rostral considerably exceeds the cranial portion of the skull.

a. Pterygoid bones normal meeting in the middle line.
   a'. Palate with deep lateral longitudinal grooves, mandibular symphysis short; teeth small, \( \frac{40-60}{40-60} \) Delphinus, p. 208.
    b'. Palate smooth without grooves.
   a". Mandibular symphysis short; teeth \( \frac{30-30}{30-30} \) about \( \frac{1}{2} \) inch in diameter, and smooth Tursiops, p. 211.
    b". Mandibular symphysis short; teeth, \( \frac{21-25}{21-25} \) about \( \frac{1}{6} \) inch in diameter and smooth Prodelphinus, p. 206.
   c". Mandibular symphysis at least \( \frac{1}{4} \) th of ramus; teeth \( \frac{21-25}{21-25} \) about \( \frac{1}{2} \) in. in diameter and roughened Steno, p. 213.

b. Pterygoid bones narrow, separated in the middle line; teeth \( \frac{30-35}{30-35} \) about \( \frac{1}{8} \) in. Sotalia, p. 214.

Genus ORCINUS.

**Type.**


Large rapacious animals with the anterior part of the head broad and depressed; the dorsal fin which is situated near the middle of the back, very high and pointed.

Rostrum broad, flattened and rounded in front, pterygoids not quite meeting in the middle line.

Vertebrae 51 or 52, the first, second, and sometimes the third united.

Teeth about \( \frac{13}{3} \), distributed all along the rostrum, very strong and stout, with conical recurved crowns and large roots.

A considerable number of species of this genus have been described, but hitherto no definite specific differential characters

* Previously applied to another genus of Cetacea.
have been given, and until this is done it will perhaps be better to refer all the forms to the originally described *Delphinus orca* of Linnaeus.

Should the Cape species subsequently be considered worthy of separation, it will bear the name of *Orcinus capensis*.

228. *Orcinus orca*. The Killer or Grampus.

*Delphinus gladiator*, Bonnaterre, *Cetaces* pp. 22, 23 (1789).  

**FIG. 145.**—The Killer (*Orcinus orca*).  
(Flower and Lydekker.)

**Description.**—General colour above black, below white, the white forms below and behind the dorsal fins a three-forked marking, the lateral forks extending upwards and backwards; above the eye is a longitudinal white stripe.

The dorsal fin, especially in the males, is very large and pointed, reaching a height of 3 ft. 10 in some cases; the pectoral fin is short and broad.

This is a description of the external characters of the European form, it remains to be proved whether the Cape form differs appreciably.

**Dimensions.**—The length is given as between 19 and 20 ft.
A skull in the South African Museum measures as follows:—
total length 3 ft. 3; breadth 1 ft. 11; length of lower jaw 2 ft. 8;
the teeth sockets number $\frac{11}{12}$.

**Distribution.**—The killer appears to be found in all seas from
Greenland to Tasmania; there are specimens from South Africa
and from the Seychelles in the British Museum, and the South
African Museum possesses an old and toothless skull found in a
cave at Plettenberg Bay in the Knysna district.

**Habits.**—The killer is the most rapacious and voracious of all
the *Cetacea*; it is the only member which preys on other warm
blooded creatures, although it by no means disdains fish; it
associates together in small troops or schools, and attacks seals,
dolphins, porpoises and even whales. Captain Scammon has wit-
tnessed the attack of three killers on a cow whale and her calf on
the coast of California; the calf, though three times the size of the
killers, was killed, and the cow escaped, though not without many
severe wounds about the mouth and lips.

**Genus GLOBICEPHALUS.**

**Type.**

*Globicephala, Lesson, Mamm. Decouvert depuis 1788,*
p. 441 (1788) ........................................... G. *melas.*

Cetaceans with very rounded heads in consequence of the great
development of fat in front of the blow hole, with a low and some-
what triangular dorsal fin and with long and narrow pectoral fins,
the second digit of which is the longest and consists of twelve to
thirteen phalanges.

Skull broad and depressed, the rostral and cranial portions
being of about equal length; premaxillae concave in front of the
nares; pterygoids normal, meeting or nearly meeting in the middle
line; vertebrae 58 to 59, the five or six anterior cervicals united.

Teeth $\frac{6}{5} \frac{12}{12}$ on either side confined to the anterior part of the
rostrum and mandible, conical and curved, sometimes deciduous in
old age.

Two well-marked species are recognised by Sir W. Flower, and
several others by True. *G. melas* is found apparently all over the
world, from the Faroes to New Zealand, though not yet recorded
from Cape Seas; the other species is *G. macrorhynchus*, below
described.
229. **Globicephalus macrorhynchus.** The Cape Black Fish or Ca'ing Whale.


**Description.**—General colour black above, somewhat lighter but not white below; head rounded, no beak, a very short pointed and scarcely distinct snout; dorsal fin low and somewhat triangular, pectorals very narrow and pointed, tail crescent-shaped.

Skull with the premaxillary bones much widened out from the middle of their length forwards to the points, so as to entirely cover and conceal the maxillae, in this way differing from those of *G. melas* in which a narrow strip of the maxillae is visible all along the edge of the rostrum.

Teeth \( \frac{3}{8} \) fewer and rather stouter than in *G. melas*.

**Dimensions.**—The young specimen described by Sir A. Smith, now in the British Museum, is about 5 ft. 6 in length; an adult described by Cope, from the Coasts of Delaware, was 12 ft. 6½, and the pectoral fin 25½ in., and another specimen measured, stranded near Calcutta in India, measured 14 ft. 2 in length from snout to tail.

**Distribution.**—The type of the species is a skull preserved in the Museum of the Royal College of Surgeons in London, it was described by Gray, and was obtained by Mr. F. D. Bennett, from the Southern Seas; another young specimen from the Cape now in the British Museum, alluded to above, was obtained and described by Sir A. Smith. Other black fish, apparently identical with this species though described under other names, are recorded from Calcutta by Blyth, from Guadalupe in the West Indies, by Van Beneden and from the Coasts of Delaware, and California by Cope.

**Habits.**—These animals are mild and inoffensive in their manners, and feed chiefly on cephalopods; they associate in herds of 300 to 300, and are often surrounded, driven on shore and despatched by the fishermen of the North of Scotland, the Faroes and Iceland; they have the curious habit of always following their leader like a flock of sheep; their movements in the water are very slow compared with those of the true porpoises.
Genus **GRAMPUS.**


Porpoise-like animals externally closely resembling the last genus *Globiceps*, but with the fore part of the head less rounded, and the pectoral fins less elongated.

In the skull the rostral portion is somewhat shorter than the cranial portion, and the upper surface of the premaxillae in front of the narial aperture is convex; pterygoid bones in contact; vertebrae 68 in number; manus long and pointed, the second digit the longest with 10 phalanges.

Teeth $\frac{0}{3}$, none in the upper jaw, those of the lower jaw confined to the front part of the ramus. Only one species of this genus is definitely established; it is possible, however, that the South African form may eventually prove to be distinct.

230. **Grampus griseus.** Risso’s Porpoise.


**Description.**—General colour slaty grey, varying in parts to nearly white and black, the back with its fin, the flukes and the pectoral fins being darker; the body especially along the sides is everywhere covered with irregular and unsymmetrically arranged light striae.

The head is rounded and globular, but a little less so that in the black fish, the mouth is obliquely placed, and the lower jaw is shorter than the upper; the dorsal fin is high and pointed and the pectorals very narrow.

This description of the external characters is from an example from European waters. In the Cape form the skull is the only portion of the animal known, this is rather narrower in proportion to its length, and the antorbital notch is less deep than in the European form, and the teeth number $\frac{0}{4}$. 
Dimensions.—This animal attains a length of 13 ft.; the female from near the Eddystone Lighthouse, described by Sir W. Flower, measured 10 ft. in total length, and the pectoral fin 1 ft. 11\text{\scriptsize{\textfrac{1}{2}}} ; skull length 10\text{\scriptsize{\textfrac{1}{2}}}, breadth 12, length of mandible 15; the example from Kalk Bay now in the British Museum, measured 8 ft. in length, the dorsal fin 10 in. in height, and the pectoral fin 1 ft. 10; the skull 18 in. in length, and the ramus of the mandible 14.

Distribution.—Risso’s Porpoise is widely dispersed all over the world: a good many specimens have been recorded from the Atlantic and Mediterranean coasts of Europe, from Japan, and the North Pacific. A skull now in the British Museum was obtained at Kalk Bay, near Cape Town, many years ago, and described by Gray under the name of *G. richardsoni*, this is the only record from Cape Seas.

**Genus NEOPHACAENA.**

**Type.**

**Neomeris,**\(^1\) Gray, *Zool. Erebus and Terror*, p. 30 (1846) ........................................... N. phocaenoides.


Dolphins of small size with conical, not beaked, heads, without dorsal, and with ovate pectoral fins.

Skull small with short and broad rostrum; pterygoids small and separated; proximal ends of the premaxillae raised into irregular bosses in front of the nares; symphysis of the mandible short.

Teeth peculiar, small, compressed and spade-like, \(\frac{17}{15}\) to \(\frac{19}{15}\) in number; vertebrae 63.

Only one species is generally recognised; it can be distinguished by its lack of the dorsal fin.

231. **Neophocaena phocaenoides.** **The Little Indian Porpoise.**


*Neomeris phocaenoides*, Gray, *Zool. Erebus and Terror*, p. 30 (1846);

*True, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.* no. 36, pp. 114, 178, pl. 34, figs. 1, 2 (1889).

*Phocaena phocaenoides*, *Blanford, Mamm. India*, p. 574 (1891).

\(^1\) Previously used for a genus of Coelenterata.
**Description.**—Snout rounded; head very convex, no dorsal fin; pectorals subovate; a band of tubercles on the back, broad in front, narrow behind, from above the insertion of the pectorals to above the vent. General colour black, a purplish red patch on the upper lip and one on the throat.

Teeth about \( \frac{1}{2} \), spade-shaped [Blanford].

**Dimensions.**—Of a female; length 50; girth 31; flukes 15·0 across; pectorals, 9·0; skull, basal length 7·75; rostrum 3·0; breadth between the orbits 4·75.

**Distribution.**—The Pacific and Indian Oceans, being recorded from the coasts of Japan, India and the Colony whence there is a skull preserved in the Paris Museum, probably the type of the species. Not represented in the South African Museum.

**Habits.**—From the observations of Mr. W. F. Sinclair, of Bombay, quoted by Blanford, it appears that this species is a shallow water form, frequenting tidal creeks and sounds among the reefs and islands; it feeds chiefly on prawns, also on small cuttle-fish and fishes; it is usually solitary but sometimes seen in pairs and is sluggish and inactive. Nothing is known of its habits on the South African coasts.

**Genus LAGENORHYNCHUS.**


Dolphins with the rostral portion scarcely exceeding the cranial portion of the skull; pterygoid bones normal, meeting in the middle line; teeth small, not exceeding 0·02 in diameter, \( \frac{2}{3} \) to \( \frac{3}{2} \); vertebrae numerous, 80 to 90; spinous and transverse processes of the lumbar vertebrae very long and slender, bodies short; head with a short but not very distinct beak.

Eight valid species are recognised by True, of which two come from the Cape Seas.

232. **Lagenorhynchus obscurus.** Gray's Porpoise.


Prodelphinus obscurus, *Flower, List Cetacea B. M.* p. 28 (1885).

**Description.**—General colour black above, shading on the head and at the base of the pectorals to slaty grey and pure white below, the lips black shading to slaty grey above and white below; the white of the belly becomes narrower posteriorly, and reaches as far as the anus where the slaty colour again begins; from about this point there extends obliquely forwards into the black of the sides two slaty stripes; tail and pectoral fins dark slate. Dorsal fin high and falcate, pectorals also somewhat falcate. Teeth $\frac{3}{3}$, in the type $\frac{3}{3}$. This description is drawn up from an example recently obtained, of which the skin and skeleton are preserved in the South African Museum.

**Dimensions.**—Total length 5 ft. 5, from nose-tip to commencement of dorsal fin 2 ft. 8; height of dorsal 7:0; length of pectorals along the anterior edge 12·25; flukes from tip to tip 1 ft. 3; skull length 13·75; rostrum from notch 7·5; extreme breadth of skull 6·5; breadth of rostrum at base 3·0.

**Distribution.**—The type of the species, now in the British Museum, came from the Cape of Good Hope; there are further examples from the Cape, Chilian and New Zealand coasts in the British Museum and other European Museums, but so far the species does not seem to have been recorded from European waters. The description and measurements are based on a specimen recently acquired by the South African Museum captured in Hout Bay near Cape Town.


Lagenorhynchus superciliosus, *True, Bull. U.S. Nat. Mus.* no. 36, pp. 92, 171, pl. 25, fig. 3 (1889).

**Description.**—This species was founded on a skull obtained at the Cape some years ago by Dr. van Horstock and now preserved in the Leyden Museum.

It appears to be closely allied to the previously described species, only differing in the flatness of the premaxillae and the
levelling of their proximal extremities. Further information is required before any final decision can be come to about this form.

Genus **CEPHALORHYNCHUS**.

*Cephalorhynchus*, Gray, *Cat. Cetacea* B. M. p. 106

(1850) ......................................................... C. heavisidii.

Porpoises of small size with dorsal fins obtusely triangular or rounded never falcate; pectoral fins small, ovate and oblong; snout rounded without a groove separating the beak from the hinder part of the head.

Skull with the rostrum about half its length, palate ungrooved; pterygoid bones short and separate; symphysis of the mandible short.

Teeth small, the largest less than $1/4$ in. in diameter, numbering from 25 to 30 on either side, above and below; vertebrae 63 to 66.

This genus seems to be confined to Southern seas; porpoises closely allied to the Cape form described below are found round the New Zealand coast, whether specifically distinct or not is uncertain; a third form from the Chilian coasts (*C. eutropia*), appears to be undoubtedly distinct.


*Delphinus hastatus*, *Rapp, Die Cetaceen*, p. 87, pl. iii (1837).

*Tursio heavisidii*, *Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales*, p. 263 (1866).


**Description.**—Of small size, general colour black above, white below, a transverse band in front of the pectoral fins and a triangular mark behind them, the white of the belly expands posteriorly to form a trident, the lateral tines of which extend backwards up the sides.

Dorsal fin low and triangular, about 5 in. in height, caudal
crescentic not deeply excavated in the middle line; pectorals small and ovate.

**Teeth** 28 to 30

**Dimensions.**—Total length 4ft. to 4ft. 2; skull about 11 in. in length; dorsal fin 6.5 along the anterior, and 4 along the posterior edge; two old specimens without skulls, now in the South African Museum, measure 5 ft. 2, and 3 ft. 10 respectively.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species was procured by Captain Heaviside at the Cape, and is now preserved in the British Museum; the South African Museum possesses two specimens without history, but apparently identical, alluded to above; unless the New Zealand form is similar no other locality is known.

**Habits.**—Gregarious.

---

**Genus PRODELPHINUS.**

**Type.**


_**Clymenia,**_ Gray, _Synops. Whales, Dolphins,_ p. 6 (1868) [ne_ Munster] ...................................................... P. euphrosyne.

_**Prodelphinus,**_ Gervais, _Ostéogr. des Cétacés,_ p. 604 (1880) ......................................................

Cetaceans externally resembling those of the genus _Delphinus,_ but with no lateral grooves on the palate; the pterygoid bones are in contact along their inside borders, the rostrum is long and narrow and more than half the length of the skull; the symphysis of the lower jaw is less than 1/4 of the length of the ramus; the vertebrae number 73 to 76.

Teeth small, less than 1/3 in. in diameter; always exceeding 30 in number on either side of each jaw.

Sir W. Flower recognises four or five species of this genus, to which True adds another four; of these three have been procured on our coasts, but the discrimination of the species is by no means easy and they are chiefly founded on skulls, the external characters not being well known.

**Key of the South African Species.**

A. Teeth 38 to 40; body dark above, ashy below ... _P. attenuatus,_ p. 207.

B. Teeth 44 to 45; body with a dark line running from the eye to vent .............................................. _P. euphrosyne,_ 207.

C. Teeth 52; body spotted above and below with slate grey .............................................. _P. longirostris,_ p. 208.

Prodelphinus attenuatus, Flower, List Cetacea B. M., p. 30 (1885);
W. L. Sclater, Cat. Mamm. Ind. Mus. ii, p. 324 (1881) [Cape Seas];

Description.—This species is distinguished by its very narrow rostrum, and by the symphysis of the lower jaw, which is between \(\frac{1}{4}\) and \(\frac{1}{5}\) of the total length of the rostrum; the teeth number \(\frac{38}{40}\). The colour is stated to be dark on the back and ashy grey below.

This species is somewhat intermediate between Prodelphinus and Steno, the next genus, but is assigned by Sir W. Flower to its present position.

Dimensions.—The type skull; total length 15·0, rostrum 9·0, length of mandible 13·0.

Distribution.—A skull, the type of \(S.\) capensis, of Gray, now in the British Museum, is from the Cape of Good Hope; other specimens from the Seychelles and the Indian coasts are preserved in the same Museum, and Delphinus brevimanus of Hombron and Jacquinot from Malacca is probably identical. The distribution area is therefore, so far as is yet known, the Indian Ocean from the Cape to Malacca. This species is not represented in the South African Museum.

236. Prodelphinus euphrosyne. The Euphrosyne Dolphin.

Prodelphinus euphrosyne, Flower, List Cetacea B. M., p. 29 (1885);
True, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. no. 36, pp. 63, 163, pl. 15, figs. 1-2 (1889).

Description.—Upper parts black; sides blackish, margins of the jaws blackish, throat and belly white, circumference of the eye black; a narrow black band runs from the eye to the vent with a branch given off above the base of the pectoral fins and running a short distance downwards and backwards; a pair of parallel black bands run from the eye to the base of the pectoral
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fin; fins black with white anterior edges; snout long, dorsal fin high and falcate, pectoral fins small.

Teeth $\frac{3}{4}$, about 12 in diameter. Vertebræ 76 [True].

Dimensions.—Head and body 6 ft. 10; breadth of flukes 16·5; anterior margins of the pectorals 12·0; skull length 18·75; rostrum 11·5 [True].

Distribution.—There is a skull from South Africa referred to this species by Sir W. Flower, in the British Museum. Other specimens have been obtained from various localities in the Atlantic and on the European coasts; the description here given is founded on that of Delphinus marginatus of Duvernoy, from Dieppe in France, identified by Flower and True with this species.


Prodelphinus longirostris, Flower, List Cetacea B. M. p. 81 (1885); True, Bull. U. S. Nat. Mus. no 36, pp. 75, 166, pl. 20, fig. 2 (1889).

Description.—Back and fins dark grey, with very small irregular blotches of lighter grey; belly white with irregular, more or less stellate spots of dark grey.

Teeth $\frac{3}{4}$; skull small, rostrum very long, two-thirds of the total length of the skull; traces of lateral grooves along the palate.

Dimensions.—Of the type skull; length, 16·5; length of rostrum 11·0.

Distribution.—The type of the species, a skull now preserved in the Leyden Museum, was from the Cape; other specimens closely resembling it have been procured in the Pacific near the Galapagos and on the Australian coasts. There is no example in the South African Museum.

Genus DELPHINUS.

Type.


Cetaceans with a long, narrow beak separated from the narial elevation by a very distinct V-shaped ledge.

Skull with two deep longitudinal grooves along the palatal surface of the maxillary bone; inner borders of the pterygoids
meeting along their whole length, rostrum long and narrow, usually twice the length of the cranial portion of the skull; its width at its base usually about one-third of the length. Vertebrae 73-75, only the first two united.

Teeth $\frac{40}{60}$ to $\frac{60}{60}$ small, not exceeding .12 in. in diameter.

Many nominal species of this genus have been described, and while there are found all over the world dolphins indistinguishable

Fig. 146.—Skull of Delphinus delphis, from below, showing the longitudinal palatal grooves ($\frac{1}{2}$ nat. size).

from the type species of the genus, individual variation is considerable, so much so that from specimens obtained in the Bay of Arcachon in France alone, Labout has tried to establish no less than five species.

Sir W. Flower admits four or five species in addition to D. delphis as possibly distinct.


**Description.**—General colour slaty above, grey below; the upper beak round the edge of the lower beak, round the eye, the upper third of the sides as far as the dorsal fin, and behind this the greater part of the sides, the pectoral fin and a stripe forwards from it to the front end of the lower jaw slaty; a wide stripe from behind the eye to the level of the dorsal fin yellow grey; rest of the body pure grey; snout much elongated, gradually narrowing in front, separated by a steep V-shaped ledge from the narial elevation; dorsal fin pointed and somewhat falcate about 10 in. in height; pectoral fin broad and somewhat falcate; caudal slightly hollowed out hardly crescentic.

Teeth $\frac{52-53}{52-53}$; vertebrae 73. The description is drawn up from a dolphin caught in Table Bay.

**Dimensions.**—From the same specimen; total length 7 ft. 7; length of pectoral fin along the anterior edge 14; of dorsal fin along the anterior edge 16; flukes from tip to tip 21; skull length 20; breadth at widest part 7·75; length of rostrum from the notch 18·50.

**Distribution.**—This dolphin is apparently universally distributed
throughout the warmer seas, it is common in the Mediterranean and Bay of Biscay, and is occasionally taken on the English coasts. Dolphins showing no very apparent distinction from the type species have been recorded from the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of America and from the seas of Tasmania and the Cape.

The South African Museum possesses a mounted skin and skeleton, and a skull from two individuals harpooned in Table Bay in August, 1896.

Habits.—Dolphins associate in shoals of varying numbers of individuals, they are active and playful, and are frequently seen at sea gambolling round a ship which they will often follow for a considerable distance; their food consists chiefly, in British seas, of herrings and pilchards. A single offspring is produced at a birth and is tended by the female parent with assiduous care.

239. *Delphinus capensis*. The Cape Dolphin.


Description.—This species is closely allied to the common dolphin differing only in the longer rostrum and the greater number of teeth which amount to 96.

Dimensions.—Total length 6 ft.; height of dorsal fin 5½ in.

Distribution.—The skull of the individual on which this species was founded by Gray is now in the British Museum, it was procured at the Cape many years ago by Captain Heaviside; very possibly it may be identical with *Delphinus delphis*.

Genus *TURSIOPS*.


Dolphin-like animals of stout build with somewhat short beaks well marked off from the narial elevation; dorsal fin high and falcate.

Skull with no lateral grooves on the palate; pterygoid bones normal, united in the middle line; symphysis of the lower jaw short. Vertebrae 64.

Teeth 21.10.25; large about ½ in. in diameter.

As in the other genera of dolphins a very large number of nominal species of *Tursiops* have been described, not differing in
any very obvious characters from the type species of the European Coasts; Sir W. Flower recognises as certainly distinct only *T. catalania* from the Australian Seas.


**Description.**—General colour above shining black shading into white below, the line of the change of colour being rather irregular; some specimens are grey all over.

**Dimensions.**—Adults attain a length of from 10 to 12 ft., a male measured by Sir W. Flower was 10 ft. in length; the skull of the same individual measured 21 in. in length; another skull from the Cape seas, referred by Gervais to another species *T. aduncus*, measured 23 in. in length and had |f| teeth.

**Distribution.**—The European and American coasts of the Atlantic, the Pacific coasts of Japan, California, Australia and New Zealand, the Indian Ocean, and the Cape seas. There are skulls in the Paris Museum from the Cape seas and in the Indian Museum at Calcutta is a skeleton from Durban. This species is not represented in the South African Museum.

**Habits.**—At Hatteras in North Carolina in the United States, there is a fishery of this dolphin established, and Mr. F. W. True has there obtained some information regarding its habits. The bottle-nosed dolphins associate in schools consisting in spring of individuals of both sexes and all ages; later on the herds become more uniform as regards sex and age; it is supposed that they migrate northwards in summer and southwards in winter; the young are born in spring.

**Genus STENO.**

*Steno*, Gray, *Zool. Erebr. and Terror*, p. 43 (1846) ... *S. rostratus*.

Cetaceans resembling dolphins externally, with a long narrow
and compressed rostrum, very distinct from the cranium; no lateral
grooves along the palate; pterygoid bones meeting and uniting along
the middle line; symphysis of the mandible very long, more than
one quarter the length of the ramus; vertebrae 66.

Teeth \( \frac{21.25}{31.25} \), large, measuring about \( \frac{25}{2} \) in. in diameter, usually
roughened by longitudinal grooves.

Only one species is recognised by Sir W. Flower, though many
nominal ones have been described.

241. **Steno rostratus.** The Rough-toothed Dolphin.

? Delphinus (Steno) perspicillatus, *Peters, M.B. Akad. Berlin*, 1876,
p. 360, pls. ii, iii.

[palate]; *id. List Cetacea B. M.* p. 31 (1883); *True, Bull. U.S.
Nat. Mus.* no. 36, pp. 24, 157, pl. vi, figs. 1-2 (1889).

**Description.**—Back black, belly white, sides yellow, a white
streak bordered below by a dark one runs from the eye round the
edge of the narial elevation, a dark ring round the eye.

Teeth \( \frac{21.25}{31.25} \), the largest about \( \frac{25}{2} \).

**Dimensions.**—Total length 6 ft. 6; height of dorsal fin 16·0;
length of pectoral fin 28·0; skull length 21·64, breadth 8·75; length
of the ramus of the lower jaw 16·75, of the symphysis 5·5.

The description and dimensions are taken from Peters' account
of his *D. perspicillatus* which does not seem to differ materially
from *S. rostratus*.

**Distribution.**—This species is confined to the Southern Atlantic
and the Indian Ocean so far as is yet known; there are skulls from
the Cape seas in the British Museum, from the Red Sea and
Nicobar Islands in the Indian Museum, and from the East India
Archipelago in the Leyden Museum. Peters' *D. perspicillatus* was
obtained in the Southern Atlantic about 1,200 miles west of the
Cape.

**Genus Sotalia.**

**Type.**

*Sotalia, Gray, Cat. Seals and Whales, 2nd ed. p.
401 (1866) ................................................. S. guianensis.*

Dolphins resembling those of the genus *Steno* in the cranial
characters except that the pterygoid bones at the end of the palate,
instead of meeting along their inner edges, are separated by a considerable space; the rostrum is long and narrow, and the symphysis of the lower jaw is about one quarter the total length of the ramus. Vertebrae 51-55; pectoral fin broad at the base, caused by the great development of the two outer digits.

Teeth $\frac{30}{30}$ to $\frac{35}{35}$ large, about $\frac{1}{4}$ in. in diameter and smooth.

Several species of this genus have been described, one of the best known is the Chinese white dolphin ($S. \text{sinensis}$).

242. **Sotalia lentiginosa.** The Speckled Dolphin.


Steno lentiginosus, *Blanford, Mammals of India,* p. 584, fig. 19 (1891).

**Description.**—The external characters as described by Blanford are "above pale leaden grey with numerous long drop-shaped spots, of these the majority are white, others are slate-coloured or black; below the ground colour is white mottled on the belly with leaden grey." The dorsal fin is rather round and not very falcate.

A skull in the South African Museum found on the shores of False Bay agrees very well with the description of this species, and is probably referable to it. The pterygoids are separate behind, but not widely or increasingly so; the teeth number $\frac{34-34}{33-33}$ and are smooth and measure 20 in. in diameter.

**Dimensions.**—Of an adult male; total length 10 ft. 6; pectoral fins 15·0; expanse of flukes 27·0 [Blanford].

Of the skull in the South African Museum above referred to, length 21·0, breadth 9·25; length of rostrum from notch 13·25.

**Distribution.**—The type of this species now in the British Museum was obtained from Vizagapatam on the coast of India, other examples have been since obtained from the same coast; the skull alluded to above from False Bay has been provisionally assigned to this species, but owing to the complete want of knowledge of the external characters and of the rest of the skeleton it is impossible to be certain of the identification.
Order EDENTATA.

This order contains a small number of still-existing animals, the degenerate survivors of a much larger series formerly extremely abundant, especially in South America. As is frequently the case with groups the prime of which is past, the survivors now differ widely in organisation and habit, and are thus by no means easy to define as a whole.

The following characters of the dentition are the only ones common to the whole order; teeth when present, with two exceptions, homodont and monophyodont, never rooted but growing from persistent pulps, and consisting of dentine only and no enamel; no teeth in any members of the group in the premaxillae or in the corresponding portion of the lower jaw, i.e., incisors constantly absent.

The name Edentata first applied to this order by Cuvier is hardly appropriate, since a considerable proportion of the members are supplied with teeth; nevertheless the sanction of usage and the absence of any other more suitable term makes its retention desirable. Five very distinct families make up the order, of these three are confined to the New World, i.e., Bradypodidae (the Sloths), Myrmecophagidae (the Ant-eaters), and Dasypodidae (the Armadillos); the other two Manidae (the Pangolins), and Orycteropodidae (the Aard-varks) are confined to the Old World.

Recent researches, especially those of Flower (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1882, p. 358), and Thomas have shown that the mutual affinities not only of the New and Old World families, but also of the two Old World families to each other are exceedingly remote, so that logically it would perhaps be more correct to give ordinal rank to all three groups; but it will be safer to postpone doing this until a little more is known about the paleontological history of the Old World families, which may possibly in the future throw more light on their relationships to each other and to other orders.

The two South African families and genera may very easily be diagnosed as follows:—
A. Body covered with a series of overlapping horny scales; no teeth in either jaw (Manidae)......... Manis, p. 216.
B. Body covered with scant hair; molars teeth in the jaws (Orycteropodidae)....................... Orycteropus, p. 219.

Family MANIDAE.

Genus MANIS. Type.

Manis, Linnaeus, Syst. Nat. 12th ed. i. p. 52 (1766)................................. M. tetradaactyla.

Moderate-sized animals, covered, except on the lower surface of the body and insides of the limbs, with overlapping horny scales, with sometimes a few scattered hairs protruding between them; no teeth in the jaws, mouth very small, tongue long, vermiform and protractile; limbs short, toes 5-5. Other characters are as follows: skull conical-shaped, with the small end forwards, smooth and free from crests, zygomatic arch incomplete, there being no jugal bone; lachrymal also absent; palate long and narrow; bulla small and crescentic, with no tubular meatus; mandible slight and straight without any angle or coronoid process and with a small projection at the front end; the vertebrae have no accessory articular processes as is the case with the South American families; clavicles absent; no caecum, a gall bladder present: testes in the inguinal canal, penis well developed; uterus bicornuate; placenta diffused and non-deciduate.

As above remarked the family is confined to the Old World; all the recent members of the family are included in the present genus, of which some seven species are generally recognised, three Indian and four African; only one, however, comes within our limits.

243. Manis temmincki. The Scaly Ant-eater or Pangolin.


Vernacular Names.—*Ijzer magauw* of the Boers of the Transvaal; *Kwara* of Basutos (*Kirby*); *Khaakà* of Bechuanas (*Burchell*).

**FIG. 148.—The Scaly Ant-eater (*Manis temmincki*).**

Description.—General form somewhat elongated and lizard-like, covered everywhere, except on the lower surface of the head and body and inside the limbs, with a series of over-lapping broad scales of a dark horn-brown colour with paler edges and tips; head very small and pointed, the scales covering it above very much smaller than those on the body; mouth-opening very small with a very long extensile tongue; no external ear; an elongated depression on the side of the head leading to the internal auditory organ. Across the middle of the back eleven rows of scales, those of the middle line being the largest and measuring about 2 ½ inches across; limbs short each with five toes and claws; the claws and toes of the forelimbs
are in walking turned slightly inwards and backwards so that the animal rests on the outer dorsal surface of the foot; in the hind limb the sole rests on the ground in the normal plantigrade fashion. Tail very broad, hardly less so than the body, covered above with on the proximal half 5, on the distal half 4 rows of broad scales, those along the margin forming a backwardly directed serrated ridge; below the tail is covered by a similar series of 5 and 4 scales so that the whole is completely encased; no bare spot below the tip of the tail, as in many of the species of the genus.

**Dimensions.**—From a mounted specimen; head and body 24; tail 18; from ear opening to tip of snout 2·75. Kirby states that an example obtained by him measured 4 ft. 9, in all of which the head and body was 2 ft. 4 and the tail 2 ft. 5.

**Distribution.**—The scaly ant-eater is chiefly found to the north of the Orange River, though said to occur rarely in Prieska and the other districts just south of the river; from here it extends through the Orange Free State, the Transvaal, Bechuanaland, the Kalahari and German South-west Africa to Rhodesia; north of the Zambesi it occurs in South Angola, Nyasaland and East Africa as far as Somaliland.

The South African Museum possesses examples from Colesberg in the Colony and from the Orange Free State.

**History and Habits.**—This species was first noticed by Burchell who saw a few imperfect remains at Litakun in Bechuanaland which he identified with the genus *Manis*; he endeavoured to obtain a more perfect specimen but was unable to do so; subsequently Smuts described it at length, also from a fragmentary example obtained at the same place.

These animals seem to be found chiefly in dry country, where they burrow in the ground, though not so deeply as the aard-vark; they are also said to climb trees, a fact which is certainly true of some of the West African allied forms. Their food consists of ants and termites, which they obtain in exactly the same way as the aard-vark, by breaking into an ant-hill and catching the ants on their long and sticky tongues, which are thrust into the nests for this purpose. They are cautious and timid, often raising themselves on their tails and hind limbs to look out for approaching danger, and when attacked make no attempt to retaliate, but roll themselves up into a round ball; when in this state it is very difficult to open them, and they will often give their captor a severe pinch should his fingers get between the scales. Little is known of
their breeding habits; Holmwood states that a female in his possession produced one young one, and in this case the scales did not harden till the second day.

This animal is regarded with a good deal of superstition among the natives; the Bechuanas, whenever they get one, according to Smith, burn it alive in the cattle kraal in order to increase the fertility of the cattle. Peters states that from the scales rings for the forefinger are made, said to be very efficient against the evil eye and other charms.

Family **ORYCSTEROPODIDAE**.

Genus **ORYCSTEROPUS**.

*Type.*

*Orycteropus, E. Geoffroy, Bull. Soc. Philom. i, p. 103 (1795).*...*O. afer.*

Animals of the size of a pig, covered externally with a thin coating of hair; the head is prolonged into a long and tubular snout, the ears are large, pointed and erect, and the tongue, though thicker than in *Manis*, is long and protractile.

![Fig. 149.—Skull of Orycteropus afer.](image)

Dentition.—i. 3, c. 3, p. m. i = 7 to 9; m. 3 = 32 to 40. Teeth somewhat heterodont and diphyodont, of very peculiar and complex structure, the whole set seem never all present at the same time, usually there are only five above and below at once.
Skull with the facial portion somewhat cylindrical and tapering; the bony palate ends behind in a thickened transverse ridge of the palatines, the pterygoids not taking any part in its formation; the tympanic bone is annular and only loosely attached to the skull; the mandible is slender in front but has a well-developed coronoid process, and a second upwardly directed process near the angle; caecum and gall-bladder present, testes inguinal, probably descending at times into a scrotum, penis very small, uterus bicornuate, the two portions opening separately into the vagina; placenta zonary.

The structure of the teeth in Orycteropus is unique among mammals and has some resemblance to that of certain fishes. The teeth are made up of a number of columns of dentine, each with its separate pulp cavity, from which radiate outwards the dentinal tubes; these columns are tightly packed together to form the solid tooth, so that in section the tubes show a polygonal outline; the summits of the teeth are at first rounded, but become gradually flattened with wear; the bases are not tapering but cylindrical, without roots, and growing throughout the life of the tooth. The presence of milk teeth has recently been recognised by Mr. Thomas, they are seven in number in the upper and four in the lower jaw; they apparently never cut the gums, and may therefore be regarded as entirely functionless. Two recent species of this genus are generally recognised, the South African one described below and another (O. aethiopicus) from North-east Africa, ranging as far as the borders of Egypt; this is distinguished by its less hairy body, the longer inner toe of the forefoot, and the shorter snout and tail. Remains of extinct species allied to the living forms have been described from the eocene beds of France, the miocene of Persia and Samos, and the pliocene of Madagascar.

244. Orycteropus afer. The Aard-vark.

Myrmecophaga africa, Pallas, Miscell. Zool. p. 64 (1766).
pl. 9 (1780); Gmelin, Syst. Nat. i, p. 53 (1788); Thunberg, Mem. Acad. Petersb. iii, p. 301 (1811).
Orycteropus capensis, Smuts, Enum. Mamm. Cap. p. 52 (1832); A.
Smith, S. Afr. Quart. Journ. ii, p. 175 (1834); Layard, Cat. Mamm.
1869, p. 431 [fig.]; id. ibid. 1870, p. 670; Noack, Zool. Jahrb. iv,
p. 105 (1889) [Damaraland].

**Literature.**—Kolben (1733) ii, p. 118, easily recognisable description under the name of the Earth Hog; Buffon (1782) suppl. ii, p. 230, pl. xxxi, description from Allamand; le Vaillant (1796), iii, p. 391, described as the “Goup” of the Namaquas; Daniell (1820), pl. ii, figure with note; Burchell (1822), i, p. 342, ii, p. 424, habits and native names; Steedman (1835), i. p. 172, habits; Grout (1863), p. 297 habits and native names in Natal; Drummond (1875), p. 400, habits; Martin (1890), p. 261, habits; Kirby (1896), p. 537, habits and names in the eastern Transvaal.

**Fig. 150.—The Aard-vark (Orycteropus afer).**

*Proc. Zool. Soc.)*

**Vernacular Names.**—Aard-vark (*i.e.* Earth-hog) of Dutch Colonists, Ant-bear of English; Ibenxa of Amaxosa (Stanford); Isambane of Zulus (Grout) and Swazis (Kirby); Takadu of Basutos (Kirby); Takkaru of Bechuanas (Burchell); Goup of Namaquas (le Vaillant).

**Description.**—General form plump, with short legs and a long stout tail; colour pale sandy or straw, the hairs being thin and
flat-lying, and allowing the skin nearly everywhere to show through; head elongated and tapering, ending in a rounded disc somewhat like that of a pig, within which open the nostrils; facial line straight, forehead flat; ears long, more than half their distance from the snout-tip, rather narrow and pointed, very thinly covered with short hairs externally, naked within, with a fleshy tint; external aspect of the legs clothed with thick, long, dark brown hair; forelimbs with four, hind limbs with five, very strong, blunt-pointed claws, the second and third of both limbs being about equal and the longest; tail very thick at the base, gradually tapering, clothed throughout with a thin covering of hairs becoming shorter towards the tip. Young more hairy than the older animals.

**Dimensions.**—From a female measured in the flesh; head and body 48·0; tail 17·5; ear from notch 6·75; from ear-opening to nose-tip 11·5. Skull, length 9·25, breadth 3·5; length of cheek teeth 3·5; Smith gives the measurements of a large individual as following; head and body 4 ft. 8; tail 2 ft.

**Distribution.**—The aard-vark though seldom seen is by no means uncommon, and seems to be found throughout the length and breadth of South Africa, from Ovampoland and Rhodesia to the Colony and Natal; it is occasionally procured on the Cape Flats, as a skull in the Museum testifies, and in nearly every district its large burrows are met with.

North of the Zambesi it has been recorded from Angola and from Nyasaland; aard-varks are also found throughout German and British East Africa, but whether they should be referred to this or the other Ethiopian species is not yet definitely ascertained.

**History.**—The aard-vark was first described in a good and recognisable manner by Kolben, together with a quaint account of its habits; in 1778, Pallas wrote a description of it from a foetus preserved in the museum of the Prince of Orange sent from the Cape, and finally Buffon republished in his Supplement Allamand’s account, obtained, together with a skin and sketch from Colonel Gordon, to whom South African zoology owes a considerable debt.

**Habits.**—The aard-vark is found in the more open country wherever there are ant-hills, here it makes very large and wide earths or burrows which are a constant danger to riders, as the openings are frequently concealed beneath bushes and are then difficult to avoid. The burrows are excavated by these animals with the forefeet and the earth is thrown out behind by the hind feet and so fast do they work that they are stated to sink out
of sight in a very few minutes. It is said to be impossible to
dig them out except by sinking a perpendicular shaft far in front
of their estimated position and digging down to meet them. They
are strictly nocturnal animals, being very rarely seen during the
daytime, but issuing at night in search of food, which consists
entirely of ants and termites. Kirby states that they use their
tails to thump the ground near the ants' nest and so cause a
panic within; anyhow they very quickly make an opening in
the side of the ant-heap and then collect the ants by means of
their sticky tongues which are projected for this purpose.

When outside their burrows they are easily caught as they are
exceedingly bad runners, but they are difficult to secure when
inside. Stories are often told of attaching a team of oxen to a
reim tied to the aard-vark's tail in order to drag it out. They are
very shy and timid animals, with very quick hearing; they are easily
dispatched, and their flesh, which is often loaded with fat, is very
much appreciated and is often salted and smoked.
INDEX.

Note.—Synonyms are printed in Italics; Vernacular names, both English and Dutch, in Capitals; the Latin names used in this work in ordinary type.

Aapje, I., 7.
Aard-vark, II., 221.
Aard Wolf, I., 80.
acetabulosus, Nyctinomus, II., 142.
Acomys, II., 58.
Acronotus, I., 173.
aduncus, Tursiops, II., 212.
adustus, Canis, I., 95.
aegyptiacus, Nyctinomus, II., 140.
afer, Gerbillus, II., 20.
afer, Orycteropus, II., 221.
African Elephant, I., 319.
African Leaf-nosed Bat, II., 118.
Africanus, Elephas, I., 319.
africanus, Nyctinomus, II., 140.
africanus, Potamocherus, I., 274.
africanus, Rhinoceros, I., 303.
africanus, Sus, I., 274.
Agamirae, I., 214.
albescens, Ichneumia, I., 66.
albicauda, Herpestes, I., 66.
albicaudatus, Malacothrix, II., 67.
albicaudatus, Mystromys, II., 67.
albicaudatus, Otomys, II., 67.
albicaudis, Ichneumon, I., 66.
albifrons, Alcelaphus, I., 141.
albifrons, Antilope, I., 141.
albifrons, Damalis, I., 141.
albifrons, Damalisus, I., 141.
albigularis, Cercopithecus, I., 11.
albigularis, Semnopithecus, I., 11.
albinucha, Poecilogeale, I., 115.
albinucha, Zorilla, I., 115.
albipes, Mystromys, II., 68.
Alcelaphus, 129.
alexandri, Macroscelides, II., 152.
altifrons, Antilope, I., 157.
Amblysomus, II., 168.
amphibius, Hippopotamus, I., 267.
Anderson's Pouched Bat, II., 57.
Andersson's Pouched Rat, II., 57.
angasi, Tragelaphus, I., 234.
Angolan Pallah, I., 207.
antarctica, Balaena mysticetus, II., 180.
antarctica, Phoca, I., 120.
antarcticus, Arctocephalus, I., 120.
Ant-Bear, II., 221.
Anteater, Scaly, II., 216.
Antelope, Harnessed, I., 231.
Antelope, Livingstone's, I., 179.
Anthropoides, I., 5.
Antidorcas, I., 208.
Antilopinae, I., 202.
antiquorum, Equus burchelli, I., 289.
antiquorum, Hippotigris, I., 289.
Aonyx, I., 106.
apiculatus, Herpestes, I., 65.
arborarius, Mus, II., 45.
arborea, Procavia, I., 314.
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Bat, Bronze, II., 133.
Bat, Brown Wrinkle-lipped, II., 140.
Bat, Butterfly, II., 128.
Bat, Cape Horseshoe, II., 114.
Bat, Cape Serotine, II., 125.
Bat, Cape Slit-faced, II., 120.
Bat, Clinging Serotine, II., 126.
Bat, Commerson's Leaf-nosed, II., 117.
Bat, Common Fruit, II., 106.
Bat, Damaraland Horseshoe, II., 115.
Bat, Eastern Province Serotine, II., 126.
Bat, Epauletted Fruit, II., 102.
Bat, European Horseshoe, II., 112.
Bat, Hairy Long-winged, II., 136.
Bat, Hairy Slit-faced, II., 119.
Bat, Hildebrandt's Horseshoe, II., 115.
Bat, Lander's Horseshoe, II., 111.
Bat, Long-winged, II., 135.
Bat, Natal Wrinkle-lipped, II., 142.
Bat, Peters' Wrinkle-lipped, II., 141.
Bat, Small Serotine, II., 124.
Bat, Smaller Epauletted Fruit, II., 105.
Bat, Tomb, II., 138.
Bat, Tricolored, II., 131.
Bat, Woolly, II., 133.
Bat, Yellow Fruit, II., 109.
Bathyergidae, II., 69.
Bathyergus, II., 69.
Bavian, I., 13.
Beaked Whale, Blainville's, II., 195.
Beaked Whale, Layard's, II., 193.
bechuanae, Avicanthias pumilio, II., 62.
bennettii, Herpestes, I., 60.
bexoartica, Antilope, I., 295.
bicolor, Cephalophus, I., 163.
bicornis, Rhinaster, I., 303.
bicornis, Rhinoceros, I., 303.
bisulcatus, Otomys, II., 26.
Blaaauw-Aap, I., 7.
Blaaauw-bok, I., 163, 215.
Black-backed Jackal, I., 92.
Black-eared Elephant Shrew, II., 148.
Black-fish, Cape, II., 200.
Black-footed Wild Cat, I., 40.
Black Rat, II., 41.
Black Rhinoceros, I., 303.
Black-tailed Rat, II., 41.
Black Wildebeest, I., 148.
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Blaunvillei, Deodarhyrax, I., 315.
Blainville's Beaked Whale, II., 195.
Bleek-bok, I., 170, 174.
Blepotes, Vespertilio, II., 135.
Blesbok, I., 141.
Blesmol, II., 74.
Blesmol, Damaraland, II., 76.
Blesmol, Darling's, II., 77.
Blue Duiker, I., 163.
Blue Wildebeest, I., 152.
boehmi, Equus, I., 291.
Bontebok, I., 137.
Bont Quagga, I., 293.
Boom Dassie, I., 314.
boops, Megaptera, II., 182.
Borbonicus, Scotophilus, II., 129.
Borbonicus, Vespertilio, II., 129.
Bos, I., 253.
Bosch-Bok, I., 231.
Bosch Dassie, I., 314.
Bosch-Vark, I., 274.
Bottle-nosed Dolphin, II., 212.
Bourbon Bat, II., 129.
Bovidae, I., 127.
Bovinae, I., 252.
brachyrynchus, Macroscelides, II., 153.
brantsi, Euryotis, II., 29.
brantsi, Gerbillus, II., 22.
brantsi, Otomys, II., 29.
Brants' Gerbill, II., 22.
Brants' Otomys, II., 29.
Brants' Rat, I., 47.
brevicaudatus, Gerbillus, II., 24.
breviceps, Kogia, II., 190.
breviceps, Physter, II., 190.
Brindled Gnu, I., 152.
Bronze Bat, II., 133.
Brown Hyaena, I., 85.
Brown Rat, II., 89.
Brown Wrinkle-lipped Bat, II., 140.
bruoci, Hyrax, I., 315.
bruoci, Procavia, I., 315.
Brucé's Dassie, I., 315.
brunnea, Hyaena, I., 85.
Bubalinae, I., 128.
Bubalis, I., 129.
bubalis, Antilope, I., 131.
Bubalus, I., 253.
Buffalo, Cape, I., 254.
Buffel, I., 254.
Bull Head, I., 42.
burchelli, Cephalophus, I., 157.
burchelli, Equus, I., 287.
Burchell's Zebra, I., 287.
Bush-baby, I., 21.
Bush-buck, Colony, I., 230.
Bush-buck, Gordon-Cumming's, I., 231.
Bush Otomys, II., 28.
Bush-pig, I., 274.
Bushy-tailed Meerkat, I., 74.
Butterfly Bat, II., 128.
caama, Alcelaphus, I., 131.
caama, Antilope, I., 131.
caama, Bubalis, I., 131.
caama, Damalis, I., 131.
caama, Fenecus, I., 98.
Cachalot, II., 186.
cavea, Hystrix, II., 77.
cavea, Georychus, II., 78.
caurula, Bathyergus, II., 163.
cavea, Georychus, II., 78.
cafter, Bos, I., 254.
cafter, Bubalus, I., 254.
Caffer Cat, I., 42.
cafter, Herpestes, I., 60.
cafter, Hipposiderus, II., 118.
cafter, Ichneumon, I., 60.
cafter, Meriones, II., 19.
cafter, Mus, II., 52.
cafter, Otocyon, I., 90.
cafter, Pedetes, II., 81.
cafter, Otocyon, II., 118.
cafter, Sorex, II., 167.
caffra, Felis, I., 42.
caffra, Herpestes, I., 65.
caffra, Phyllochiron, II., 118.
caffra, Vivera, I., 60.
C’ing Whale, II., 200.
catiqata, Felis, I., 42.
Calotragus, I., 172.
camelopardalis, Giraffa, I., 260.
campbelliæ, Cephalophus, I., 157.
campestris, Antilope, I., 173.
campestris, Calotragus, I., 173.
campestris, Nanotragus, I., 174.
campestris, Neotragus, I., 174.
campestris, Raphicerus, I., 173.
campestris, Saccostomus, II., 55.
cana, Cemas, I., 157.
Cane Rat, II., 87.
Canidae, I., 91.
Canis, I., 92.
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Canna, Oreas, I., 247.
Cape Black-fish, II., 200.
Cape Buffal0, I., 254.
Cape Dolphin, II., 211.
Cape Dormouse, II., 13.
Cape Gerbille, II., 20.
Cape Golden Mole, II., 170.
Cape Hare, II., 94.
Cape Horseshoe Bat, II., 114.
Cape Hunting Dog, I., 102.
Cape Otter, I., 107.
Cape Sea-lion, I., 120.
Cape Serotine Bat, II., 125.
Cape Slit-faced Bat, II., 120.
capensis, Balaenoptera, II., 182.
capensis, Bathyergus, II., 74.
capensis, Camelopardalus, I., 260.
capensis, Chrysochloris, II., 170.
capensis, Delphinorhynchus, II., 211.
capensis, Delphinus, II., 211.
capensis, Delphinus, II., 205.
capensis, Elephas, I., 319.
capensis, Erinaceus, II., 156.
capensis, Felis, I., 35.
capensis, Georychus, II., 74.
capensis, Giraffa, I., 260.
capensis, Graphiurus, II., 12.
capensis, Guila, I., 110.
capensis, Halaamys, II., 81.
capensis, Hippopotamus, I., 267.
capensis, Hyaena, I., 88.
capensis, Hyperoodon, II., 192.
capensis, Hyrax, I., 310.
capensis, Hystrix, II., 89.
capensis, Lepus, II., 94.
capensis, Lutra, I., 107.
capensis, Mephitis, I., 113.
capensis, Mus, II., 74.
capensis, Myrmecophaga, II., 221.
capensis, Nycteris, II., 120.
capensis, Orea, I., 198.
capensis, Orycteropus, II., 221.
capensis, Oryx, I., 325.
capensis, Petrochynchus, II., 192.
capensis, Procaiva, I., 310.
capensis, Rhinolophus, II., 114.
capensis, Sciuurus, II., 4.
capensis, Scotophilus, II., 125.
capensis, Sorex, II., 160.
capensis, Steno, II., 207.
capensis, Strepsiceros, I., 241.
capensis, Suricata, I., 77.
capensis, Talpa, II., 170.
capensis, Vespertilio, II., 125.
capensis, Vesperugo, I., 110.
capensis, Xerus, II., 4.
capensis, Yerboa, II., 81.
capreolus, Antilope, I., 200.
capreolus, Pelea, I., 200.
capreolus, Redunca, I., 200.
Caracal, I., 44.
caracal, Felis, I., 44.
Carnivora, I., 24.
Cat, Civet, I., 51.
Catoblepas, I., 147.
canis, Ichnenion, I., 69.
cavirostris, Ziphius, II., 192.
Cemus, I., 147.
cepapi, Funisciurus, II., 7.
cepapi, Sciurini, II., 7.
Cephalophinae, I., 156.
Cephalophus, I., 156.
Cephalorhynchus, II., 205.
Ceratotherium, I., 297.
Cercopithecidae, I., 5.
Cercopithecus, I., 5.
Cervicaprinae, I., 183.
Cervicapra, I., 193.
Cetacea, II., 177.
Chacma, I., 13.
Chalcochloris, II., 168.
Chalinolobus, II., 128.
chama, Canis, I., 98.
chama, Vulpes, I., 98.
chapmanni, Equus burchelli, I., 291.
Chapman's Zebra, I., 291.
chaus, Felis, I., 42.
Chestnut Tree-mouse, II., 30.
Chiroptera, I., 98.
choeropotamus, Potomocherus, I., 274.
Choeropotamus, I., 273.
Chrysocloridae, II., 168.
Chrysocloris, III., 168.
chrysophilus, Mus, II., 42.
cinerascens, Myoxus, II., 13.
cinerca, Antilope, I., 194.
cinamomeus, Sorex, II., 160.
Civet Cat, I., 51.
civet, Viverra, I., 51.
Clinging Serotine Bat, II., 126.
clivosus, Rhinolophus, II., 114.
Clymenia, II., 206.
Cobus, I., 184.
collaris, Cynomycteris, II., 106.
collaris, Pteropus, II., 106.
collaris, Rousettus, II., 106.
colonus, Mus, II., 47.
Colony Bushbuck, I., 230.
commersoni, Hipposiderus, II., 117.
commersoni, Phyllorhina, II., 117.
commersoni, Rhinolophus, II., 117.
Commerson's Leaf-nosed Bat, II., 117.
Common Fruit Bat, II., 106.
Common Rhinoceros, I., 303.
concolor, Sorex, II., 164.
coniculus, Funisciurus, II., 9.
coniculus, Sciurus, II., 9.
Connobates, I., 147.
coucha, Mus, II., 48.
coupei, Myoxus, II., 13.
crassicaudatus, Lepus, II., 96.
crawshayi, Equus burchelli, I., 292.
Crawshay's Zebra, I., 292.
Cricetinae, II., 66.
Cricetomys, II., 53.
cristata, Hystrix, II., 89.
cristata, Vivera, I., 80.
cristatus, Proteles, I., 80.
Crocodyura, II., 158.
crocata, Canis, I., 87.
crocata, Hyæna, I., 87.
Crossarchus, I., 72.
crypturus, Epomophorus, II., 105.
cuvieri, Grampus, II., 201.
Guver's Whale, II., 192.
cyanea, Crocidura, II., 165.
cyaneus, Sorex, II., 165.
Cynaelurus, I., 46.
Cynictis, I., 78.
Cynocephalus, I., 12.
cynocephalus, Papio, I., 16.
Cynoidea, I., 91.
Cynonycteris, II., 105.

Damalis, I., 129, 187.
Damaliscus, I., 137.
Damaraland Blesmoul, II., 76.
Damaraland Dik-dik, I., 182.
Damaraland Dormouse, II., 16.
Damaraland Horseshoe Bat, II., 115.
Damaraland Rat, II., 44.

Damaraland Zebra, I., 289.
damarensis, Bothyurus, II., 76.
damarensis, Chrysocoloris, II., 170.
damarensis, Georychus, II., 76.
damarensis, Madoqua, I., 182.
damarensis, Mus, II., 44.
damarensis, Neotragus, I., 182.
damarensis, Nycteris, II., 120.
darlingi, Georychus, II., 77.
Darling's Blesmoul, II., 77.
Darling's Dormouse, II., 14.
Darling's Rat, II., 42.
Dassie, I., 310.
Dassie, Bruce's, I., 315.
Dassie, Tree, I., 314.
Dasymys, II., 59.
dasythrix, Vesperitiili, II., 135.
dasythrix, Miniopterus, II., 135.
daubentoni, Nycteris, II., 119.
decumanus, Mus, II., 39.
Delalande's Fox, I., 99.
delalandi, Aonyx, I., 107.
delalandii, Otaria, I., 120.
Delphinidae, II., 196.
Delphinus, II., 205.
delphis, Delphinus, II., 210.
Dendrohyrax, I., 310.
Deudromyinae, II., 29.
Dendromys, II., 29.
densirosiris, Delphinus, II., 195.
densirosiris, Mesopodion, II., 195.
diadematus, Erinaceus, I., 156.
Dik-Dik, Damaraland, I., 182.
dilectus, Arvicanthis pumilio, II., 62.
dinganii, Scotophilus, II., 130.
dinganii, Vesperitiili, II., 130.
discolor, Nycteris, II., 120.
Dog, Cape Hunting, I., 102.
Dolichodon, II., 193.
dolichurus, Mus, II., 44.
Dolphin, Bottle-nosed, II., 212.
Dolphin, Cape, II., 211.
Dolphin, Common, II., 210.
Dolphin, Euphrone, II., 207.
Dolphin, Long-beaked, II., 208.
Dolphin, Narrow-snouted, II., 207.
Dolphin, Rough-toothed, II., 213.
Dolphin, Speckled, II., 214.
donavani, Mus, II., 61.
Doratoceros, I., 246.
dorcas, Antilope, I., 131, 137.
Dormouse, Cape, II., 13.
Dormouse, Damara Land, II., 16.
Dormouse, Darling's, II., 14.
Dormouse, Dwarf, II., 15.
Dormouse, Large Grey, II., 12.
dorsalis, Arvicanthis, II., 64.
Dorsalis, Mus, II., 64.
Duker, I., 157.
Dukerbok, I., 158.
Duker, Blue, I., 163.
Duker, Red, I., 161.
Dun Mol, I., 71.
Dun Rat, II., 20.
Duplicidentata, II., 92.
Dwarf Dormouse, II., 15.

Eastern Province Serotine Bat, II., 136.
Edentata, II., 215.
edulis, Steatomys, II., 33.
edwardsii, Macroscelides, II., 149.
Egoceros, I., 214.
Eland, I., 246.
Eland, Bastard, I., 217.
elegans, Graphiurus, II., 12.
Eleotragus, I., 198.
eleotragus, Antilope, I., 194.
eleotragus, Redunca, I., 194, 197.
Elephant, African, I., 319.
Elephantidae, I., 316.
Elephant Shrew, I., 146.
Elephant Shrew, Black-eared, II., 148.
Elephant Shrew, Four-toed, II., 155.
Elephant Shrew, Pale, II., 152.
Elephant Shrew, Rock, II., 149.
Elephant Shrew, Short-snouted, II., 153.
Elephas, I., 317.
ellipsiprymnus, Aigoceros, I., 185.
ellipsiprymnus, Antilope, I., 185.
ellipsiprymnus, Cobus, I., 185.
Emballonuridae, II., 137.
Epauletted Fruit Bat, II., 102.
Epomorphus, II., 102.
Eptesicus, II., 122.
Equidae, I., 282.
equina, Aigoceros, I., 217.
equina, Antilope, I., 217.
equinus, Hippotragus, I., 217.
Equus, I., 282.
Erinaceidae, II., 155.
Erinaceus, II., 156.

eythrarchus, Cercopithecus, I., 11.
eythronebraconius, Alouatta, II., 13.
Eubalæna, II., 179.
euchore, Antidorcas, I., 200
euchore, Antilope, I., 209.
euchore, Gazella, I., 209.
Elephas, I., 317.
euphrosyne, Clymenia, II., 207.
euphrosyne, Delphinus, II., 207.
Euphysetes, I., 188.
European Horseshoe Bat, II., 112.
Euryotis, II., 25.
fallax, Golunda, II., 66.
fallax, Pelomys, II., 66.
fasciatus, Crossarchus, I., 72.
fasciatus, Herpestes, I., 72.
Fat Mouse, II., 33.
faunus, Cercopithecus, I., 6.
Felidae, I., 27.
 felina, Genetta, I., 55.
 felina, Verrea, I., 55.
 Felis, I., 27.
Fennec, Cape, I., 100.
ferruginea, Crocidura, II., 160.
terrum-equimum, Rhinolophus, II., 112.
Field Mouse, II., 51.
Fin Whale, II., 183.
Fissipedia, I., 16.
flavescens, Cephalophus grimmia, I., 158.
flavescens, Crocidura, II., 160.
flavescens, Sorex, II., 160.
Four-toed Elephant Shrew, II., 155.
Fox, I., 93.
Fox, Delalande's, I., 99.
Fox, Silver, I., 98.
frontalis, Erinaceus, II., 155.
Fruit Bat, Common, II., 106.
Fruit Bat, Epauletted, II., 102.
Fruit Bat, Smaller Epauletted, II., 105.
Fruit Bat, Yellow, II., 109.
fuliginosa, Nycteris, II., 120.
fuliginosa, Vespertilio, II., 135.
fulvorufula, Antilope, I., 197.
fulvorufula, Cervicapra, I., 197.
funigatus, Lepus, II., 95.
Funisciurus, II., 6.
 fusea, Hyaena, I., 85.
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**fusconurina, Crocidura, II., 160.**

**fusus, Dasymys inconitus, II., 60.**

**fuscus, Macroscelides, II., 153.**

**fuscus, Saccostomus, II., 57.**

Galago, I., 18.

galera, Herpestes, I., 63.

galera, Mustela, I., 63.

gambianus, Cricetomys, II., 53.

gambianus, Eptomophorus, II., 102.

gambianus, Ptteropus, II., 102.

garnetti, Galago, I., 19.

garnetti, Oogale, I., 19.

garnetti, Otolous, I., 19.

Garnett's Lemur, I., 19.

gazella, Capra, I., 225.

gazella, Oryx, I., 225.

gat, I., 74.

Gemsbok, I., 225.

Gemsbok, Bastard, I., 217.

Genet, Large-spotted, I., 53.

Genet, Rusty-spotted, I., 58.

Genet, Senegal, I., 57.

Genet, Small-spotted, I., 55.

Genetta, I., 52.

geneta, Viverra, I., 55.

gaffofoyi, Dysopes, II., 140.

gaffofoyi, Rhinolophus, II., 112.

Georychus, I., 73.

Gerbillle, Brants', II., 22.

Gerbillle, Cape, II., 20.

Gerbillle, Lobengula's, II., 22.

Gerbillle, Mouse, II., 35.

Gerbillle, Namqualan, II., 21.

Gerbillle, Red, II., 19.

Gerbillle, Small-eared Mouse, II., 36.

Gerbillinae, II., 18.

Gerbillus, I., 18.

Giant Golden Mole, II., 173.

Giant Mungoose, I., 67.

Giant Rat, II., 53.

Giraffe, I., 255.

giraffa, Camelopardalis, I., 260.

Giraffe, Southern, I., 260.

Giraffidae, I., 258.

gladiator, Delphinus, II., 198.

gladiator, Grampus, II., 198.

gladiator, Orca, II., 198.

Giridae, II., 10.

Globicephalus, II., 199.

globiceps, Phocaena, II., 200.

**gnou, Bos, I., 148.**

**Gnu, Brindled, I., 162.**

**gnc, Catoblepas, I., 145.**

**Gnu, Connochaetes, I., 148.**

**Gnu, White-tailed, I., 148.**

**Golden Mole, Cape, II., 170.**

**Golden Mole, Giant, II., 173.**

**Golden Mole, Peters', II., 176.**

**Golden Mole, Red, II., 175.**

**Golden Mole, Rough-haired, II., 174.**

**Golden Rat, II., 43.**

**Golunda, II., 65.**

**Gordon Cumming's Bush Buck, I., 231.**

Gorgon, I., 147.

gorgon, Catoblepas, I., 152.

gorgon, Connochaetes, I., 152.

**Grauw-kat, I., 42.**

graclilis, Crocidura, II., 164.

graclilis, Herpestes, I., 61.

graclilis, Phyllorhina, II., 118.

graclilis, Sorex, II., 164.

**Grampus, II., 198, 201.**

grandis, Herpestes, I., 67.

**Graphiurus, II., 11.**

**grayi, Euphysetes, II., 190.**

**Gray's Porpoise, II., 203.**

**Grey-footed Squirrel, II., 7.**

**Grey Mongoose, Large, I., 60.**

**Grey Mongoose, Small, I., 65.**

**Grey Shrew, II., 163.**

**Grey Tree-Mouse, II., 31.**

**Gniese Muishond, I., 61, 65.**

grimmii, Cephalopus, I., 157.

**Grimmia, I., 156.**

**grimmia, Moschus, I., 157.**

**grisea, Antelope, I., 176.**

**grisea, Viverra, I., 60.**

**gricus, Delphinus, II., 201.**

**gricus, Grampus, II., 201.**

**gricus, Herpestes, I., 60.**

**Ground Pig, II., 87.**

**Ground Rat, II., 87.**

**Ground Squirrel, II., 4.**

**Gysbok, I., 176.**

**gucinesti, Dasymys, II., 60.**

**Gueparda, I., 46.**

**guttatus, Cynacterus, I., 47.**

**guttatus, Felis, I., 47.**

**Haas, Kol, II., 95.**

**Haas, Rhbok, II., 95.**
INDEX

HAAS, Roode, II., 97.
HAAS, Vlackte, II., 94.
Hairy Long-winged Bat, II., 136.
Hairy Shrew, II., 163.
Hairy Slit-faced Bat, II., 119.
Hare, Cape, II., 94.
Hare, Red, II., 96.
Hare, Rock, II., 95.
Harnessed Antelope, I., 231.
Harris’-buck, I., 221.
Hartebeest, I., 98.
Hartebeest, Hildebrandt’s, I., 134.
Hartebeest, Red, I., 131.
Hartebeest, Zulu, I., 144.
Hartmann’s Gazelle, Equus, I., 284.
Hastatus, Delphinus, II., 205.
Heavy Isabelline, Cephalorhynchus, II., 205.
Heavy Isabelline, Delphinus, II., 205.
Heavy Isabelline, Hystrix, II., 205.
Hedgehog, South African, II., 156.
Helamys, I., 79.
Helogale, I., 68.
Herpestes, I., 59.
Hildebrandt’s Hare, I., 115.
Hildebrandt’s Horseshoe Bat, II., 115.
Hippopotamidae, I., 266.
Hippopotamus, I., 267.
Hippopotamus, II., 116.
Hippopotamus, I., 282.
Hippotragus, I., 214.
Hippotragus, I., 214.
hispid, Nycteris, II., 119.
hispidus, Vespro, I., 119.
holosericea, Chrysocloris, II., 175.
holosericeus, Georges, II., 78.
holubi, Aepyceros melampus, I., 204.
holubi, Canis, I., 95.
homei, Phocaena, II., 203.
Honde, Wilde, I., 102.
Honey Ratel, I., 110.
Horseshoe Bat, Cape, II., 114.
Horseshoe Bat, Damaraland, II., 115.
Horseshoe Bat, European, II., 112.
Horseshoe Bat, Hildebrandt’s, II., 115.
Horseshoe Bat, Lander’s, II., 111.
hottentota, Chrysocloris, II., 175.
hottentotus, Botryurus, II., 77.
hottentotus, Georges, II., 77.
hottentotus, Pteropus, II., 106.

House Mouse, II., 50.
Hump-back Whale, II., 182.
Hunting Dog, Cape, I., 102.
Hunting Leopard, I., 46.
Hyaena, I., 83.
Hyaena, Brown, I., 85.
Hyaena, Spotted, I., 87.
Hyaenidae, I., 83.
yoaenoides, Viverra, I., 80.
Hyracoidae, I., 308.
Hyrax, I., 310.
Hystricidae, II., 89.
Hystricomorpha, II., 79.
Hystrichosoma, II., 89.
Ichneumon, I., 59.
Ichneumon, Herpestes, I., 61.
Ichneumon, Viverra, I., 72.
ichonyx, I., 112.
IJzer Magae, II., 217.
IJzer Vark, II., 90.
inarata, Chrysocloris, II., 170.
incolus, Dasymys, II., 60.
incolus, Mus, II., 60.
dicus, Ziphus, II., 192.
Insectivora, II., 143.
intufi, Macroscelides, II., 152.
inunguis, Lutra, I., 107.
Inyala, I., 294.
ivrata, Eurytis, II., 26.
ivrata, Grimmia, I., 157.
ivratus, Hyrax, I., 315.
ivratus, Otomys, II., 26.
isabellina, Antelope, I., 194.
isabellina, Redunca, I., 194.
isabellinus, Hippotigris, I., 294.
Isomys, II., 61.

Jackal, Black-backed, I., 92.
Jackal, Golden, I., 93.
Jackal, Grey, I., 80.
Jackal, Maanhaab, I., 80.
Jackal, Nademou, I., 80.
Jackal, Red, I., 93.
Jackal, Side-striped, I., 95.
Jackal, Silver, I., 93.

Jackal, Vaal, I., 98.
Jackals, Boo, I., 93.
Jubata, Capra, I., 217.
Jubata, Felis, I., 46.
Jubata, Gueparda, I., 47.
jugularis, Nyctiwnomus, II., 142.
JUBATUS, Cynaelurus, I., 46.

KAMEEL, I., 261.
keeloa, Rhinorhina, I., 303.
keeloa, Rhinoceros, I., 303.
keleni, Eltonis, II., 16.
kelleni, Graphiurus, II., 16.
kerivoula, II., 132.
killer, II., 198.
kleenebok, I., 163.
Klip-bok, I., 167.
Klipdass, I., 311.
Kliphaas, II., 97.
KlipSpringer, I., 166.
kobus, I., 184.
kogia, II., 188.
koiropotamitis, I., 382.
kogia, II., 197.
KokHaa, II., 95.
Kommetje-gat-kat, I., 61.
Krebsii, Steatonyx, II., 33.
Krib-gat, I., 185.
Kudu, I., 241.
Kudu, Bastard, I., 235.
kudu, Streplosirens, I., 241.

Lagenorhynchus, II., 203.
lalandianus, Myoxus, II., 13.
lalandianus, Balaena, II., 182.
lalandianus, Canis, I., 99.
lalandii, Cercopithecus, I., 6.
lalandii, Cervecapra, I., 197.
lalandii, Megalaptera, II., 182.
lalandii, Osoconyx, I., 100.
lalandii, Poccpia, II., 182.
lalandii, Proteles, I., 50.
lalandii, Redunca, I., 197.
lamata, Antelope, I., 200.
landeri, Rhinolophus, II., 111.
Lander's Horseshoe Bat, II., 111.
lanea, Felis, I., 47.
lanosa, Keriowula, II., 133.
lanosus, Vespetilio, II., 133.
lanuginosus, Euryotis, II., 68.
lanuginosus, Myotis, II., 68.
lapidarius, Saccoctomus, II., 55, 57.
LARGE GREY DORMOUSE, II., 12.
LARGE GREY MUNGOOSE, I., 60.
LARGE SHREW, II., 160.

LARGE-SPOTTED GENET, I., 53.
lavatus, Sus, I., 274.
lateralis, Canis, I., 95.
layardi, Mesopodon, II., 193.
layardi, Ziphias, II., 193.
Layard's Beaked Whale, II., 193.
leachii, Pteropus, II., 106.
LEAF-NOSED BAT, AFRICAN, II., 118.
LEAF-NOSED BAT, Commerson's, II., 117.
leche, Adenota, I., 189.
leche, Cobus, I., 189.
leche, Electragus, I., 189.
Lechwe, I., 189.
leeuw, I., 80.
lehola, Mus, I., 46.
lemur, Garnett's, I., 19.
lemur, Moholi, I., 20.
lemuridae, I., 18.
lemuroidea, I., 17.
Lentiginoisa, Sotalia, II., 214.
lentiginoisa, Delphinus, II., 214.
lentiginoisa, Steno, II., 214.
leo, Felis, I., 29.
Leopard, I., 34.
leopard, Hunting, I., 46.
leopardus, Felis, I., 34.
leporidae, II., 92.
lepturus, Cynictis, I., 74.
Lepus, II., 92.
elleagaster, Gerbillus, II., 22.
elleagaster, Nycticejus, II., 129.
elleagaster, Nyctinomus, II., 141.
elleconota, Mellivora, I., 110.
ellecphaeus, Aigoceros, I., 215.
ellecphaeus, Antelope, I., 215.
ellecphaeus, Hippopotagus, I., 215.
ellecphaeus, Thalassius, I., 215.
ellecurus, Herpestes, I., 66.
levaillanti, Mungusta, I., 74.
levaillanti, Scirurus, I., 4.
lichtenstein, Alcelaphus, I., 134.
lichtenstein, Antelope, I., 134.
lichtenstein, Bubalis, I., 134
Lichtenstein's Hartebeest, I., 134.
limbatus, Dysopes, I., 141.
limbatus, Molossus, II., 141.
limbatus, Nyctinomus, II., 141.
lineatus, Mus, I., 61.
LION, I., 29.
Little Indian Porpoise, II., 202.
Livingstone's Antelope, I., 179.
livingstonianus, Nesotragus, I., 179.
livingstonii, Oream, I., 217.
livingstonii, Taurotragus oryx, I., 217.
lobatus, Rhinolophus, II., 111.
lobangulae, Gerbillus, II., 22.
LOBENGULA's GERBILLE, II., 22.
LONG-BEADED DOLPHIN, II., 203.
longimana, Balaena, II., 182.
longimana, Megaptera, II., 182.
longirostris, Delphinus, II., 208.
longirostris, Prodolphins, II., 208.
LONG-TAILED RAT, II., 44.
LONG-WINGED BAT, II., 135.
LONG-WINGED BAT, HAIRY, II., 136.
loumpo, Horpestes, I., 66.
Lupodon, I., 217.
LUPARD, I., 47.
lunata, Antilope, I., 144.
lunata, Damalis, I., 144.
lunatus, Alcelaphus, I., 144.
lunatus, Bibalus, I., 144.
lunatus, Damalscus, I., 144.
Lutra, I., 106.
Lycaon, I., 101.
LYNX, I., 44.

MAANHAAR JACKAL, I., 80.
macaeli, Meriones, II., 22.
macaeli, Eumysates, II., 190.
macrocephalus, Catodon, II., 186.
macrocephalus, Phvseler, II., 186.
macrorhyncha, Gobiocephalus, II., 200.
macrorhyncha, Gobiceps, II., 200.
Macroscelides, II., 145.
Macroscelididae, II., 144.
maculata, Antilope, I., 137.
maculata, Crocuta, I., 86.
maculata, Hyena, I., 87.
maculicollis, Hyrdogale, I., 108.
maculicollis, Lutra, I., 108.
Madagascar, Ichneumon, I., 60.
Madoqua, I., 181.
Malacothrix, II., 34.
Manidae, II., 216.
Manis, II., 216.
mariquensis, Crocidura, I., 164.
mariquensis, Mus, II., 48.
mariquensis, Sorex, II., 164.
martimus, Bathyrerigus, II., 71.
martimus, Georyphus, II., 71.
martimus, Mus, II., 71.
maritimus, Orycterus, II., 71.
marsupialis, Antilope, I., 209.
MAITEN'S SHREW, Antilope, II., 102.
martensi, Crocidura, II., 162.
mashonae, Saccostomus, II., 56.
mashonae, Saccostomus, II., 57.
MASHONALAND Pouched Rat, II., 56.
mauritianus, Taphozous, II., 138.
maximus, Elephas, I., 319.
MEERKAT, BUSHY-TAILED, I., 74.
MEERKAT, SELOUS', I., 75.
MEERKAT, SLANDER-TAILED, I., 76.
Megachiuroptera, II., 101.
melecitis, Canis, I., 99.
melecitis, Otocyon, I., 99.
meletrurus, Vespertilio, II., 126.
Megaptera, II., 131.
melampus, Aepyceros, I., 203.
melampus, Antilope, I., 203.
melanotis, Antilope, I., 176.
melanotis, Catodrquis, I., 176.
melanotis, Dendromys, II., 31.
melanotis, Macroscelides, II., 148.
melanotis, Nanotragus, I., 176.
melanotis, Neotragus, I., 176.
melanotis, Raphicerus, I., 176.
melanotis, Tragulus, I., 176.
melanurus, Lepus, II., 97.
melleri, Rhynchorale, I., 71.
melleri, Rhynchorale, I., 71.
MELLER'S MUNGOOSE, I., 71.
Mellivora, I., 100.
mellivora, Meles, I., 110.
mellivora, Ursus, I., 110.
mergus, Antilope, I., 157.
mergus, Cephalophus, I., 157.
mesomelas, Canis, I., 92.
mesomelas, Dendromys, II., 30.
mesomelas, Mus, II., 80.
Mesopodion, II., 193.
Microchiroptera, II., 109.
microdon, Mus, II., 48.
microtis, Eiomyg, II., 13.
minimum, Mus, II., 51.
Miniopeters, II., 134.
minor, Miniopeters, II., 136.
minuta, Antilope, I., 163.
minuta, Vespertilio, II., 124.
minuotes, Mus, II., 51.
minuotes, Scotophilus, II., 124.
minuotes, Vesperiago, II., 124.
INDEX

MISSELYAT-KAT, I., 53.
modestus, Mus, II., 50.
Moff-Hartebeest, I., 135.
Moholi, Galago, I., 30.
Moholi Lemur, I., 20.
MOL, DUN, II., 71.
Mol, ZAND, II., 71.
Mole, Golden, II., 170.
Mole Rat, II., 77.
Mole Rat, Selous', II., 78.
Mole, Sand, II., 71.
Monkey, Mozambique, I., 9.
Monkey, Samango, I., 9.
Monkey, Sykes', I., 11.
montanus, Equus, I., 284, 289.
montanus, Gerbillus, II., 23.
monticola, Antilope, I., 163.
monticola, Capra, I., 163.
monticola, Cephalophus, I., 163.
mochata, Antilope, I., 179.
mossambicus, Hyrax, I., 315.
Mountain Zebra, I., 284.
Mouse, Fat, II., 33.
Mouse, Field, II., 51.
Mouse Gerbill, II., 35.
Mouse Gerbill, Small-eared, II., 36.
Mouse, House, II., 50.
Mouse, Single-striped, II., 61.
Mouse, Spiny, II., 58.
Mouse, Striped, II., 61.
Mozambique Monkey, I., 9.
MUIS, Reit, II., 87.
MUIS, Vley, II., 26.
Muishond, Getrepte, I., 113.
Muishond, Grijze, I., 61, 65.
Muishond, Slang, I., 115.
Muishond, Snake, I., 115.
Muishond, Stink, I., 113.
Muishond, Striped, I., 113.
Muishond, Zwarte, I., 63.
Mungoose, Banded, I., 72.
Mungoose, Giant, I., 67.
Mungoose, Large Grey, I., 60.
Mungoose, Meller's, I., 71.
Mungoose, Pale, I., 66.
Mungoose, Ruddy, I., 62.
Mungoose, Slender, I., 62.
Mungoose, Small Grey, I., 65.
Mungoose, Wahlberg's, I., 68.
Mungoose, Water, I., 68.
Mungoose, White-tailed, I., 66.

Muridae, II., 16.
Murinae, II., 37.
murinus, Eliomys, II., 13.
murinus, Graphiurus, II., 13.
murinus, Myoxus, II., 13.
Mus, II., 37.
muscardinus, Mus, II., 52.
musculus, Mus, II., 50.
Musk-kat, I., 53.
Mustelidae, I., 106.
mutigella, Herpestes, I., 62.
Myomorpha, II., 10.
Myosorex, II., 166.
Myotis, II., 130.
Mystacoceti, II., 179.
myoticus, Balaena, II., 180.
Mystromys, II., 66.

Nacht aapje, I., 21.
Nacht Muis, II., 20.
Nadeau Jackal, I., 80.
Namaqualand Gerbill, II., 24.
namaquensis, Gerbillus, II., 52.
namaquensis, Mus, II., 52.
namaquensis, Sciurus, II., 4.
nanus, Graphiurus, II., 15.
nanus, Myoxus, II., 15.
nanus, Vesperitilio, II., 126.
nanus, Vesperugo, II., 126.
Narrow-snouted Dolphin, II., 207.
Natal Wrinkled-lipped Bat, II., 142.
natalensis, Cephalophus, I., 161.
natalensis, Dysops, II., 142.
natalensis, Mus, II., 48.
natalensis, Vesperitilio, II., 135.
Neethaar, I., 65.
nems, Viverra, I., 63.
Neomeris, II., 202.
Neophocaena, II., 202.
Neotraginae, I., 165.
Nesotragus, I., 178.
nictitans, Antilope, I., 157.
nictitans, Grimminia, I., 157.
nidicola, Nycticjous, I., 133.
niger, Aigoceros, I., 221.
niger, Hippotragus, I., 221.
Night-ape, I., 21.
nigricauda, Ichneumia, I., 66.
nigricauda, Mus, II., 41.
nigripes, Felis, I., 40.
nimrodi, Georychus, II., 78.
INDEX

Noki, II., 84.
Norway Rat, II., 39.
nubicu, Felis, I., 14.
nubicus, Caracal, I., 44.
Nycteridae, II., 119.
Nycteris, II., 119.
Nyctinomus, II., 139.

obscura, Clymcia, II., 204.
obscura, Eurytopis, II., 26.
obscurus, Delphinus, II., 203.
obscurus, Lagernorhynchus, II., 203.
obscurus, Prodolphinus, II., 204.
obtusirostris, Chrysochloris, II., 176.

ochropus, Lepus, II., 94.
Ochotona, II., 83.

ocularis, Antilope, I., 157.
ocularis, Graphilurus, II., 12.
ocularis, Sciurus, II., 12.

delphins, Delphinus, II., 197.
delphins, Orcinus, II., 198.

Oecotocoei, II., 184.

gilbyi, Cynictis, I., 74.

Olfant, I., 320.
Onotragus, I., 184.
Ore, II., 197.

paeba, Gerbillus, II., 19.

paedulcus, Mus, II., 47.

Palae Elephantshrb, II., 152.

Palae Mungo, I., 60.

O. P. Angolan, I., 207.
pallasii, Phacochoerus, I., 278.
pallitas, Funisciurus, II., 8.
pallitas, Sciurus, II., 8.
pallida, Antilope, I., 173.
pallida, Euryotis, II., 23.

Palaudinosus, Herpestes, I., 63.
Pangolin, II., 216.
Papio, I., 12.
Paraxerus, II., 6.
pardus, Felis, I., 34.

parvula, Helogale, I., 68.

parvula, Herpestes, I., 68.
Pecora, I., 125.

Pedetes, I., 79.

Pedetidae, II., 79.

pediotragus, Antilope, I., 173.

pediotragus, Tragulus, I., 173.

Pelea, I., 199.

Peleomys, II., 65.
penicillata, Cynictis, I., 74.
penicillatus, Herpestes, I., 74.

penomyx, Malacothrix, II., 36.

Pepper and Salt Cat, I., 65.

peronii, Otaria, I., 120.

perpusilla, Cephalophus, I., 163.
Perrissodactyla, I., 281.

personata, Antilope, I., 137.

perspicillatus, Steno, II., 213.
INDEX

PETÉ, I., 163.
PETERS' GOLDEN MOLE, II., 176.
PETERS' WATER RAT, II., 60.
PETERS' WRINKLE-LIPPED BAT, II., 141.
petersi, Aepyceps, I., 207.
Petrodromus, II., 154.
Petromys, II., 54.
Petrorhynchus, II., 191.
Phacochoerus, I., 276.
phocaenoides, Delphinapterus, II., 202.
phocaenoides, Neomeris, II., 202.
phocaenoides, Neophocaena, II., 202.

Phocaeoides, Phocaena, II., 202.
Pholidotus, II., 216.
Phyllorhina, II., 116.
Physteroidea, II., 185.
picta, Hyaena, I., 102.
pictus, Canis, I., 102.
pictus, Lycaon, I., 102.
Pig, Bush, I., 274.
Pig, Ground, II., 87.
pilosus, Crocidura, II., 163.
Pinnepeida, I., 117.
Pipistrellus, II., 123.
planirostris, Nycticeius, II., 190.
platous, Cephalophus, I., 157.
playopos, Graphiurus, II., 14.
Poecilogale, I., 114.
Poku, I., 191.
porcarius, Papio, I., 13.
Porcupine, South African, II., 89.
Porpoise, Gray's, II., 203.
Porpoise, Little Indian, II., 202.
Porpoise, Risso's, II., 201.
Porpoise, Schlegel's, II., 204.
Potamochoerus, I., 273.
Pouched Rat, II., 55.
Pouched Rat, Anderson's, II., 57.
Pouched Rat, Mashonaland, II., 56.
Pouched Rat, Small, II., 57.
pratensis, Steatomys, II., 33.
Primates, I., 4.
Proboscidea, I., 316.
proboscideus, Macroscelides, II., 146.
Procavia, I., 310.
Procaviidae, I., 308.
Prodelphinus, II., 206.
Proteles, I., 79.
Protolidae, I., 79.
Pteropodidae, II., 101.
ptoos, Cephalophus, I., 157.
Puku, I., 191.
pulverulentus, Herpestes, I., 65.
pumilio, Arvicanthis, II., 61.
pumilio, Dendromys, II., 31.
pumilio, Mus, II., 61.
punctatissimus, Herpestes, I., 66.
punctulatus, Herpestes, I., 62.
pusilla, Phoca, I., 120.
pusillus, Arctocephalus, I., 120.
pygarga, Antilope, I., 137, 209.
pygarga, Damalis, I., 138.
pygarga, Gazella, I., 138.
pygargus, Damaliscus, I., 137.
pygerythrus, Simia, I., 9.
pygerythrus, Cercocebus, I., 6.
pygerythrus, Cercopithecus, I., 6, 9.
pygnaeae, Antilope, I., 163.

Quacha, Hippotigris, I., 294.
Quagga, I., 294.
quagga, Asinus, I., 294.
Quagga, Bonte, I., 293.
quagga, Equus, I., 294.
Quagga, Striped, I., 293.

Raphicerus, I., 172.
Rat, Black, II., 41.
Rat, Black-tailed, II., 41.
Rat, Brants', II., 47.
Rat, Brown, II., 39.
Rat, Cane, II., 87.
Rat, Damaraland, II., 44.
Rat, Darling's, II., 42.
Rat, Duin, II., 20.
Rat, Giant, II., 53.
Rat, Golden, II., 43.
Rat, Ground, II., 87.
Rat, Long-tailed, II., 44.
Rat, Mole, II., 77.
Rat, Norway, II., 39.
Rat, Peters' Water, II., 60.
Rat, Pouched, II., 55.
Rat, Rock, II., 84.
Rat, Smith's, II., 46.
Rat, Swamp II., 66.
Rat, Verreaux's, II., 45.
Rat, Wahlberg's, II., 47.
Rat, White-footed, II., 68.
INDEX

Rat, White-nosed, II., 48.
Rat, White-tailed, II., 67.
Ratel, I., 110.
ratel, Mellivora, I., 110.
ratel, Viverra, I., 110.
ratimucht, Ichneumon, I., 62.
ratus, Mus, II., 41.
recticornis, Antilope, I., 225.
Red-buck, I., 161.
Red Duiker, I., 161.
Red Gerbille, II., 19.
Red Golden Mole, II., 175.
Red Hare, II., 96.
Red Hartbeest, I., 181.
Red-headed Squirrel, II., 8.
Redunca, I., 193.
redunca, Cervicapra, I., 197.
Reed-buck, I., 194.
reihei, Catoblepas, I., 153.
Rext-bok, I., 194.
Reit Muis, II., 97.
religiosa, Sorex, II., 160.
Rhebok Haas, II., 95.
Rhebok, Rooi, I., 197.
Rhebok, Vaal, I., 200.
Rhenoster, Witte, I., 300.
Rhenoster, Zwart, I., 304.
Rhinacea, I., 397.
Rhinoceros, I., 297.
Rhinoceros, Black, I., 303.
Rhinoceros, Common, I., 303.
Rhinoceros, Square-lipped, I., 299.
Rhinoceros, White, I., 299.
Rhinocerotidae, I., 207.
Rhinogale, I., 69.
Rhinolophidae, II., 110.
Rhinolophus, II., 110.
Rhinoceros, II., 69.
Rhyynchogale, I., 76.
richardsoni, Grampus, II., 201.
Right Whale, Southern, II., 180.
Risso's Porpoise, II., 201.
Roan, I., 217.
Robbe, I., 120.
Rock Elephant Shrew, II., 149.
Rock Hare, II., 95.
Rock Rabbit, I., 311.
Rock Rat, II., 54.
Rodentia, I., 1.
Roodebok, I., 161, 204.
Rooi-kaat, I., 44.
Rooidbok, I., 204.
Rooid-bosch-bokje, I., 161.
Rooid-kat, I., 44.
Rooid-Meerkat, I., 74.
Rooi Rhebok, I., 197.
Rooistek, II., 97.
rorqual, Balanoptera, II., 188.
rostratus, Delphinus, II., 213.
rostratus, Steno, II., 213.
rualayni, Tragulaphus scriptus, I., 231.
Rough-haired Golden Mole, II., 213.
Rough-toothed Dolphin, II., 174.
Rousettus, II., 105.
rubiginosa, Genetta, I., 58.
Ruddy Mongoose, I., 62.
rujescens, Calotragus, I., 173.
ruifrons, Eurytis, II., 28.
rufinucha, Lepus, II., 95.
rupestris, Antilope, I., 173.
rupestris, Lepus, II., 97.
rupesstri, Macroscelides, II., 149.
rupesstri, Tragulus, I., 173.
Rusty-spotted Genet, I., 58.
rutilans, Chrysocolphis, II., 175.
rutilans, Mus, II., 44.
rutilus, Sorex, II., 160.
sabaea, Simia, I., 6.
Sable, I., 221.
saccata, Antilope, I., 209.
Saccostomus, II., 54.
saltator, Oreotragus, I., 166.
saltatrix, Antilope, I., 166.
samango, Cercoptithes, I., 9.
Samango Monkey, I., 9.
Sand Mole, II., 71.
Sassaby, I., 144.
saxatilis, Lepus, II., 95.
Scaly Anteater, II., 216.
schinsii, Macrocentes brachyrhynchus, II., 153.
schlegelii, Meriones, II., 20.
Schlegel's Porpoise, II., 204.
schreibersi, Miniopterus, II., 135.
schreibersi, Vespertilio, II., 135.
Sciuridae, II., 3.
Sciuromorpha, II., 3.
skoparia, Antilope, I., 170.
skoparia, Ourebia, I., 170.
skoparius, Nanotragus, I., 170.
INDEX

scoparius, Neotragus, I., 170.
Scopophorus, I., 169.
scotinus, Miniopterus, II., 136.
Scotophilus, II., 129.
scriptus, Tragelaphus, I., 290.
Sea Cow, I., 268.
Sea-dog, I., 120.
Sea-lion, Cape, I., 120.
Seal, I., 120.
sechellensis, Diopododon, II., 195.
sechellensis, Ziphius, II., 195.
Selous' Meerkat, I., 75.
Selous' Mole Rat, II., 78.
Selous' Spiny Mouse, II., 59.
Selous' Zebra, I., 291.
selousi, Acomys, II., 59.
selousi, Equus burchelli, I., 291.
selousi, Tragelaphus, I., 237.
senegealensis, Galago, I., 21.
senegealensis, Genetta, I., 57.
senegealensis, Otolycus, I., 20.
senegealensis, Viverra, I., 57.
Senegal Genet, I., 57.
Serotine Bat, Cape, II., 125.
Serotine Bat, Clingling, II., 126.
Serotine Bat, Eastern, Province, II., 126.
Serotine Bat, Small, II., 124.
Serval Cat, I., 38.
serval, Felis, I., 38.
setosus, Scirurus, II., 4.
setosus, Xerus, II., 4.
Short-nosed Elephant Shrew, II., 153.
Shrew, Elephant, II., 146.
Shrew, Grey, II., 163.
Shrew, Hairy, II., 163.
Shrew, Large, II., 160.
Shrew, Martens', II., 162.
Shrew, Small, II., 159.
Shrew, Smuts', II., 167.
Side-striped Jackal, I., 95.
silacea, Crocidura, II., 163.
silacea, Mus, II., 44, 48.
Silver Fox, I., 98.
similis, Clymene, II., 203.
Simpecidentata, II., 2.
sinus, Ceratotherium, I., 299.
sinus, Euphysetes, II., 190.
sinus, Rhinoceros, I., 299.

Single-striped Mouse, II., 64.
Sitatunga, I., 237.
Slang-muishond, I., 115.
Slender Mongoose, I., 62.
Slender-tailed Meerkat, I., 76.
Slit-faced Bat, Cape, II., 120.
Slit-faced Bat, Hairy, II., 119.
Small-eared Mouse Gerbill, II., 36.
Small Grey Mongoose, I., 65.
Small Pouched Rat, II., 57.
Small Serotine Bat, II., 124.
Small Shrew, II., 159.
Small Sperm Whale, II., 190.
Small-spotted Genet, I., 55.
Small Tree-mouse, II., 31.
Smaller Epauletted Fruit Bat, II., 105.
Smith's Rat, II., 46.
Smuts' Shrew, II., 167.
Smutsia, II., 216.
Snake Muishond, I., 115.
Soricidae, II., 158.
Sotalia, II., 213.
South African Hedgehog, II., 156.
South African Porcupine, II., 89.
Southern Giraffe, I., 260.
Southern Right Whale, II., 180.
Speckled Dolphin, II., 214.
spekti, Tragelaphus, I., 237.
Sperm Whale, II., 186.
Sperm Whale, Small, II., 190.
sphinx, Simia, I., 13.
Spiny Mouse, II., 58.
Spiny Mouse, Selous', II., 59.
Spotted Hyena, I., 87.
Spotted-necked Otter, I., 108.
Springbuck, I., 209.
Spring-haas, II., 51.
Square-lipped Rhinoceros, I., 299.
Squirrel, Grey-footed, II., 7.
Squirrel, Ground, II., 4.
Squirrel, Red-headed, II., 8.
Squirrel, Western Striped, II., 9.
stairsi, Cercopithecus, I., 12.
Steatodys, II., 33.
steedmani, Cynictis, I., 74.
Steenbok, I., 173.
Steenbok, I., 174.
stenbock, Cephalophorus, I., 173.
Steno, II., 213.
straminea, Cynonycteris, II., 109.
stramineus, Roussettus, II., 109.
Strand Jut, I., 85.
Strand Wolf, I., 85.
Strepsiceros, I., 240.
strepsiceros, Antilope, I., 241.
istriata, Hyena, I., 55.
istriata, Viverra, I., 113.
istriata, Zorilla, I., 113.
istriatus, Mus, II., 61.
Striped Mouse, II., 61.
Striped Muschond, I., 113.
Striped Squirrel, Western, II., 9.
subspinus, Acomys, II., 58.
subspinus, Mus, II., 58.
sutilus, Vespertilio, II., 124.
Sudae, I., 272.
sutilus, Mus, II., 71.
Suina, I., 265.
sulcata, Balaena, II., 182.
sultan, Petrodromus, II., 155.
superciliosus, Delphinus, II., 201.
superciliosus, Lageorhynchus, II., 204.
surakatta, Rhysaena, I., 77.
Suriaca, I., 76.
suricatta, Viverra, I., 76.
Swamp Rat, II., 66.
swindereni anus, Thryonomys, II., 87.
swinderianus, Aulacodus, II., 87.
Sykes' Monkey, I., 11.
sylvaticus, Antilope, I., 230.
sylvaticus, Tragelaphus scriptus, I., 230.
Sylvicapra, I., 156.

taenionotus, Ichneumon, I., 72.
Taphozous, II., 137.
taurea, Antilope, I., 152.
taurinus, Catoblepas, I., 152.
taurinus, Connochaetes, I., 152.
Taurotragus, I., 246.
temmincki, Manis, II., 216.
temmincki, Suncus, II., 217.
tenuis, Gerbillus, II., 19.
tetradactyla, Manis, II., 217.
tetradactyla, Suricata, I., 76.
tetradactyla, Viverra, I., 76.
Thryonomys, II., 86.
Tiger Wolf, I., 87.
tigrina, Genetta, I., 53.
tigrina, Viverra, I., 53.
Tiger, I., 34.
Tiger-Bosch-Kat, I., 39.

Tomb Bat, II., 138.
Tonine, The, II., 205.
Tragelaphinae, I., 229.
Tragelaphus, I., 229.
tragulus, Naotragus, I., 173.
Transvaal Zebra, I., 290.
transvaalensis, Equus burchelli, I., 290.
Tree Dassie, I., 314.
Tree-mouse, Chestnut, II., 30.
Tree-mouse, Grey, II., 31.
Tree-mouse, Small, II., 31.
trevelyani, Chryscephalors, II., 173.
triangularis, Antilope, I., 247.
triangularis, Doratoceros, I., 247.
tricolor, Lycaon, I., 102.
tricolor, Myotis, II., 131.
tricolor, Vespertilio, II., 131.
Tricoloured Bat, I., 131.
tursio, Delphinus, II., 212.
tursio, Tursiops, II., 212.
Tursiops, II., 211.
typicus, Arvicanthus pumilio, II., 16.
typicus, Cynictis, I., 74.
typicus, Dendromys, II., 30.
typicus, Equus burchelli, I., 288.
typicus, Euryotis, I., 26.
typicus, Graphiurus, II., 12.
typicus, Herpestes gracilis, I., 62.
typicus, Hippotragus, I., 217.
typicus, Lycaon, I., 102.
typicus, Macroselides, II., 146.
typicus, Malacothrix, II., 35.
typicus, Ocreotragus, I., 166.
typicus, Otomys, II., 35.
typicus, Pedetes, II., 81.
typicus, Petromys, II., 84.
typicus, Phasochoerus, I., 278.
typicus, Proteles, I., 80.
typicus, Ratelius, I., 110.
typicus, Rhysaena, I., 77.
typious, Taurotragus oryx, I., 246.
typicus, Tragelaphus scriptus, I., 231.
typus, Macroselides, II., 146.

Ungulata, I., 123.
unisulcatus, Otomys, II., 28.
urinator, Ichneumon, I., 63.
urinatrix, Mangusta, I., 63.
ursinus, Arctocephalus, I., 120.
ursinus, Cynocephalus, I., 13.
VAAL RHEBOK, I., 200.
van sire, Ati lax, I., 63.
var douni, Antilope, I., 191.
var douni, Cobus, I., 191.
var iegatosai ds, Canis, I., 95, 98.
var iegatus, Chalinolobus, II., 128.
var iegatus, Scotophilus, II., 128.
var iila, Crocidura, II., 159.
var ius, Myosorex, II., 167.
var ius, Sorex, II., 167.
venatica, Hy aena, I., 102.
ven atius, Lycaon, I., 102.
verceaux, Mus, II., 45.
Ver reaux's Rat, II., 45.
Ver vet, I., 6.
Vespertilto, II., 122.
Vespertilionidae, II., 121.
Vesperugo, II., 128.
Vesperus, II., 123.
victorini, Delphins, II., 198.
villo sa, Antilope, I., 200.
villo sa, Chrysocholoris, II., 174.
villo sa, Hy aena, I., 85.
villo sa, Nycteris, II., 119.
viridus, Nycticeius, II., 130.
vittata, Phyllorhina, II., 117.
vittatus, Mus, II., 61.
Viv eria, I., 50.
Vivr idae, I., 49.
vivervina, Surikata, I., 77.
Vlakte-haas, II., 94.
Vlakte-tiger, I., 34, 47.
Vlakte-vark, I., 279.
Vlaktebok, I., 174.
Vley Muis, II., 26.
Vley Ootmys, II., 26.
Vulp es, I., 97.

Vahlberg, Equus burchelli, I., 290.
Vahlbergii, Pteropus, II., 102.
Wahlberg's Mongoose, I., 63.
Wahlberg's Rat, II., 47.
Wahlberg's Zebra, I., 290.
Waterbok, I., 185.
Waterbuck, I., 185.
Water-kudu, I., 283.
Water Mongoose, I., 63.
Water Rat, Peters', II., 60.
Watersk aap, I., 238.
Wart-hog, I., 278.

Western Stripped Squirrel, II., 9.
Whale, Blainville's Beaked, II., 195.
Whale, Ca'ing, II., 200.
Whale, Cuvier's, II., 192.
Whale, Fin, II., 183.
Whale, Humpback, II., 182.
Whale, Layard's Beaked, II., 193.
Whale, Small Sperm, II., 190.
Whale, Southern Right, II., 180.
Whale, Sperm, II., 186.
White Rhinoceros, I., 299.
White-footed Rat, II., 68.
White-nosed Rat, II., 48.
White-tailed Gnu, I., 148.
White-tailed Mongoose, I., 66.
White-tailed Rat, II., 67.
Wild Cat, I., 42.
Wild Cat, Black-footed, I., 40.
Wildbeest, Bastard, I., 153.
Wildbeest, Blaauw, I., 153.
Wildbeest, Black, I., 148.
Wildbeest, Blue, I., 152.
Wildbeest, Zwart, I., 148.
Wilde honde, I., 102.
Wilde paard, I., 285.
Witte Rhenoster, I., 300.
Wolf, Aard, I., 80.
Wolf, Strand, I., 85.
Wolf, Tiger, I., 87.
Woolly Bat, II., 133.
Wrinkle-lipped Bat, Brown, II., 140.
Wrinkle-lipped Bat, Natal, II., 142.
Wrinkle-lipped Bat, Peters', II., 141.

Xantharpyia, II., 105.
Xerus, II., 3.

Yellow Baboon, I., 16.
Yellow Bat, II., 140.
Yellow Fruit Bat, II., 109.

zambesiensis, Equus burchelli, I., 291.
zambesiensis, Strepsiceros strepsiceros, I., 241.

Zand Mol, II., 71.
Zebra, Asinus, I., 284.
Zebra, Burchell's, I., 287, 288.
Zebra, Chapman's, I., 291.
Zebra, Crawshay's, I., 292.
Zebra, Damaraland, I., 289.
zebra, Equus, I., 284.
zebra, Equus, I., 288.
zebra, Hippotigris, I., 288.
Zebra, Mountain, I., 284.
Zebra, Selous', I., 291.
Zebra, Transvaal, I., 290.
Zebra, Wahlberg's, I., 290.
zebroides, Equus, I., 289.
Zeekoe, I., 268.
zenick, Suricata, I., 77.
zenik, Mus, I., 77.
Ziphius, II., 191.

Zorilla, I., 112.
zorilla, Mustela, I., 113.
zorilla, Putorius, I., 113.
zorilla, Viverra, I., 113.
zuluenis, Nesotragus livingstonianus, I., 179.
Zulu Hartebeest, I., 144.
Zwarte Muishond, I., 63.
Zwart Rhenoster, I., 301.
Zwart Wildebeest, I., 148.
Zwart-wit-pens, I., 221.

End of Vol. II.
Complete in 4 handsome Demy 4to Volumes, Cloth extra, £13 10s. net.

The Book of Antelopes.

By P. L. SCLATER, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S.,
Secretary to the Zoological Society of London,
AND
OLDFIELD THOMAS, F.Z.S., F.R.G.S.,
Assistant in the Zoological Department of the British Museum.

Illustrated by 100 hand-coloured Plates, the greater number of them drawn (under the immediate supervision of the late Sir VICTOR BROOKE, Bart., F.Z.S.) by JOSEPH WOLF, F.Z.S., and about 150 Illustrations in the text.

A reliable work, with accurately coloured figures, on the beautiful group of Antelopes has long been a much-felt desideratum by Naturalists and Sportsmen. The number of books which have to be consulted in order to identify and to get information upon the different species is at the present time very considerable, and it is thought that these graceful and interesting Mammals are well deserving of a Monograph to themselves. It should be recollected also that some of the largest and most attractive members of the group are either actually extinct, in face of the advancing civilization of Africa, or are in a fair way of becoming so. It is fitting, therefore, that some memorial of them should be made before they altogether vanish from the earth.

The Authors, having for several years paid special attention to this favourite group of animals, have resolved to base a Monograph on their studies, and are desirous of making the book interesting and instructive alike to the naturalist, sportsman, and general reader. With this object they have collected together all the most valuable information on the subject that has been supplied by naturalists, travellers, and others.

It is well known that the late Sir VICTOR BROOKE had long contemplated a similar work, and left at his death an unfinished MS. on the subject, together with a large number of lithographic plates prepared to illustrate it. These plates were mostly designed by that inimitable delineator of animal-life, the late Mr. JOSEPH WOLF, and were transferred to stone by Mr. J. SARR, with his usual care and acknowledged ability. The whole of these drawings were most generously placed at the disposal of the Authors by Sir Victor's executors; and in order to bring the subject up to date, more drawings, mostly of newly discovered species, have been added to the series.

The edition is limited to 400 copies, which is being rapidly exhausted.

"We have on several occasions noticed the progress of this important work in the 'Annals.' It is now our pleasure to announce its completion, and to congratulate both the authors and the publishers on the consummation of their labours.

"The 'Book of Antelopes' is the result of the happiest and highest combination of zoological and artistic talent ever concerned in the production of a monograph of this nature. As an authority it is pre-eminent; while for the beauty of illustration it has never been surpassed, and is only equalled by a few others of Wolf's pictorial triumphs."—The Annals of Scottish Natural History.
BIOLOGIA - CENTRALI - AMERICANA;

Or, Contributions to the Knowledge of the Fauna and Flora of Mexico and Central America.

Edited by F. D. Godman, D.C.L., F.R.S.

Under this title is being published a series of quarto volumes upon the fauna and flora of the whole of Mexico, from the valleys of the Rio Grande and Gila on the north, Guatemala, Honduras, Salvador, Nicaragua, Costa Rica, British Honduras, and the Columbian state of Panama as far south as the Isthmus of Darien. The work is being issued in Zoological and Botanical parts. Those relating to Zoology contain portions of several subjects. When the work is closed each subject will be complete in itself, and the whole will form a series of volumes of various thicknesses, according to the extent of each subject. The Botanical portion is completed. Each Zoological part contains 96 pages of letterpress, and an average of 6 plates, most of which are lithographs coloured by hand. As it is proposed to include all the materials that may come to hand during the progress of the work, it is not possible to give an exact estimate of its extent. The work is published by subscription, and subscribers will be at liberty to take the whole work, or the Zoology or Botany separately. The different subjects of the Zoology will not be sold separately; and subscribers, on commencing their subscription, must give an undertaking to continue it until the work is finished.

Price of each ZOOLOGICAL Part, £1 1s. net.
The BOTANY, complete in Five Vols., half-bound, uncut, £17 17s.

Mr. A. P. Maudslay, the well-known Archaeologist, is writing the Archaeology for the above, thirteen parts of which have been issued, the text in roy. 4to, and the plates oblong roy. folio. Price of each part, £2 2s. net.

A Prospectus will be sent on application.

Crown 8vo, price 1s. net.
The Visitation of Pallas's Sand-Grouse to Scotland in 1888.
In Seven (royal 8vo) Volumes, half levant morocco, gilt tops. Price £50 net.

COLOURED FIGURES OF THE BIRDS OF THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

Issued by LORD LILFORD, F.Z.S., &c.,

President of the British Ornithologists' Union.

"Lord Lilford's work only requires to be known to have as many admirers as there are lovers of birds, and as many subscribers as can afford it."—Sir Herbert Maxwell, Bart., M.P.

"I am delighted with the 'Coloured Figures of the Birds of the British Islands,' issued by Lord Lilford, and know of no plates so good as those to be found in that work."—H. Stacy Marks, R.A., F.Z.S.

"Nothing more life-like and artistic can be imagined."—Academy.

The Author was a "lover of birds," and would not "accept anything but first-class work for the illustrations of his favourite subject."

In Two handsome royal 8vo Volumes, cloth gilt, price £4 4s. net.

Notes on the Birds of Northamptonshire and Neighbourhood.

By LORD LILFORD,

President of the British Ornithologists' Union and of the Northamptonshire Natural History Society.

Illustrated by Messrs. A. THORBURN and G. E. LODGE. With a Map of Northamptonshire.

"Here are two splendidly illustrated volumes from the pen of our President, which will be read with great interest by all members of the B. 0. U., and by other students of our native birds. They contain a series of notes on 227 species of birds which have been recorded as occurring in the county of Northampton, or in its immediate neighbourhood. . . . And will be found to be 'excellent reading,' as not only are the local occurrences of every species described, but general remarks, based upon Lord Lilford's great experience, not only in other parts of England, but also in the south of Europe, are freely introduced. The numerous photogravure plates are taken from drawings prepared by Mr. A. Thorburn, and the wood-engravings are from the pencil of Mr. G. E. Lodge. All these, we need hardly say, are of a very high degree of merit. . . . We heartily congratulate Lord Lilford on having brought his many years' labours on the birds of his native county to a successful conclusion."—The Ibis.

"We must not conclude without saying something about the admirable illustrations, by Mr. A. Thorburn, which embellish the work. Some of the reproductions of Mr. Thorburn's sepia-drawings are not inferior to the coloured plates contributed by him to Lord Lilford's series of figures of British birds, and that is as high praise as can be given. Mr. Thorburn is by far the most excellent painter of birds now living, or, we may say, that we are acquainted with. His drawings combine all the accuracy required to satisfy a naturalist, and also, in a high degree, artistic genius. Every detail of the plumage is distinct, and at the same time the bird has that appearance of being alive, which only real artistic feeling can give. Lord Lilford writes as a naturalist, a sportsman, and a traveller, and without any of that silly sentiment which makes so many authors of books about birds unreadable."—The Spectator.
Demy 8vo, Cloth extra, 21s. net.

THE BIRDS OF SURREY.

By JOHN A. BUCKNILL M.A.

With Illustrations and a Map.

"Under this title a notable addition has been made to the series of county avifanias. It has for some time been known that the author was engaged in its preparation, and the expectations of ornithologists in regard to it have not been disappointed. We have examined it somewhat critically, and find throughout its pages abundant evidence of the care which has been bestowed upon it. A glance at the contents shows first a useful bibliography, including both a list of books consulted and a list of periodicals and journals which have furnished materials of one sort or another towards the making of the volume. Only those who have attempted similar productions can rightly estimate the great labour which is entailed by the search for trustworthy information of the kind needed, and although Mr. Bucknill has included several books in his list which are not regarded by experts as of value, he has, at all events, shown by his adherence to the maxim of leaving no stone unturned the thoroughness of his search for statistics. His 'Introduction' is both geographical and bibliographical, and conveys a good impression of the natural features of the county explored, as well as of the work of those of his predecessors who have contributed to the literature of the subject. These preliminaries pave the way for a catalogue of the birds of the county which naturally forms the bulk of the volume, and extends to some 350 pages. This is followed by a glossary of local names, and the volume is completed by a good index.

"With regard to the illustrations, half a dozen excellent 'photogravures' give pleasing views of the Surrey Weald, Frensham Great Pond, Waverley Abbey and Heronry, the Penn Ponds in Richmond Park, and Frensham Little Pond. A dozen other illustrations reproduced from drawings embellish the text at intervals, and a good map of the county is folded at the end of the volume. Mr. Bucknill may well be complimented on the production of a book which is not only artistic if considered aesthetically, but, so far as we have been able to test it from the ornithologist's point of view, extremely accurate and trustworthy."

—The Field.

Essays; and Photographs of Some Canary Islands' and South African Birds.

By HENRY E. HARRIS.

It is proposed to publish, under the above title, a book dealing with about fifty species of Birds from the aforesaid places.

The first portion of the book, relating to two of the Canary Islands, viz., Tenerife, and the desert-like island of Fuerteventura, will, while treating of the different kinds of Birds found there, also contain the experiences of the author while in search of these birds. The second portion will relate, more or less exclusively, to the various birds photographed in the Southern part of Cape Colony, chiefly in the neighbourhood of the Knysna forest.

The author has spared no pains to obtain good pictures of the birds which he has photographed, and to have the same artistically reproduced; and when it is understood that each bird is portrayed by the camera in a perfectly wild state, and in its natural surroundings, it will be obvious that much time and patience are required to obtain good results.

Photographs of the nests and eggs will, in nearly all cases, accompany those of the birds themselves, one of the most interesting photographs obtained being that of the Cream Coloured Courser on its eggs.

There will be about One Hundred Illustrations.

It is hoped that the work will be ready for issue to Subscribers by March, 1901.

The price to Subscribers will be 15s. net; and £1 Is. net after publication.
Imperial 4to, complete in Three Parts, price £12 12s. net.

Containing **55 COLOURED, 25 COLLOTYPE, and 2 PLATES of GENERIC CHARACTERS.**

**The Avifauna of Laysan and the Neighbouring Islands;**

With a complete History to date of the Birds of the Hawaiian Possessions.

By **The Hon. WALTER ROTHSCILD, M.P., F.Z.S., F.L.S., &c., &c.**

Medium 8vo, 3 vols., cloth, price £3 3s. net.

**Nests and Eggs of Indian Birds.**

By **ALLAN O. HUME, C.B.**

Second Edition, Edited and Revised by **E. W. OATES.**


"We must all admire the genius and industry of Mr. Hume in getting together this enormous mass of valuable information from every part of the Indian Empire, and we must all thank Mr. Oates for the handy and well-printed volumes in which he has reproduced it."—*The Ibis.*

Demy 8vo, pp. 240, price 12s. 6d.

**Index Generum Avium.**

A LIST OF THE GENERA AND SUBGENERA OF BIRDS.

By **F. H. WATERHOUSE, A.L.S., Librarian to the Zoological Society of London.**

Indispensable to Working Ornithologists.

In Two Volumes, royal 8vo. Price of the Two Volumes, £3 3s. net.

**Argentine Ornithology:**

A Descriptive Catalogue of the Birds of the Argentine Republic.

By **P. L. SCLATER, M.A., Ph.D., F.R.S., &c.**

WITH NOTES ON THEIR HABITS, by W. H. HUDSON, C.M.Z.S. (late of Buenos Ayres).

CONTAINING 20 HAND-COLOURED PLATES.

"Dr. Sclater and Mr. Hudson have combined their forces to produce one of the best books ever written on South American Ornithology. Each is a master of his own portion of the subject, for no one is better acquainted with Neotropical Ornithology than Dr. Sclater, and Mr. Hudson has been known for many years as one of the best living observers of the habits of birds in the field. The scheme of the book, therefore, leaves nothing to be desired, and the whole of the ‘get up,’ as regards paper, print, and illustrations, renders it as good as it is possible to be, and reflects the greatest credit on the publisher."—Nature.
Royal 4to, complete in Eight Parts, price £7 7s. net; or half morocco, gilt tops, £8 2s. net; containing Coloured and Black Plates.

AVES HAWAIENSES.

THE BIRDS OF THE SANDWICH ISLANDS.

BY

SCOTT B. WILSON, F.Z.S., F.R.G.S.,

ASSISTED BY

A. H. EVANS, M.A., F.Z.S.

"We are much pleased to welcome Mr. Scott Wilson's promised volume on the avifauna of the Hawaiian Islands, and trust he will be able, with the assistance of Mr. Evans, to bring it to a satisfactory conclusion. It will be very convenient to have the great advances which Mr. Wilson has undoubtedly made in our knowledge of this most interesting subject incorporated with all that was previously known of it. Mr. Frohawk's plates will give pleasure to all who study them."—The Ibis.

"To Mr. Scott B. Wilson, who spent eighteen months on the islands in order to study their ornithology, much credit is due for this increase, and it is with great pleasure that we extend our welcome to the work which he is now publishing; and we wish especially to call the attention of our American Ornithologists to it, as, from the situation of the Hawaiian Archipelago in relation to our own continent, we ought to take more interest in its avifauna than has been done hitherto."—The Auk.

"The inevitable extinction of many birds from the destruction of the forests in the tropical islands is deeply to be regretted, and ornithologists are greatly indebted to Mr. Wilson for publishing the results of his investigations in the very beautiful monograph under notice. It contains representations, admirably drawn and coloured, by Frohawk, of the species described, several of which have already been exterminated. The text accompanying these plates is most interesting, not only from an ornithological, but from an ethnological point of view."—The Field.
Medium 8vo. Cloth extra.

The Fauna of South Africa.

EDITED BY

W. L. SCLATER, M.A., F.Z.S.

Director of the South African Museum, Cape Town.

WITH ILLUSTRATIONS AND A MAP.

Under this title is being published a series of volumes dealing with the Fauna of Africa south of the Zambesi.

The volumes will be of uniform size and arrangement, with numerous illustrations in the text, the greater number of which will be specially prepared for this purpose. The price of the volumes will vary from 15s. to 21s. each net.

The northern limits of South Africa, as treated of in this work, will be a line drawn from the Cunéné River on the west to the Zambesi at the Victoria Falls, and thence along that river to its mouth. Within it will, therefore, be enclosed the British Colonies of the Cape, Natal, Transvaal and the Orange River, the southern half of the Chartered Company’s territory, German Southwest Africa, and that portion of Portuguese East Africa which lies south of the Zambesi.

Particulars of volumes already published may be obtained from the Publisher.

"The book is beautifully printed, and in every way as attractive as the text is satisfactory and authoritative."—Auk.
The Bulletin of the Liverpool Museums,

Published by Authority of the Museums Committee of the Liverpool City Council, under the Editorship of the Director of Museums—

H. O. FORBES, LL.D.,

Is intended to make known the contents of the Municipal Museums—the Derby (or Biological) Museum, and the Mayer (or Archaeological and Ethnographical) Museum,—by publishing the results of the investigations carried on in the Laboratories attached to them, and the observations made on the animals living in the Aquarium.

It is published at irregular intervals; but the aim of the Director will be to issue one volume of four parts every year. It will be illustrated as occasion demands by coloured plates, engravings, and process blocks.

The price is 2s. 6d. net per number (per post 2s. 8d. net), or to subscribers at 8s. net per volume (per post 8s. 8d. net), payable in advance.

Volumes I. and II. are now ready, illustrated with Hand-Coloured Plates, and numerous engravings throughout the text, cloth, extra, top edges gilt, 12s. 6d. net, per post, 12s. 10d. net, per volume.

Part I. Vol. III. (with two plates), containing descriptions of numerous New Species, is also now ready.

Demy 8vo. Price 2s. 6d. net.

A List of British Birds belonging to the Humber District

(Having a Special Reference to their Migrations).

Revised to April, 1899.


"Just before his much lamented death Mr. Cordeaux published the above list of the birds of his district. This district, which may be roughly described as the land and sea surrounding the mouth of the Humber, is a very remarkable one ornithologically. Mr. Cordeaux's list includes the extraordinary number of three hundred and twenty-two different species of birds identified as having occurred there. A number of these are 'accidental visitors' which have been recognised but once or twice, while a large number of them are 'periodical visitors' which pass through this favoured district twice a year. The pamphlet will be invaluable to all ornithologists, not merely as a list, but also for its information regarding times, seasons, and extent of migrations, calculated from the notes for which the author was so famous, and which extended over thirty-five years, and for its accurate details and references concerning the rare visitors which have been recorded for the district."—Knowledge.

The Migration of Birds
As observed at Irish Lighthouses and Lightships,

Including the Original Reports from 1888-97, now published for the first time, and an Analysis of these and of the previously Published Reports from 1881-87. Together with an Appendix giving the measurements of about 1,600 wings.

BY

RICHARD M. BARRINGTON, M.A., LL.B., F.L.S.

"One of the most important contributions to the study of Bird Migration ever made."—Extract from the Report of the British Association Committee, Bradford, 1900.

Cloth, 329 pages. Price 10s. 6d. net.

Birds:

THE ELEMENTS OF ORNITHOLOGY.

By ST. GEORGE MIVART, F.R.S.

With 174 Illustrations, whereof 140 are Original Drawings.

"We can cordially recommend the 'Elements of Ornithology' as containing a mine of modern information on the subject of birds, compressed into a small compass."—The Ibis.

"A scientific manual of excellent design. It presents a succinct and methodical treatment of the whole subject, and in its comprehensiveness of survey differs from all other single volumes devoted to the natural history of birds, with which we are acquainted. The introduction is illustrated by nearly two hundred drawings, most of which are new, and all admirably engraved, comprising descriptions of representative birds of the leading classes, orders, and families. This portion occupies nearly one-half of the volume, and will equip the student with a thorough preliminary grasp of the subject; for, though truly scientific in plan, it treats of the more popular aspect of a fascinating branch of natural history in a very attractive style."—Saturday Review.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 10s. net.

The Birds of Wiltshire.
Comprising all the Periodical and Occasional Visitants, as well as those which are indigenous to the County.

By the Rev. A. C. Smith, M.A.
Royal 4to, with 61 accurately drawn and beautifully hand-coloured plates by J. G. Keulemans, and 4 Maps of Geographical Distribution. Cloth gilt top, price £7 7s. net.

A Monograph of the Lories, or
Brush-Tongued Parrots,
COMPOSING THE
FAMILY LORIIDÆ.

By ST. GEORGE MIVART, F.R.S.

That very attractive order of birds—the Parrots—contains no single family more remarkable for both beauty and scientific interest than the family of the Lories, while the literature which concerns them is widely scattered through many different publications.

For these reasons it has been thought desirable that all the information available about these birds should be incorporated in a work containing a representation of every species drawn and coloured from nature.

No such work on any single family of Parrots has, we believe, yet been produced, and it is hoped that the present Monograph may lead to an adequate representation of the other families also. It is considered an excellent opportunity for the production of such a book, Count Salvadori having so recently studied (with his wonted skill and thorough acquaintance with his subject) the whole of the Parrots for the British Museum Catalogue of Birds.

In order to make the Monograph worthy of its subject no expense has been spared in its production. The hand-colouring of the Plates has been most faithfully executed by Mr. T. E. Cleere. Messrs. Taylor & Francis have printed the Text, and Messrs. Mintern Bros. the Plates.

The edition is limited to 250 copies.
Folio, cloth extra, price £6 6s. net.

A Monograph of the Cranes.

BY

F. E. BLAAUW, C.M.Z.S., M.B.O.U.

Illustrated with 22 Coloured Plates (the greater number drawn under the immediate superintendence of the late Dr. G. F. WESTERMAN) by HEINRICH LEUTEMANN and J. G. KEULEMANS.

This work, containing 22 coloured plates, put on stone by J. G. KEULEMANS from original water-colour sketches drawn from life by the well-known animal-painter, HEINRICH LEUTEMANN, and by KEULEMANS.

Most of these sketches have been taken from birds living in the Zoological Gardens of Amsterdam, by special desire, and under the immediate superintendence of the late Director and Founder of that establishment, Dr. G. F. WESTERMAN.

After Dr. WESTERMAN’s death, in 1890, these drawings of his favourite family of birds were left to Mr. F. E. BLAAUW, with the request that he should publish them. The Cranes are usually represented by a nearly complete series of species in the Amsterdam Garden.

In order to render the work complete, a plate of *Grus nigricollis* which had never been received alive in Europe, has been added, drawn from one of the specimens in the Museum of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg, as also supplementary plates representing the young in down and in first plumage of several species; besides figures of the eggs.

The letterpress gives an account of all that is known of this interesting family up to the present date.
Small 4to, Cloth, price £3 3s. net.

Dogs, Jackals, Wolves and Foxes,  
A Monograph of the Canidae.  
By ST. GEORGE MIVART, F.R.S.

45 Hand-Coloured Plates and Numerous Woodcuts.

"The Group which Professor Mivart has selected for a handsome, and, as far as materials are available, fairly exhaustive monograph, is one which has the advantage of being, in the present condition of the world’s fauna, of strictly definite limits. . . . The present monograph has the great merit of placing in an accessible and attractive form all that is really known of the Canidae. . . . Each of the recognised species is carefully described, mainly from specimens in the British Museum, both in its typical and varietal forms where such occur, and much useful information is given as to its general history, habits, and geographical distribution. Moreover, and this will be considered by many possessors of the book as one of its most valuable features, a coloured illustration is given of every species, and in some cases of the best marked varieties of each, there being forty-five of such plates. . . . The numerous woodcuts, giving details of cranial and dental characters, leave nothing to be desired, either in accuracy or artistic finish, and the book is, taken altogether, one which should be found in every complete zoological library."—Nature.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price £3 3s. net. Complete in Two Volumes.

The Anatomy, Physiology, Morphology, and Development of the Blow-Fly  
(CALLIPHORA ERYTHROCEPHALA).

A Study in the Comparative Anatomy and Morphology of Insects.  
With Plates and Illustrations executed directly from the Drawings of the Author.

By B. THOMPSON LOWNE, M.D., F.R.C.S., F.L.S.,  
Late Hunterian Professor of Comparative Anatomy in the Royal College of Surgeons; Lecturer on Physiology in the Middlesex Hospital Medical School, &c.; Author of "The Anatomy and Physiology of the Blow-Fly" (1870); Late President of the Queen’s Microscopical Club.

PUBLISHER’S NOTE.  
This work is the result of a series of investigations commenced by the author in 1868, and continued, with some short interruptions, down to the present time.

The two volumes consist of 776 pages, illustrated with over 500 original drawings, executed expressly for this book by the author; and contain full references to 376 memoirs, which, with the exception of some three or four, have been carefully read by the author—at least, so far as they contain matter bearing upon the subjects connected with this work.

There is a copious index of over 3,000 references; and as the comparative anatomy of the various parts is given, this work will be found a useful aid to the study of the anatomy of insects generally. It may be confidently stated that no book of similar extent exists upon insect anatomy.
Complete in 4 parts, price £5 net, demy 4to, with 54 Coloured Plates, in Greve's best style.

**Eggs of British Birds.**

*Limicolae* (Plovers, Snipes, Sandpipers, &c.).

By FRANK POYNTING.

”Mr. Poynting's egg-pictures are by far the best since Hewitson.”—LORD LILFORD (President of the British Ornithologists' Union).

"Out and out the finest work I ever hoped to see; it is simply perfect. I never saw so fine an average of work in my life.”—H. BENDELACK HEWETSON (F.L.S., F.Z.S., M.R.C.S., President of the Leeds Naturalists' Club and Scientific Association).

"I am charmed with what you sent me this morning; the accuracy, detail, and elaborate finish of this latest addition to British Oology places it beyond the pale of even a breath of adverse criticism.”—H. S. DAVENPORT.

"I think the plates are splendid.”—F. H. BARCLAY.

"The finest illustrations of eggs I have yet seen.”—A. MACOMB CHANCE.

"Poynting's book is very lovely. These illustrations are the best—out and out—that have appeared as a part of a series.”—J. A. HARVIE-BROWN (part Author of "The Vertebrate Fauna of Scotland" Series).

"Having become a subscriber to your most beautiful book of eggs of the *Limicolae*, I venture to write and urge you to continue your splendid drawings of eggs, and to take in the whole of the British Birds' eggs. . . . Looking at your drawings gives me, I think, as much pleasure as having the eggs before me. . . .”

—ARTHUR NEWALL.

"I think the illustrations of the eggs of the *Limicolae* are the best I have seen of the kind, and could not be surpassed.”—H. JONES (Major).

"I must write and very heartily congratulate you on the admirable plates in your book on the eggs of the British *Limicolae*. . . . Extended to all British Birds, your book would become the standard one on the subject.”—J. BACKHOUSE.

"I think your book so far charming. You have carefully collected all the best information to date about the breeding of each bird, so that it forms a most useful book of reference.”—HENRY J. PEARSON.

"The illustrations are quite the best ever produced, and even in these days, when photography in the dark is a fait accompli, and photography in colours may be within measurable distance, it is difficult to imagine that your drawings of eggs will be surpassed. The letterpress is also admirable, and I do not think could be improved. I hope, therefore, that you will continue your work.”—W. NEWALL.

"The plates are wonderful, both in preciseness and beauty, and the letterpress is very complete.”—(Prof.) M. MENZBIER (Moscow University).

Demy 8vo, with Six Coloured and Three Black Plates, Cloth, price 6s. net.

**The Genus Acroynecta and its Allies.**

An Examination of the Early Stages of the British Species in relation to the affinities of the Species amongst themselves, and to other Groups.

By T. A. CHAPMAN, M.D.
Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 4s. net.

Catalogue of the Birds of Prey, WITH THE NUMBER OF SPECIMENS IN NORWICH MUSEUM.

By J. H. Gurney, F.Z.S.

With a portrait of the late John Henry Gurney, and Two Maps of Geographical Distribution.

Small 8vo, with One Plate, post free, 1s. 3d.

Catalogue of a Collection of British Birds, Formed by the Late John Henry Gurney and His Son (Compiled and drawn up by the latter), With the Localities, Sex, and State of Plumage.

Small 4to, with about 300 Illustrations, Cloth, 15s. net.

Hunting and Fishing in Florida, INCLUDING A KEY TO THE WATER BIRDS.

Giving a description of all the Water Birds known to occur in the State. Illustrated with numerous Woodcuts representing nearly every species.

By Charles B. Cory.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 4s. net.

Three Months' Leave in Somali Land.

Being the Diaries of the late Captain J. C. Francis. With Portrait and a Map.


Edited by Dr. R. Bowdler Sharpe.

Vols. I. to X. complete: as issued 6s. each net, or bound in Cloth, 7s. 6d. each net.

In One Volume, Small 4to, half-bound, 21s.

The Birds of the West Indies:

Including all species known to occur in the Bahama Islands, the Greater Antilles, the Caymans and the Lesser Antilles, excepting the Islands of Tobago and Trinidad.

By Charles B. Cory, F.Z.S., &c.

"A complete compendium of Antillean Ornithology in one handy volume,"—Ibis
One Volume, Medium 8vo, cloth, price £1 2s. 6d. net; containing 88 Plates, Coloured Frontispiece, and Maps.

"Beyond Petsora Eastward."

Two Summer Voyages to Novaya Zemlya and the Islands of Barent's Sea.

By HENRY J. PEARSON.

With Appendices on the Botany and Geology by Colonel H. W. FEILDEN, and on the Ornithology by the Author.

This Volume is a record of two voyages to Novaya Zemlya, and the Islands of Barent's Sea, undertaken with a view of studying bird-life during the breeding season.

The Author was fortunate in securing as companions Colonel Feilden (Naturalist of H.M.S. Alert, in the Arctic Expedition, 1875-76) and the Rev. H. H. Slater. Colonel Feilden's Appendices on the Botany and Geology form a very attractive and interesting portion of the volume, combining the results of his personal observations with those of previous explorers. They are the most complete reports yet published, and will doubtless long remain standard works on these subjects.

The work is liberally illustrated throughout. The plate of Eggs of the Little Stint has been reproduced in chromo-lithography, by Herr Greve, of Berlin (who so successfully executed the greater number of the plates in the late Lord Lilford's unique work on British Birds), and every care has been taken to give the best results with the eighty-eight plates, as well as with the maps.

"From what we have stated it will be understood that the volume under notice is of especial interest to the ornithologist. But although birds and their doings are to the fore on almost every page, the general reader will find much to interest him... The illustrations are numerous and for the most part excellent."—Athenaeum.

"Mr. Pearson and Colonel Feilden are to be congratulated on a valuable contribution to the natural history of one of the least-known regions of Europe."—Nature.

"On turning over the pages of this book it is difficult to say whether the zoologist, the botanist, or the geologist will find the most attractions in it, so much does it contain to please them all... A most entertaining volume."—Field.

"Mr. Pearson has collected the narrative of two voyages to the borders of the arctic regions in 1895 and 1897, and the various monographs which have since been presented to different learned societies on the natural history collections. The whole forms a handsome volume illustrated by a large number of excellent photographs of the scenery, people, fauna, and flora of the extreme north of European Russia."—Geographical Journal.

"The book is well gotten up, and profusely illustrated with excellent halftone plates, showing the scenic, geological, and floral features of the coasts and islands visited, with many pictures of Lapps and Samoyedes, &c., as well as the many views illustrating bird life."—Auk.

"The book is illustrated by numerous plates from photographs, giving an excellent idea of the scenery. But in addition to these—and this is a special and very interesting feature of the work—are many photographs of birds' nests with eggs, and clumps of Arctic flowers. The camera has been held above, so both are represented as they are actually seen. The book is very pleasantly and simply written, and is a distinct and valuable addition to our knowledge of the Far North."—Standard.

"Though the main part of the volume is devoted to birds, there are some valuable papers dealing both with the geology and flora of Arctic Europe, these being written by Colonel H. W. Feilden, who accompanied Mr. Pearson, and who has enlisted the help of Professor Bonney and other eminent men of science. The illustrations are excellent, and the volume possesses literary attraction as well as scientific value."—Morning Post.
Imperial 8vo, Cloth, price 30s. net.

Beautifully Illustrated. Eight Chromo-lithographic Plates drawn by Thorburn, and reproduced by Greve, of Berlin; Original Drawings by Smit, after Verner; Diagram of Bird and Inner Side of Wing; and other Illustrations taken from Photographs.

The Ornithology of the Straits of Gibraltar.

By Lieut.-Col. L. HOWARD L. IRBY, F.Z.S., F.L.S.,

Late Seventy-fourth Highlanders.

SECOND EDITION, REVISED AND ENLARGED.

With an Appendix, containing a List of the Lepidoptera of the Neighbourhood.

"We have a handsome quarto, with beautiful coloured plates in Mr. A. Thorburn's best style from birds living in Lord Lilford's aviaries near Oundle, as well as numerous illustrations of scenery from sketches and photographs. Much new and valuable information has been added, and the list of birds is raised from 335 to 369, while a feature of the present volume is the short diagnosis of each species on the lines adopted by the author in his useful 'Key to British Birds,' which was noticed in these columns some time ago. Two maps and, it is almost unnecessary to say, an adequate index are to be found in both editions. . . . And with this we close our notice, having, we trust, said enough to show that a book, although technical, is not necessarily dry."—_Atheneum._

Demy 8vo, Second Edition, price 2s. 6d. net.

British Birds: KEY LIST.

By Lieut.-Col. L. HOWARD IRBY, F.Z.S., F.L.S., &c.,

Author of "Ornithology of the Straits of Gibraltar."

"This work, written by an excellent practical ornithologist, is likely to prove of great service, owing to the large amount of information compressed into a small compass."—_Ibis._

"Has supplied a real want—a hand pocket-book giving just the diagnostic characters of every species. It is a desirable supplement to the 'List of British Birds,' published by the British Ornithologists' Union."—_Nature._

"This little work, compiled by one of our best practical ornithologists and sportsmen, is intended for the use of those who already have a slight knowledge of birds, but require a handy guide to the diagnostic characters of the species as a companion when travelling. It promises to be most useful, and certainly represents a great deal of research in a small compass—NEARLY PERFECT."—_Atheneum._

"Many boys, and many men also, who are lovers of the country, have felt the need of a guide to our native birds, which, whilst neither prolix nor technical, should yet contain sufficient information to enable them to identify birds when in doubt. This handy little book will suit such enquirers."—Bell's Weekly Messenger.
Royal 8vo, Cloth extra, price 6s. 6d., post free.

London Birds and London Insects
(REVIS EDITION),
AND OTHER SKETCHES.

By T. DIGBY PIGOTT, C.B.

"Mr. Pigott's sketches of bird-life in London, the Shetlands, St. Kilda, and elsewhere, are evidently those of an ardent observer who is devoted to a favourite subject. . . . In the Appendix is given a list of wild birds noticed in London."—Ibis.

"A charming series of essays, mainly on birds, their ways and their haunts, many of which are already well known and highly appreciated by the growing confraternity of bird lovers."—Times.

"Apropos of birds, I can strongly recommend to you a charming book with richly humorous illustrations, 'London Birds and Other Sketches.'"—Truth.

"There is a great charm about the papers or essays contained in Mr. Digby Pigott's well printed and tasteful volume. . . . Ornithologists and entomologists will find something well worth their attention and study."—Westminster Review.

"Is a real live book. It has been said of the author that not a new bird can enter a London park without his knowledge. Be this as it may, he certainly has a keen eye, not only for birds of every kind, but for their curious ways, and a most piquant way of describing them. The reader must not look in these pages for system and long scientific names, but for nature, insight and wit."—Independent.

With Map and Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth, 5s. net.

Sporting Sketches in South America,
WHILE IN COMMAND OF H.M.S. "RUBY."

By ADMIRAL SIR WILLIAM KENNEDY, K.C.B.

"The book is far more than a mere record of Sport, for quite as much is said about the countries visited as about the animals found in them, and many works of far higher pretensions do not contain half the 'grit' supplied by this little volume. . . . bright little book."—Atheneum.

"They are very pleasant reading, and should be of considerable service to Naval Officers, Yachtsmen, and Sportsmen."—Nature.
The "Birds of Africa" will contain a résumé of what is considered of interest regarding the birds of the entire Ethiopian Region, which includes Tropical and Southern Africa with the surrounding islands.

The five Sub-regions may be divided as follows:

**West Africa**: consisting of Tropical Africa west of 25° E. long., and southwards to the Quanza River, in about 10° S. lat.

**South Africa**: south of 10° S. lat. and from 50° W. long. to 41° E. long.; this includes the African continent south of the Quanza and Rovuma Rivers, St. Helena on the west, but not the Comoro Islands on the east, and may include in the Southern Ocean the Crozet and Marion Islands, which are north of 50° S. lat.

**East Africa**: Tropical Africa, east of 25° E. long., and between 10° S. lat. and 1° N. lat., including the Victoria Nyanza, but not the Nile.

**North-East Africa**: Tropical Africa and the Red Sea, east of 25° E. long., north of 1° N. lat., including the whole of the Nile water-shed north to Asuan.

**Madagascar**: the island region between 41° and 65° E. long., from the Equator to 25° S. lat.

The size of the work is Imperial 8vo, and two volumes are ready. Vol. I., price 10s. 6d. net; Vol. II., containing 14 hand-coloured plates, price £2 2s. net.

Two Vols., Royal 8vo, price £1 1s. net.

**A Handbook**

**of the**

**Birds of British Burmah,**

Including those found in the State of Karennee.

**With a Map of British Burmah.**

By E. W. OATES.

"Just what a handbook ought to be. Every species is shortly and plainly described, and references are given to all works bearing upon Burmese ornithology. A short account of the habit and nesting (where known) is always added. Mr. Oates's useful volumes will be much appreciated by the students of the ornis of British Burmah, who with its aid will have no difficulty in recognising the native specimen."—The Ibis.
Three Vols., demy 4to, Half Morocco, gilt tops, price £14 3s. 6d. net.

**Butterflies from China, Japan, and Corea.**


With a Map, and 4 Plates of Views, to illustrate parts of the countries visited by the author; also **43 Coloured Plates**, giving **Hundreds of Figures**, executed in the very **highest style** of Chromo-lithography by the justly celebrated firm of Greve, Berlin.

Crown 8vo, Cloth, price 16s. net; or Half Morocco, 19s.

**British Pyralides,**

**INCLUDING THE PTEROPHORIDÆ.**


18 **HAND-COLOURED PLATES,**

*With over 200 Figures, and in many cases (where deemed necessary) of both sexes.*

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 16s. net.

**A Naturalist in the Transvaal.**

By W. L. DISTANT.

*With Coloured Plates of New Species and Original Drawings.*

"Mr. Distant could hardly have employed his time to better purpose, as his readers will acknowledge. He writes with authority on all matters of natural history, and his habits of close observation, acquired in zoological pursuits, have stood him in good stead in his study of the social and political condition of the Transvaal, and the personal characteristics of the Boers. All naturalists will delight in the book, and political students will find in it much profitable instruction."—*Times.*

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 7s. net.

**A Contribution to the Herpetology of Arabia;**

*With a Preliminary List of the Reptiles and Batrachians of Egypt.*

By Dr. JOHN ANDERSON, F.R.S.
With Portrait and Illustrations from the Author’s Original Sketches. 4to, Cloth, £1 10s. net.

Records of Sport in Southern India.

BY THE LATE

GENERAL DOUGLAS HAMILTON, Madras Army.

EDITED BY HIS BROTHER,

EDWARD HAMILTON, M.D., F.L.S., V.P.Z.S.

Chiefly on the Annamullay, Neilgherry, and Pulney Mountains; also including Notes on Singapore, Java, and Labuan, from Journals written between 1844 and 1870.

"Take, for example, the fine volume of Records of Sport in Southern India, from the notes of the late General Douglas Hamilton, edited by his brother, Dr. Edward Hamilton, F.Z.S. The reminiscences are contemporary notes of old-fashioned Indian sport at a time when native hunters were not equipped with modern weapons, and large game swarmed in the Southern provinces. The General was a careful observer, and the numbers of tigers then found in the open hill-country of the Nielgherries, Pulnies, and Annamulies—fine uplands dotted with woods—was such as to make his chapters the best collection of evidence on the habits of the hill-tiger yet published. ... The book is large and well illustrated, plainly and pleasantly written, and full of fresh and bright description of Indian scenery and sport."—The Spectator.

Royal 8vo, Cloth, price 7s. 6d. net.

The Wild Cat of Europe.

By EDWARD HAMILTON, M.D., F.L.S., F.Z.S.

Illustrated by Messrs. SMIT.

"Herein are brought together a great amount of information, which has hitherto remained scattered over a wide field of zoological literature, concerning one of the most interesting of European mammals. There are good plates of the Wild Cat, Caffer Cat, Pottered Cat, and Cat of mixed breed; and a series of illustrations devoted to anatomical details. The book is a storehouse of information concerning the European Wild Cat, culled from all sources, and is well got up, as all Mr. Porter’s books are. It will be very welcome to zoologists, and is to be highly commended."—Annals of Scottish Natural History.

"The work of Dr. Hamilton on the native British Wild Cat, which has been some years in preparation, has made its appearance in the form of a very handsome royal octavo volume, illustrated with satisfactory drawings by Messrs. Smit. ... The work must be characterised as an exceedingly useful and interesting Monograph of the Felis catus, its hybrids and varieties."—The Field.

Imperial 8vo, with 10 Plates, Cloth, price 28s. net.

Letters on Sport in Eastern Bengal.

By FRANK B. SIMSON (Bengal Civil Service, Retired).

"This fine work consists of a series of sixty-one letters, intended to convey all the information concerning the shooting and killing of large and small game that is likely to be useful to a young Englishman settled in Bengal. The book is quite a cyclopedia of its kind. There is little hearsay information and no padding. Everything, with a very few necessary exceptions, is the outcome of practical experience. For thirty years, and till within comparatively a short time ago, Mr. Simson followed with the utmost enthusiasm every kind of bird and beast, from snipe to tigers, he could find or hear of; and some of his adventures are quite sporting romances. As a record of one man’s sport among big and small game, extending over a period of thirty years, this book stands unrivalled; and as a guide to sportsmen visiting the plains and forests of India, and especially Bengal, it is beyond praise."—The Athenæum.
The Natural History of Sokotra and Abd-el-Kuri.

Edited by HENRY O. FORBES, LL.D.,
Author of "A Naturalist's Wanderings in the Eastern Archipelago."

This volume contains the Report of the Results of a Scientific Expedition made to Sokotra and Abd-el-Kuri in 1898-99, by Mr. W. R. Ogilvie-Grant, of the British Museum, and Dr. Henry O. Forbes, Director of Museums to the Corporation of Liverpool.

The volume will be illustrated with about 30 fine coloured plates, some of them beautifully Hand-Coloured, and numerous engravings throughout the text, illustrating the Scenery, Natives, Ethnology, Geology, Flora and Fauna, &c., of the Islands.

The Islands lie near the East Coast of Africa, a little distance off Cape Guardafui. The extensive collections made by the Expedition form the basis of the Report, but the volume is practically a

Monograph of the Islands,
and contains all that is known of their History, which dates back to a very early period. Indeed, Sokotra may be one of the Islands from which the Monarchs of Ancient Egypt derived their coveted Frankincense and Myrrh.

The work contains a Narrative of the Journey, and detailed descriptions with field notes, of the animals and plants inhabiting the islands.

Among the contributors to the Report are:—

Professor I. B. Balfour, F.R.S.
G. A. Boulenger, F.R.S.
Malcolm Burr, F.E.S.
O. V. Darbishire, B.A., Ph.D.
W. E. De Winton, F.Z.S.
Henry O. Forbes, LL.D.
C. J. Gahan, M.A.
Lieut.-Colonel Godwin-Austen, F.R.S.
W. R. Ogilvie-Grant.

Professor J. W. Gregory, D.Sc.
Sir George Hampson, Bart., M.A.
E. M. Holmes, F.L.S.
G. W. Kirkaldy, F.E.S.
W. F. Kirby, F.L.S.
R. I. Pocock.
E. A. Smith, F.Z.S.

Among the Illustrators of the Volume are the following well-known Artists:—P. Smit; H. Grönvold; F. O. Pickard-Cambridge; J. Green; H. Knight; R. R. Carter; M. Horman-Fisher, and others.

Price, 30/- net.
A List of European Birds
INCLUDING
All those found in the Western Palaearctic Region,
With a SUPPLEMENT containing Species said to have occurred, but
which, for various reasons, are inadmissible.

By HEATLY NOBLE.

This List has been prepared at the request of numerous
friends, to supply a much needed want, namely a List of European
Birds, up to date. It is hoped that the same may be useful for
collectors, reference, labelling of specimens, and also for purposes
of exchange, of Skins and Eggs. The SUPPLEMENT is printed in the
same type as the other portion of the "List," a feature not found
in any work of the kind.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, 10s. 6d. net; or large paper, demy 4to, Cloth,
21s. net.

The Birds of Pembrokeshire and
its Islands.
By the Rev. Murray A. Mathew, M.A., F.L.S.
TWO MAPS AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.

Post 8vo, Cloth, price 3s. 6d. net.

The Birds of Guernsey
And the Neighbouring Islands—Alderney, Sark, Jethou,
Herm.
By C. Smith.

Demy 8vo, Coloured Plates, Cloth, price 15s. net.
The Birds of Sussex.
By W. Borber, M.A.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, 7s. 6d. net.
The Birds of Dorset.
A Contribution to the Natural History of the County.
By J. C. Mansel-Pleydel, F.L.S.
FRONTISPICE AND OTHER ILLUSTRATIONS.
Demy 4to, Cloth, price 10s. 6d. net. With Six Coloured Plates.

**Ocean Birds.**

By J. F. Green.

With a PREFACE by A. G. Guillemard,

AND A

**TREATISE ON SKINNING BIRDS,**

By F. H. H. Guillemard, M.D.

8vo, Cloth, price 16s. Profusely Illustrated.

**Story of the Rear-Column of the**

**Emin Pasha Relief Expedition.**

By the Late James S. Jameson

*(Naturalist to the Expedition).*

Edited by Mrs. J. S. Jameson.

Illustrated from the Author's Original Sketches by C. Whymper.

Mr. Booth's Original Work on British Birds.

Forming Three noble folio Volumes, containing 116 Plates; price of the Three Volumes, in Half Morocco, gilt tops, £12 12s.

**Rough Notes on the Birds Observed During 25 years' Shooting and Collecting in the British Islands.**

By E. T. Booth.

With Plates from Drawings by E. Neale, taken from Specimens in the Author's possession.

"It may well be supposed, after so many years' personal observation, of many of the rarer British Birds in their natural haunts, that Mr. Booth must have a considerable store of information on what the late Mr. Timbs would have called 'things not generally known.' The public are already indebted to him for the privilege of being able to inspect what is in its way one of the most instructive zoological museums in this country, namely, his own museum of British Birds, every one of which has been procured by himself, and preserved andcased under his direction. We have been so long accustomed to refer to standard works of reference, which, though excellent in their kind, are after all but compilations, that it is refreshing to take up a book in which the writer tells us nothing but what he has himself observed, and, in most cases, noted down on the spot. Such information as he sometimes conveys in a few paragraphs is worth pages of the generalities which one too often meets with in books on British birds, wherein the writers only veil their ignorance of details, which, for want of personal observation, they are unable to give. Its utility, and, as we had said, its originality, sufficiently commend it to all lovers of bird life."—Zoologist.
American Lepidoptera:
ILLUSTRATIONS OF NEW AND RARE SPECIES.
By W. Schaus, F.Z.S.

"In the present work it is intended to illustrate those species of American Lepidoptera which have not been figured previously, or which, owing to bad figures, have been re-described and require that attention should be drawn to their synonymy.

I hope to figure a large number of the species described by Gueneé, Walker, and others, but only in those cases where my specimens have been compared with the types.

Although the work will be devoted chiefly to Heterocera, occasionally a Plate will appear of Rhopalocera.

Should my endeavours to be of use in this interesting branch of Entomology meet with support in the United States, I propose to illustrate a large number of North American species.

Where able to do so, I shall also give notes on the earlier stages and transformations of the species."

Demy 8vo, Cloth, price 7s. 6d. net.

On a Collection of
Sierra Leone Lepidoptera.
By W. Schaus, F.Z.S.,
and
W. G. Clements, Surgeon-Captain A.M.S.
WITH 39 COLOURED FIGURES.

Royal 8vo, Part I., price 31s. 6d. net.

Ootheca Wolleyana:
An Illustrated Catalogue of the Collection of Birds' Eggs
Formed by the Late John Wolley, Jun., M.A.
Edited from the Original Notes by Alfred Newton, M.A., F.R.S.
Plates by Wolf and others; those of the Eggs Coloured.

Demy 8vo, price 2s. net.

Bird Life in Arctic Norway.
By Robert Collett.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, 16s.

Sundevall's Tentamen.
[Methodi Naturalis Avium Disponendarum Tentamen.]
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH, WITH NOTES.
By Francis Nicholson, F.Z.S.,
Member of the British Ornithologists' Union, Corresponding Member of the American Ornithologists' Union.

From the Translator's Preface.
"If any excuse were needed for the presentation of a translation of this little work to the ornithological public, after a lapse of seventeen years, it will be found in the increased interest which is being shown in all works relating to the Classification of Birds. The leading ornithological journal, 'The Ibis,' thought it important to publish in 1886 Sundevall's paper on wings, which first saw the light in 1843; and I therefore believe that an English translation of his celebrated essay on the classification of the class 'Aves' will be of some service."
Demy 8vo, issued Quarterly. Subscription for the year, payable in advance, 7s. 6d.

The Annals of Scottish Natural History.
Edited by
J. A. Harvie-Brown, F.R.S.E., James W. H. Trail, F.R.S., and
William Eagle Clarke, F.L.S.

Royal 8vo, Paper covers, price 7s. 6d. net.

A Review of Recent Attempts to Classify Birds.
By R. Bowdler Sharpe, LL.D., F.L.S.

The Avicultural Magazine,
Being the Journal of The Avicultural Society, for the Study of Foreign and British Birds.
The size of the above is Demy 8vo, and it is issued Monthly. Full particulars may be obtained from the Publisher.

Demy 8vo, Cloth, 10s. 6d. net.

Rough Notes and Memoranda Relating to the Natural History of the Bermudas.
By the late John L. Hurdis, Edited by his daughter, H. J. Hurdis.

Crown 8vo, Cloth extra, 6s. net. Fully Illustrated.

Bird Life in an Arctic Spring.
The Diaries of Dan Meinertzhagen and R. P. Hornby.
TWO SUMPTUOUS VOLUMES.

PERSIAN CERAMIC ART.

THE GODMAN COLLECTION.

PERSIAN CERAMIC ART

In the Collection of Mr. F. Du Cane Godman, D.C.L., F.R.S.

The Thirteenth Century Lustred Vases.
By HENRY WALLIS.
1891.

PERSIAN CERAMIC ART

Belonging to Mr. F. Du Cane Godman, D.C.L., F.R.S., with Examples from other Collections.

The Thirteenth Century Lustred Wall-Tiles.
By HENRY WALLIS.
1892.

The Volume illustrates one of the most brilliant phases of Oriental Ceramic Art—an art that was the precursor of the famous schools of European Glazed Pottery, and which also exercised a determining influence on their chief productions; it was, in short, the starting point in the history of Modern Ceramic Art. The principal illustrations are taken from examples in Mr. Godman’s well-known collection. Typical specimens have been added from other sources, both public and private; so that the series of forty chromolithographic plates, together with the numerous text illustrations, may fairly claim to furnish a complete and final representation of the art.

The text is contained within ornamental margins printed in gold, and reproducing the designs on the borders of a celebrated Persian MS. in the British Museum. The aim has been to attempt the special style of decoration characterising the sumptuous illuminated manuscripts of the Augustan age of Persian art.

Two vols., imp. 4to, most beautifully Illustrated with superb Chromo-lithographs, &c., &c. Price £7 7s.
Demy 4to, Cloth, price £2 2s. net.

The Fauna and Flora of Palestine.

WITH 20 FINE PLATES,

Those of the Mammals and Birds beautifully coloured.


IMPORTANT WORK ON THE ORNITHOLOGY OF SPAIN.

Aves de España.

Escríta por

D. José Arevalo y Baca, Catedrático de la Universidad de Valencia.

4to, Cloth, 14s. net.

Lord Lilford having made the Ornithology of Spain a special study, we cannot do better than quote his opinion of the above book:—

"Don J. Arevalo's work on the Birds of Spain is the only one on the ornithology of the whole peninsula that has come to my knowledge. It is, of course, as all such works must be to some extent, a compilation from catalogues of the Birds of various portions of Spain, but as far as possible Señor Arevalo has taken very great trouble in verifying the said catalogues, and added no inconsiderable amount of personal observations. Though the reader will discover several mistakes in the determination of species, I consider the work as an extremely valuable addition to the ornithological literature of Europe, all the more so from the great modesty of the author, who may fairly now be considered the best Spanish authority on his special subject."—(Signed) LILFORD.

A Monograph on the Oriental Cicadidae.

By W. L. Distant.

Complete in 7 Parts, with 15 Plates, royal 4to, £1 10s. net (published at £2 2s. 6d.), 1889-92.

A Catalogue of the Moths of India.

Compiled by


Complete in 7 Parts, royal 8vo, 10s. net (published at £1 2s. 6d.), 1887-89.
H. E. DRESSER'S BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED AND STANDARD ORNITHOLOGICAL WORKS.

Royal 4to. 8 Vols. Half Morocco, gilt tops, price £50 net.


This Work is now out of print, and all the Drawings erased from the Stones.


Supplement to a History of the Birds of Europe (including all the species inhabiting the Western Palaearctic Region).

Demy 8vo. Price 1s. net.

A List of European Birds, including all species found in the Western Palaearctic Region.

Imp. 4to, containing 34 hand-coloured Plates by J. G. Keulemans. Cloth, price £5 5s. net.

A Monograph of the Meropidæ, or Family of the Bee-eaters.

Imp. 4to, containing 27 hand-coloured Plates by J. G. Keulemans. Cloth, price £5 net

A Monograph of the Coraciidæ, or Family of the Rollers.

Demy 8vo. Price 7s. 6d. net.

Eversmann's Addenda ad celeberrimi Pallasii Zoographiam Rosso-Asiaticam. Aves, Fasc. I.—III.

Facsimile reprint, edited by H. E. Dresser.

John Bale, Sons & Danielsson, Printers, 83-89, Great Titchfield Street, W.
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